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ENLARGING EUROPE: THE INDUSTRIAL
FOUNDATIONS OF A NEW POLITICAL REALITY

John Zysman and Andrew Schwartz

Europe’s political boundaries are being redrawn by the enlarge-
ment of the European Union (EU) and the extension of the North
Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO), while the continent’s indus-
trial fabric is being rewoven by myriad decisions about investment
and trade.1 Political imperatives, not calculations of possible eco-
nomic gains, have dictated the decision to enlarge the EU, but the
calculus of interests is reasserted when the particular terms of inte-
gration are debated. The Eastern economies poised to join the EU are
not large enough to greatly alter the overall development of the
European economy (Baldwin, François, and Portes 1997). Similarly,
the radically lower wage structures of the Central and East European
countries (CEECs) and the Former Soviet Union (FSU) may compel
significant industrial restructuring in the West, but in any aggregate
sense these industrial adaptations will be limited. They may none-
theless become part of a crucial reformulation of European corporate
organization and strategy that ultimately reinforces the competitive
position of companies located in Europe.

Just as important, however limited the economic adjustments,
the way in which the industrial fabric of Europe is rewoven will
certainly have far-reaching political significance. Most economists
would contend that the real extent of the probably positive adjust-
ments will be so limited that the appropriate policy is simply to
soldier on through the admissions process. Political analysts note
that the concentration of the dislocations and the fears they engen-
der among key electorates are giving rise to radical political move-
ments which have the potential to disrupt established political
regimes. Those concerned with Europe maintain that the admission
of a large number of poorer countries risks disrupting the policy
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coalitions and clogging the policy mechanics of the EU. The view
presented in this volume, which begins with the industrial develop-
ments that have already begun to link East and West, suggests at
least the outlines of a future trajectory in which Eastern industrial
development fosters Western prosperity and employment. This al-
ternate perspective requires that we begin our discussion by situat-
ing Europe’s adaptation to an evolving global economy.

The industrial economics of enlargement is not simply about
reorganization of patterns of comparative advantage, and hence the
adaptation and restructuring of Eastern production units. First,
those who will now join the EU gain more than just easier access to
the larger and more sophisticated Western market. They also win an
imperative and anchor for reforms of the state structures and legal
systems required to provide the stable adjudicable rules and a suffi-
ciently neutral administration capable of umpiring a capitalist econ-
omy. Second, many of the East European production entities cannot
stand on their own, and many that are created will not be able to
access global final product markets. Hence, in many cases the critical
issues will be how East Europeans will participate in value chains of
the main companies of the advanced countries. Effective manage-
ment and reorganization of the value chain, which is not simply a
newer and fancier way of saying the production system, is critical to
corporate competitiveness. The industrial reorganization of the East
is then very much a question of how the reshuffling of the value
chains that comes from including the East Europeans can advantage
the competitive position of companies producing in Europe.

This book analyzes the industrial integration of Central and
Eastern Europe (CEE) into the broader European economy, a twin
process of transformation in the East and structural adaptation in
the West. It focuses on the reconstruction of production systems,
unlike most studies, which emphasize trade and capital flows. Of
course, trade will in part result from such reorganizations and for-
eign investment will help finance them. Eastern Europe rejoins West-
ern Europe, even as Europe as a whole adapts to an evolving global
economy of three regional economic centers and innovative indus-
trial strategies implemented through reemerging or newly restruc-
tured International Production Networks (IPNs). Although the
character of Europe’s reintegration will be a function of these adap-
tations to the global economy, many of these issues are only now
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emerging in Western Europe and have been missing from examina-
tions of the Eastern transition.

Many crucial issues, including the meaning of trade or invest-
ment data, can be best understood in a comprehensive framework
that places Europe’s reunification within the optic of the shifting
dynamic of global competition. For two generations the EU has
sought to create a single market from the economies of a set of rela-
tively similar political economies, a homogeneous economic space
established by a policy-driven convergence of market rules. Com-
pared with Asia, for example, the range of incomes, wages, and skills
in Europe is very compressed. Now, with the dissolution of the So-
viet Union and the end of the cold war, Europe has become a much
more economically heterogeneous region. Certainly, the range of
wage and technological capacities has been dramatically extended
well beyond even that created by the entry of Spain, Portugal, and
Greece. As important, the set of misdeveloped or developing coun-
tries entering the club of rich Europeans can either be added to the
less advanced regions to create a bloc or can become rivals for re-
sources of the most advanced. In any case, the additional members
will complicate European governance in ways that are hardly cap-
tured by the arithmetic of qualified majority voting and the sugges-
tions in the form of Europe à la carte or a “variable geometry for
Europe” that Europe can no longer advance at a single speed.

A comparison with Asia’s recent development helps illuminate
Europe’s situation. Asia’s heterogeneity has long been entrenched in
the form of diverse national packages of skills and wages, or diverse
production functions, and continuously reinforced by military and
political competition. The development strategies of Japan, Korea,
and Taiwan, which constitute the first two tiers of Asian develop-
ment, coupled heavy state intervention and promotion with trade
protection. Those strategies have little relevance to the East Euro-
pean group. By contrast, third-tier Asian governments chose to inte-
grate themselves into the production and marketing arrangements
of the multinational corporations (MNCs) rather than pursue autar-
chic development strategies. These networks have served as a vehi-
cle for firms producing in Asian countries to enter international
markets on competitive terms and are an ineluctable part of the tale
of that entire region’s industrial development trajectory and of the
development of critical third-tier Asian countries in particular. As
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different as they may be from the Asian cases, the most advanced of
the CEECs are small-and middle-sized economies which will not be
able to pursue autonomous national development strategies, but
rather will need to insert themselves into a regional division of labor.
Consequently, a key determinant of the future trajectory of these
former Communist countries will be how their firms become in-
serted and where they then fit, not only into the regional division of
labor, but also into the IPNs that form part of new industrial strate-
gies. Third-tier Asian development strategies provide a relevant ana-
lytic analogy for Eastern Europe.

This introductory chapter presents the book’s argument about
the nature of EU enlargement as a competitive challenge, reviews
the available evidence on the integration of the CEECs into the
broader European and global economy, and outlines the policy im-
plications of that argument. Section 1 argues that the competitive
conditions to which Europe must adapt are not exclusively Euro-
pean. It sketches how new corporate strategies, hiding behind code
words such as “globalism,” have changed the terms of industrial
competition and induced the rapid evolution of IPNs. Section 2 ex-
plores the emergence of IPNs in Europe as a response to the region’s
new heterogeneity. The review of the empirical evidence on the on-
going CEE trajectory of trade and industrial development shows that
CEECs have reached a turning point between an initial pattern of
low-cost, low-value-added outward processing trade (OPT) with
Western Europe and a more sophisticated and more promising de-
velopmental model based on complementary reorganization of pro-
duction in an increasingly integrated regional economy. Section 3
draws out the implications of these economic developments for
Europe’s competitiveness in global markets and the political and
strategic evolution of the region. The EU’s member-states must rec-
ognize the necessity of developing coherent strategies for respond-
ing to the shifting imperatives of industrial competition in the
context of EU enlargement. If they fail to seize this opportunity to
build effective IPNs, the process of integration of CEE into the EU
will create enormous political and economic difficulties. But if they
succeed, they can both improve the competitiveness of EU industry
in world markets and reinforce the continent’s political stability and
regional security.
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1. PRODUCTION NETWORKS, “WINTELISM,” AND EASTERN
EUROPE’S POSSIBILITIES IN A GLOBAL ECONOMY

At the end of the twentieth century, Eastern Europe is reenter-
ing an international economy very different from the one it left just
after World War II. The current era is one with multiple economic
centers and shifting dynamics of industrial competition. Three re-
gional groupings have emerged in a supposedly global economy:
North America, Europe, and Asia (consisting principally of Japan,
Taiwan, Korea, and the associated countries that are now forming
part of the IPNs that concern us here). For each region “foreign”
trade—defined here as extra-regional trade—makes up only a small
part of GNP, less than 10 percent. Not only the growth of trade, but
also the growth of investment have been concentrated in the region
of origin: investors within each region have been the principal
sources of investment to that region. MNCs tend to invest in their
home regions—that is, it is more accurate to say that French firms
have become European than that they have become global.

PRODUCTION NETWORKS AND THE NEW TERMS OF INDUSTRIAL COMPETITION

The first step in the analysis of industrial adjustment in Eastern
Europe is to set the current evolution of CEE industrial structures in
the broader context of global economic transformation and the
emerging form of modern industrial competition. In their contribu-
tion to this volume, Michael Borrus and John Zysman explore the
significance of two interrelated phenomena, the rise of “Wintelism”
and the emergence of IPNs, both with roots in American technology
competition. Because these two developments taken together are
altering the terms of competition in global markets, they help deline-
ate the strategies that investors in CEE might follow and the strategic
challenges that producers in the region must face.

The Strategic Innovation: “Wintelism” is the code word created
to suggest the dominance of the Windows operating system and
Intel‘s domination of the evolution of microprocessors. It signifies
the shift in competition away from final assembly and vertical con-
trol of markets by final assemblers. The key notion is that the ability
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of a firm to exercise market power moves from branding or simple
production cost and quality to control over the market through prod-
uct standards. An important consequence is that product advantage
in markets for critical system elements is often held through product
standards in the form of intellectual property, not by trade secrets
embedded in production, or defended through the very rapid evo-
lution of product. For example, control of the market does not turn
as critically on the distinctive internal mastery of the production
process and assembly as was the case with Henry Ford’s mass pro-
duction or Toyota’s “lean” production innovations. Advantage in the
assembly of the final product does not guarantee market control.
Factors more essential are speed to market, agility in the adjustment
of product features, and the ability to draw on the innovative capaci-
ties of particular nodes in the networks. Consequently, a firm can
more easily subcontract production with reduced risk that core tech-
nology will be competitively developed by contract suppliers.

The Tactical Counterpart: The shift in strategy and competitive
dynamics alters how a firm exerts market control and attacks the
market. The IPNs are the organizational counterparts to Wintelism.
They are relationships among firms that organize, across national
borders, the research and development, product definition and de-
sign, procurement, manufacturing, distribution, and support serv-
ices in a given industry. Forms of IPNs evolving recently include
large doses of contracted production provided by manufacturing
services companies that organize particular activities or often the
whole production value chain.

IPNs, whether internally managed by MNCs or animated by
contract manufacturers providing a production service, have turned
large segments of complex manufacturing into a commodity avail-
able in the market. Formerly vertically integrated assemblers such
as IBM, Hewlett-Packard, and Apple have disposed of captive pro-
duction facilities—that is, the facilities they themselves own and
operate—and moved to extensive contracting. These moves allow
firms to concentrate on design and the reorganization of marketing
and distribution operations while conserving capital and gaining
production flexibility. Thus, American-based IPNs in Asia have been
able to integrate local producers in a complex chain of value creation,
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contributing directly and powerfully to the competitive market
surge of American electronics firms.

What Is New? Both the purposes and the organizational form of the
IPNs have evolved over the years. The main predicament of inter-
nationalization does not merely consist, as was the case in the past,
in a competitive urge to tap into cheap factor endowments and re-
mote markets. Increasingly, cross-border firm relationships are
evolving to take advantage of a more intricate division of labor. In a
first version, the division of labor will aim at creating economies of
scale. This first division of labor may result from the political inte-
gration of a set of relatively homogenous economies, as with Euro-
pean integration. In a second version, division of labor may result
from the linkages among diverse and heterogeneous economies, as
is the case in Asia.

The organizational form of the production networks is also
evolving accordingly (Sturgeon 1997 and forthcoming). Increasingly,
the expansion of IPNs corresponds to a complex portfolio-based
management of production organization involving the constant flux
of production and responsibility, the mix of equity and contract, and
the balance between internal management and outside sourcing.
IPNs increasingly rest on the innovative and entrepreneurial capaci-
ties of the local nodes. Particular producers or districts, in turn, must
absorb technology and skills to alter in any meaningful way their
position in the chain of value.

IPNs now touch the core elements of the industrial economy
and the most innovative and rapidly expanding sectors. Wintelism
and IPNs as a potent strategic combination are most evident in the
electronics industry, but the approach is of general importance
across a set of industries. The emergence of contract production and
cross-national arrangements in consumer durable sectors such as
automobiles turns the phenomenon away from one essentially con-
fined to labor-intensive, low- and middle- skill products in mature
sectors. It is spreading as an idea, a conception of how to proceed,
that is often promoted through popular press versions such as the
“virtual corporation” and by the availability of manufacturing serv-
ice companies that provide production on a contract basis.
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THE NATURE OF THE COMPETITIVE CHALLENGE FOR EUROPE

The second step of the argument is to look at what the rise of
Wintelism and IPNs as new recipes for industrial competitiveness
may mean in a European context. The contribution by Constanze
Kurz and Volker Wittke in this volume contrasts two basic ways in
which European firms are using Eastern producers as part of their
production networks: the least cost and the complementary produc-
tion strategies. The least cost strategy consists of moving existing
production arrangements to a lower-wage location. At the same
time, those low-wage nodes in the Višegrad countries have quickly
adapted to more expanded roles that take advantage of their skills.
In Asia, similarly, even these limited starting points permitted pro-
ducers—and countries—to learn, invest, and move up market.
Transfer to low-wage locations, of course, involves relatively little
effort to plan and prepare. It is a relatively straightforward strategy
for West European firms faced with high domestic costs. Conse-
quently, these kinds of moves take place first and fastest.

The pools of existing East European skills already permit a
second strategy, however. Complementary production draws on the
special skills of Eastern producers, or organization of low-cost
skilled work to create distinctive industrial capacities. The stated
objective for both Skoda (Volkswagen) and ABB is to offer Western
quality and technology at Eastern prices. Because developing strate-
gies of complementary specialization requires longer planning and
indeed greater operational certainty, the strategy is only now taking
full effect. German firms under intense cost pressures have, as a
group, made the most extensive use of complementary production
to reconsider and reorganize their production strategies. Germany
represents the destination for more than 30 percent of the exports of
Poland, Hungary, and the Czech Republic and the source of more
than 20 percent of all imports for those countries. The geographic
proximity matters. As the CEO of Opel said, “Having a new plant
on your doorstep is different from having it in Indonesia.” But com-
plementary production is not limited to Germany. For many Euro-
pean firms the Asian experience serves as a guide. Corporations
across Europe are moving aggressively to take advantage of the
more heterogeneous production environment created by the larger
Europe.
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Which form of integration will become more prevalent matters
greatly for the developmental trajectory of Eastern Europe and the
terms of its incorporation into the broader European economy. A
relevant analogy here is with the Southeast Asian countries—the
third tier of Asian development (Zysman, Doherty, and Schwartz,
1995). These third-tier countries do not have the history of domestic
manufacturing that developed indigenously in Japan and that was
created through successful learning in South Korea and Taiwan. This
lack of historical manufacturing experience renders the Southeast
Asian countries more dependent on MNCs for their industrial de-
velopment. Third-Tier development has been facilitated by, entan-
gled with, and contributed to the development of the new IPNs with
their large doses of contract management and has both contributed
to and benefited from the Asian region’s industrial competitiveness.
Like CEE today, the third-tier Asian countries perceived their inser-
tion into a cross-national division of labor as their best development
option, and they have embraced a broad range of policies to make
their business environment attractive to multinationals. They
judged, correctly in our view, that the managerial, technological,
financial, and know-how requirements are prohibitively high if the
goal is to emerge and compete directly with Japanese, American,
Korean, Taiwanese, or European firms. Low labor costs, expanding
regional markets, and political and economic stability in Southeast
Asia initially lured Japanese, American, and (to a lesser extent) Euro-
pean MNCs. The consequence of the IPNs and the host government
policies to support them is that MNCs are playing a critical role in
the economic development of the region, fostering technology crea-
tion and transfer for Asia’s third-tier countries. Local firms on their
own simply could not have become competitive on world markets
on this scale in the short time since these countries have become
independent. Host countries are able to exploit foreign technology
while gradually building up their domestic capabilities.

The success of this “regionalized” development strategy de-
pends, ultimately, on the kinds of linkages that are created by local
producers with foreign firms. If MNCs merely deploy least cost
strategies in their expansion in CEE, they are unlikely to transfer
significant technological capabilities to host countries. This would
lead to a developmental scenario in which these countries durably
become low-wage, low-cost economies. The result might be a
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“maquiladorization” effect of low-wage factories and little value-
added production—hardly the best route to national industrial de-
velopment. By contrast, if interfirm linkages create a trajectory that
allows local subsidiaries and locally owned suppliers to move up the
value-added production chain, the result will be more economic dy-
namism and beneficial spillovers for host countries.

2. TRANSITION, ADAPTATION, AND PRODUCTION NETWORKS
IN EASTERN EUROPE

The East European producers do not have, by and large, the
management and technical skills to compete with MNCs; most can-
not provide the quality of production and certainty of delivery re-
quired to be first-tier suppliers. Moreover, the East European
economies for the most part do not have the physical infrastructure
(for instance, communications, transportation, financial services) to
support effective and rapid development of indigenous world class
firms. As argued, the CEE situation in this regard is analogous to
that of the third-tier Asian countries. Consequently, their positions
in supply networks organized and maintained by European, Ameri-
can, and Asian multinationals may prove critical.

The principal MNCs operating in Europe will drive the regional
patterns of production, investment, and venture. Those MNCs will
base their strategies on judgments about the capacities of the Eastern
political economies to deliver resources in a form that would en-
hance the overall competitiveness of their production networks.
Those judgments, evidently, have evolved as the Eastern transfor-
mation proceeds and as Western firms reassess the assets in their
neighborhood. Consequently, it is not surprising that the MNCs
would be slow to recognize and capture the possibilities inherent in
the new networks. Thus while a process of experimentation and
development is just beginning, it is improbable that initial develop-
ments will be good predictors of final patterns. Nonetheless, the
preliminary evidence suggests that the initial elements of at least
some form of European IPNs are being put into place. Indeed we
must recall that the dense webs of production in Asia that eventually
permitted new production systems were built up over years from
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OPT contracts and MNC-controlled foreign direct investment (FDI),
which together helped to create or transfer the required skills and
infrastructure. With that caveat in mind, let us examine the opening
patterns and initial strategies.

THE BEGINNING OF NETWORK EXPERIMENTATION AND THE DEMAND FOR
NETWORK PARTICIPANTS

The emerging evidence indicates the existence of a steady
stream of experiments in network organization, which implies that
a steady development toward network-based production is possible.

The Aggregate Trade and Industry Data: Based on the analysis of
existing aggregate data, several contributions in this volume deline-
ate the main lines of current evolution for the economies of the
CEECs. Michael A. Landesmann shows that recent East-West Euro-
pean trade data indicate a marked increase in vertical intra-industry
trade, far greater in fact than the already rapid expansion in regional
trade as a whole. Indeed for Hungary, the Czech Republic, and
Slovenia, with Poland close behind, indices of intra-industry trade
are already higher than in countries like Portugal and Greece. Intra-
industry trade is exchange within a supply chain, in which produc-
ers representing diverse packages of wages and technical skills form
part of the production network. Suggested in a variety of ways—by
wage rate differentials, productivity differentials, and unit value of
traded goods—such trade flows represent tell-tale evidence of the
emergence of complex IPNs.

Beneath these broad aggregate trends for the CEE area as a
whole, Paolo Guerrieri finds divergent patterns of export and pro-
duction specialization among the CEECs. Some countries, such as
the Czech Republic, Hungary, Poland, and to some extent Slovakia
have engaged in substantial restructuring of their economies, while
others are much less advanced on the path of reform. To a varying
degree, however, all the CEECs still clearly lag behind the West Euro-
pean pack, as shown by their lack of competitiveness in both spe-
cialized suppliers and science-based goods.

Discussions of East-West trade have focused on OPT arrange-
ments which are, in fact, often a step that leads toward complex,
capital-intensive IPNs. OPT is the export of a single (usually) labor-
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intensive portion of MNC internal supply networks and a simple
version of vertical intra-industry trade. In Asia, outward processing
initiated the complex adaptation of third-tier development based on
insertion into MNC production networks. European OPT typically
operates under a tariff regime that allows an EU firm to import
processed or assembled products while avoiding regular tariffs as
long as the parts to be processed or assembled by the outside sub-
contractor are supplied by an EU principal. (In the United States we
often refer to “301 production,” citing the relevant section of the
tariff code.)

As Françoise Lemoine shows in her contribution to this volume,
in the early 1990s OPT drove CEE exports, accounting for nearly 20
percent of total EU imports in 1992. In that year, OPT from Hungary,
the Czech Republic, Slovakia, Poland, and Slovenia totaled 45 per-
cent in leather and shoes, 85 percent in clothing, and (interestingly)
43 percent in electrical machinery. Movement in the direction of
more complex networks with more extensive local technological
contribution is underway in the more advanced CEECs. As a result,
OPT has been dropping there since 1992. Hungary and Slovenia, the
two Eastern countries with the highest wage rates, are driving this
adjustment. At the same time, the Balkan countries, Romania and
Bulgaria, have been making up the difference, especially in labor-in-
tensive sectors.

Lemoine suggests that in the future, the comparative advantage
of the CEECs lies in capital-intensive and natural-resource-intensive
sectors rather than in labor-intensive sectors. Indeed, FDI in capital-
intensive industries such as automobiles, machinery, and chemicals
has displaced OPT. Much of the FDI has been geared toward export-
oriented businesses, including intermediate products such as ma-
chinery, electrical equipment, and transport equipment (Hunya
1997; Zemplínerová and Benacek 1996). Lemoine concludes from an
analysis of FDI data that Hungarian industry is already substantially
internationalized, while internationalization is well underway in Po-
land and the Czech Republic. In short, the data on both FDI and trade
indicate that IPNs, though still in their infancy, are increasingly be-
coming a part of the reconstitution of the European economy.

Considering Iberia, which, like the third-tier Asian countries
(and CEE), consists of small- and middle-sized economies entering
a regional division of labor, clarifies East European prospects. Barry
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Eichengreen and Richard Kohl note that the lack of rapid accumula-
tion and a state capable of guiding the process of economic develop-
ment will prevent Eastern Europe from following the development
path of the East Asian countries. They then ask under what circum-
stances Eastern Europe may succeed in developing and converging
with Western Europe and what forces will drive that process. They
find that although export competitiveness for the whole region has
not improved, it has risen for individual countries and for sectors
associated with high levels of FDI and OPT. They argue that, like
Spain and Portugal, the CEECs can use FDI and OPT to gain foreign
finance, market access, domestic profits, and technological knowl-
edge helpful for closing income and productivity gaps toward the
West. Indeed, Eastern Europe should be able improve on the per-
formance of Spain and Portugal by avoiding some of the mistakes
made in those countries, especially the adoption of social market
policies which induce economic rigidities. Miracle growth as in Ja-
pan, Korea, and Taiwan will not result, but one can hope for conver-
gence with the West at Spanish and Portuguese rates.

Industry Case Studies: From a different vantage point, the reori-
entation of trade away from the Council of Mutual Economic Assis-
tance (CMEA) is intertwined with a reorganization of Western
production chains and Eastern entrance into them. Sectoral analyses
uncover the logic of the networks that lie behind the trade data.

In their case study of the auto industry, Winfried Ruigrok and
Rob van Tulder depict the reorganization and reconsideration of the
value chains through a mix of least cost production, transfer of ex-
isting production to lower-cost sites, and what Kurz and Wittke call
“complementary specialization.” As important, West European auto
companies are increasingly developing products for an East Euro-
pean market that will serve the bottom end of the global market. This
is a shift away from the tendency simply to adapt for the East models
that have been phased out in the West. Moreover, Western firms are
now encouraging suppliers to move East with them.

In textiles and apparel the move East has been led by the Ger-
mans and Italians. With the emphasis on low-wage production, OPT
arrangements initially played an important role, but FDI has begun
to be favored for the Višegrad countries. In his examination of Italian
firms’ OPT and FDI in the textile and clothing industry, Giovanni
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Graziani shows that OPT arrangements have been moved further
East as wages have risen. Italian clothing manufacturers are starting
to revise their perception of local subcontractors, acknowledging the
improvement in their quality level through learning, and increas-
ingly relying on them for the supply of complex and high-quality
products. A similar process of creating custom extended work-
benches in the East for low-wage/low-technology activity is evident
in the furniture and upholstery industries, where 50 percent of Ger-
man production now comes from German factories in Poland.

In electrical equipment, appliances, and electronics, the proc-
esses of reorganization have been slower. But major European com-
panies such as Philips, Siemens, ABB, and Ericsson, as well as
American firms such as IBM and GE, have steadily rethought pro-
duction using Eastern suppliers. Greg Linden’s study of the electron-
ics sector in this volume suggests that in most cases advanced
engineering is kept in the West while skilled production, albeit
lower-wage skilled production, is moved East. Moreover, there are
hints that nodes of local activity are emerging. System clusters of
related activities have emerged, including PCs in the Czech Repub-
lic, hard disk drives and audio-visual equipment in Hungary, and
televisions in Poland. In the electrical sector, Hungary has strong
export capabilities in lighting equipment and refrigerators, while
Poland is developing clusters in washing machines and batteries.

Finally, in the agriculture and food sectors, IPNs are also devel-
oping between West and East European producers. Timothy Josling
and Stefan Tangermann argue that contrary to the fears of the farm
sector in Western Europe, the comparative advantage of Eastern ag-
riculture is not in raw materials that are in oversupply in the West.
Thus, West European FDI tends to concentrate in highly processed
foods with low raw material content. Investment and linkages in the
Eastern food processing sectors can therefore indirectly benefit the
Western farm sector by fostering more consumer-responsive mar-
kets in the CEECs.

Distinctive Features of European Networks: In sum, the empirical
evidence suggests that ongoing organizational experimentation will
generate networks in Europe. Speculating on the precise form the
networks will take remains premature. But certainly the European
experience will not follow Asia’s trajectory. Let us list some of the
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reasons that the development of European networks will follow a
new path.

1) The core European companies have strengths in different sec-
tors than the American and Japanese firms that first orches-
trated these production arrangements in Asia. The lead sectors
will be different—automobiles and mechanical engineering
rather than electronics.

2) The CEECs that are being first drawn into West European pro-
duction networks are misdeveloped, rather than underdevel-
oped with a low-wage workforce. They developed to incorrect
price signals; they are, by contrast, characterized by inexpensive
but relatively skilled labor. There are pools of trained skilled
workers and engineers in the East whose talents have been ap-
plied to the wrong undertakings. Furthermore, the remarkable
results scored by CEE students in international comparisons of
math and science secondary education underscore these coun-
tries’ potential to become important pools of highly skilled labor
in the near future.2

3) The national base, and hence the strategic logic of the lead
MNCs, will be different. Evidently, European MNCs will be far
more involved in the development of CEE than they were in
Asia.

4) Production will likely be targeted for Europe rather than, as in
Asia, for export out of the region.

5) European transportation will principally be by land. By con-
trast, the network nodes are linked in Asia by water and air,
which allowed any country to facilitate its initial entry into
cross-national development by investment in its own ports. The
extensive development of Europe-wide rail and road infrastruc-
ture makes each country dependent on the investments of its
neighbors. In the meantime, Eastern countries that border on
Western Europe—the Czech Republic, Hungary, Poland,
Slovenia, perhaps Estonia and Slovakia—will have relative ad-
vantages.

6) The fundamental policy stance in Asia and Europe is radically
different. Asian countries have used an effective state to pro-
mote and protect industry, even when they have followed ex-
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port-oriented market strategies, while the former Eastern bloc
countries began with the political goal of dismantling a corrupt
state economy, leaving themselves with a strategy of aggressive
liberalism as the only available alternative.

What Is the Potential Supply of Network Nodes? Since we are at the
beginning of a trajectory of development, the question is not simply
the current extent of such arrangements. Rather it is how significant
their role can become. Assume that a broad mix of European, Ameri-
can, and Asian companies decided to develop these production net-
works. Would there be a supply of “production nodes” in the East
sufficient to satisfy the demand? At this point, there is no evident
answer.

To begin with, there is a great variation across the region. Three
distinct subregional patterns are emerging: a) delayed development
in the FSU; b) the early stages of transition in countries such as
Romania and Bulgaria; and c) sustained restructuring in a core
group of CEECs including Poland, Hungary, Slovenia, and the Czech
Republic. As Landesmann remarks, “The potential for and speed of
catching up is relatively high in the CEECs precisely because of the
inherited unbalanced nature of assets (such as good stocks of engi-
neering skills, insufficient capabilities/capacities in design, market-
ing, communication infrastructure, etc.).” Indeed, the processes of
restructuring in each of these four CEECs are themselves very dif-
ferent, but overall development in the Eastern economies has in-
creasingly meant involvement in complementary production.

As a group, the CEECs may not in themselves be a large enough
source of production nodes to alter the way in which European busi-
ness as a whole is organized and to affect its competitive position in
global markets. Perhaps as firms in CEE begin to extend production
networks further East, producers in Eastern Europe and the FSU
may join in. Such a development would follow the examples of Ko-
rean and Taiwanese production networks, which have drawn third-
tier countries into the regional industrial system. But up until now
the primary networks that have emerged in the FSU are survivalist
or predatory rent-extracting arrangements that too often take crimi-
nal form. As we argue in the sequel to this volume, Russia remains
stuck in a “tunnel at the end of the light”—after attempting a utopian
and eventually very painful experiment of market-building without
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first fulfilling the fundamental political and institutional require-
ments of market-driven economic growth (Cohen, Schwartz, and
Zysman, eds. 1998).

3. THE POLITICAL REORGANIZATION OF THE EUROPEAN REGION:
WILL A UNIFIED ECONOMY BE COMPETITIVE,

POLITICALLY STABLE, AND SECURE?

Including CEE firms in a European division of labor will be
painful, often forcing difficult and socially costly industrial adjust-
ments. Certainly, East European demand for higher quality con-
sumer goods, food products, and industrial equipment can act as a
significant boost to the Western economies that supply them. But one
political question is whether the industrial adjustments with their
inevitable dislocations can be managed or will create enduring po-
litical reactions that undermine governments and indeed challenge
the European project. The third part of this volume considers both
the context of relative political confusion that presently characterizes
the enterprise of EU enlargement to East European countries and the
question of how the costs of industrial adjustment are likely to be
borne by European countries.

IPNS AND EUROPEAN COMPETITIVENESS

One version of the story of industrial adjustment is that Eastern
Europe is a huge pool of low-cost labor, often low-cost skilled labor,
that consequently threatens both Western jobs that might move East
and wages of Western workers who must compete with Eastern pro-
duction. Seen as market rivals that force economic adaptation or
require subsidy, the East European producers represent threats to
Western interests that raise the political costs of creating a new re-
gional architecture for Europe. Ours is a second, alternative, version
of the story. Examining IPNs suggests that Eastern producers may
become complements to Western production, permitting the com-
petitive reorganization of European production that defends market
position and jobs in global markets. Will the new, more heterogene-
ous European architecture, representing a different framework of
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incentives and constraints on firms, alter the regional competitive-
ness of Europe? Will it augment the capacity of firms to sustain
market position in competition while sustaining productivity in-
creases?

We must distinguish this new heterogeneity from the tradi-
tional expansion of an ever more homogeneous European market.
The creation of the Common Market fostered the expansion of intra-
European trade by dismantling barriers between national markets.
The Single European Act facilitated an expansion of intra-European
investment as well as trade by means of a commitment to a sufficient
convergence of domestic rules and an arrangement in which na-
tional regulatory structures did not in themselves constitute obsta-
cles to trade and investment. The process of West European
integration created an ever more homogeneous economic space, one
that sought along a range of dimensions to compress the differences
among national economies. The drive toward a homogeneous single
economic space has allowed firms to capture scale economies, which
in turn fostered the consolidation of a large number of national play-
ers into a limited number of groups.

Will the evolution of a dense and diverse web of production
networks help firms based in Europe compete with firms based in
North America and Asia? Networks may play such a positive role
by providing market agility (that is, the ability to introduce new
products and reorganize production rapidly); creating a more com-
plex, nuanced division of labor within the region; and inducing in-
novation in product and process. If operations that would otherwise
move to Asia stay in Europe and if production presently in Asia
moves back to Europe, then the gains could be substantial for the
region as a whole and particularly for some segments of higher-
value-added production that will locate in Western Europe. In a
product such as a VCR, a whole range of components and subassem-
blies could be produced cost effectively in Eastern Europe. But when
final assembly shifts from Europe to Asia, many of those parts will
be procured locally from Asian suppliers. So even if Eastern Europe
represents only a pool of low-cost labor, it may because of proximity
serve to maintain higher wage jobs in Western Europe. Of course, if
Western companies, as one set of German firms is already doing,
draw on the low-cost skilled labor to develop distinctive complemen-
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tary, production capacities, they may be able to develop distinctive
and ever more competitive product and market strategies.

What we now know is that CEE trade advances seem to have
come at the expense of Asian producers, especially second-tier NIEs
(Singapore, Hong Kong, South Korea, and Taiwan). From 1988 to
1995 Central Europe accounted for half of the increase in EU imports
of industrial manufactured products from emerging regions outside
the OECD; the corresponding import share of those newly industri-
alizing economies (NIEs) remained unchanged. According to
Lemoine, the major gains were in clothing, leather and shoes, wood
and paper (including building materials), and engineering. The criti-
cal question for our analysis is whether over time the Asian produc-
tion displaced will be simply low labor-cost standard product or
whether it will be part of the emergence of alternate production
networks in Europe. The case studies to which we refer above sug-
gest that at least some of the production is staying in Europe as part
of the emergence of complex IPNs.

There are different risks for East and West in this interpretation.
One question for “Eastern Europe” is whether in the short term the
production and employment gains from complementary specializa-
tion—gains that result from keeping production in or recapturing
production for Europe—have caused losses to Eastern Europe. A
second question for “Western Europe” is whether the return of pro-
duction to the region will generate a technology trajectory of product
and process innovation that will allow European-based companies
to create market advantage. The evidence, as we read it, does not yet
answer these questions. Nor does it tell us whether policy can influ-
ence the outcome.

IPNS AND THE OPPORTUNITY FOR A NEW EUROPEAN BARGAIN

If IPNs permit East European producers to be portrayed as
economic complements rather than rivals, then we speculate that the
political reconstruction of a stable Europe will be simplified. After
World War II, economic instruments such as the European Coal and
Steel Community and the Common Market were used to accomplish
a security purpose. Successful economic reconstruction and devel-
opment contributed to anchoring Germany in the West and creating
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the national political stability on which the Western alliance rested.
Steve Weber and John Zysman argue that the situation today differs
from the postwar architecture of Europe, which rested on a well-un-
derstood and vividly depicted European bargain. A contrast of the
European and Asian experiences suggests that each region’s internal
“architecture,” as defined by security arrangements and economic
institutions, shapes the choices of the countries and firms within
each region. The European region has been a political creation aimed
at developing an ever larger and more homogeneous market. The
distinctive architecture of the Asian region, with its economic het-
erogeneity and political rivalries, has facilitated—indeed encour-
aged—innovation in the organization and application of contracted
IPNs. The post-cold-war architecture of Europe, the new architec-
ture, is now being constructed. But the external threats against which
it would protect are ambiguous, and the domestic strategies for
growth that it might facilitate are unclear. As important for our pur-
poses, the complementarity of security and economic means and
objectives has come to an end. There are now visible economic prices
to pay for security objectives.3

Certainly Europe’s objectives toward the East will be more
modest than Germany’s toward its own reintegration and, hence,
less costly. Nonetheless, the gap is enormous. There is a radical di-
vergence between rich Europe and its less developed partners that
would now join the community. Jean Pisani-Ferry’s and Helen Wal-
lace’s contributions to this volume consider the important chal-
lenges of EU enlargement in the coming years. As Pisani-Ferry
points out, radical disparities in incomes and development levels
create costs that will be felt directly in the budget of the EU through,
for example, structural fund expenditures. Those disparities will
also be expressed through the market pressures of wage-based mi-
gration and policy tensions of significant disparities of interest on
matters such as environment and social policy. In absolute terms,
measured by percent of GDP, the costs of the disparities may at first
glance appear low. But the costs press immediately on the budget of
the EU and more generally contribute to the sense of “global” dislo-
cation that mobilizes political resistance. Certainly the disparities
also complicate the governance of the EU.

One consequence of incorporating significant disparities within
the Community would be abandoning the notion that, except for
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temporary delays, the European countries would move forward to-
gether. Drawing an analogy between EU enlargement and the
emerging geometry of economic and monetary union, Pisani-Ferry
sets out the possibility of a “Europe au menu,” wherein the mem-
ber-states will be able to pick and choose their preferred pace of
integration based on a restricted menu of options and a common
understanding that each country has a vocation to eventually gradu-
ate to the next level of integration. Wallace’s chapter suggests, how-
ever, that although the “deep” integration model apparently
prevails over the “shallow” model in European discourse, it will
probably be extremely difficult to construct the political and eco-
nomic bargains necessary to implement the adjustments demanded
by “deep” integration.

Thus, both Pisani-Ferry and Wallace would concur with Weber
and Zysman that variable geometry risks an endless series of ad hoc
arrangements that ultimately fragment the overall European bar-
gains. Now Europe must decide what economic prices (in forms such
as market access and subsidy) to pay for security. After World War
II the United States supported the development of political allies
through relatively open markets and development assistance. West-
ern Europe is being called on to do the same. However, Europe must
do so not in the golden era of growth but in an era of high unem-
ployment and demands to reduce state budgets. Again, the problem
is not simply the difficulty of defining a security doctrine in the
absence of a single clear threat, but rather that there is no clear policy
solution to the economic problems and no clear coalition to support
it. As a result, the question of costs, both direct budget costs and the
indirect costs of accelerated economic adjustment, have become cen-
tral to the debate on the reintegration of Western and Eastern
Europe.

In the meantime, misguided strategies on the part of EU gov-
ernments are likely to persist. In this volume, Alain Henriot and
András Inotaï review several telling examples of this confusion.
They note that the spectacular increase in trade flows between the
EU and the CEECs since the beginning of the 1990s has fueled a
highly politicized debate over industrial delocalization, especially in
France and Germany. The sensitivity of public opinion about this
issue has made it difficult to facilitate access to EU markets for CEE
products. If we take the example of agriculture, CEE producers have
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been unable to compete with the system of assistance to agricultural
exports in place as part of the EU’s Common Agricultural Policy.
This could affect production and the specialization structure for a
long time, which would be detrimental to rural labor and could
endanger the modernization of the CEE agricultural sector.

The risk for the East in this story is equally clear and, in fact,
symmetric to that faced by Western Europe. Production organized
by Western companies may remain limited to a series of Eastern
enclaves isolated from the rest of Eastern economies, rather than the
foundations of broad and sustainable growth. As Ellen Comisso
demonstrates in her contribution to this volume, the national vari-
ations in basic strategies for privatization, stabilization, price and
trade liberalization, and industrial growth constitute “implicit de-
velopment strategies” that will account for different market out-
comes, including patterns of attachment to the West. The fate of the
Eastern economies almost certainly will depend on the choices of
their several governments to provide infrastructure, skill develop-
ment, and above all stable, predictable, and evenly enforced market
rules.

On the positive side, there are important reasons for hope.
There is growing evidence of transition and network experimenta-
tion in complex manufacturing that goes beyond OPT arrangements.
Although most of it remains concentrated in a handful of the Eastern
countries and is being conducted most extensively by German firms,
Niels Mygind’s contribution suggests that countries on the periph-
ery of CEE, such as the Baltic economies, are also beginning to expe-
rience economic internationalization. Finnish and Swedish investors
in particular are in the process of establishing IPNs, especially in
Estonia.

If we view the East European countries as a source of migrants
or products that accelerate the pressures of structural adjustment in
the West, then the tradeoffs between economics and security will be
accentuated. But the Eastern countries also represent an opportunity
to orchestrate a finer division of labor that would contribute to the
competitive position of the European region as a whole. The division
of labor possible as a result of the heterogeneity provided by the East
may not only help keep production in Europe, but also permit new
production that might not have been considered. In this case, the
conflicts between economics and security posited above would be
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muted. Thus the very disparities that create or at least amplify tensions
among Europe’s regions may also represent a heterogeneity of production
functions that contribute to their solution. Much then turns on the char-
acter of the transition away from socialist economic systems and the
adaptation and reorganization they bring—that is, how the CEE
firms become inserted into the European division of labor. In this
way, the framework of IPNs in a new industrial competition allows
us to address not only the question of economic adaptation, but also
the political adjustments within the new Europe.

NOTES

 1. This introduction draws on Zysman and Schwartz (forthcoming), which,
in turn, draws on the other contributions to this book.

 2. See, for example, “World’s Top Test Scores Not Enough for Czechs,” San
Francisco Chronicle, 21 April 1998.

 3. Note that the North-South conflict over how to allocate the budgetary
impact of enlargement has now emerged as a major stumbling block in the
negotiations. See Buckley, Preston, and Barber (1998) and Barber (1998).
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GLOBALIZATION WITH BORDERS: THE RISE
OF WINTELISM AS THE FUTURE OF

INDUSTRIAL COMPETITION

Michael Borrus and John Zysman

This paper proposes that two interwoven developments with
their roots in American technology competition—namely, “Win-
telism” and International Production Networks (IPNs)—are altering
the terms of competition in many global markets and shifting the
structure of many industries. The new strategies change what com-
panies must do to win in the market, and by so doing, change the
number and type of firms in the industry, the activities each undertake,
and industry and firm boundaries. Competition is shifting away from
final assembly and vertical control of markets by final assemblers
toward a struggle over setting and evolving de facto product stand-
ards in the market, with market power lodged anywhere in the value
chain, including product architectures, components, and software.1

“Wintelism” is the code word that reflects this shift, created by linking
the names of the two most evident major victors of the new standards
competition: Microsoft Windows (the software operating system) and
Intel microprocessors. Those constituent system elements—from com-
ponents and subsystems through operating and applications soft-
ware—become separate and critical competitive markets with the
potential to control competition in the industry as a whole. The Win-
telism thread of the story is drawn from, but by no means limited to,
the emerging electronics sector. Wintelism is not just a story of the
ineluctable competitive elaboration of the interior logic of new tech-
nology. Rather, this particular thread has been spun out principally
by American firms responding to international competition within the
confines and logic of the American market and its particularly defined
political rules. In turn, Wintelism is now influencing the economies
and polities in which it has emerged.
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The second thread is the production organization counterpart
to Wintelism, IPNs. IPN is a label we apply to the consequent dis-in-
tegration of the industry’s value chain into constituent functions that
can be contracted out to independent producers wherever those
companies are located in the global economy. IPNs permit and result
from an increasingly fine division of labor. They permit firms to
weave together the constituent elements of the value chain into com-
petitively effective new production systems while facilitating di-
verse points of innovation. But perhaps most important, IPNs have
turned large segments of complex manufacturing into a commodity
available in the market.

Although Wintelism and IPNs are most prominently evident in
electronics, the electronics case suggests developments of general
importance across a set of industries. Consequently, the metaphors
and optics we use to interpret advanced industrial societies must be
reconsidered. The era framed by mechanical and electro-mechanical
processes is giving way to an era framed by digital electronics. If the
mechanical era was best embodied under the Fordist rubric, then
Wintelism should be the code word of industrial competition in the
present digital era.

THE ARCHITECTURE OF GLOBAL

The “global” economy in which Wintelism and IPNs have
emerged has become an emblem of dramatic change. The hyperbole
in the media and popular novels that suggests a whirling era of giant
companies, shifting money, and hapless governments often hides the
distinctive features of changing markets. The fact of expanding mar-
ket ties is not itself in question; at issue is the character of those ties,
the pattern they form, and their significance. While the intensity of
interconnection—the volumes of trade and investment as a percent-
age of GDP—has grown dramatically since World War II, we are only
now returning to the intensities of 1914, which were disrupted by
two world wars and a trade-shrinking Great Depression.2 Nonethe-
less, 1996 is, quite evidently, a very different era than 1914. The
character of the economic connections among countries and firms in
1914 and 1996 is quite different as well.3
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What distinguishes the present era that has been code-named
“global” from earlier eras that were code-named “international” and
“multinational”?4 When “international” firms first sold abroad, their
era, the period of British industrial preeminence, was one of trade.
By contrast, “multinational” firms produced abroad in a variety of
locations, defining an American era led by Foreign Direct Invest-
ment (FDI). In each case, the British international era and the Ameri-
can multinational era, a single dominant style of production
organization spread out from a single dominant core country. Firms
in other countries imitated, adapted, or struggled to cope with the
advances of their competitors in the lead country.

The present “global” era, to use that often deceptive label, has a
distinct logic and feel. This is a world economy of multiple centers,
each with a distinct capacity for innovation and development. As a
consequence, in contrast to its predecessors, this era lacks a dominant
style. It is distinctively diverse and uncertain. It is not just that the
terms of corporate competition have been altered. Rather, a multiplic-
ity of corporate and national strategies compete to capture advantage
in volatile markets. Speed, product differentiation, networking, and
an emphasis on intellectual property all join the necessities of price
and quality to mark the new phase of competition.

This global era’s variety is deeply rooted. Innovation and com-
petition come not just from varied corporate strategies, but also from
multiple geographic directions. There are new competitors, and the
position of established players has been reshuffled. From that vantage,
the global era began when, driven by extraordinarily rapid domestic
growth that induced the building of excess capacity, Japanese firms
made dramatic competitive entries into a long list of sectors in Western
(principally American) markets (Pempel 1978; Tyson and Zysman
1989). Globalism, seen in this fashion, is the arrival of the Asian
challenge—Japan’s success followed by the extraordinary rates of
Asian growth in the second development tier (especially Korea and
Taiwan), the third development tier (Thailand and Malaysia, among
others), and now parts of China. Asia’s growth has been premised on
a distinctive asymmetry in trade and investment, a seemingly perma-
nent trade surplus with the West. This era is thus one in which an
increasingly global market coexists with enduring national founda-
tions of distinctive economic growth trajectories and corporate strate-
gies. Globalization has not led to the elimination of national systems
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of production. National systems endure, but they are evolving to-
gether in a world economy that increasingly has a regional structure.
Three regional groupings have emerged: North America, Europe, and
Asia (consisting principally of Japan, Taiwan, Korea, Southeast Asia,
and parts of China—the countries that provide the principal nodes of
the IPNs that concern us here). Together the three regional groups
constitute about 75 percent of the world economy. Increasingly the
internal “architecture” of each region—defined by its political/secu-
rity arrangements and economic institutions—shapes distinctive re-
gional market dynamics that influence national options and corporate
strategies (see Borrus and Zysman 1994; Zysman, Doherty, and
Schwartz 1997; for elaboration, see Weber and Zysman 1997).

In sum this global era is characterized by:

· Expanding cross-national market interconnections (trade, finan-
cial flows, etc.);

· A multiplicity of distinctive corporate and national competitive
strategies;

· Enduring national foundations for those strategies which result
in distinctive growth trajectories; and

· A regional economic architecture.

The global economy is, as a consequence, a complex and often con-
tradictory story of global markets, national development strategies,
regional dynamics, and competing corporate strategies. Again, two
interconnected elements of this story of the global economy concern
us: the emergence of Wintelism and IPNs. The pattern suggested by
these interwoven threads helps to sort out the confusion of the pre-
sent era. Together they have already altered the terms of competition
in electronics and promise to change the way a broader range of
sectors operate.

LOCATING WINTELISM: FROM ASSEMBLY TO COMPONENTS,
STANDARDS, AND ARCHITECTURES

The current diversity of strategies and the competition among
them provide the context for locating the place of Wintelism as a new
competitive form. The automobile industry has for much of this
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century defined our understanding of the industrial foundations of
advanced society from the logic of work organization to the require-
ments of macroeconomic policy. So let us begin there.

THE AUTOMOBILE SECTOR AND INNOVATION BY ASSEMBLERS

In the auto industry, competition remains centrally a battle
among the assemblers such as Toyota, General Motors (GM), and
Renault, who design and integrate the final product. That competition
has been dominated by production innovation and marketing. Early
on, a high-volume, mass-production strategy, often labeled Fordist,
became the emblem of modern times. Its production principles be-
came a model for all competitors in the industry to emulate. Thus
pioneering American firms entered the European market and estab-
lished enduring positions on the basis of innovations in mass produc-
tion. There were significant European product innovations in
response, but the European market consisted of stable oligopolies or
national monopolies, with competition largely revolving around mar-
ginal product developments and marketing (Womack et al. 1991; also
Altshuler et al. 1984).

By the mid-1970s, however, another fundamental innovation in
production, labeled flexible volume production, or “lean” produc-
tion, provided Japanese firms the capacity to enter and alter markets
in North America and later Europe. Lean production enabled Japa-
nese firms to compete on the basis of newer price-performance pack-
ages and shorter product cycles than traditional mass-production
techniques could deliver. In effect, firms like Toyota established new
market entry points and rapidly expanded them into significant
product segments via the advantages that their distinctive produc-
tion organization permitted (Womack et al. 1991). Again there was a
competitive response, this time by European and American firms. In
particular, European luxury car producers like Mercedes and BMW
innovated in products, while American and European mass produc-
ers closed the production cost/quality gap through selective adop-
tion of “lean” techniques. And after their formidable initial success,
some Japanese producers like Honda proved to be less adept at
product development than production, and all recently have faced
higher costs resulting primarily from the increased value of the yen.
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In their turn, then, each set of production innovations—first
those at Ford and then those at Toyota—altered conceptions of best
practice in organization, technology, and management, and indeed
they even influenced our understanding of the political require-
ments of sustained growth. Ford’s innovation was the implementa-
tion of mass production; Toyota’s innovation was a reorganization
of mass production to create flexibility with volume. Both innova-
tions created decisive market advantage. Perhaps more significant,
both influenced production strategies and organization in a broad
range of other industries, especially consumer durables. More
broadly, each deeply influenced general thinking about market com-
petition and shaped the character of advanced industrial society.

ELECTRONICS AND THE MOVE AWAY FROM ASSEMBLERS

In the new era, we believe that the electronics and information
technology industries are beginning to play a similarly influential
role. In electronics over the last decade, by contrast to the auto in-
dustry, the terms of competition have shifted away from final assem-
blers and the strategy of hierarchical (i.e., vertical) control of
technologies and manufacturing. The character of the shift in market
power is popularly suggested in the advertisements of PC producers
like IBM, Toshiba, Compaq, or Siemens-Nixdorf, whose systems are
nearly identical and who emphasize components or software that
have become de facto market standards—“Intel Inside” or “Mi-
crosoft Windows installed”—rather than unique features of their
own brands. In our view, Wintelism is the code word that best cap-
tures the character of the new global electronics era because Intel
and Microsoft pioneered many of its dominant industrial and busi-
ness practices and are now leveraging their market dominance to
alter the terms of competition in other informatics markets.5

The pre-Wintel electronics industry was dominated by assem-
blers—i.e., systems producers who designed, marketed, and assem-
bled the final product with a structure and strategy similar to the auto
industry’s. Early postwar American producers like GE, RCA, and IBM
prospered with quite traditional advantages of scale, vertical integra-
tion, and, for some products, mass production. Starting in the 1960s,
American semiconductor and consumer electronics firms created off-
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shore assembly platforms in Asia to reduce labor costs in their domes-
tic competition.6 But in that competitive phase, the competition, criti-
cal market, and product development were all principally American.
Limited off-shore assembly was really a conservative attempt by
American firms to preserve with cheap foreign labor an existing
production system. That attempt, of course, failed. On a similar model
of vertical control, IBM dominated the computer segment of the elec-
tronics industry and extended its franchise into Europe and Asia in
pursuit of new markets. Similar strategies produced dominant players
like Western Electric and Siemens in the telecommunications segment
of the market.

Also starting in the 1960s, in the course of attempting to emu-
late IBM in structure and strategy, Japanese producers like Mat-
sushita and Hitachi began to overturn established American
positions in the consumer electronics market. Much as Toyota and
other Japanese auto companies, they did so by applying the lean
production principles in order to innovate in traditional consumer
electronics products with all solid-state televisions. As in autos,
adoption of lean production techniques enabled Japanese electronics
firms to create new and distinctive market segments by the late 1970s
with the Walkman, VCR, and camcorder, and by the early 1980s to
challenge U.S. leadership in semiconductors. Here too, however, the
dominant market position still lay with the final product assemblers,
who controlled consumer product definition and usually both the
supply and distribution chains. Their competitive strength was the
ability to manufacture high quality at consumer price points with
some degree of product variety.

By the early 1980s, essentially all electronics product markets
were dominated by large-scale producers such as IBM, Siemens,
Matsushita, NEC, and Toshiba. They produced fully proprietary sys-
tems whose key product standards—i.e., the technical specifications
that describe the system architecture and enable the pieces of the
system to interoperate as a whole and with each other—were either
fully “open” or fully “closed.” A fully open standard is one in which
the technical information necessary to implement the standard is in
the public domain—i.e., fully available on a nondiscriminatory and
timely basis to anyone. This was the case with most consumer and
many communications interface standards like TV or fax broadcast-
ing. With the relevant technical information in the public domain,
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products built to such open standards, like TVs and radios, became
commodities in which scale, quality, and cost were the defining fea-
tures of competition in highly contested markets.

By contrast, telecommunications and computer firms built to
closed standards, in which the relevant technical information was
owned as intellectual property and not made available to anyone
other than through legally permissible reverse engineering. IBM’s
mainframe computers epitomized such proprietary, closed systems.
Here, too, vertical control over technologies and manufacturing was
essential, especially in the early stages of competition, when new
systems were introduced. But once these were established in the
market, competition centered on growing an installed base of cus-
tomers who could be locked into a firm’s product line. Lock-in was
possible because—unlike in the open standards case, where all prod-
ucts were built to implement the same standard so that users could
seamlessly switch among them—the costs of switching between
closed systems could be very high indeed (requiring, for example,
rewriting an existing base of software and retraining all users). Large
installed bases were essentially decisive over time in these competi-
tions—as all of IBM’s competitors discovered—because those who
had them would almost always have lower per-unit costs for suc-
ceeding generations than the competition since such costs (e.g., of
development or marketing) could be amortized over more locked-in
users. In sum, then, with both closed and open systems, vertical control
over technologies and manufacturing was the key to market success. It was
necessary to capture closed system rents and lock customers into proprie-
tary standards or, in the case of open systems, to compete on implementa-
tion, quality, and price.

This era of proprietary systems built to open or closed stand-
ards lasted until the early 1980s. Throughout it there were shifts in
market structure, attacks on established incumbents, a myriad of
new entrants, and, not least, significant policy interventions that
helped to shape market outcomes (e.g., through protection, antitrust,
or procurement). Some of these changes—like the policy-induced
emergence of merchant component suppliers—began subtly to un-
dermine the logic of competition rooted in scale and vertical control
of technology. They created the evolutionary ground for the emer-
gence of Wintelism.
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THE ORIGINS AND CONSOLIDATION OF WINTELISM

Just as the lean production that has so dramatically altered
strategies in the consumer durables industries could perhaps only
have emerged in Japan, so the origins of Wintelism are fundamen-
tally rooted in the United States.7 The semiconductor, which was to
create an information technology industry and transform electron-
ics, emerged in a vertically integrated, regulated communications
monopoly, AT&T. Military R&D and procurement provided the in-
itial launch market for the new technology at lucrative premium
prices. As costs fell with large-scale military procurement, initial
commercial applications spun off into the computer industry, which,
as recounted above, was dominated by IBM. American policy (espe-
cially antitrust) prevented both AT&T and IBM from monopolizing
the technology to dominate all of electronics, and in fact helped to
set an industrywide pattern of technology cross-licensing. Through
licensing and labor mobility (which resulted from typically flexible
U.S. labor market policies) both AT&T and IBM became technology
pumps, widely spreading to start-up and established producers and
users the basic technological innovations on which the chip industry
was built.

In that way, policy helped to foster the emergence of “mer-
chant” chip firms, whose primary activity was selling semiconductor
components to producers of final products and whose marketing
strategy was inherently one of diffusion of the new technology. Very
likely, the merchant industry structure could not have emerged ex-
cept under cover of the unique U.S. policy umbrella.8 In turn, the
significance of the merchant producers for the emergence of Win-
telism cannot be exaggerated. Because their basic role was to diffuse
chip technology as widely as possible, they fostered the coming-into-
being of other specialized producers throughout the electronics
value chain who could take advantage of it. In effect, they pioneered
and instigated the gradual process of vertical dis-integration
throughout the American electronics industry. Final assemblers
needed no longer to be vertically integrated into component produc-
tion on the IBM/AT&T model. Instead, they could focus on system
definition and assembly. Specialization in one part of the value chain
bred specialization in other parts. Through the 1960s and 1970s, spe-
cialized producers of semiconductor equipment and materials
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emerged, as did producers of software and systems integrators
higher up the value chain. The whole process was accelerated by the
competitive entry of Japanese producers, who helped to eliminate
traditional vertically integrated players from the U.S. market.

In the policy-induced struggle to break loose from IBM’s domi-
nant model and to react to the Japanese ascent, new product strate-
gies emerged within the logic of the dis-integrated U.S. industry
structure and the possibilities afforded by digital, microelectronics-
based systems. The pioneering product was, of course, the PC. But
the extraordinary pace of technical progress and ever-improving
price/performance soon made the underlying microelectronics tech-
nologies increasingly pervasive, transforming just about everything
from telecommunications switches through automobiles and hear-
ing aids.

By the mid-1980s, new electronics product markets began to
converge on a cost-effective, common technological foundation of
networkable, microprocessor-based systems (of which the PC is em-
blematic). Such systems enabled a dramatic shift in the character of
electronics products—from the prior era’s proprietary systems built
to fully open or closed standards to the Wintelist era’s “open-but-
owned” systems built to “restricted” standards.9 In the new systems,
key product standards, especially the interface specifications which
permit interoperability with the operating system or system hard-
ware, are owned as intellectual property but made available to oth-
ers who produce complementary or competing components,
systems, or software products. Hence the systems are open-but-
owned.10 The relevant technical standards are licensed rather than
published, with either the universe of licensees, the degree of docu-
mentation of the technical specifications, or the permissible uses
restricted in some fashion. Very often, changes can be made unilat-
erally by the standard holder in ways that affect availability and
timing of access to the interface specification—as Microsoft is rou-
tinely accused of doing by its licensee-competitors. In essence, open-
but-owned systems combined competitive elements from both
product types of the prior era—the standards are licensed in order
to create commodity-like competition around system elements cho-
sen by the licensor (e.g., around assembled PCs built to Intel proc-
essor architecture standards), while remaining restricted in order to
build installed-base and locked-in customers.
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The shift to open-but-owned systems was accelerated by two
factors that helped to spread and consolidate Wintelist business strate-
gies. First, from the supply side, the increasing cost and complexity
of continuing innovation made it increasingly difficult for any one
company, even IBM, to maintain ownership and control over all of
the relevant technologies. Second, and by far more critical, major
industrial users made increasingly strident demands for increasing
interoperability of complex systems purchased from multiple ven-
dors.11 As major business users moved their business operations onto
information networks that became increasingly central to the imple-
mentation of business functions and strategy, they wanted control
over their management and operation. Again, American public policy
set the context. Over three decades, from the 1950s to the 1980s, U.S.
policy gradually deregulated AT&T and introduced competition into
the domestic U.S. market for communications services and equipment.
That, in turn, provided the communications facilities and services
from which industrial users would piece together their information
networks. Industrial demand stimulated a burst of innovation in both
development and usage of network equipment and services, creating
broad new market opportunities.

We must here distinguish between user-driven networks and
provider-supplied networks—really networks with their origins in
voice telephony and provided by the once monopolist national
providers. The user-driven networks have largely been private cor-
porate data networks developed to use digital information to create
competitive advantage in the user company business.12 Provider-
supplied networks are defined and controlled by the network com-
pany, which provides a set of services or possibilities to its
customers. User-driven networks are at least in part defined and
controlled by the user, who designs them to fulfill specific functions.
These user-driven networks, which characterize the American de-
regulation, generate a competitive market for the constituent equip-
ment and software. Often the technology used to implement the data
networks has been clearly different from that used to implement the
traditional voice networks. Traditional suppliers to voice networks
or even traditional mainframe-based computer systems have gener-
ally not been players in these new network technologies. When we
look at the data on the growth of communications networks, the
Europeans keep pace in public network equipment but not in the
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explosively expanding private network equipment (Enabling the In-
formation Society 1997). In our view that divergence between success
in public provider network equipment, rooted in the old telephony,
and a more limited success in the new private markets reflects the
limited European experience with user-defined networks based on
data. The American success, including a firm such as Cisco, reflects
the expansion of user-driven networks in the United States that es-
tablished a deconcentrated market for the equipment. The user-
driven networks and the equipment that implemented them turned
on the particular form of deregulation. The American deregulation
gave to users access to the control layer of the telecommunications
network, while European deregulation has emphasized competition
among providers and still has not fully opened the public network
to user definition of privately designed networks.

In sum, American users, but not European or Japanese, could
pick and choose among the most innovative equipment and services
from multiple vendors to knit together their information networks.
But the pieces from multiple vendors had to fit together—they had
to be open enough to enable end-to-end interoperability of the
corporate communications infrastructure. Suppliers responded
with open-but-owned systems: open at the interface to permit in-
terconnection of systems from other vendors, but owned to reap a
return from innovation. In short, users demanded highly functional
and interoperable systems, U.S. policy stimulated provision of
them, and both further encouraged the value-chain specialization
with open-but-owned standards that are the hallmarks of Win-
telism. Once again, these developments were unlikely to have
emerged in other national settings like Europe or Japan, where
policy fostered communications monopolies and user reliance on
single-vendor closed systems.

The move to open-but-owned systems and value-chain speciali-
zation was legitimized, as perhaps it only could have been, by IBM
with the IBM PC.13 In order to get to market fast and exploit a market
window opened by Apple (who had adopted a quite traditional pro-
prietary systems strategy), IBM pieced together the first open-but-
owned PC using its own proprietary basic input-output system (BIOS)
and a variety of components and software from numerous third-party
vendors. It invited cloning to establish the market. Once firmly en-
trenched, IBM intended to bring the product back in-house and make
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it increasingly proprietary. It presumed that a traditional strategy of
unsurpassed scale and vertical control of technology and manufactur-
ing would fend off the clones. It was wrong. Unfortunately for the
computer giant, it permitted key standards in its PC to be owned by
others (especially Intel for the microprocessor architecture and Mi-
crosoft for the operating system), who innovated at the furious pace
that focus and specialization permitted. Gradually, they took control
of the evolution of the PC’s key standards. In concert with the clone-
makers, Intel and Microsoft wrested control of the PC itself from IBM.
Strategies to set and control the evolution of de facto standards were
developed. Business speed (e.g., rapid product cycles, fast time to
market) was rewarded. Wintelism was born.

THE NEW TERMS OF COMPETITION

In this new epoch, firms located anywhere in the dis-integrated
value chain can, potentially, control the evolution of key standards
and in that way define the terms of competition not just in their
particular segment but, critically, in the final product markets as well.
Market power has shifted from the assemblers such as Compaq, Gate-
way, IBM, or Toshiba to key producers of components (e.g., Intel),
operating systems (e.g., Microsoft), applications (e.g., SAP, Adobe),
interfaces (e.g., Netscape), languages (e.g., Sun with Java), and to
pure product definition companies like Cisco Systems and 3COM.
What these firms have in common is that from quite different vantage
points in the informatics value chain, they all own key technical speci-
fications that have been accepted as de facto product standards in the
market. Each beat out rival standards. In winning, each created a
universe of licensees who produce to the standard and add value to
its use—just as applications software firms like WordPerfect, PC as-
semblers like Compaq, peripherals producers like Canon, or content
providers like Grolier all produce to Microsoft’s Windows operating
system standards. Each standard owner maintains a growing in-
stalled base of customers who use the products that conform to the
standards. Each has been careful to evolve the standards by adding
incremental improvements in performance, functionality, features,
quality, or costs within product generations and dramatic improve-
ments between generations (while remaining backwardly compat-
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ible with past versions). In that way, each has effectively locked in a
customer base in the sense explored above—that is, given the cus-
tomer’s investment in all of the conforming products and in how to
use them effectively, s/he will normally be unwilling to switch to
competing standards unless they offer truly radical and compensa-
tory improvements in price-performance-functionality. Switching
will not occur, that is, unless it is even more costly to stay put.14

Such Wintelist strategies effectively attenuate the link between
market power and the ownership of the assets of production that
characterized the prior era of competition, and at the extremes, as
with a firm like Cisco Systems, can completely decouple control of
final markets from ownership of manufacturing assets. For Wintelist
firms the ownership and manipulation of de facto standards are
considerably more effective barriers to entry than the barriers of
scale and vertical control over technology and production in the
prior era because they are far harder to duplicate. But production
and scale do not vanish from the story; they are still significant (a
point elaborated below). Indeed, relevant production know-how still
facilitates continuing product and process development in most in-
dustry segments. And, in many cases, traditional assemblers can use
their additional advantages of scale and vertical control to decisive
advantage in playing the Wintelist game. For example, Hewlett-
Packard (HP) has been perhaps the most successful traditional sys-
tems assembler to adjust to the Wintelist era. In PC printers, HP
drivers are the laser and inkjet operating system standards (and
printers are consequently the chief source of HP’s profits). In Unix
workstations, HP’s open-but-owned Precision Architecture has been
one of the three principal contenders for market leadership (with
SUN and IBM). Even where it does not own the relevant standards,
as in PCs, HP has successfully adjusted its business model to empha-
size speed and continuous innovation over manufacturing scale and
vertical control.

In sum, the electronics industry, now the driving and expand-
ing industry group, has entered a new era which we call Wintelism.
In this Wintelist era, competition has moved away from assembly to
the rapid evolution of the constituent elements of the system being
assembled—that is, to the system architecture, its components and
subsystems, its operating system, languages, and applications—and
to the creation and evolution of restricted de facto market standards
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in all of those areas.15 Simultaneously, systems products have moved
away from stand-alone proprietary systems toward open-but-
owned systems that are meant to be interconnected with (or inte-
grated into) digital information networks. In practice, the core
functionality of final systems—and even of the networks they com-
prise—is often owned and controlled by the independent companies
who supply or define the constituent elements. They, rather than the
final assemblers, often control both the pace of technical advance
and the availability of critical system elements. As a consequence,
product rents accrue to them rather than to assemblers. The creative
use of intellectual property rights and associated licensing strategies
define defensible market position more than manufacturing scale as
the basis of competitive advantage. In this era, even competition at
the assembler level over system platforms is as much about stand-
ards as it is about production. The desire of Sun to widely license its
Java language to other assemblers, or of Oracle to define and widely
disseminate the architecture for a “network computer” (NC) tailored
for Internet functionality, really represent as many efforts to sup-
plant the market dominance of standards and architectures control-
led by Microsoft and Intel.

In this Wintelist era, manufacturing and production do not van-
ish in significance; rather they shift location in the story. It remains
true that you cannot control what you cannot produce (Cohen and
Zysman 1987). But the ways of implementing and controlling pro-
duction have changed. As we argue next, Wintelism has an organ-
izational counterpart, a distinctive system of production which we
call the IPN.

THE CONSTRUCTION OF IPNs

The strategic importance and hence the organization of produc-
tion have changed as competition and value-added have moved
away from assembly. As argued in the last section, Wintelism’s de-
fining shift has been to the rapid evolution of the constituent ele-
ments of the system being assembled and the creation and evolution
of de facto market standards. IPNs and contract production services
are the organizational counterparts of that shift.
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IPNs are more than the continuation of forms of outward proc-
essing trade (OPT) that have existed throughout the postwar years,
more important in some industries than in others.16 Rather, they are
a distinct stage in the evolution of networked production. Once in
existence they enable Wintelist strategies while at the same time
being shaped by the needs of Wintelist producers. To stylize
slightly:17

OPT, branch plant production: In this first phase, firms established
two types of production. With OPT, firms established production
units or contracted with production units for narrowly defined
activities that required extensive low-cost labor. Branch plants
were established to jump walls of protection to gain access to local
markets.

Contract factories and original equipment manufacture (OEM): Firms
were created by local or regional entrepreneurs and governments
to perform a range of tasks and produce a range of components
or subsystems defined by multinational corporation (MNC) final
product producers. These firms are continuously striving to ex-
tend the range of production and to integrate forward and back-
ward from specific assigned points in the production chain.

Classical MNC production networks involve the rationalization of
largely owned affiliates.

IPNs are relationships among firms that organize, across national
borders, the research and development activities, procurement, dis-
tribution, production definition and design, and manufacturing and
support services in a given industry. These networks are evident in
two forms that are now rapidly evolving:

Turnkey Production Network Services: Production network interme-
diaries such as Solectron arise who can manage the entire manu-
facturing network for a customer by providing turnkey
production networks.

Regional Production Networks: These networks involve the reweav-
ing of the varied individual activities into entire production sys-
tems that exploit local specializations throughout the region.
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While these network forms evolved sequentially, it is awkward to
refer to them as stages. Empirically, they overlap in time, in particu-
lar countries, and in the experience of particular MNCs that are
initially at the core of the process. While each step required MNC,
indigenous firm, and host country capacities that were created at
least in part in the prior step, the emergence of the more elaborate
arrangements did not replace the earlier ones. Rather, the several
forms coexist, representing possibilities for different corporate pro-
duction strategies.18

IPNs comprise a clever division of labor in which different
value-chain functions are carried on across national boundaries by
different firms under the coordination of either a lead MNC for its
own production or a Production Service Company (PSC), which
manages the production value chain for clients. Equally important,
IPNs express the reduced need for companies to control production
through ownership or direct management of each piece of the value
chain. To be more specific, by a firm’s IPN we mean:

the organization, across national borders, of the relationships (in-
tra- and increasingly inter-firm) through which the firm conducts
research and development, product definition and design, pro-
curement, manufacturing, distribution, and support services. As
a first approximation, such networks comprise a lead firm, its
subsidiaries and affiliates, its subcontractors and suppliers, its
distribution channels and sources of value-added product or
service features, its joint ventures, R&D alliances and other coop-
erative arrangements (like standards consortia). In contrast to tra-
ditional forms of corporate organization, such networks boast a
proliferation of non-equity, non-arms-length, cross-border, inter-
firm relationships in which significant value is added outside the
lead firm and entire business functions may be outsourced (Bor-
rus forthcoming).

Such networks have evolved to exploit an ever more intricate division of
labor based on increasing local technical specialization in Asia.19 They are
not principally about lower wages as such or access to markets and
natural resources, although these objectives often motivated initial
investments. Rather, they are about the emergence of locations that
can deliver different mixes of technology and production at different
cost-performance points. That is, countries represent particular
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mixes of capabilities and costs: if a country did not have capability
and had only low-cost labor or had a particular capability at too
high a cost, firms would seek alternate locations. Nor is there a
parallel to the production reorganization and networks that emerge
when relatively homogeneous economies integrate. When a region
such as Europe began to generate a single market or when the
United States and Canada reduced auto barriers, firms sought to
capture newly possible economies of scale. Rather, the Asian story
is about the linkages among diverse and heterogeneous economies.
East Asia, within which these networks emerged, is a story in which
the regional—that is, cross-national—dynamic of economic devel-
opment built complex divisions of labor among economies with very
different technical and economic capabilities at very different stages
of development. On top of this base, the networks formed from
intra-sectoral trade and investment that links together the diverse
production functions across national borders to create complemen-
tary production arrangements which individual producers and na-
tions would be incapable of maintaining independently. For
example, to create a PC, a firm might use specialist producers of
computer displays in Japan, printed circuit boards assembled in
China, disk drives from Malaysia, digital design and final assembly
services in Taiwan, software from Bangalore, and process develop-
ment in Singapore. While these networks have some characteristics
of earlier arrangements, the industrialists creating them believe they
are doing something new and innovative precisely because they are
using a new kind of production system in a new kind of competi-
tion.20

The relationships that comprise a given firm’s IPN run the
gamut from short-term supply contracts to very long-term joint
R&D. The predominant relational form varies with the task at hand.
Consider the range of tasks: technology development—such as the
IBM-Toshiba joint venture, Display Technologies Inc. (DTI), formed
to jointly develop flat panel, liquid crystal display technology—re-
quires longer-term alliances with more intimate involvement and
greater “trust.” By contrast, procurement of existing product tech-
nology, such as a disk drive, where leadership will shift abruptly
among suppliers, is likely to be product-by-product or one product-
and component-generation at a time.
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IPN relational variations also appear to depend on the national
home base of the core company or core contract agent. Japanese
production networks, for now, are dominated by the core company
with extensive use of dominated local subsidiaries (see Ernst 1994).
These arrangements—which have their origins in the particular se-
quence that spread Japanese production across Asia—have proven
rigid, slower, and less open to local innovation. American networks
are more open and more agile. The supply portion of the American
IPNs appears to be almost pure contract networks, largely managed
from the United States, consisting of short-term bargains, not longer-
term alliances. Indeed, contract manufacturers and their customers
seek to limit dependence on each other. Some even use formulaic
conventions, such as no more than 20 percent of business from any
single client. In some cases, depending upon the purpose of the
relationship, these are treated as short-term bargains; in other cases,
as a series of longer-term arrangements or even as semi-permanent
alliances. The wide range of relationships that define the IPN is thus
likely to remain broad and fluid over time, contingent on the specific
needs, structures, and strategies of individual firms.

The new IPNs, we argue, represent a step in the evolution of
networked production. Let us summarize their distinct features.
First, they represent the connection of very different and distinct
nationally separate industrial districts that constitute specific pro-
duction functions with particular cost/performance points.21 They
represent, therefore, a division of labor based on varied industrial
capacities. The Italian districts, by contrast, are represented as hori-
zontal linkages among roughly equivalent firms operating under
equivalent legal and market conditions with roughly equivalent
technical skills that continuously swap roles, from suppliers to final
designers. Indeed, it is precisely the variety of nationally distinct
production functions and cost points that provide to the IPNs flexi-
bility and innovative capacity. Second, these networks are con-
structed with a mix of contract and FDI and a balance of internal and
external management. They are, therefore, quite different from tra-
ditional MNC production networks, which rested, and often still
rest, heavily on direct investment and control. At an extreme a par-
ticular firm can construct its IPNs by contracting with turnkey ser-
vice companies, thereby eliminating for itself either FDI and/or
direct managerial oversight. Third, these networks increasingly rest
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on the innovative and entrepreneurial capacities of the local nodes.
Particular producers or districts must absorb technology and skills
to alter in any meaningful way their position in the value chain.

These complex production networks have emerged most
clearly in Asia, but they are used by American and some European
firms. Consequently, they are of competitive significance to all. As
important, they are not confined to Asia. They are being replicated
in North America. Whether or not Europeans organize them in
Europe, they are likely to be put in place there by Asian and Ameri-
can producers to serve their own strategies. Below we tell the Asian
story in some detail to give a sense of reality to what would other-
wise be an abstract analysis.

  ASIA’S DEVELOPMENT AND THE EMERGENCE OF IPNs

Postwar development and politics have driven Europe toward
regional homogeneity. Or at least that was the story until Western
Europe abruptly regained its past. That European past consists of a
set of countries that are dramatically less developed than the core of
Europe and which must now reorient and restructure their produc-
tion. By contrast, Asian development occurred in a series of tiers that
created heterogeneity. Enduring political rivalry has entrenched and
preserved it. In brief outline, four developmental tiers have emerged
in Asia:

Tier 1: Early Late Industrialization. The case of Japan and its nine-
teenth-century industrialization. Modern Japanese politics is a story
of the political creation, in relative international isolation, of a mar-
ket system intended to assure continued political autonomy (Sa-
muels 1994).

Tier 2: Cold War Late Industrialization. Taiwan, Singapore, Hong
Kong, and Korea—the original newly industrializing tigers who
jumped to the advanced industrial frontier using strategies of tech-
nology catch-up and export-led growth.

Tier 3. Late Late Industrialization via IPNs. Includes the major
Southeast Asian countries of Indonesia, Malaysia, Thailand, the Phil-
ippines, and the coastal provinces of mainland China, along with
potential newcomers like Vietnam and Myanmar. The defining char-
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acteristic here is the central role of IPNs. These countries do not have
the local domestic manufacturing that developed indigenously in
Japan and was created through successful learning in the second-tier
countries. The lack of indigenous manufacturing experience ren-
dered Southeast Asian countries more dependent on MNCs for their
industrial development (Barnard and Ravenhill 1995: esp. 195–200).
Increasingly, their development strategies revolve around insertion
into the regional division of labor defined by partially overlapping
or competing cross-border networks under the control of Japanese,
U.S., Korean, European, Taiwanese, and other overseas Chinese
MNCs.22

Tier 4: Large-Scale Late Developers. It is likely that India and es-
pecially China, the enormous, populous late developers, will be able
to follow largely indigenous strategies rather than the export-led
and network-led development of Tiers 2 and 3. Their entry will dra-
matically alter the region’s competitive dynamic—as China already
has in drawing FDI away from Tier 3 developers.23

In sum, four tiers of development in this region riven by politi-
cal and military rivalry have created a heterogeneous production
environment. In turn, Asia’s highly articulated regional production
networks emerged over time from this heterogeneous production
environment in the several steps sketched above.

Such arrangements were, of course, used prior to their adoption
in the electronics industry. For quite some time, in industries like
garments, footwear, furniture, and toys, it has been established prac-
tice for “brand name” companies to depend on IPNs for essentially
all of their manufacturing requirements:

For example, U.S. brand name apparel and footwear companies
have been utilizing a disaggregated industry structure to create
non-equity-based production networks on a world scale since the
1970s. By contrast, disaggregation and production outsourcing
did not begin in earnest in the electronics industry until the mid-
1980s, a trend that has increased dramatically as the 1990s have
progressed (Sturgeon forthcoming).24

The emergence of contract production and international arrange-
ments in consumer durable sectors such as electronics and now
perhaps automobiles as well turns the phenomenon from one of
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marginal interest to one of real significance. Instead of being con-
fined to essentially labor-intensive, low- or middle-skill products in
mature sectors, IPNs now touch the core elements of the industrial
economy and the most innovative and rapidly expanding sectors.

The new production model is increasingly pervasive in elec-
tronics. Its scale and pace of development are suggested by the rapid
growth of the most visible manufacturing network service compa-
nies. They have grown over the last decade from a marginal to sig-
nificant industry segment accounting for over $40 billion in sales in
1995.25 The top ten firms grew last year by over 56 percent to almost
$10 billion. Some estimates suggest that such firms now represent
10–20 percent of total product-level electronics manufacturing (up
from less than 5 percent in 1982) and 40–50 percent of highly volatile
electronics industry segments such as PCs and modems. Firms that
provide global scale manufacturing services, such as SCI Systems
and Solectron, now produce on the scale of the MNCs themselves
and are growing extraordinarily quickly, in part by purchasing cus-
tomers’ formerly captive (i.e., vertically integrated) facilities.

In 1986 Solectron generated $60M in revenues and had all of its
production capacity in Silicon Valley. By 1995, the company had
grown to more than $2B in revenues and had plants in North
Carolina, Washington State, Texas, Malaysia, Scotland, France,
and Germany (Sturgeon forthcoming).

Conversely, former vertically integrated assemblers like IBM, HP,
and Apple have disposed of captive production facilities and moved
to the new IPN model. By 1994, 50 percent of HP’s 20 million circuit
boards and 11 percent of its 4.5 million final products were being
assembled by contract manufacturers, as was fully 50 percent of
Apple’s production.26 And some of the newest and most successful
systems companies own no internal manufacturing at all. Examples
include Dell (PCs), Silicon Graphics (workstations), Cisco Systems
(networking), Diebold (automatic teller machines), Digital Micro-
wave (communications), Telebit (modems), LAM Research (equip-
ment), and Octel (communications).

In all of these cases, the move to IPNs and contract production
services permits system firms to concentrate on Wintelist product
definition and market strategies while conserving capital and gain-
ing production flexibility. The implications are that while Wintelism
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creates a whole range of market opportunities in sectors that were
previously dominated by giant assemblers playing in controlled oli-
gopolistic markets, the new IPN possibilities provide small produc-
ers with a cost-effective production strategy to exploit the new
market opportunities. In short, as Sturgeon (forthcoming) concludes,
to the extent that network production structures have emerged in a
wide range of localities, are highly capable, and have developed an
open, “merchant” character, an infrastructure for the implementa-
tion of global production strategies without FDI has been put in
place.

SCALE AND CONTROL OF PRODUCTION IN IPNs

Wintelism and IPNs have implications for all firms, large and
small. Together they separate product development from production
and radically minimize the capital requirements and the range of
in-house production skills needed for volume production and mass
market strategies. They also provide a merchant, open-market
source for many of the critical elements of systems, making them
available for distinctive final product development. In princi-
ple—and in fact—this has opened new business opportunities for
firms operating at much smaller scale than traditional vertically in-
tegrated assemblers. For example, for some small firms, the skill at
developing sophisticated products for niche markets opens the pos-
sibility that they can aim at larger volume markets by applying niche
market product development skills to volume markets and contract-
ing out volume manufacturing. This is to emulate what a firm like
Gateway is doing in computers, but to apply the strategy to upper
market segments of consumer durable businesses, in effect using the
niche market as a prototype for volume entry. Or a small firm may
sell to a larger firm seeking to fill a spot in its product offerings what
for lack of a better term may be called an entire product system—that
is, a product already beyond the prototype stage, along with a sys-
tem of production arrangements ready to deliver that new product
to the market rapidly. That small firm could act as a contract product
development operation.

But many of the constraints associated with scale will remain
despite such new opportunities. We are not entering an era of small
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and flexible firms. Rather, over time, significant imperatives of scale
are emerging in different parts of the value chain, notably in produc-
tion, product development, the dynamics of standardization, and
distribution. For example, efficient semiconductor production now
requires billion-dollar-plus production facilities. So long as chip de-
sign firms remain small, they can contract out for capacity with so-
called chip foundries. But as demand for their products becomes
sizeable, it gets increasingly difficult to find adequate production
capacity. Then, even small firms need to invest in or buy into large-
scale production facilities in order to ensure themselves of adequate
production capacity, just as smaller firms like Actel have recently
done in acquiring stakes in new Taiwanese fabrication lines. Simi-
larly, standards do not rest simply on the domination by a single
producer of a particular market. Very often, they require a painstak-
ing knitting together of a large-scale standards coalition composed
of other producers and suppliers who add value around the stand-
ard, major users, and even competitors. SUN has created just such a
coalition in seeking to standardize its version of JAVA in the face of
efforts by Microsoft to take control of the new programming lan-
guage with a proprietary MS-JAVA version. Even more significant,
as argued above, in standards competitions lock-in and installed
base—i.e., scale in use—are critical to enduring market success. Crea-
tion and maintenance of standards coalitions and installed bases
take time and large-scale resources. And the larger the market, the
larger the requisite effort.

This holds true for pure product development firms as well.
They can be small as new market entrants, but they must engage in
increasingly large-scale investments to maintain a dominant posi-
tion, once achieved, in a fast growing market. A good example is
Cisco Systems, which has grown through acquisition of an increas-
ingly broad array of complementary technology and product com-
panies as its market grew from hundreds of millions to billions of
dollars. Finally, in many market segments, maintaining competitive
advantage over time rests in large-scale investments in distribution
and marketing rather than in technology development. Wintelism
and IPNs thus shift the location in the value chain of scale invest-
ment (here, from production to distribution) but not its necessity. In
sum, while Wintelism and IPNs fragment or dis-integrate the value
chain, they do not imply that we are headed to an era of small-scale
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specialty firms becoming dominant within each market segment of
the value chain. The advantages of scale are redistributed but not
eliminated.

In a similar fashion, the logic of the necessity for control over
production changes, but is not eliminated, in the Wintelist era, where
IPNs make production itself into a commodity. IPNs mean that, in
many cases, supply and quality can be assured as much by external
contract as by internal ownership. But that does not mean that manu-
facturing no longer matters for the firm. The proper question is un-
der what circumstances does outsourcing seriously undermine the
capacity of a firm to control the direction of product development,
market response, and industry evolution? Indeed, under what cir-
cumstances must a firm manage the outsourcing internally as an
alternative to internal production, and when can a firm safely out-
source the outsourcing—that is, engage a manufacturing service
firm like Solectron to manage the external relationships? In our view,
it remains true that firms cannot control what they cannot produce,
but the meanings of production and of control must be reconsidered.
We believe that one critical link is between product development and
production, but its tightness and texture vary considerably from one
product market to another. For example, American disk drive firms
own prototype development and pilot production facilities. Some
then contract out volume production. For them, control over proto-
type and pilot production is sufficient to control evolution of their
market position. But, as mentioned above, HP, despite extensive use
of contract network arrangements, vertically integrated into produc-
tion of the ink jet printer, its key component technologies, and some
of the underlying manufacturing equipment. It developed much of
that technology internally, integrated to maintain control over it, and
moved aggressively to drive prices down in a Japanese-style entry.
In laser printers, however, where it does not control key compo-
nents—and in fact is dependent on a rival, Canon, for the laser en-
gine itself—it chose instead to maintain only a modest internal
development project to track evolution of laser engine technology in
order to increase its maneuvering room in negotiations with Canon
over price and availability. In sum, the corporate strategy questions
change. A critical question becomes how to manage supply networks
to assure the internal learning required to sustain product and proc-
ess development.
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In short, there is no single answer. Answers turn on unique
characteristics of both the product market and the contract produc-
tion services in question—on such issues as the structure and open-
ness of potential contract production markets, or the extent to which
opportunities arise to reap additional returns through owning com-
plementary assets, or the degree to which production know-how
influences not just the cost of today’s products but the design of
tomorrow’s products and product lines. To take the latter issue, for
example, the Japanese ability to shrink the VCR into a consumer
product or create products such as the Walkman turned on their
creation and mastery of mechatronics technology and production
systems. By contrast, hands-on management of production does not
necessarily enable a company to anticipate production revolutions
that alter market positions. Indeed, American automobile and con-
sumer electronics producers missed the Japanese lean production
revolution and avoided facing its consequences precisely because
their internal bureaucracies sustained a production status quo. In
those cases, contract producers might have followed developments
in production innovation more closely and been less resistant to
change. In short, the only certainty is that the question of how much
to control what is produced via contract or via ownership, and how
to manage in either case, must be asked and answered by each indi-
vidual firm in an era of elaborate IPNs.

HOW WINTELISM AND IPNs ALTER THE TERMS OF
COMPETITION IN GLOBAL MARKETS

Wintelism and IPNs are shifting the character of competition in
a range of global markets starting with, but not limited to, electronics.

THE ELECTRONICS STORY

Wintelism and IPNs have mattered mightily to the outcomes of
competition in the electronics industry.27 They were the principal
means by which the U.S. electronics industry recovered from its
mid-1980s nadir in competition with Japanese firms to reemerge as
the global technical and market leader by the mid-1990s. In the mid-
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1980s, Japanese firms dominated consumer electronics and semicon-
ductor memory, materials, and equipment, and looked entirely ca-
pable of repeating the feat in computers, office systems (e.g., copiers,
faxes), and customer telecommunications equipment. There was the
danger, widely debated in the industry, that U.S. producers of the
latter systems would become dependent, as had their consumer
counterparts, on their competitors in Japan for supply of the under-
lying technologies, processes, and manufacturing capabilities that
went into their products. The danger was that such competitive de-
pendence would be, as it was in consumer electronics, a first step
toward market exit.

That did not happen, however. As described above, Wintelism
shifted the industry’s product market strategies away from final
assembly and toward the distinctive value-added products backed
by standards strategies in which American innovations and en-
trepreneurial companies were strong. Simultaneously, the American
IPNs created an alternative supply base in Asia—an alternative to
reliance on Japanese competitors for underlying component tech-
nologies and manufacturing capabilities.28 At the same time, the net-
works helped to lower production costs and turnaround times while
keeping pace with rapid technological progress. In the bargain, the
networks spawned Asian-based direct competitors to Japanese firms
in several of their stronghold markets (e.g., memory chips, consumer
electronics, and displays). In effect, taken together, Wintelism and
IPNs enabled U.S. firms to pioneer a new form of competition in
electronics that grew out of the distinctively American market envi-
ronment and was adapted to overseas opportunities. It is, as we have
stressed above, a form of competition in which “core assets” are the
intellectual property and know-how associated with setting, main-
taining, and continuously evolving a de facto market standard—a
process that requires perpetual improvements in product features,
functionality, performance, costs, and quality. And a core managerial
skill is orchestrating the IPN—that is, managing the continuously
changing sets of external relationships and melding them with the
relatively more stable core of internal activities in order to access
relevant technologies; design, develop, and manufacture the prod-
ucts; and get them from product concept to order fulfillment in mini-
mal time.
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WHY WINTELISM AND IPNs MAY BE MODELS IN A BROADER RANGE OF SECTORS

To consider how widely Wintelism and IPNs will diffuse, and
by way of summary, we recap here the key propositions of our ar-
gument:

I. Wintelism: In this era in which the electronics sector is now the
expanding and driving industry group in the economy, Wintelism
is the code word we use to reflect the shift in competition away
from final assembly and vertical control of markets by final as-
semblers. Competition in the Wintelist era, by contrast, is a strug-
gle over setting and evolving de facto product market standards,
with market power lodged anywhere in the value chain, includ-
ing product architectures, components, and software. The foun-
dations for the technological trajectory of Wintelism rest with the
emergence of the merchant semiconductor firms in the United
States and user-driven data/communications networks, both de-
velopments framed if not unintentionally induced by U.S. policy.

II. IPNs and contract production services are the necessary organ-
izational counterpart of Wintelism. These networks evolve to take
advantage of a more intricate division of labor. They are not prin-
cipally about lower wages or access to markets and natural re-
sources. They have emerged in successive phases from off-shoring
internal products to contracting for full-blown production net-
works. Manufacturing continues to matter, but the strategic prob-
lem of production is changed for companies.

III. Changed Terms of Competition in Electronics: Wintelism and its
counterpart IPNs have already significantly altered competition
in the electronics industry, affecting which home-based compa-
nies have advantage and altering opportunities and strategic
problems for large and small firms alike.

The last issue is how far these developments will diffuse. Stated as
a fourth proposition, we believe

IV. Wintelism and IPNs are likely to be broad features of the in-
ternational economy that reach well beyond electronics.

Electronics may be the originating sector, the development test
bed, for the new approach to competition and production.29 But the
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enormous possibilities for creating distinctive products and new
product segments, and for increasing the functionality of existing
products, suggest that the new approaches will diffuse more widely
to other industries. The course of diffusion of the new organization
and practice is unpredictable, but there are clear channels through
which it can flow.

First, as argued above, digital microelectronics is transforming
products and processes in a wide range of sectors. Some, such as
telecommunications, have been converted from electromechanical to
electronic processes. In others, such as automobiles, electronics is
capturing a substantial portion of the product value-added. The more
evident automobile entertainment packages are not the significant
part of the story. Rather, every major subsystem in the modern auto-
mobile from brake, suspension, and power train controls through
keyless entry, seat memories, and lighting controls (and soon naviga-
tion systems) is increasingly premised on microelectronics. The in-
creasing value of electronic components means that cars will be built
around electronic systems, thus offering the customers more features
at lower cost. Firms that effectively cope with the new technologies
will be the winners. As a recent Economist article concluded, few prod-
ucts will be immune to this revolution.30 As microelectronics per-
vades the consumer durable, professional goods, and capital equip-
ment sectors, transforming their products and processes, Wintelism
and IPNs will become increasingly viable strategic alternatives—per-
haps indispensable—in those sectors.

Second, as argued above, “best practice” models of corporate
organization and strategy tend to spread well beyond the firms or
sectors of their origin. Indeed, ideas about mass production domi-
nated thinking in many industrial and service companies even when,
in retrospect, Fordist notions were wildly inappropriate. Wintelism
and IPNs are similarly likely to be imitated and to spread into models
of best practice, to be taught and diffused widely.31 In fact, we believe
that as the ideas spread, they will be found applicable in sectors such
as automobiles, which were organized on a centrally controlled, ver-
tical model in earlier periods. The Japanese auto sector, in its hey-day
in the 1980s, and Japan’s consumer durable sectors more broadly
suggest the possibilities of assembler-controlled “virtual” vertical in-
tegration within a single country. The possibilities of IPNs in consumer
durables will likely spread with the off-shore investments of the
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Japanese and Korean firms and now the emergence of third-tier auto
producers in Asia explicitly organized on a network model.

Third, firms that might never have developed IPN approaches
to production can soon, if not already, buy them in the market and
concentrate their own efforts on Wintelist product opportunities.
Simultaneously, the manufacturing service firms capable of provid-
ing turnkey networked production systems will certainly attempt to
spread their message in order to expand their business. And clear
demonstration effects will be provided by the success of high-profile
early adopters, perhaps especially traditionally large, integrated
companies like IBM, which migrate to the new models, and newer
Asian producers like Korea’s Daewoo, which succeed in Western
markets with IPN-based strategies. Indeed, the networks, and the
Wintelist strategies that empower them, are likely to spread widely
beyond Asia as MNCs bring the new approaches to other markets.
We believe, for example, that the new approaches are likely to be an
essential feature of the integrated European economy as the former
Eastern Europe returns to the Western marketplace.32

Fourth, automobiles and other traditional consumer durable
industries are being pushed in the direction of Wintelist competition.
A series of new “assemblers” rooted in newly industrializing coun-
tries are entering and planning entrance into global markets. Often
they are third-tier Asian firms trying to extend from initial entry in
components to a position in final markets. These companies can
assemble the final product but can neither produce indigenously
critical components and subsystems from electronic controls to en-
gines and gearboxes nor provide the production equipment from
machines through robotics. Initially, they can provide low-cost labor
for assembly functions and some engineering talent. The demon-
strated ability of Western auto firms to implement advanced plants
with radically improved productivity in places such as Mexico that
they themselves often failed to implement at home suggests that
these new entrants may find an enduring place in the market. Hyun-
dai or Kia, the Korean producers that provide products that often
were simply repackaged Japanese or American designs built with
critical imported parts with foreign-based equipment, are thus only
precursors of a new auto sector competition. Those new producers
that are not so vertically integrated as their European, American, and
even Japanese (virtual integration) predecessors may create a com-
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petitive market for components and subsystem competition. In turn,
competitive position in the markets for the particular constituent
elements of the product need not evolve into standards-based com-
petition reminiscent of the electronics sectors, but in some segments
that is indeed likely to happen. Finally, the competitive practices
depicted here have already proven that they can diffuse across sec-
tors. As mentioned above, they have already moved from precursor
sectors like the textile/apparel complex into electronics.

There would appear to be few constraints on the continued
diffusion of Wintelism and IPNs now that they touch the core of
modern industrial economies. Rooted in the American industrial ad-
aptation and policy choices, they comprise a distinct, nationally
founded story with global implications as a model of industry and
a new dynamic of competition.

NOTES

A version of this chapter first appeared in Industry and Innovation 4, 2 (De-
cember 1997). It is reprinted here with permission from the editors.

 1. By vertical control we mean both vertical integration from inputs through
assembly to distribution, as in the case of American auto producers, and
the “virtual” integration of Asian enterprise groups, as when Japanese pro-
ducers of consumer durables effectively dominate market relations with
semi-independent suppliers through the keiretsu group structure. See Aoki
(1988, 1993); Aoki and Dore, eds. (1994); Gerlach (1992).

 2. This is presented by Hirst and Thompson in several places (1992, 1995, 1996).

 3. As Raymond Vernon remarked at the BRIE Working Meeting on Globali-
zation, 8 March 1996, the character, pattern, and significance of the inter-
national ties pre-1914 were vastly different than those developed to-
day—much more the result of European colonial rule and preferences.

 4. The material in this and the following paragraph is drawn from Borrus,
Cohen, and Zysman (1991). See also Gilpin (1975).

 5. For example, Intel’s powerful reach was illustrated the week of 9 February
1997, when the stock price of information network equipment powerhouse
3COM fell by 25 percent in one day. The cause was an announcement of
declining margins on key 3COM products as it responded to Intel’s unex-
pected market entry.

 6. For the classic account of competition in this era, see Tilton (1971).
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 7. For the argument on lean production, see Tyson and Zysman (1989); for
the account on the emergence of merchant chip producers as the origins of
Wintelism, see Borrus (1988) and Braun and MacDonald (1978).

 8. Contrafactual arguments are always difficult, but there are few significant
merchant firms outside the United States; most of the major semiconductor
firms in the rest of the world are parts of large integrated companies—Sie-
mens in Europe, Samsung in Korea, NEC in Japan.

 9. This account of the development of open-but-owned systems is drawn from
Borrus (forthcoming).

10. The “open-but-owned” rubric was first suggested in conversations with
Robert Spinrad, Vice President of Technology Analysis and Development
at Xerox.

11. This point and the following account are drawn from Bar and Borrus (1989).

12. Particularly relevant is ibid.

13. There are numerous accounts of this period. Representative are Chposky
and Leonsis (1988) and Cringely (1992).

14. For a more detailed and technical discussion of all of the aspects of stand-
ards competitions outlined above, see Bar, Borrus, and Steinberg (1995) and
the myriad sources on the economics of standardization cited there.

15. The shifting character of competition is not simply a matter of the emer-
gence of software, of the virtual corporation, or the reorganization of pro-
duction labeled post-Fordist manufacturing. Flexibility based on digital
codes in an era of “virtual” private information/telecom networks has a
different meaning than that flexibility rooted in general purpose machine
tools. Problems of scale in software-rooted competition are completely dif-
ferent in character and kind from that in the complex assembly of consumer
durables with machine tool makers struggling between flexibility and the
low cost of long production runs.

16. Our thanks to Suzanne Berger for the comment that forced us to rethink
our argument and the language, which we have borrowed.

17. This discussion is drawn from the work of and discussions with Tim Stur-
geon, a BRIE research associate completing his dissertation in Geography
(Sturgeon forthcoming).

18. One question, not addressed here, is which types of firms adopt which form
for which purpose. Sturgeon (forthcoming) addresses this . See also Stopford
(1996).

19. For an extensive discussion of this point and elaboration of such networked
production structures, see the introduction in Borrus, Ernst, and Haggard,
eds. (forthcoming); see also Zysman, Doherty, and Schwartz 1997.

20. Comments of William Miller, professor emeritus, Stanford University, and
former president of SRI, at BRIE Working Meeting on Globalization, 8
March 1996.
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21. For an extended critique of the literature on production systems, see Zys-
man (1997).

22. For a description of the potential for developmental insertion, see Ernst
(1994).

23. On the impacts of China’s scale, see Cohen (1997); on China’s impact on
FDI in the region, see Encarnation (forthcoming).

24. Sturgeon (forthcoming) cites Gereffi and Korzeniewicz, eds. (1994). In this
industry, fabric is produced, often in highly automated plants, in one place;
it is cut and processed in another and stitched and assembled and finished
in still others. Many “assemblers” are simply product definition and mar-
keting companies who provide design, distribution, and (above all) brand
names like Nike. Why not call this practice “Nikeism”? Textile/apparel
innovation is basically limited and does not generally define the broader
texture of the industry as a whole. There is much less room for the con-
stituent suppliers to capture market rents and semi-monopoly positions.

25. The material in this paragraph has been prepared with Sturgeon and is
based on his dissertation and the relevant data sources cited there.

26. According to Gilbert Amelio, Apple’s new CEO, the company’s strategy is
to outsource production to companies such as SCI in order to reduce some
of Apple’s manufacturing overhead and inventory carrying costs while
positioning Apple to concentrate more intensively on marketing and design
(Electronic Buyers News, issue 1001 [8 April 1996]: 8).

27. This section is drawn and quotes extensively from Borrus (forthcoming).

28. The story of how the U.S. firms built their IPNs and constructed the alter-
native Asian supply base is told in detail by Borrus (forthcoming).

29. In fact, some would argue that the electronics story is itself simply a subset
of developments grouped under a variety of labels including post-Fordism,
flexible specialization, and volume-flexible manufacturing. We strongly
disagree. In fact, however, resolving that debate is not crucial to our analy-
sis here since at worst we are highlighting specific, underappreciated fea-
tures of a new production paradigm.

30. Report on “The Electronics Revolution in the Motor Car Industry,” pub-
lished by the Economist Intelligence Unit.

31. For example, Business Week‘s famous issue on the “Virtual Corporation” is
one such effort to diffuse similar ideas, although we think it misconstrues
essential features described above.

32. For an extended discussion of the potential for IPNs in that regard, see
Zysman, Doherty, and Schwartz (1997).
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USING INDUSTRIAL CAPACITIES TO AS A WAY OF
INTEGRATING THE CENTRAL AND

EAST EUROPEAN ECONOMIES

Constanze Kurz and Volker Wittke

INTRODUCTION

The political breakdown of state socialism has done more than
initiate far-reaching economic and social changes in Central and East-
ern European countries (CEECs). The transformation from centrally
planned to market economies is associated with an opening of socie-
ties which before were largely separated from the world market.
Since the beginning of the 1990s the CEECs have been accessible for
companies from capitalist industrial countries not only as a market
for sales, but also as a location for manufacturing. Particularly for
West European manufacturers, this provides new options for using
and integrating Central and East European (CEE) capacities into the
industrial division of labor. The quantitative aspect of this integra-
tion—as far as trade and direct investment are concerned—has been
developing quickly during the 1990s, with the most dramatic changes
in the Višegrad states. Our assessment thus focuses on developments
in Poland, Hungary, and the Czech Republic, where the ongoing in-
tegration into Western structures is particularly evident.

When one examines the options for Western companies in these
countries and what consequences will arise for the industrial divi-
sion of labor between Western and Eastern Europe, two alternatives
are discussed: manufacturing location and sales market. These alter-
natives hold different implications with regard to social develop-
ment in the transformation countries. The first alternative relates to
the fact that European industry—like its competitors in Japan and
the United States—now has access to a large labor force and indus-
trial capacities in its immediate neighborhood which produces un-
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der different conditions and social standards (“Mexico in your back
yard”). In this view, export achievements of the CEECs result pri-
marily from low labor costs. A full utilization of these capacities
presumes an economic development for the CEECs which is primar-
ily export-based, with little emphasis on private consumption. The
second alternative primarily assumes new market opportunities,
partly based on spatial proximity as well. In this case, the “emerging
market” promises higher dynamics of growth than elsewhere and
brings in companies from Western Europe, particularly from Ger-
many.1 This path of integration, however, requires a rapid growth of
demand, including spending power, thus assuming a different social
development from the first alternative.

This discussion, however, does not do justice to the complexity
of the situation. It disregards the fact that the integration of the CEECs
does not mean a simple expansion of Western production and mar-
keting strategies. Our key argument is that the increasing integration
must be seen as part of a fundamental reorganization of the Western model
of production. Transformation in CEE took place during a period of
drastic restructuring of European (particularly German) industry. In
the beginning of the 1990s German original equipment manufacturers
(OEMs) were forced to restructure their internal work organization
and external value chains and simultaneously rearrange their produc-
tion capacities on an international scale. Not only did this lead to an
increased “internationalization” of core production, but it also initi-
ated efforts to increase international activities of the (German) supply
industry. More and more suppliers followed OEMs abroad or even
led the way (Deutsche Bundesbank 1997). In addition to South Amer-
ica and the United States, locations in CEE increasingly gained from
the spatial rearrangement of supply networks and the reorganization
of “core factories” that went along with it.

The integration of industrial capacities in CEE is embedded in
this reorganization in the West. The development can thus be de-
scribed as a twin process of transformation in the East and structural
adaptation in the West. At present, this process is in full swing, and
the end is not in sight. Despite the temporary character of the activi-
ties thus far, one thing is already clear: Western approaches to reor-
ganization do not follow a uniform pattern; they vary considerably.
Structural causes for problems of competitiveness are being tackled
with different strategies, and these strategies of internal and external
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restructuring in the West constitute two main paths of integrating
CEE into the Western division of labor. The main differences are in
the way industrial capacities are used.

The least cost approach cuts cost by using the wage-cost differ-
ential. A rearrangement of domestic (i.e., internal) functional and
production structures is almost entirely excluded in this approach.
Restructuring is limited to transferring the production of stand-
ardized, labor-intensive parts and product groups. An alternative
approach aims at complementary specialization of industrial capacities
in East and West. Here also cost-cutting plays a certain role; however,
low costs are not achieved simply by “transferring the problems,”
which may be considered typical for the least cost approach. Wage-
cost advantage is an important aspect too, but it does not sufficiently
explain commitments in the East. Rather, the fundamental reorgani-
zation of all processes provides the basis for improved efficiency. In
the end, complementary specialization leads to a strategic rearrange-
ment of all tasks and functions within the value chain. The industrial
capacities of CEE are integrated in Western value chains on a long-
term basis.

The least cost approach and complementary specialization both
face an experienced labor force, on the one hand, and historically
developed technical and organizational structures on the other. Unlike
low-wage areas in the back yard of Japan or the United States, trans-
formation in the CEECs marks the end rather than the beginning of
industrialization. Although there were many differences among Hun-
gary, Czechoslovakia, and Poland, their economies were already in-
dustrialized before 1989. Structures of production and in the industrial
sectors were the result of a specific developmental path which differs
completely from that of OECD countries. An important aspect in this
regard is the dominance of raw material and capital goods industries
and a complementary underrepresentation of consumer goods indus-
tries, particularly those which have been typical for the West since
1945: cars, household appliances, electronics. Another aspect is the
type of specialization within the Council of Mutual Economic Assis-
tance (CMEA) and the notorious deficits in the area of innovation
(Nove 1977; Kornai 1980; Conert 1990). All in all, it was the very path
of industrialization in the CEECs, with its structural blockades of
modernization, which contributed to the crisis and the end of the
centrally planned economies.
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The two strategic approaches have a different way of dealing
with this “legacy of the past.” The least cost approach does not
merely continue traditional patterns of development and specializa-
tion, which today are considered insufficient. By concentrating on
the wage-cost advantage, it may lead to a “regressive specialization”
of industrial capacities, which would limit production to labor-in-
tensive, low-tech/low-cost items. Considering that low wages in
CEE are likely to be a short-term advantage during the transition
period, this approach has problematic consequences in the middle-
range perspective (Porter 1991; Transition Report 1997). On the other
hand, a strategy of complementary specialization could induce a
sustainable development of industry in the transformation coun-
tries, thus providing a far more future-oriented perspective. The
question is, however, how far the reindustrialization process
launched by Western companies will go. As far as can be seen at
present, the weak spot is a gap between “new” (emerging through
Western commitments) and “old” (CEE) elements of industrial struc-
tures. Advanced strategies of Western companies concentrate on the
use of a qualified labor force in new production sites, which have
weak or no connections with existing domestic production and sup-
ply networks. If this pattern persists, modern industrial structures
will remain mere islands within CEE; the process of reindustrializa-
tion would remain fragmentary.

Our argument follows two steps. First, we want to clarify the
speed and extent of integration of industrial capacities in CEE using
data on East-West trade and foreign direct investment (FDI). Second,
we will sketch different paths of integration as they appear to be
evolving. It should become clear how the integration of Eastern pro-
duction sites in the (Western) industrial division of labor works and
how deep the break with traditional structures and patterns of in-
dustrialization really is.

TRADING WITH NEIGHBORS:
REGIONAL PATTERNS OF INTEGRATION

As noted, since 1989, the economic development of the CEECs,
in particular the Višegrad states, has gone through dramatic
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changes. The states that were considered economically developed in
the West (most of all the former Czechoslovakia, but Poland as well)
experienced a massive decline in production. Until 1992, industrial
production fell by double digits anually. In 1991, production in the
Višegrad states had dropped by about 30 percent as compared to
1985 (Habuda et al. 1996). The duration of this recession came as a
surprise not only to Western experts, but also to those in charge of
reform in the respective countries. A whole bundle of exogenous
factors (the breakdown of traditional internal and export markets in
the East, economic slowdowns in the West, growing fiscal and
budget deficits) aggravated the effects of structural modernization
blockades and accelerated industrial decline. Initially, CEE econo-
mies did not appear to be competitive enough to survive under
world market conditions. This destructive development was fol-
lowed by a remarkable process of recovery, starting in 1992–93. Po-
land, where signs of a slight recovery of industrial production could
be seen in 1992, led the way. Industrial output rose for the first time
by 4.2 percent, adding 6.2 percent in 1993 and a remarkable 12.1
percent in 1994. In the Czech Republic and Hungary, economic de-
velopment became more stable and showed positive growth rates
not only for the GDP, but also for industrial production.

These dramatic ups and downs in industrial production were
accompanied by similarly drastic changes in foreign trade struc-
tures. Within a few years, the CEECs grew out of their traditionally
strong ties to patterns of trade and specialization within the CMEA
and prepared for integration into Western markets. Early in the
transformation process, the overall volume of exports fell rap-
idly—just like industrial production—but by 1994 it had reached
1988 levels again (Hoekmann and Djankov 1996). The consolidation
of export volumes was accompanied by a rapid rise of foreign trade
with Western countries. After the dissolution of the CMEA, the Više-
grad states managed a reorientation to Western markets, particularly
the EU, within a few years. In the case of Poland, the share of EU
exports rose from 41.5 percent of foreign trade in 1989 to 70.1 percent
in 1995. During the same period the respective figures in Hungary
rose from 39.1 to 62.7 percent, and in Czechoslovakia, from 32.7 to
55.2 percent.2 While trade expanded between the CEECs and the
West, trade among the CEECs and with the states of the former
Soviet Union (FSU) showed a considerable decline.
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A more detailed look at CEE trade with the West reveals clear
regional priorities. The neighboring countries have become the most
important trade partners. Germany in particular has become the
trade partner for the CEECs, for imports as well as exports. (Since
many Austrian firms are subsidiaries of German companies, their
involvement has to be assessed beyond what an analysis based on
countries alone could yield.) In 1995, 38.5 percent of Polish exports
went to Germany, followed at a huge distance by exports to Russia
(5.6 percent) and Italy (4.9 percent). Nearly 30 percent of Hungarian
exports went to Germany, while 10.7 percent went to Austria and 8
percent to Italy. Germany was just as important for the Czech Re-
public as for Poland: 36.6 percent of all its exports went there; a
smaller percentage went to its former partner in the federation,
Slovakia, and a mere 6.2 percent went to Austria. With slight differ-
ences, the structure of imports looks very much like that of exports.
Germany is the most important supplier for Poland (with a 26.6
percent share of all imports), followed by Italy (8.5 percent) and
Russia (6.7 percent). In Hungary, the German share of all imports is
23.5 percent followed by Russia (12.3 percent), whose high level of
supply is based mainly on fuels. Austria is in third place, with 9.7
percent. For the Czech Republic, the German share of imports (30.3
percent) is considerably higher, followed by Slovakia (just below 10
percent), Russia (7.3 percent), and Austria (6 percent). Obviously,
regional proximity has a strong effect on the restructuring of trade
relations in the transformation countries. This evidence is supported
by the fact that Southeast European countries, not having a common
border with the West, have developed much weaker trade relations
with the EU. (In Bulgaria, for instance, only 38.3 percent of exports
and 38.1 percent of imports go to or come from the EU.)

Foreign trade shows similar shifts for the Western countries. In
the foreign trade of their capitalist neighbors, the CEECs, especially
Poland, Hungary, and the Czech Republic, have attained consider-
able importance within a few years. Since 1993, German exports to
the CEECs have gone up rapidly by 30 percent, reaching a level of
DM 60 billion in 1995. More than half went to Poland, Hungary, and
the Czech Republic. Today trade with the CEECs has reached 8.2
percent of German exports, thus exceeding the level of trade with
the United States. Imports from the CEECs have developed even
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faster during the last few years: at DM 58 billion, they were almost
50 percent above 1993 levels.

These developments can only be appreciated in light of the fact
that the increases in trade volume with the West were not achieved
at the expense of rising disparities in the goods structure of imports
and exports. The high growth rates cannot be explained by a simple
enforcement of the old patterns of trade between East and West,
whereby raw materials were traded for industrial products. Quite
the contrary: in the course of opening and integration of the CEECs
into Western markets, (raw) material-intensive goods, just like agri-
cultural products, have lost some of their importance in CEE exports.
The rapid increase in trade with the West has been accompanied by
an increase of intra-industry trade. With the Grubel-Lloyd Index as
a measure of intra-industry trade, the index scores of Hungary, the
Czech Republic, and Slovenia are higher than those of EU countries
like Portugal or Greece; the scores for Poland are still somewhat
lower (Hoekmann and Djankov 1996).

The growing relevance of intra-industry trade provides evi-
dence for an increasing integration of CEE in the industrial division
of labor in Europe. These figures, however, say little about what role
the industrial capacities of Poland, Hungary, and the Czech Republic
play within this division of labor. The category of intra-industry
trade comprises quite different product groups: work-intensive,
low-value-added products, as well as (relatively) capital-intensive,
demanding products with a high degree of differentiation. Foreign
trade statistics show an increase in both product groups, with a
strong emphasis on the first. If end products (SITC group 8) can be
seen as an indicator for labor-intensive, low-value-added products,
then these products have contributed significantly to export growth
since the beginning of transformation. This trend is particularly evi-
dent in Poland, where the share of group 8 items—here mainly cloth-
ing and furniture—rose from 6.7 percent (1989) to 20.8 percent (1995)
of total exports. The respective export share in Hungary rose from
10.7 percent (1989) to 17.9 percent (1995). Clocks and optical and
photo items had growth rates above average, while those for cloth-
ing declined. In the Czech Republic, the share of group 8 items more
than doubled between 1989 and 1996, rising from 6.2 to 14.9 percent
of total exports.
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The growing share of group 8 products shows that the CEECs
have increasingly concentrated on the production of labor-intensive
industrial goods.3 This increase is primarily based on the fact that
Western companies use CEE locations for outward processing trade
(OPT). The extent and significance of OPT, however, have to be es-
timated far higher than the rates for the product group “end prod-
ucts” suggest.4 The Hungarian foreign trade statistics, for instance,
show an OPT share of 26 percent of total exports. There, 94 percent
of all exported clothing was produced on an OPT basis. OPT also
represents relevant shares of light industry production. Its share in
machine manufacturing was 33 percent, in metallurgy 14 percent,
and in the chemical industry 9 percent. In machine manufacturing,
51 percent of the exported machinery and equipment was manufac-
tured under OPT. In Poland, OPT made up for 23.5 percent of total
exports in 1995. Like in Hungary, the export of clothing is almost
entirely based on OPT, which is used most intensively by Germany
(Herberg 1997). The main focus lies in Poland and Romania. Textiles
and clothing account for by far the largest share of total trade vol-
ume. Currently, the German clothing industry is transferring consid-
erable volumes from Southeast Asia to the CEECs. Leather and
furniture industries also show high rates of OPT. For instance, 80
percent of total German imports from Poland are based on OPT. In
this regard, Hungary and the Czech Republic are comparatively in-
significant (Kaufmann and Menke 1997).

It is unlikely, however, that exports of these products will be
extended any further in the course of market integration—at least
not for Poland, Hungary, and the Czech Republic. Rising labor costs
in these countries should lead to a situation in the forseeable future
where the important comparative advantage of the CEECs will not
last. This is true particularly because countries located further East
are likely to provide better conditions for these footloose industries.

As noted, in the course of the 1990s, the CEECs have not spe-
cialized exlusively on labor-intensive, low-tech products, as growing
exports of machinery, equipment, and vehicles to the West show.
SITC group 7 can be taken as an indicator. Figures show that the
share of this export sector for Poland, Hungary, and the Czech Re-
public—which used to be very strong during the CMEA—is still far
below the rates before 1989.5 This, however, is caused by a radical
structural change: there was a steep decline of trade in machinery,
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vehicles, and equipment within the CMEA. For the Czech Republic,
the share of these products exported to the EU rose from 14 percent
(1989) to 24 percent (1995). In Hungary, the respective figures rose
even more sharply during the same period: from 13 to 27 percent.
Only in Poland was the growth limited, showing a modest rise from
12 to 17 percent.6

The growing rate of exports to the West is only partly due to the
fact that traditional products, which formerly had gone to CMEA
partners, are nowadays sold on Western markets for dumping prices.
It is more important that the profile of goods and exports is charac-
terized by innovations in the traditional segments and increasingly
by new products: “Export growth is either in products that were not
exported at all to the CMEA, or comprise ‘traditional’ export items
that have been substantially upgraded or differentiated” (Hoekmann
and Djankov 1996: 26). Between 1992 and 1994, Hungary and the
Czech Republic in particular showed remarkable improvements in
product quality in mechanical engineering and reached international
standards. Moreover, both countries report substantial growth rates
(though starting from an extremely low level) in new products in
telecommunications, home entertainment, electric machinery, electric
devices, and—most of all—vehicles and vehicle parts (Transition Re-
port 1997: 70; Kraft and Pahl 1997).

Starting at a very low level, Hungarian exports of cars rose
tenfold between 1991 and 1995.7 The export of devices and parts—
often included in SITC group 7—showed similar dynamics: “Between
1992 and 1995, parts manufacturing increased two-and-a-half times,
the output of vehicle electric devices rose fivefold, and their combined
sales revenues exceeded HUF 73 billion in 1995. In 1995, more than
60% of vehicle parts and more than 86% of car electric articles were
exported” (CSO 1998). The Czech Republic too showed a remarkable
growth in parts and components exports. Components exports grew
from virtually nothing in 1991 to an estimated $350 million in 1996
(Business Monitor 1998). The developments in Poland are quite similar.
The share of vehicle production in total exports still runs at a relatively
low 3 percent; on the other hand, exports are remarkably dynamic,
growing by 26 percent between 1994 and 1996. This growth reflects
the increasing relevance of the automobile industry within the Polish
economy.8
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This export growth shows that the CEECs are increasingly in-
volved in intra-industry trade, which is based on an exchange of
similar products. The use of industrial capacities in Poland, Hungary,
and the Czech Republic by Western firms is an important driving force
for this development. Industrial products are being exported to West-
ern Europe—end products as well as parts (manufacturers in the East
supply the Western manufacturers of the end product). The goods
structure shows a certain shift from labor-intensive, low-input prod-
ucts to more demanding supply parts and end products, though the
priority still lies on the first group.

With a growing share of total production and with more input,
industrial capacities of CEE are being included in the supply chains
of Western manufacturers. This integration is expressed by growing
imports of equipment and other supplies. To put it more simply,
because locations in the East are increasingly being integrated into
Western value chains, CEE exports and their imports of parts and
components are growing simultaneously. Hungarian imports show
the highest growth rates in the area of components (vehicle parts as
well as standard parts for machine building); developments are simi-
lar for Poland and the Czech Republic. Import-export relations are
likely to keep shifting considerably during the next few years as CEE
integration into Western networks continues.9

FDI

Data on the developent of FDI provide further evidence for the
argument that the reorientation of foreign trade in Hungary, Poland,
and the Czech Republic is based to a large extent on the use of
industrial capacities in these countries by Western manufacturers.
FDI in the CEECs increased almost fourfold between 1993 and 1996,
particularly in the states of the Central European Free Trade Area
(CEFTA), which attracted almost 90 percent of FDI in 1996 alone. In
the overall picture, strong disparities between the littoral states of
the East, on the one hand, and other CEECs on the other become
evident. Among the Baltic states, Estonia gains from its proximity
and affinity to Finland, Latvia is in mid-field despite strong tradi-
tional Western ties, and FDI commitment in Lithuania is rather lim-
ited (DIW 1997a).

Just like with trade relations between East and West, FDI is
concentrated in the “pioneer states” in the reform process: Poland,
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Hungary, and the Czech Republic. In the initial phase, Hungary in
particular was considered an oustanding investment site and drew
40 percent of the overall stock in 1996. In Poland, development
started later but has accelerated enormously during the last three
years; in 1996, the Polish share of FDI was at 25 percent, rising con-
siderably in 1997 too. In contrast, the commitment of Western inves-
tors in the Czech Republic (its share leveling out at around 16
percent) went down a bit.

A look at where FDI comes from emphasizes that the integra-
tion of CEE industries takes place at arm’s length from the former
iron curtain, although the predominance of Western neighbors is not
quite as pronounced in FDI as in foreign trade. In Hungary and the
Czech Republic, German companies were the most important for-
eign investors between 1990 and 1996, holding a share of close to 30
percent. Only in Poland are U.S. investors leading, with a share of
almost 25 percent; they are followed by German (12.7 percent) and
Italian (10.2 percent) investors. In the Czech Republic, U.S. (14.5
percent), Dutch (15.3 percent), and Swiss (12.7 percent) investors
hold substantial shares. In Hungary, however, the U.S. share has
shown a downward trend since 1995. Note that the assignment of
investors to countries of origin in the FDI statistics is somewhat
biased: in the case of the automobile industry, for instance, Ford or
Opel/GM are counted as U.S. investments, although Opel projects
were carried out by the company’s European branch. Despite this
distortion, it remains quite clear that CEE is a manufacturing loca-
tion for not only West Europeans.

The integration of CEE locations into Western value chains is
based primarily on the fact that in the course of the transformation
process the spatial dimension of economic activities has been funda-
mentally reassessed since 1990. A look at distances makes clear how
close “old” locations in the West and “new” ones in the East actually
are: for example, the distance between Szekesfehervar (Hungary) and
Vienna is 200 km. Within the CEECs, Western preferences for certain
locations induce shifts between regions—e.g., in favor of “easy trans-
portation” sites close to the borders at the expense of traditional
industrial sites.10

The distribution of FDI by sectors shows two areas of concen-
tration. Close to 30 percent of foreign capital goes into large projects
in telecommunications, energy, and services.11 Aside from finance
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and trade, which account for about 12 percent of FDI, Western inves-
tors concentrate on manufacturing industries (Sugar 1998). Indus-
trial production draws 50 percent of FDI. Food, semi-luxury
industries, consumer goods, and transport equipment attract large
and even growing shares of foreign capital (Business Monitor 1998;
Ufer 1997). Western companies are particularly evident in the build-
ing up (Hungary) or restructuring (Czech Republic and Poland) of
industrial capacities in the automobile industry, where Western
OEMs and supply industry have invested on a large scale and are
considering further investments. Hungary has Ford Hungaria, Opel
Hungary, Audi, and Magyar Suzuki. In Poland, Daewoo has pur-
chased the FSO car manufacturing plant in Warsaw for $1.1 billion
and has announced further investments of $340 million over the next
five years. Isuzu has set up engine production for $250 million in
Katowice, an area with special economic and tax conditions. In the
Czech Republic, the automotive sector has seen the most significant
growth in FDI since 1993. This is owing to not only the involvement
of VW with Skoda, but also the activities of Daewoo at Avia to de-
velop a new truck and engine to Euro II standards. In Hungary, the
OEMs Audi and Daewoo are particularly active, as are Daewoo,
Opel, and Fiat (FSM Bielsko-Biala) in Poland; the last has a long
tradition and is by far the largest investor. With regard to the supply
industry, many companies are active: Bosch, Siemens, VDO, ITT,
Lucas Varity, Knorr Bremse, Ferodo (T&N), Magna International,
Johnson Controls, TRW, Petri, and Hayes Wheels. The last has a $70
million joint venture in Ostrava (Czech Republic) with the north
Moravian steelmaker Nova Hut for the production of wheels. More
than one-third of the top European automotive components suppli-
ers already have manufacturing or assembly operations in the Czech
Republic. The same firms are active—on a different scale and with
different intensities—in Hungary and Poland too.

Beyond the automobile industry, the manufacturing of parts,
components, and sometimes even end products under Western su-
pervision includes household appliances and consumer electronics.
In the Czech Republic, there are large investments by Motorola, Mat-
sushita (Panasonic), and Kyocera; in Poland, Thomson Consumer
Electronics (TV tubes and sets). In Hungary, significant FDI over the
past few years included (for example) IBM hard disk manufacturing
($24 million) and a Philips VCR plant ($20 million). The most signifi-
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cant industrial investments in 1996 were being implemented by Sony
(audio and video sets, $20 million), Philips (monitor plant, $20 mil-
lion), and most of all by IBM (expansion of hard disk manufacturing,
$100 million). With regard to capital goods (machinery, equipment,
and plants), which has not attracted much capital so far, the involve-
ment of ABB in Poland and Hungary stands out. FDI activities may
vary, but they contribute to export growth and changes in the struc-
ture of industrial goods. In several sectors of production, foreign
companies play a vital role for the modernization of industry, thus
for the process of reindustrialization in CEE as a whole.

Normally, FDI activities are conducted in several steps. The
Deutsche Bundesbank gives an appropriate description of the proc-
ess:

In the beginning, the company starts to export goods abroad; the
erection of distribution, warehousing, and service facilities fol-
lows; then perhaps licenses are given to local suppliers, and fi-
nally, with enough experience with the respective market,
assembly and manufacturing plants are set up which are largely
dependent on the parent company at first, but later on often de-
velop to become independent subsidiaries (1977: 67).

In effect, the influence of FDI on the process of integration and the
readjustment of the industrial division of labor take effect with a
certain time lag. While small-scale activities were characteristic of
investment strategies in the beginning of transformation, large-scale
projects by large companies began to determine development and
statistics (Kraft and Pahl 1997). Obviously, in the beginning Western
manufacturers avoided overly binding commitments with regard to
their expected or actual involvement in CEE. Their initial approach
was mainly to establish options. In order to gain market access
(which is the beginning of the process), they started with joint ven-
tures (with minority holdings), thus utilizing the production capaci-
ties of their Eastern partners (e.g., Skoda in the case of VW). In a
second step, a majority holding is established under the control of
independent subsidiaries, as in the case of Audi in Györ. During this
stage, considerable capital flows from the West. The range of op-
tions, however, is still flexible. In the case of VW, promised invest-
ments were cut by half due to problems at home and abroad. On
the other hand, Audi gradually extended its commitment in Györ
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(including investments) because the production worked better than
expected and new assembly tasks emerged.

USING THE INDUSTRIAL CAPACITIES OF CEE: DIFFERENT
APPROACHES OF WESTERN COMPANIES

Trade and FDI have accelerated the integration of CEE during
the last years, mainly through three distinct ways of utilizing CEE
industrial capacities. What common starting points do they share,
what are the differences, and which long-term effects can be ex-
pected for the developmental dynamics of industrial restructuring
in the East and the West? These questions will be examined more
closely below.

GAINING MARKET ACCESS THROUGH PRODUCTION

New market opportunities arose particularly in areas where
state socialism had been deficient—infrastructure (especially in tele-
communications, which were far behind the standard of developed
capitalist countries) and consumer goods. There was an undisputed
need to catch up, not only with regard to notoriously poor items like
cars, consumer electronics, or household appliances. Food and semi-
luxury items (e.g., chocolate, cigarettes, soft drinks) also seemed to
provide good opportunities for Western manufacturers to gain mar-
ket positions which were as dominant as they already held in the
capitalist countries.12 In any case, potential markets in CEE were a
largely unstructured area for Western manufacturers at the begin-
ning of the transformation; with very few exceptions, none of the
Western companies had held a relevant market position in any of the
reform countries before 1989. Under the new political conditions,
gaining quick access to the Eastern markets was a key issue, and
local manufacturing activities are an important means of doing so
and of keeping away competitors. As the managing director of Opel
Hungary put it, “A local presence is essential to building goodwill”
(Financial Times, 13 February 1997).

The CEECs had pressed for domestic demand to be satisfied by
domestic production. Imports from the West were impeded by cus-
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toms policies while investments for building up domestic produc-
tion sites were supported by tax credits.13 Such a policy was intended
to avoid imports based on foreign currency. In addition, bringing in
foreign industries—particularly automobile industries—could give
a boost to reindustrialization. If Western manufacturers wanted to
gain from the new markets, building up production capacities in the
East was crucial; local production appeared to be more promising
than export strategies.

Accordingly, the big capitalist manufacturers of soft drinks, ciga-
rettes, cars, washing machines, and TV sets have joined in local pro-
duction sites or have built their own plants. In cases where companies
did not come to far-reaching cooperation agreements with local manu-
facturers, they started to build final assembly plants in the 1990s. In
the automobile industry, Fiat, VW, Daewoo, Opel, Suzuki, Ford, and
Peugeot established completely knocked-down (CKD) assemblies in
Hungary and Poland. In electric household appliances, Whirlpool,
Electrolux, and Bosch-Siemens have built up assembly capacities, as
have Philips, Samsung, Daewoo, Sony, and Thomson Multimedia in
consumer electronics. It looks likely that companies like Siemens,
Ericsson, and ABB, which want to modernize Eastern infrastructure
in telecommunications and energy supply, will do the same. Here too
local production (in this case of equipment) is necessary to gain access
to CEE markets.

These production activities, which are directed at market ac-
cess, were not based on the fact that production in the East is cheaper
than in the West but rather that local production is more reasonable
than export because of trade barriers. This is why assembly plants
often had little input. Even the car manufacturers (in the case of CKD
assembly) did not employ more than a few hundred workers in CEE.
Since the reason for the strategy was to gain access to new markets,
this type of production activity did not cause much irritation in the
West.

NEW INDUSTRIAL DIVISION OF LABOR IN EUROPE

Building up and using production sites in CEE served not only
to open new markets in the East, but also to reorganize companies
in the West. Many European, particularly German, industrial com-
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panies were under heavy cost pressures. The strategy of escaping
international cost pressures by moving into high-priced segments
with technically advanced, high-quality products had clearly
reached its limit in the course of economic decline in 1992–93. Com-
panies have reacted with a broad bundle of measures: acceleration
of innovation, new definition of production portfolios, improving
production efficiency, etc. Within these measures, the reorganization
of value chains is of great importance. During the last few years,
companies increasingly have organizationally excluded production
activities from existing structures (mainly by outsourcing to suppli-
ers), and they have geographically excluded production from tradi-
tional industrial centers.

In this context, the availability of industrial capacities in CEE is
an option for reorganization strategies for two reasons. One is the
wage differential between West and East, which makes local produc-
tion in Poland, Hungary, and the Czech Republic attractive from a
cost-cutting point of view—all the more so since the very countries
which are seen as high-wage economies even in an inner European
comparison (Germany, Austria, the Scandinavian countries, and
northern Italy) surround the CEECs, which means that the wage gap
is particularly large between immediate neighbors. The other is that
spatial proximity reduces logistic problems and efforts toward the
integration of Eastern locations in production and delivery combines,
particularly in cases where the time factor plays an important role.
Often locations like Szekesfehervar and Györ (Hungary), Mlada
Boleslav (Czech Republic), or Gorzóv (Poland) are only 150–400 km
apart from Western plants within the same value chain. Accordingly,
the centers of production are the western regions of Hungary, Poland,
and the Czech Republic. Together with other factors, this option
probably has contributed a great deal to the comeback of several
European industrial companies—for instance, the German car manu-
facturers—at the end of the 1990s.

As a result of reorganization strategies, the industrial division
of labor within Europe—especially along the former border between
“East” and “West”—has changed and continues to change. The
Western companies, however, do not follow a common strategy, so
this new division of labor also does not follow a common pattern.
One strategy is to have Eastern producers specialize in labor-inten-
sive, low-wage goods, while other strategies emphasize capital-in-
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tensive, state-of-the-art production. Plants in the East are treated as
an ”extended workbench” by some firms, while others upgrade local
production by the transfer of know-how and the integration of de-
velopment and engineering activities.

One has to consider development over time. Typically, less de-
manding, low-tech production can be transferred relatively easily.
Alternative strategies are usually the result of longer-term planning,
which includes a consideration of local experience. Quite frequently,
companies start with labor-intensive, low-tech production while de-
veloping demanding production (in terms of technology and quali-
fications). Another strategy is to upgrade existing plants over time
by transferring additional engineering functions or sometimes sales
and marketing.

THE LEAST COST APPROACH

A frequent reaction of Western manufacturers to the economic
decline of the early 1990s was cost cutting within existing supply
chains (i.e., the range of products and variants was largely left un-
touched). Great efforts were made to improve the efficiency of exist-
ing production; outsourcing became more important, and suppliers
were put under high cost-cutting pressure. In this context, transfer-
ring certain production activities to the CEECs seemed to guarantee
short-term efficiency—mainly for labor-intensive parts manufactur-
ing and subassembly, which could be done by using standard tech-
nology. Quite often, the transfer of production to the East took place
instead of reorganization (technology, labor organization, or product
upgrading) in the West.

This kind of transfer is not really new, but the opening of CEE
allowed access to industrial capacities close to existing locations in
the West. Often, CEE production capacities—plants or segments of
production within plants—could be used, providing short-term
benefits. The short distance to Western companies facilitated prepa-
ration, as well as the management of production activities in Poland,
Hungary, and the Czech Republic. The exploration of possible sites
and partners was relatively uncomplicated—due to short traveling
distances—and the risks of production transfer could be minimized
by quick reactions by the Western company. This included manage-
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ment functions as well as engineering resources (for instance, manu-
facturing problems in the East could be solved by fire-fighting from
the West). These aspects are of particular importance for firms lack-
ing experience with transnational networks (i.e., small and medium
manufacturers). For them, becoming involved in “low-wage loca-
tions” in CEE is very attractive—as it used to be with Southeast Asia
or even with EU locations like Portugal, Spain, or Greece:

Factor cost incentives, and in particular lower labor costs, are
found to be more important for small firms, and firms from neigh-
boring countries such as Germany and Austria. . . . German firms
also appear to use OPT contracts relatively more frequently, so as
to exploit the differential with domestic costs of production
(Estrin et al. 1997: 13).

The least cost approach serves primarily as a substitute for pro-
duction in the West. An increase of production and employment in
the East usually corresponds to a decline in the West. The CEE plants
deliver mostly to Western customers—often within the same firm.
Also, intermediates often come from Western plants. Such transfers
were particularly far-reaching in the German clothing industry. This
branch, mainly consisting of medium-size firms, had an OPT share
of 60 percent in 1995. In the same year, fabric and related products
worth DM 7.7 billion were manufactured abroad, representing 70
percent of clothing manufactured on OPT terms within the EU. For
the German clothing industry, OPT has been a cost-cutting strategy.
In the course of the opening and integration of the CEECs, tradi-
tional cooperation was developed further—for example, with Roma-
nia (where approximately 70 percent of total clothing production
capacity is OPT) and Hungary (50 percent OPT). Such activities are
at the expense of Asian countries, as well as some EU countries like
Greece. Low labor costs in a business line that counts wage minutes
instead of hourly wages, the low technical levels of production
(Western machines to produce “Western quality”), and the spatial
proximity of the CEECs provide custom-made workbenches. Similar
production transfers can be seen in the furniture industry. By now,
every other piece of furniture sold by German companies in Ger-
many comes from German-Polish factories. The Polish subsidiary of
the German upholstery manufacturer Steinhoff, for instance, em-
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ploys 4,000 workers in eight Polish plants (Süddeutsche Zeitung, 12
January 1997).

Low labor costs in CEE are an incentive for a transnational
rearrangement of value chains in the metal and electrical industry
as well. The automobile industry, for instance, has transferred
mainly labor-intensive components assembly to CEE locations. This
process is most extensive for the assembly of wire harnesses, where
independent as well as internal suppliers of the large car manufac-
turers have transferred production capacities on a large scale. Com-
panies like Leonische Drahtwerke, Temic, Siemens Automotive,
AMP, United Technologies Automotives, Lucas SEI, GM Delphi’s
Packard Electric, and Volkswagen Bordnetze (a joint venture of Volk-
swagen and Siemens) produce wire harnesses in Hungary, Poland,
the Czech Republic, and Slovakia—some in several factories and in
different countries. These factories export mainly to West European
final assembly plants, where product and process develop-
ment—and to some extent mechanized manufacturing—remain.14

The new division of labor in consumer electronics follows a
similar pattern. For instance, Philips, the largest European manufac-
turer of these products, has massively transferred labor-intensive
assembly to CEE (mainly Poland and Hungary) during the last five
years. While increasing employment in Poland to 6,000 (in 1996) and
in Hungary (where Philips now owns twelve plants) to 5,200 (in
1997), it reduced employment in Western Europe by several thou-
sand. This mainly affected Germany, where Philips heavily reduced
employment in the Grundig company, completely giving up its stake
early in 1997. While final assembly (of VCRs, TV sets, and audio
devices) and component assembly was transferred almost com-
pletely to Hungary and Poland, Philips concentrated the capital-in-
tensive manufacturing of tubes (for TV sets and computer monitors),
mechanized production of components (mainly for VCRs), and
boards assembly in Germany and Austria. Philips makes a clear dis-
tinction: capital-intensive production stays in Austria, labor-inten-
sive assembly goes to Hungary. The production of scanners and disk
drives and boards assembly, which is partly mechanized, still take
place in Austria. The final—manual—assembly is completely in Po-
land or Hungary. Thus production in CEE is largely export-oriented:
“Over 90% of our production is exported” (Willem van der Vegt,
chairman and CEO of Philips Hungary) (Financial Times, 9 December
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1997; Warsaw Voice, 19 May and 20 October 1996; Süddeutsche Zeitung,
15 November 1996).

The transnational ABB provides a good example of one com-
pany following different strategies. ABB extended production very
early and very much to the East. In 1996 it had seventy companies
in CEE with some 30,000 employees. For one thing, ABB wanted to
be present on CEE markets (particularly in building and modern-
izing power stations); in addition, ABB used qualified production
workers and engineers in Poland, Hungary, and the Czech Republic.
On the other hand, ABB has used locations in CEE to reorganize
value chains and to transfer labor-intensive (but not particularly
high-skill) parts of the production process out of Western Europe.
Along with this strategy, ABB has used plants in CEE as a production
platform for internally used intermediate products which are ex-
ported to ABB’s Western companies.15 While ABB created 46,000 jobs
in Asia and Eastern Europe, it has reduced staff in Europe by 54,000
(Süddeutsche Zeitung, 29 February 1996; Frankfurter Allgemeine Zei-
tung, 4 March 1996).

In general, investments for least-cost-approach involve-
ments—the “sunk costs”—are rather low. In low-tech productions,
few qualifications are expected from the labor force. If the least cost
approach was the dominant strategy of Western companies in Poland,
Hungary, and the Czech Republic, it would result in a reorientation
of their industries toward low-skill products and OPT. In this case,
reindustrialization would be combined with a new—and probably
regressive—specialization. Human resources in CEE would not be
used in a comprehensive way. On the contrary, qualified personnel
would be downgraded to the level of unskilled labor.16

This raises the question of to what extent the low-wage strategy
is characteristic of Western companies in CEE. Their experiences
thus far are not likely to keep them from pursuing this strategy,
although there have been some problems, such as underestimating
the difficulties of a commitment in the East. In addition to adminis-
trative obstacles (legalities and technical norms) and uncertainties
in the general set-up (for instance, a sudden rise in tax and energy
costs), there are problems of coordination and logistics; some com-
panies have complained about quality issues and delivery deadlines.
Because a mere consideration of wage costs is insufficient in regard
to these difficulties, some manufacturers have transferred produc-
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tion back home (Die Zeit, 24 October 1997; VDI-Nachrichten, 8 July
1994). However, the expectations of most manufacturers have un-
doubtedly been met, as the results of firm-based surveys indi-
cate—particularly in arrangements that are not time-sensitive: “In
the reform countries, work commitment, quality consciousness, re-
liability, and skill levels of employees are obviously satisfactory. . . .
Cost savings for investors who became involved in CEE were higher
than expected” (Beyfuss 1996: 30 ff.).

Another question is whether the transfer of production to CEE,
which was mainly motivated by the wage-cost differential, will con-
tinue at the same pace in the future. There are good reasons to doubt
it. Because it took relatively little effort to plan and prepare the
present arrangements and because existing plants and companies
were taken over, much has already been transferred during the last
seven years. Moreover, it is uncertain how long the current condi-
tions—in particular the low wage level—will last in the countries
which are now the preferred locations for the least cost approach.
Rising wages would threaten the compensation of the productivity
gap. Then labor-intensive production could be transferred to coun-
tries further East, where wage (and development) levels are behind
the Višegrad states.17 The question is, however, to what extent the
workbench option can be moved further to the East because advan-
tages of spatial proximity are likely to diminish. All this indicates
that the least cost approach may be of a temporary nature after all.

ALTERNATIVE STRATEGY: COMPLEMENTARY SPECIALIZATION

More recently a third strategy in addition to market access and
the least cost approach has emerged. This approach is based on a
fundamental reorganization of value chains within and across com-
panies—readjusting intra-and interfirm divisions of labor while tak-
ing account of the specific capabilities of CEE locations. Because of
the longer planning period it usually takes to implement the strategy,
complementary specialization did not take full effect until the end of
the 1990s. The production sites in the East are complementary be-
cause their products supplement the bottom part of the product
range of the manufacturers. The CEE manufactures are thus directed
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toward local markets as well as a growing segment of West European
markets.

Of course wage levels play a certain role as an initial incentive
for this strategy. As compared to mere cost cutting, however, the
strategy aims at developing complementary potentials in the CEECs.
Local production activities are not on the lowest level of the value
chain, and they cannot easily be replaced, nor are the jobs unskilled
and easily transferable; labor force experience with relevant manu-
facturing and assembly processes plays an important role. Produc-
tion sites in CEE are attractive to Western manufacturers because
they have access to a well-trained labor force at comparably low
wages. Unlike for the least cost approach, for the complementary
strategy the wage-cost differentials of blue-collar workers as well as
those of well-trained engineers are of interest.18 

The relevance of wage costs, however, is considerably reduced
in capital-intensive projects, which include a more long-term com-
mitment as compared to extended workbenches. In these cases,
Western investors pay wages well above the country average. More-
over, in a medium-range perspective, investors anticipate an adjust-
ment of wages, not necessarily to the German level, but to that of
other developed Western countries.

The strategy of complementary specialization also raises the
question of whether all relevant functions of a company will be rep-
resented at CEE locations. While the least cost approach results in
dependent plants with little vertical integration and without compe-
tences and resources of product and process innovations, the alter-
native strategy implies an upgrading here, too. In some cases,
Western companies give sites in CEE full business responsibility
(including sales and marketing), even though this may be the excep-
tion rather than the rule at present.

PRODUCTION FOR THE LOW-PRICE SEGMENT

Within this alternative strategy of complementary specializa-
tion one important motive behind locating manufacturing activities
in the CEECs is an attempt to (re)gain access to the low-price seg-
ments, which German manufacturers in particular have neglected or
even given up in the past by their concentration on “differentiated
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quality production.” The objective is to produce Western technology
at Southeast Asian costs.19 To achieve this lower level of costs, how-
ever, existing production lines, already suffering from cost problems
in the West, are not simply transferred. Western technology applies
not only for the products, but also for the production processes. The
alternative strategy aims at establishing capital-intensive produc-
tion, too, in Poland, Hungary and the Czech Republic. Accordingly,
(Western) investments per workplace are higher than in the least cost
approach. For this reason, mainly large companies with sufficient
capital pursue complementary specialization. CEE production sites
are located within an already industrialized environment and close
to other plants within production and supply networks. Being close
to other production plants is particularly essential for the automo-
bile industry with its complex, interdependent, just-in-time supply
networks.

Undoubtedly the automobile industry has been the trailblazer
for this strategy. With regard to the end product, this strategy means
not simply to assemble cars which—as in the case of CKD assem-
blies—had been built in Western Europe for quite different purposes
and had been produced there for quite some time. Phase-out models
from the West are no longer produced in the East. Instead newly
developed cars are being manufactured which are designed specifi-
cally for CEE needs but which also attempt to cover similar market
segments in Western Europe or even worldwide. For instance, VW
(Skoda) in the Czech Republic aims at more than local production so
that it can be present on CEE markets. With the development of the
Octavia, based on the A3/Golf platform and a design developed by
Skoda engineers in the Czech Republic, VW aims at worldwide ac-
cess to a market segment in which it is not yet present, thus supple-
menting the product range in the lower segments. A prerequisite for
this strategy is to move toward a value-for-money ratio which VW
could no longer offer in Europe.20 For low-cost production, CEE sites
are crucial. Because the Octavia is not exclusively for CEE markets,
platform-based economies of scale are used, and the production of
the Octavia is integrated into the internal value chain of VW. As with
other VW models which are produced in Western Europe or Latin
America, a considerable share of the production is exported.21

Fiat—which was present in Poland long before the breakdown
of state socialism—has similar plans. With the Palio, the Italian car
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manufacturer has developed a “world car” which is aimed particu-
larly at emerging markets. Production started in 1996 in Brazil; an
improved version will be produced in Poland in the near future.
Opel plans to produce the Astra, developed for and introduced in
Western markets, in a new plant in Gliwice (Poland). For the middle
range it plans to cooperate with Suzuki to develop a subcompact
which will also be in the low-price segment.

FUNDAMENTAL REORGANIZATION OF VALUE CHAINS

New arrangements of product portfolios and the international
division of labor among production locations are not limited to final
assembly in the automobile industry. They include the whole value
chain. With regard to the reorganization of supply chains, too, CEE
locations are used not only as extended workbenches, but also increas-
ingly for complex and capital-intensive production processes—by
internal as well as independent suppliers. Especially since the mid-
1990s, manufacturers such as Audi or Opel/GM have set up plants
for the production of key components—mainly engines.22 Moreover,
the large suppliers, too—like Delphi, Lucas Varity, Bosch, Sommer-
Allibert, Continental, and Michelin—are using CEE as a supply base
for their European activities. They have thus followed the OEMs to
the East. The latter have tried to attain a high share of local supply
and have encouraged Western suppliers to become locally involved;
with some exceptions, the traditional local suppliers are not in-
cluded.23 Foreign suppliers have also used the CEE option to rearrange
their internal supply chains, along with an international redistribution
of functions, which includes locating in CEE. The output of plants in
Hungary, the Czech Republic, and Poland is also but not exclusively
directed toward local assembly plants. Their location enables them to
deliver to important locations in Europe. Typically the export rates of
suppliers are significantly higher than those of OEMs.

In other industrial sectors, too, there are indications that CEE
production sites are gaining a strategic position in fundamentally
reorganized European or worldwide value chains. In the computer
industry, for instance, IBM is developing its Hungarian plant in
Szekesfehervar to become a cornerstone for the worldwide produc-
tion of its storage systems division. In this case, too, plant functions
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were extended step by step. After starting with the assembly of hard
disk drives in the mid-1990s, the plant is now benefitting from the
company’s strategy to make it a leading OEM supplier of hard disk
drives for mobile and server market segments. With considerable
investment, production capacities have expanded threefold, and the
plant has become a worldwide center for notebook hard disk drive
manufacturing.

CEE AS AN EXPERIMENTAL STAGE FOR NEW PRODUCTION CONCEPTS

OEMs can use CEE locations to try out new factory concepts.
The lean “core factory” is at the center of the new concepts, an alter-
native to a highly integrated Fordist model. The latter typically con-
centrates most production and related service functions under one
manufacturer in one location. This implies a large numbers of em-
ployees (Arbeitgemeinschaft Sozialwissenschaftliche Technikfor-
schung Niedersachsen 1993). The core factory concept is also
associated with broad outsourcing processes of manufacturing and
of services to external suppliers. At the same time, it is important to
integrate suppliers as closely as possible (in terms of time manage-
ment and functions) in the production process. Volkswagen-Skoda
probably has the most far-reaching approach in the new final assem-
bly plant for the Octavia. The Audi plant in Györ, too, has outsourced
numerous functions—including maintenance—to local firms, and
Opel/GM plans to transfer the internal test case for the core factory
concept to the new assembly plant in Gliwice.

EFFECTS OF USING INDUSTRIAL CAPACITIES

Our argument is that the utilization of CEE industrial capacities
goes beyond a mere transfer of manufacturing capacities. Eastern
locations are being modernized for this purpose or even newly set
up. At the same time, Western companies not only provide capital,
but also transfer technology and know-how, and they create sales
markets for the products manufactured. Thus the integration of CEE
in the European industrial division of labor can doubtlessly be con-
sidered a contribution to the reindustrialization of these countries.
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It is evident that the different paths of integration we have
described affect the direction and structure of the integration process.
The least cost approach boils down to a regressive specialization in
low-tech/low-cost segments, letting the available human resources
fade away. In contrast, the alternative approach of complementary
specialization brings complex, high-skill processes to CEE. In this
approach not only would manufacturing processes be assigned to
CEE, but so would functions of engineering, marketing, and innova-
tion. In other words, from the perspective of sustainable industrial
development, complementary specialization has much more to offer
for the transformation countries than the least cost approach.

What the final outcome of reindustrialization will be obviously
depends on the significance attached to each path of integration. Still
this does not describe the effects sufficiently. Even in cases where
complementary specialization is applied, it is not certain what the
effects will be on the modernization of domestic industries—that is,
in which ways is reindustrialization still embedded in the industrial
environment shaped under state socialism? And what effects will
this embeddedness have for the long-term development of this ap-
proach?

WESTERN “BROWNFIELDS” AS ISOLATED ISLANDS WITHIN REGIONAL
ENVIRONMENTS

Obviously the integration of CEE capacities into Western supply
chains requires far-reaching technological and organizational rear-
rangements. Typically structures which meet the new requirements
have not been created through a reorganization of existing companies
and production sites but—and this is important in our view—by the
establishment of new companies and the building of new plants. This
is true not only for projects like the Audi engine plant in Györ or the
IBM hard disk facility in Szekesfehervar. Even in places where Western
companies have started joint ventures with Eastern manufacturers
(like VW and Skoda), new plants have been built to manufacture
newly developed products (like the final assembly of the Octavia).

These companies or plants are not real “greenfields” because
they are usually located within traditionally industrialized regions
and their employees (both blue-collar workers and engineers) have
earned their qualifications and experience in those industries. Nev-
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ertheless, new companies and plants mark a clear organizational
break with old CEE industrial structures and traditions. Often this
break is intentional: companies thus try to get rid of the legacies of
the ancien régime which are widely seen as problematic. By taking
over existing companies and plants, they fear they would be con-
fronted with ancient production technology and problematic prod-
uct portfolios. Moreover, organizational continuity could make it
harder for engineers and technicians to abandon accustomed but no
longer practicable development trajectories. Finally, work practices
from state socialism could prove to be all too persistent. Just because
many Western companies use CEE as an experimental platform for
new strategies, they prefer a new organizational start. Western
strategies thus may have paradoxical implications by treating old
industrial regions as “new industrial spaces,” which describes an
environment that is attractive particularly because of the absence of
old industrial influences (Scott 1988; Storper 1986).

This break of continuity relates to not only core production, but
also supply chains. Western companies which have started joint ven-
tures with existing plants have largely cut off traditional supplier
relations. And the companies or plants newly set up by Western
investors thus far have had very few dealings with regional suppli-
ers. This has hardly been affected by the trend toward local sourcing
initiated by the large car manufacturers. This trend mainly attracts
large Western suppliers, their local plants being of the same “brown-
field” type as those of the OEMs. This means that local, regional, or
cross-company networks for production and innovation in CEE es-
sentially involve cooperation among Western actors on CEE ground.
In particular, the most far-reaching transfer of activities (production
and innovation tasks) has not led to a connection between imported
know-how and the traditional regional environments.

This indicates that an industrial dualism is developing in the
CEECs: the new companies and plants set up by Western companies
stand detached from traditional industrial structures which were
formed in the era of state socialism. Neither the old structures nor
the existing industrial clusters are used or transformed by Western
strategies. Western interest focuses mainly on the labor force from
the old structures.

Certainly this dual structure could become unstable in time.
New local actors (spinoffs of the old combines or domestic startups)
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providing institutional links between “old” and “new” industrial
structures could contribute to a loss of stability. If such “institutional
bridges” did not come up, however, Western production sites could
indeed become “islands of modernization.” Not only would this
limit the positive effects of brownfields on the modernization of CEE
industry, but it would also have a reciprocal effect on the long-term
perspectives of Western value chains in which these brownfields are
integrated. This is because local sourcing also provides the basis for
local learning and is thus an important condition for technological
and organizational development in the CEECs. Without it the possi-
bilities of upgrading CEE locations are probably very limited. It is
thus possible that in the long run, a deficient regional integration
could counteract the potential benefits of complementary specializa-
tion.

NOTES

 1. All estimates agree that CEE is an emerging market. The most important
indicator is the GDP, which had positive growth rates for the whole of
Eastern Europe in 1997. While Poland had already passed the 1989 level,
in the real GDP of the Czech Republic, Slovakia, and Hungary is at 90
percent of the 1989 level (Transition Report 1997).

 2. DIW (1997b). In the last case, the 1995 figure is for the foreign trade of the
Czech Republic.

 3. Basically, the same holds true for “manufactured goods chiefly classified
by material” (SITC 6). These comprise intermediates with relatively low
input which are highly labor-intensive and partially capital-intensive
(leather, wooden articles, textile threads, but also rubber, iron and steel,
and metals). The export share of these products is relatively high; however,
the increase has been much smaller than that of groups 8 (labor-intensive
products) and 7 (capital-intensive products  such as machinery and trans-
port equipment). In the Czech Republic the share of SITC group 6 items in
total exports rose from 22.4 percent (1989) to 28.8 percent (1996). In Poland,
total export of group 6 goods rose from 19 percent (1989) to 27.6 percent
(1995). Thus, the export of these goods became the largest item in Poland
and the second largest in the Czech Republic, after machinery and transport
equipment. Unlike for these countries, the share of group 6 goods in total
exports has remained almost constant at 17 percent since 1989, even show-
ing a slight decline. The relevance of this product group for the dynamics
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of exports—unlike the great remaining absolute relevance—has to be esti-
mated as lower. Even in Poland, this group contributed a mere 11 percent
to export growth between 1989 and the mid-1990s. The respective figure is
only 7 percent for the Czech Republic. Hungary even reduced its exports
of these products (see Kraft and Pahl 1997; Trabold and Berke 1997).

 4. Foreign trade statistics are somewhat misleading in that regard because
while OPT is most prominent in product groups 8 and 6, group 7 also
includes shares of OPT. According to Hoekmann and Djankov (1996), the
share of OPT in total exports of the CEECs lies between 10 and 18 percent.
Most of the processing occurs in leather/footwear (20–30 percent of total
exports) and textiles/clothing (60-80 percent). Other industries where it is
significant include electrical machinery (10–16 percent) and furniture
(16–20 percent).

 5. In Czechoslovakia/Czech Republic, the share decreased from 44.4 percent
(1989) to 32.7 percent; in Poland, from 33.6 percent (1989) to 21.1 percent.
In Hungary, too, exports, dropped considerably at first but went up again
to a little more than 25 percent, thus coming relatively close to the initial
level.

 6. This category contributed to growth largely via exports to Germany: 41
percent in Hungary, 30 percent in the Czech Republic, and close to 20
percent in Poland.

 7. In 1991, total exports reached a volume of 625 million forints and rose to
6,089 million forints in 1995.

 8. Between 1995 and 1996, the production of automobiles and trucks went up
by 38.7 percent (PAIZ 1996).

 9. The DIW (German Institute for Economic Research) sums up as follows:
“Starting from an extremely low level, comparative disadvantages of Po-
land, Hungary, the Czech Republic, Slovakia, Bulgaria, and Romania in
industrial sectors with high R&D intensity and a high degree of product
differentiation have considerably diminished, and the relevance of intra-
industrial trade has increased. Therefore one can assume a gradual adjust-
ment of structural prerequisites—at a different speed in different countries”
(DIW 1997a: 228).

10. In Hungary, for instance, the Budapest metropolis draws by far the largest
share of FDI (45 percent), but the western regions close to the border
(Northern Transdanubia) already draw a share of close to 30 percent (Sugar
1998).

11. In the Czech Republic in 1995, selling 27 percent of SPT Telecom to the
Dutch-Swiss consortium Tel Source alone accounted for $1.3 billion. At the
end of 1995, 49 percent of the Czech oil refineries Kralupy and Litvinov
were sold for $170 million. Wihout these two large transactions, the volume
of FDI would have reached only $1 billion in 1995 (Ufer, 1997).

12. Unlike for consumer durables (such as automobiles, washing machines, or
TV sets) producers of food and semi-luxury items find markets in the East
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which have a demand at least comparable to that in the West. The tobacco
company Philip Morris, for instance, assumes that in Eastern Europe more
cigarettes will be smoked annually than in Western Europe or the United
States. “The competition for global market leadership will be decided in
Eastern Europe,” according to British-American Tobacco Industries (BAT)
(Süddeutsche Zeitung, 20 February 1996).

13. For instance, car manufacturers with production sites in CEE may import
other cars out of their portfolio than the ones produced there free from
customs. To some extent the CEECs try to win Western manufacturers by
establishing areas with special economic and tax benefits.

14. Leonische Drahtwerke, for instance, went down from 2,100 employees in
four West German plants to 400; they now employ 1,400 in two facilities in
Slovakia (Süddeutsche Zeitung, 6 May 1996). In 1993, Volkswagen Bordnetze
had 1,100 employees for wire harness assembly in Gorzów, Poland; they
export 100 percent to the company’s German sites. Together with a second
plant set up in Turkey in 1990–91, Volkswagen Bordnetze now employs
2,300 workers abroad. While employment and production volume in-
creased in foreign locations in the mid-1990s, in the Berlin plant employ-
ment went down by 700 from the originally 1,000 jobs (Estrin et al. 1997:
193–205). In both cases, product and process development remains concen-
trated in the German sites. The great reductions in the West did not hit the
suppliers but the car manufacturers themselves. In the course of the 1990s,
in-house assembly of wire harnesses was reduced by 80–90 percent.

15. “[ABB’s plants in CEE] produce relatively cheap components for ABB’s
global markets, but their full potential will only be realized when the de-
mand for power generating equipment really takes off in the Central and
East European and Central Asian markets” (Financial Times, 19 June 1997).

16. There is some evidence of regressive specialization. In the Czech Republic,
for instance, employees changing jobs in 1991–92 experienced qualifica-
tional downgrading. Almost half of them (41 percent), took jobs with lower
skill requirements (Keilhofer 1995).

17. FDI figures from Poland, Hungary, and the Czech Republic to other CEECs
indicate that the three countries are becoming active in this regard.

18. ABB calculates a rate of DM 3.80 for an engineer-hour in the Czech Republic
and DM 75 in Germany. Productivity in Germany cannot be far enough
ahead to compensate for that difference, says von Koerber—in particular
because the hand-picked East European engineers are “better than many
of my German managers,” (von Koerber in Fortune; Manager Magazin, No-
vember 1994).

19. “We are offering new European technology at Asian prices,” says Detlef
Wittig, Skoda’s sales and marketing director (Financial Times, 1 October
1996). The formula for the future is “quality standards of the West and costs
of the East” (Manager Magazin, November 1994).
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20. “The Octavia is priced below comparable but outdated Korean vehicles
and undercuts anything similar from Japan, as Skoda attempts to offer new
European technology at Asian prices” (Financial Times, 14 May 1997).

21. Of all cars produced (350,000 in 1997), Skoda sells one-third on the domestic
market. One-third is exported to Western Europe and another third to other
countries.

22. A typical example for this strategy is the Audi engine plant in Györ, which
shows the step-by-step approach of the Western investors. Audi has gradu-
ally increased the capacity of assembly, reaching 600,000 engines a year in
1997. The results, which exceeded expectations, convinced Audi to expand.
Györ is integrated in the worldwide VW group, produces engines for the
VW Passat and the Skoda Octavia, and is more and more considered a
trump card in the Audi strategy. There are plans to develop the plant into
a center of engine production (with a capacity of 1 million engines a year
by the year 2000) and to increase the range of tasks (assembly of a small
numbers of roadsters). By 1999, Audi will have invested a total of DM 840
million in Györ. The Opel/GM engine plant in Szentgotthard (Hungary)
developed in the same step-by-step manner and will reach full capacity
(460,000 engines a year) in 1998. Like in the Audi case, the range of tasks
was extended over time, in this case with a cylinder head plant which was
recently built.

23. Fiat-FSM and Volkswagen-Skoda have started joint ventures with highly
vertically integrated manufacturing: FSM and Skoda each had numerous
suppliers of their own. Fiat-FSM and Volkswagen-Skoda have followed a
strategy to break up this vertical integration. The establishment of plants
of well-known Western suppliers in Poland and the Czech Republic was
massively supported—e.g., by selling them existing plants. Simultaneously,
old supply relations were terminated.
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WHAT FUTURE FOR THE INTEGRATION OF THE
EUROPEAN UNION AND THE CENTRAL AND EAST

EUROPEAN COUNTRIES?1

Alain Henriot and András Inotaï

Economic relations between the European Union (EU) and Cen-
tral and East European countries (CEEC) have intensified rapidly
since the beginning of the 1990s.2 This is true in both trade and direct
investment, and much progress has been achieved in the way of
economic interpenetration between the two regions. Back in the
early 1990s, despite all the optimism that followed the collapse of
the Berlin Wall, few observers would have predicted such an evolu-
tion. This study analyzes the evolution of trade and direct invest-
ment, examines the role of the association agreements signed by the
EU and the CEEC in the increasing integration of the two regions,
and closes with some considerations regarding future develop-
ments.

TRADE BETWEEN THE EU AND THE CEEC

OVERALL TRENDS

Trade flows between the EU and the CEEC have increased spec-
tacularly since the beginning of the 1990s. Between 1989 and 1996
EU exports to the CEEC (in current dollars) quadrupled, while im-
ports from these countries trebled. Trade between the EU and the
CEEC has really taken off since 1991, at which point the EU started
running a large surplus with the CEEC. This imbalance, although
moderate at first, grew very noticeably between 1993 and 1994 and
reached about $9 billion in 1995. In 1996, according to preliminary
estimates, it reached almost $16 billion, EU imports from the CEEC
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having nearly stagnated while purchases by the CEEC grew vigor-
ously once again.

The growth of bilateral trade between the EU and the CEEC
has, of course, far outstripped the overall progression of EU trade.
Between 1989 and 1996, the EU’s overall exports (in dollars) in-
creased by only 70 percent, and its overall imports by 60 percent. Yet
in 1995 trade between the two regions represented less than 1 per-
cent of world trade, up from 0.4 percent in 1989. Moreover, the im-
portance of each side in the overall trade of the other is greatly
asymmetrical. Thus in 1996 the CEEC accounted for only 2.5 percent
of the EU’s total trade (1 percent in 1989), while the EU accounted
for over 60 percent of CEEC trade (35 percent in 1989).

One of the immediate consequences of the EU’s growing im-
portance in the CEEC’s exports is that the business cycles in these
countries will tend increasingly to resemble the West European eco-
nomic cycle (if, of course, one can identify such a cycle beyond the
specificities of each country). Thus the stagnation of CEEC exports
to the EU in 1996 apparently resulted from the low level of activity
in most West European countries. Using an extremely simplified
estimate, one can already consider that a 10 percent increase of EU
imports leads, ceteris paribus, to an extra 1 percent growth in the
CEEC’s GDP.3 The real impact is probably greater because of the
multiplying factors of the macroeconomic circuit, not taken into ac-
count here. This relationship suggests a partial explanation for the
slowdown of growth experienced by the CEEC in 1996 (European
Commission 1996). Of course, CEEC imports exercise much weaker
influence on the EU economy. One can estimate that a 10 percent
increase of the CEEC’s imports directly induces the EU’s GDP to
grow by only 0.05 percent in static terms. This does not mean that
the development of the CEEC will have no impact on West European
economies. If their growth continues steadily in the medium run,
this can only have a demonstration effect likely to increase the EU’s
potential for growth. This was already the case in 1992–93, when a
strong increase in CEEC imports helped attenuate the recession in
Western Europe.

Aside from trade flows, two other types of mutual influences
between the two zones bear mentioning. First of all, in some sectors,
Western firms have established production sites in the CEEC by
means of subcontracting, outward processing trade (OPT), and for-
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eign direct investment (FDI). As a result, the impact on trade flows
of an initial increase in final demand is all the greater since the trade
of intermediate goods is multiplied. The more high-value-added
steps of the production cycle are performed by these sites (supplying
a large market—often the entire European continent), the more eco-
nomic interdependence among the various countries is reinforced.
This is indeed the case within the EU and will increasingly apply in
the future to the relations between the EU and the CEEC (see Henriot
1997 and Table 1). A consequence of this type of industrial organiza-
tion is that the CEEC could become more dependent on the EU’s
demand for intermediate goods than on its final demand. This would
make the CEEC even more sensitive to the EU’s business cycle since
business cycles in the intermediate goods sector are usually more
marked than in industry as a whole (and, a fortiori, the overall econ-
omy). Another consequence of the growing share of the EU in the
CEEC’s foreign trade is that the latter must pay greater attention to
their competitiveness, in terms of relative prices, in particular with
regard to the evolution of the currency. Greater interdependence in
matters of trade flows also means an increased need for convergence
of economic policies.

GEOGRAPHIC STRUCTURE

The main feature of trade between the EU and the CEEC is a
very high degree of concentration. Within the EU, Germany clearly
comes out as the main trade partner of the CEEC, accounting for
nearly 50 percent of the trade between the two regions. Italy (with
10 percent of the trade), Austria, and France lag far behind. This
geographic structure has not changed much since these same coun-
tries were already the CEEC’s main partners at the beginning of the
decade. This suggests a very high intensity of trade relations be-
tween the CEEC and Germany since the latter weighs much more
heavily in the EU’s trade with the CEEC than in its overall trade. The
same can be said of Austria because of its strong relations with Hun-
gary; countries like Belgium or the Netherlands (and France, in a
way), on the contrary, show a low intensity of trade with the CEEC.

As regards trade balances, the largest surpluses derived in 1995
from trade with the CEEC have been ascribable to Italy, Austria, and
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France ($1 billion). It seems that Italy’s performance resulted from
the favorable lira exchange rate, which maintained price-competi-
tiveness until the spring of 1995. The weakness of Germany’s trade
surplus, on the contrary, points to the degradation (until recently) of
German industry’s price-competitiveness.

Among the CEEC, Poland is the first trading partner of the EU,
followed by the Czech Republic, Hungary, and Slovakia. In recent
years, however, the share of Poland and Hungary has tended to
shrink, probably partly as a result of an unfavorable evolution of
their prices relative to export (de Boissieu and Henriot 1995). All the
CEEC have a trade deficit with the EU, but the imbalance is much
more pronounced for the Czech Republic and Poland.

SECTORAL BREAKDOWN

The sectoral structure of the CEEC’s trade is difficult to analyze
because of the various changes that have affected it in recent years.
These range from the structural upheavals in these economies to the
changes in the final demand, both in the CEEC and the EU, tied to
macroeconomic trends. Certain conventional indicators, such as in-
dices of comparative advantage, turn out therefore to be of limited
interest since inherited factor endowments are less and less useful
in explaining the structure of trade. A dynamic analysis is therefore
in order.

Manufactured goods account for 85 percent of the EU’s exports
to the CEEC and 75 percent of the EU’s imports from the region (see
Table 1). However, the share of agricultural products in Hungary’s
exports to the EU remained at 20 percent in 1993 before falling to 14
percent in 1994, and energy and agricultural products account for a
quarter of Poland’s exports to the EU. Textiles and chemical and
mechanical engineering products are the main goods exported by
the CEEC to the EU. The increasing importance of the latter category
points to a gradual emergence of a specialization that is no longer in
low-value-added goods alone but also in goods with greater techno-
logical content. A more detailed analysis suggests that clothes are
the main products sold by the CEEC on West European markets—an
interpretation supported by more recent data. Other products, such
as furniture, electrical products, leather, and shoes, also occupy a
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significant place in the CEEC’s exports to the EU. Similarity indices
reveal considerable resemblance among the CEEC’s export struc-
tures. This similarity among the CEEC is even greater than that
found among the trading countries of Southeast Asia or North Africa
(Lemoine 1994), which suggests that a high degree of competition
among the CEEC can be expected.

Textiles, chemical products, and capital goods are the main
goods imported by the CEEC from the EU, and within the textile
sector, threads are the main imported good. The share of textiles is
also preponderant in the CEEC’s sales to the EU, which points to the
emergence of intrasectoral trade (understood here in the broadest
sense) as a result of subcontracting activities. The same can be said
about the share of engines in the CEEC’s exports to the EU. In the
automobile sector, the weight of finished goods (i.e., vehicles) is also
important, which points to the existence of various forms of trade
(direct exports by domestic firms, exports of parts as a result of direct
investment, etc.).

Beyond a strictly quantitative approach, the evolution of the
CEEC’s trade with the EU also provides some indication of the eco-
nomic transformations that are underway. At least two aspects de-
serve to be developed here. First, one can qualitatively assess the
CEEC’s trade on the basis of the unit value of trade flows. An in-
crease can mean two things: a decrease in competitiveness or a move
up market. Some studies report a rise in the unit value of the CEEC’s
exports in sectors such as textiles, which can be interpreted as the
result of increased quality and extended partnerships between local
and West European firms based on subcontracting agreements or
joint ventures (Lemoine 1994). There exists an alternative approach,
which consists in calculating the average unit value of trade (UNECE
1995). This presupposes that if the unit value of exports exceeds that
of imports (for a given category of goods), a country is seen as spe-
cializing in high-value-added goods.4 With the exception of Hun-
gary, the ratio of unit values of the CEEC’s trade with the EU is less
than one (see Table 2). One can explain this by saying that the goods
exported to the EU by the CEEC are of lesser quality than those
imported from the EU. On the contrary, in the case of Hungary, this
ratio has considerably increased since the end of the 1980s and is
now greater than one. Note, however, that these calculations are
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affected by exchange rate movements, which can influence export
and import prices and, therefore, the structure of trade.

A second indicator of the degree to which countries in transition
are integrated in the international economy is the share of intrasectoral
trade in their overall trade. A high level of intrasectoral trade means
that the country in question is capable of trading goods similar to
those produced by the developed countries (in this case, Western
Europe). Intersectoral trade, by contrast, is initially based on factor
endowments. Calculations by international organizations (EEC, Euro-
stat) show that the share of intrasectoral trade between the EU and
the CEEC in their overall trade of manufactured goods grew consid-
erably between 1988 and 1994 and is greatest for the Czech Republic
and Hungary (see Table 3). That being said, the share of intrasectoral
trade in the EU’s trade with the CEEC remains much smaller than in
the EU’s overall trade flows, even if some EU member countries
participate in less intrasectoral trade than do the CEEC. One of the
reasons for the increasing share of intrasectoral trade in EU-CEEC
trade is that ties between Western and local firms have greatly inten-
sified through various channels, including OPT and FDI.

OPT BETWEEN THE EU AND THE CEEC

The emergence of OPT is a major feature of the development of
trade between the EU and the CEEC, especially in certain sectors.
This type of trade can be easily identified as that subject to a specific
customs regime.5 About a quarter of CEEC exports to the EU fall
under this category; in textiles, the share of OPT even exceeds 80
percent. Germany dominates this type of trade: German imports
represent 70 percent of the EU’s total purchases of processed textiles
and clothing. Germany’s preponderance predates the liberalization
of trade between the EU and the CEEC, while Italian imports have
grown significantly, rising form 0.4 percent in 1988 to 8 percent in
1993.

Two strategic motivations can stimulate this traffic: it can offer
access to markets that are otherwise protected by customs barriers,
and, more important, the Western firm engaging in it is often seeking
gains in competitiveness through a reduction of labor costs. This
brings us back to a debate, very lively in Western Europe in recent
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years (in France and Germany in particular), over the delocalizing
of part of the industrial structure. The fears in this debate have been
mostly over this shift’s consequences for labor.

The main reason for the increased OPT between the EU and the
CEEC lies in the difference between the labor costs in the two re-
gions, but the availability of a relatively qualified workforce capable
of sufficient productivity levels also plays a major role. Geographical
proximity is also an important advantage for the CEEC. This type of
partnership between Western firms and local enterprises has been
chosen over FDI also because of its greater flexibility. For the CEEC,
OPT has had some undeniably positive effects, first among which
are an increased access to technology and the development of mana-
gerial skills. However, such arrangements also make the CEEC
rather dependent for exports on the decisions of the Western clients,
which can be a source of increased fluctuations.

RECENT TRENDS IN FDI IN THE CEEC

MAIN CHARACTERISTICS

Since the beginning of the 1990s, Hungary has been the main
target country for FDI.6 Its cumulated flows reached $11.4 billion in
1995 (i.e., twice the amount received by the Czech Republic), while
Poland attracted only $2.7 billion in FDI.7 Nonharmonized data for
1996 confirm the increase of FDI in the CEEC, with Poland appar-
ently starting to catch up. The return of economic growth has been
one of the elements stimulating FDI in recent years, while in several
countries, the increase in FDI has occurred in parallel with the pri-
vatization process.

The share of FDI in the GDP for 1995 is estimated to have
reached 10 percent in Hungary and 5.5 percent in the Czech Repub-
lic. Despite this recent expansion, FDI flows in absolute terms have
remained modest and below expectations, especially as compared to
those observed in Asia or Latin America.8 Several factors can explain
these relatively limited results. FDI flows toward the CEEC have
only very recently taken off, and the CEEC form a relatively small
market (as compared to Asia, for instance), which limits the possi-
bilities for investment. Moreover, systemic transformations have
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been fairly slow at times, in particular in the privatization process,
while there have long subsisted uncertainties over the legal struc-
ture. The attractiveness of the CEEC as targets for FDI has nonethe-
less been confirmed by recent studies (Hatem 1995).

West European firms account for most FDI in the CEEC. In the
beginning of 1995, the EU’s share in incoming FDI reached 75 per-
cent in Hungary, 70 percent in the Czech Republic, and 65 percent
in Poland and Slovakia. Germany is by far the main investor country
in terms of the number of operations, with about a quarter of all the
transactions.9 In Hungary, Austria is also very active. In terms of the
amounts invested, Germany remains the main investor, except in
Poland, where the United States comes first. However, overall re-
sults have been greatly influenced by a small number of large-scale
operations (e.g., Volkswagen in the Czech Republic and Fiat in Po-
land), and this is also true with regard to the sectoral distribution of
FDI. In terms of the number of operations, FDI is concentrated in the
service industry, especially trade, but in terms of the amounts in-
vested, the manufacturing industry is the main target. As for the
shape taken by FDI, 60 percent of it goes to joint ventures or acqui-
sitions and 40 percent to the creation of production or commerciali-
zation units (European Commission 1994).

EXPLANATORY FACTORS

We will not analyze in detail the impact of FDI for the target
countries, nor motivations for investors, subjects that have already
been investigated in numerous studies. Several studies have been
devoted to the topic (Borensztein et al. 1995; Kojima and Ozawa
1984). We shall mention only a few of the factors that have prompted
EU firms to invest in the CEEC. The first is the difference in salary
costs (in terms of unit production costs—i.e., taking into considera-
tion productivity, not just wages). FDI tends to improve access to the
market, especially when customs barriers remain. Having a free
trade zone covering the entire region is all the more advantageous
since each country, taken individually, represents a relatively small
market. In some cases, investors are considered by their clients to be
local producers, thereby gaining further ability to penetrate markets
(for instance, in the automobile sector). Finally, the cultural and geo-
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graphical proximity of the CEEC to the EU gives them an advantage
over other destinations such as Asia. One should note, however, that
all of these elements function primarily over the medium run. In the
short term, as noted above, West European firms have often chosen
more flexible arrangements, such as subcontracting. Likewise, one
can also recognize important advantages that FDI offers to the
CEEC. From a macroeconomic point of view, FDI stimulates employ-
ment and investment and, therefore, growth. Foreign investors con-
tribute to improving the managerial skills and techniques of the local
staff. Local partners can benefit from the experience of Western firms
in matters of distribution. More fundamentally, FDI can cause the
emergence of comparative advantage if the investments are concen-
trated in certain key sectors, such as automobiles. Multinational cor-
porations can also form local networks, working with
small-to-medium-size enterprises, thereby increasing the latter’s
competency and helping them enter foreign markets.

All these advantages are illustrated by the key role played by
foreign investors in the exports of the target countries. In Hungary
in 1995, for instance, exports by foreign companies accounted for
over 50 percent of the country’s total exports, and up to 80 percent
of the exports in some sectors. Moreover, 45 percent of the foreign
companies made at least 25 percent of their turnover on exports
(OECD 1995). FDI, nonetheless, can have some disadvantages for the
target country. With regard to macroeconomic policy, the desire to
attract foreign capital can lead to high real interest rates, causing an
overvaluation of the currency. Some studies also reveal behavior on
the part of some investors that harms target countries. The system
of multinational groups for setting transfer prices, for instance, can
lead to tax losses. Another problem is that the purchase of local firms
often results in initial layoffs, etc. Last, foreign companies can, in
some cases, displace local producers.

THE ROLE OF EU-CEEC ASSOCIATION AGREEMENTS

Association agreements between the EU and the CEEC have
undoubtedly been one of the reasons for the sharp increase in trade
between the two regions since the beginning of the decade. It re-
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mains difficult, however, to isolate their impact from that of the
general system of preferences (GSP) that was granted to transition
economies in 1990 and 1991 in the context of the EU’s PHARE pro-
gram. Indeed, sales from the CEEC to the EU took off before the
commercial components of the association agreements came into
force. More generally, several other factors have influenced the re-
alignment in CEEC’s trade: the dismantling of the Council of Mutual
Economic Assistance (CMEA), the disappearance of the administra-
tive institutions that were in charge of foreign trade before 1990, the
emergence of the private sector, the opening of the CEEC to FDI, the
initial decline in domestic demand (which forced local companies to
turn to foreign markets), and the various exchange rate policies
(among others). In addition to the above, other more psychological
and political considerations have led the CEEC away from their for-
mer relations with the East.

POSITIVE EFFECTS

Notwithstanding the caveats noted above, the association
agreements have had an important impact on the bilateral relations
of the EU and the CEEC. With regard to economic growth, the acqui-
sition of market shares in the EU has allowed the CEEC—dependent
as they now are on foreign trade—to mitigate the fall in production
that resulted from the collapse of Eastern markets. The considerable
growth of sales to the EU since the beginning of the 1990s has thus
contributed several points to the economic growth of the CEEC.
Indirect effects, in terms of economies of scale or job creation, have
been just as important. Even if there have been other factors, the
countries that were first included in association agreements are also
those whose trade was transformed most markedly.10 The associa-
tion agreements accelerated the geographic restructuring of the
CEEC’s trade and, more recently, helped consolidate this reorienta-
tion of trade (which, in some ways, can be viewed as strategic in
terms of interdependence, the development of new opportunities,
and the start of intrasectoral trade). The share of the EU in the trade
of East European countries still varies considerably from country to
country.11 The share for Romania and Bulgaria is considerably below
the average for the region, while the increased importance of the
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Eastern countries in the EU’s exports (their share went from 5.8
percent in 1989 to 9 percent in 1995) was mostly attributable to the
CEEC leaders. The share of these countries in the EU’s exports now
clearly outweighs that of Russia.

From a sectoral point of view, the CEEC have deeply restruc-
tured their trade. Because of restrictive practices on the part of the
EU and the failure of national policies, the share of agricultural prod-
ucts in total exports has diminished considerably, while the share of
mechanical engineering products has grown markedly. Trade in so-
called sensitive products has evolved in various ways: the share in
overall sales of textiles/clothes has grown, whereas that of steel has
shrunk somewhat. Romania and Bulgaria, however, have not wit-
nessed such trends: generally speaking, labor-intensive sectors (es-
pecially textiles) still occupy a preponderant share in their trade with
the EU, which reflects a rather clear difference in specialization be-
tween them and the CEEC.

Another important aspect of the association agreements has been
the improvement of the CEEC’s competitiveness, at least in West
European markets. The agreements ended a long period during which
there was discrimination against the CEEC on account of their foreign
trade being state-controlled. Granting CEEC and other partners equal
treatment has made it possible to overcome initial structural distor-
tions. In fact, one could argue that on West European markets, the
CEEC benefit from “positive discrimination,” as compared to their
Asian or Latin American competitors. The association agreements also
provide exporters from the CEEC with a stable and predictable frame-
work over the long run, which has strengthened their competitive
position against the EU’s other providers, in particular East Asia.
Finally, even if there is no exact correlation between trade policy and
the level of FDI, experience shows that a favorable, stable institutional
context, such as that provided by the association agreements, can
contribute to the attractiveness of a region to investors.

MIXED EFFECTS

Some of the effects of association agreements on trade have not
been entirely positive. Two examples can be mentioned. These agree-
ments have caused substantial changes in trade policies, in particu-
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lar through a dismantling of customs barriers, which improved ac-
cess to West European markets. In 1990, considerable obstacles to
trade, including customs duties, taxes, and quotas, remained in place
for most of the goods exported by the CEEC. In 1993, only 50 percent
of Hungarian exports, 39 percent of Czech exports, 36 percent of
Polish exports, and 17 percent of Romanian exports enjoyed free
access to the market. Between 23 and 40 percent of the trade, depend-
ing on the country, also benefited from low customs barriers. The
bulk of this reduction of barriers came from the removal or reduction
of the average tariff. But the share of goods hit by high tariffs has
not declined so rapidly, and there have even been increases in some
cases, including Czechoslovakia and Romania. In 1993, the share of
products sold to the EU that were subject to high excise taxes still
reached 37 percent for Romania, 25 percent for Bulgaria, 18 percent
for Poland, 11 percent for Czechoslovakia, and 10 percent for Hun-
gary. These figures are highly correlated with each country’s share
of agricultural exports. In early 1997, most of these barriers were
removed, but their persistence since the early 1990s had hampered
the development of exports, economic growth, and, more generally,
structural transformations.

By making OPT easier, the association agreements have had an
ambiguous impact. Granted, they generated additional trade; but
the impact on the balance of trade, which must be gauged in terms
of value added, is much more limited than the increased exports may
suggest. Moreover, the integration of subcontractors in West Euro-
pean networks may have caused a decline in the local production of
intermediate goods.

NEGATIVE EFFECTS

Although the association agreements have initially had some
undeniably positive effects, certain clearly negative aspects cannot
be overlooked, in particular in a medium-run perspective. Agricul-
tural trade is the main area for which the association agreements
have failed to favor the CEEC. Indeed, after the trade liberalization
undertaken by both sides, CEEC agricultural exports rapidly
reached the EU’s “sensitivity threshold.” Moreover, CEEC produc-
ers have been unable to compete with the system of assistance to
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agricultural exports in place in the EU, which caused them to suffer
losses in their traditional markets like the former Soviet Union
(FSU). In fact, in recent years, there has developed an asymmetry in
favor of the EU for the trade of agricultural goods. They are indeed
the only category of goods for which the share of the CEEC in the
EU’s imports has diminished, from 8.6 percent in 1990 to less than 6
percent in 1995. In the meantime, the EU’s sales of agricultural goods
to the CEEC have increased considerably. The Eastern countries as
a whole, including the FSU, accounted for over 20 percent of the EU’s
trade in 1995 (making it the EU’s second trading partner after the
United States), against only 12 percent in 1990. If we take into ac-
count the two regions’ natural endowments and their production
and export structures, it becomes apparent that their agricultural
trade has been distorted to the EU’s advantage. Thus all the CEEC,
except Hungary, ran a deficit with the EU in their agricultural trade
(about $300 million in 1995), whereas in 1990, they ran a surplus of
nearly $1 billion. In the long run, this could affect production and
the specialization structure for a long time, which would be detri-
mental to rural labor and could endanger the modernization of the
CEEC’s agricultural sector.

Moreover, partly as a result of the evolution of agricultural
trade, the CEEC as a group have developed a considerable trade
deficit with the EU. This shows that the preference in favor of the
CEEC that was supposed to result from the association agreements,
in particular as regards the pace of trade liberalization, was not
enough to limit the risks of grave imbalances. Of course, these trade
imbalances can be explained by the growth differential between the
two regions, but different strategies and tools of economic policy
should be integrated in the association agreements so as to limit the
risks caused by a major trade deficit of the CEEC.

Another negative aspect lies in the increase of protectionist
pressures. The EU introduced temporary restrictions on the import
of steel in the fall of 1992 and on agricultural goods in the spring of
1993, just as the association agreements had taken effect. The impact
of this was moderate on a macroeconomic level, but it was much
greater for the producers concerned, not to mention Brussels’ credi-
bility. More recently, one has also witnessed the development of
protectionist pressures in the CEEC, encouraged by the appearance
of external imbalances, by the difficulties for the CEEC to compete
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with the subsidized agricultural exports from the EU, and by some
Central European industrialists’ desire to reconquer their domestic
market. There has also developed a kind of lobbying on the part of
those who view an overvalued currency as a potential threat to the
CEEC’s internal and external market shares.

In sum, since 1992 the association agreements have facilitated
the CEEC’s trade with the EU, but they have also caused intra-
regional trade to regress more than necessary.

PROSPECTS FOR TRADE BETWEEN THE EU AND THE CEEC

EVALUATING THE POTENTIAL

Despite the unprecedented growth of trade between the EU and
the CEEC since the beginning of the 1990s, it is worth asking whether
a potential for growth still exists or whether, on the contrary, one can
expect a slowdown after this initial catch-up phase. The use of gravi-
tational models, despite some shortcomings, makes it possible to
answer these questions partly (see Linemann 1966 and Bergstrand
1985, 1989 for details). These models, indeed, evaluate the trade po-
tential between two partners as a function of different criteria (GDP
levels, distance between the countries, and the existence of common
borders). Most studies of this type conclude that there is potential
for the EU’s exports to the CEEC to grow. Applied to France, studies
estimate that (depending on the initial hypotheses) sales to the CEEC
are currently at 10-70 percent of their potential (Adam and Boillot
1995). By contrast, other studies reveal that the CEEC’s exports to
the EU have already reached their potential: they are at about 70
percent of the potential for Poland and the former Czechoslovakia
and 80 percent for Hungary. Indeed, on the German market, sales by
the CEEC already exceed the potential (Festoc 1995). From this point
of view, the catch-up phase seems to be over. This implies that CEEC
membership in the EU would not be likely to lead to a sharp increase
in CEEC exports to the West European markets.
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HOPES AND FEARS FOR THE DEVELOPMENT OF TRADE

If, overall, the CEEC have not reached the same degree of open-
ness (as measured by the weight of exports and imports in their
GDP) as the small countries of the EU, then there must remain pos-
sibilities for the expansion of external trade, in particular in the dis-
mantling of some protections, especially in the CEEC. Indeed, there
are several reasons for optimism, including further changes in the
structure of EU-CEEC trade, such as 1) the intensification of intrasec-
toral trade and a move up market; 2) FDI, which will generate addi-
tional trade, first by stimulating the CEEC’s imports, then their
exports; 3) the continued modernization of the transition economies;
4) trade flows stimulated by the infrastructure privatization, which
will prompt new investments by West European firms; 5) the im-
provement of transportation and communications links; and 6) the
demand within the CEEC, which should continue to increase vigor-
ously. The emergence of a new European periphery, reaching from
Slovenia to Hungary through Slovakia, the Czech Republic, Poland,
and even the Baltic states, should thus have positive effects on re-
gional trade. This region is witnessing higher levels of growth, im-
proved productivity, and dynamic exports, all the while attracting
substantial amounts of FDI. The EU cannot ignore this region in the
medium run since it will constitute an essential element of European
trade and of the division of labor within the continent.

These positive perspectives are not, however, without risks and
uncertainties, and optimism should be tempered by two elements.
Several factors may deepen the trade imbalance. First, the second
five-year period in the application of the association agreements will
lead to an asymmetrical dismantling of customs barriers, which will
increase the openness of the CEEC to imports from the EU. The
modernization process will require additional imports but will allow
exports to increase only after some time. As a result, the temporary
financing of trade deficits could become a major political problem
during this crucial pre-accession period. Two important measures
available to Brussels would be to liberalize the EU’s agricultural
imports from the CEEC and adopt a strategy of financial support
according to the subsidiarity principle, which would also allow it to
limit the cost of enlargement by spreading financial transfers over
the periods before and after accession.
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The influence of protectionist lobbies in the CEEC and the EU
cannot be ignored. As the CEEC gradually become efficient competi-
tors, protectionist tendencies will likely develop in EU countries,
especially in so-called sensitive sectors. In particular, the persistence
of a double-digit unemployment level in most of the EU countries
and the CEEC could become the main obstacle to trade. The flow of
workers from the CEEC to the EU is negligible or strictly controlled,
as in Germany and Austria. The question remains of how the mutual
development of both regions can unfold, taking into consideration
the possible relocation of production units from the EU to the CEEC.

CONCLUSION

The apparent contradiction between the regionalization of
trade flows and the globalization of capital markets constitutes the
main challenge with respect to the risks entailed by the maintenance
of possible barriers to trade between the CEEC and the EU at the
dawn of the twenty-first century. Until recently, Western Europe
differed from the United States and Japan in that it did not system-
atically take advantage of the opportunities provided by differences
in labor costs between developed and developing countries. This can
partly explain the EU’s recent loss of its share of world markets.
From this point of view, the emergence of the CEEC provides Europe
with a unique opportunity to catch up with the United States and
Japan. At the same time, the eastward expansion of the EU could
exacerbate the already difficult problem of unemployment in West-
ern Europe. The situation is made even more complicated by the fact
that this intra-European division of labor involves the CEEC’s large
reserve of qualified and motivated workers. There exists today no
answer to these challenges. However, it must be clear that the issue
lies not only in the future of relations between the EU and the CEEC,
or in the prospects for intra-European trade flows, but also in the
prospects for Europe in the next century as a region of rapid eco-
nomic growth. This should be taken into consideration in the nego-
tiations on the eastward enlargement of the European Union.
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NOTES

 1. Tables referred to in the text can be found in an earlier version of this study
at http://brie.berkeley.edu/BRIE.

 2. In this study, “CEEC” refers to the countries most advanced in the process
of economic transition—namely, Hungary, Poland, the Czech Republic, and
Slovakia, which are also known as the Višegrad countries. “European Un-
ion” refers to the fifteen countries that are presently members of the union.

 3. The estimate is obtained from the following calculation: impact on the
CEEC’s GDP = share of exports in GDP (40 percent on average) ∋ share of
the EU in overall exports (60 percent on average) ∋ growth of EU imports
(10 percent is the hypothetical figure here).

 4. In fact, the production of goods with high unit value could also lead to low
added value if it entails increased consumption of intermediate goods,
especially if these are imported.

 5. There is OPT when a client in the EU provides a subcontractor in the CEEC
with parts for assembly and the finished good must eventually be imported
back to the EU.

 6. One of the main difficulties to be faced here lies in adequately defining
FDI. The main source of information is balance of payments statistics, but
they often exclude reinvested profit, and some countries merely publish
net FDI flows without distinguishing inward and outward flows.

 7. Since the development of FDI in the CEEC dates back to the beginning of
the 1990s, cumulated flows can basically be considered as stocks.

8. Per capita FDI is of course greater in the CEEC, given the difference in
population, but the ratio of FDI to GDP seems to us much more indicative
of a country’s attractiveness. In terms of stocks, the ratio of FDI to GDP
would be about the same for Hungary as for China.

9. See Table 4 on the BRIE website.

10. Hungary and Poland were the first two countries to enter into association
agreements with the EU.

11. Eastern Europe is taken here to include the CEEC mentioned in the intro-
duction, along with Romania, Bulgaria, Slovenia, and the FSU.
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EAST-WEST INTEGRATION: VERTICAL PRODUCT
DIFFERENTIATION, WAGE AND
PRODUCTIVITY HIERARCHIES1

Michael A. Landesmann

The current process of East-West European integration is a par-
ticularly striking example of the reemergence of strong trade and,
more generally, production linkages between two groups of econo-
mies which, albeit geographically close to each other, have had mini-
mal trade and foreign direct investment (FDI) links over a forty-year
period. The rapid and deep liberalization of external relations after
1989 (accentuated by the decline of economic activity in countries
formerly in the Council of Mutual Economic Assistance [CMEA] due
to “transformational recessions”) has led to a dramatic process of trade
reorientation and also to a rapid buildup of pressures toward a new
pattern of specialization in accordance with global market pressures,
mostly in conformity with predictions made by traditional trade the-
ory. Thus as strong deficits in skill-and technology-intensive branches
emerged, an accentuation of specialization toward labor-intensive
branches and a decline of capital-intensive branches could initially be
observed in Central and Eastern Europe’s (CEE) trade specialization
with the West (see the evidence in “The Interpenetration” 1995; Lan-
desmann 1995).

However, at the same time as global market pressures redi-
rected industrial and trade specialization in the Central and East
European countries (CEECs) in conformity with comparative levels
of economic development, factor endowments, etc., there was also
evidence of the impact of the embarkation of some of the CEECs on
a process of catching up with more advanced West European econo-
mies (in organizational/institutional, technological, and product
quality terms). Two forces have thus been operating alongside each
other: (a) the accentuation of patterns of inter-industry specializa-
tion, following the strong liberalization of trade, and (b) the begin-
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nings of a process of catching up (very differentiated across the dif-
ferent CEECs), which is traditionally associated with a decline in
strong patterns of inter-industry specialization and an increase in
intra-industry trade (for details on this argument and evidence, see
Landesmann 1995).

HETEROGENEITY ACROSS CEECs

Evidence on catching up suggests the emergence of strong
heterogeneity across the CEE economies. For certain economies,
notably Hungary and the Czech Republic, we observe strong in-
creases in intra-industry trade with EU trading partners and a de-
cline in the strong comparative bias against skill, R&D, and, lately,
capital-intensive branches. For other countries such as Romania and
Bulgaria—with Poland occupying a middle position—patterns of
inter-industry specialization compatible with differential factor en-
dowment positions between East and West European economies are
further reinforced. Comparisons of both industrial and trade struc-
tures of the CEECs with North and South European economies
show that the more advanced of the CEE economies occupy a mid-
dle position between the industrially more advanced northern EU
and ex–European Free Trade Association (EFTA) countries, on the
one hand, and the South European economies (Spain, Portugal,
Greece) on the other (see Urban 1997).

The cumulative evidence of development in transition econo-
mies indicates the great importance of geographical location: the
CEE economies adjacent to Western Europe absorb a much greater
amount of FDI than those which are geographically (and culturally)
more removed. They emerge sooner from “transformational reces-
sions”: they obtain easier access to international finance; and they
stabilize—in a feedback relationship—more rapidly, politically and
economically. All these are important factors for embarking upon a
catching-up process.

The potential for and speed of catching up is relatively high in
the CEECs precisely because of the inherited unbalanced nature of
assets (such as good stocks of engineering skills, insufficient capa-
bilities/capacities in design, marketing, communication infrastruc-
ture, etc.). This, implying bottlenecks in some assets/skills and
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excess capacities in others, has led to inefficient utilization of exist-
ing capacities and underperformance.)2 Closing the existing gaps in
skills and infrastructure, as well as in organizational and institu-
tional structures, could thus lead to strong, positive externalities.
Current developments (relatively rapid productivity growth and ex-
port growth with real appreciating currencies) in those CEECs which
have embarked upon growth are a testimony to their existence.

VERTICAL PRODUCT DIFFERENTIATION IN EU MARKETS:
QUALITY GAPS OF CEE PRODUCERS

Trade theory tends to think of intra-industry trade as being of a
largely horizontal type (i.e., producing differentiated products of
rather similar quality but catering to differentiated tastes).3 This pic-
ture is, as one would expect, grossly misleading if one studies the
evidence of evolving intra-industry trade between CEE and Western
Europe. This trade is characterized by enormous price/quality gaps
in even narrowly defined product groups (for evidence on this, see
Landesmann and Burgstaller 1997). Hence an analysis of “vertical”
product differentiation in intra-industry trade (i.e., trade with marked
differences in the qualities of products supplied by the different trad-
ing partners) in these evolving trading relationships is appropriate.
Catching-up processes can be described as gradual upward move-
ments of the more backward producers in vertically differentiated
product markets and, behind that, of producers operating under tech-
nologically differentiated production conditions. There is some evi-
dence that such upgrading does occur in the more advanced of the
CEE economies, Hungary in particular, and that quality upgrading
correlates with the degree of cross-border corporate involvement by
Western firms (see also below).

The following are the most important findings of a recent de-
tailed examination of price-quality gaps between East and West
European producers and of the general positions of CEE producers
in quality-segmented product markets of intra-EU trade (see Lan-
desmann and Burgstaller 1997 and Appendix 1):

· The evidence suggests extremely high price/quality gaps and
very little representation of CEE producers in the high-quality
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segments of trade with the EU. These gaps and underrepresen-
tation in the high-quality segments are very striking, also in
comparison with those characterizing the less developed re-
gions of Europe and those outside Europe. The measured gaps,
which put CEE economies on par with the export performance
(in quality terms) with the lowest quality exporters (China, In-
dia, Turkey) indicate that there is substantial scope for catching
up here.

· Shifts in the positions of CEE producers with respect to the two
variables above over the period 1988-90 to 1992-94 were rather
dramatic in relation to other international competitors. These
shifts show again a clear bifurcation in the developments of two
groups of CEECs, the Western CEECs (comprising the Czech
Republic, Hungary, Poland, and Slovenia) and the Eastern
CEECs (comprising Bulgaria, Romania, Russia, and Slovakia).

· An interesting distinguishing feature emerged for the CEE
economies over the early transition period: While upward
movements in the exchange rate relative to the purchasing
power parity (PPP) rate relate in the general sample (comprising
all economies exporting to the EU) positively with upward
movements in the price/quality position of exporters, this rela-
tionship is much less visible among CEE exporters. For the more
recent period, 1994 compared to 1992, furthermore, substantial
price gap closures could be found for many sub-branches of the
engineering sectors, irrespective of the degrees and directions of
exchange rate to PPP rate movements. Furthermore, substantial
price gap closures (at current ECU exchange rates) proceeded
with, at the same time, substantial improvements in the market
share positions of CEE exporters. This evidence does seem to
support the view that initial quality positions of CEE producers
did not fully reflect underlying developmental levels.

IMPLICATIONS FOR FACTOR MARKETS AND CROSS-BORDER
CORPORATE INTEGRATION

The evidence of strong vertical product and production differ-
entiation between East and West European producers implies that
some of the conjectures of traditional trade theory—Heckscher-Oh-
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lin-Samuelson (HOS) theory—should be applied in a very cautious
manner to draw out the implications of the fast moving process of
East-West European integration. In particular, the Stolper-Samuel-
son theorem, which conjectures that a strong global pressure toward
factor price equalization would be exerted through competition in
the product markets, has to be applied only with very strong modi-
fications. Catching-up economies, particularly those with very
strong gaps in capability structures, are operating in different tech-
nological and organizational environments and, furthermore, are
catering largely to different “quality segments” of international
product markets than are the more advanced West European pro-
ducers. If quality segmentation is rather extreme (as the evidence
mentioned above indicates), one should expect East and West Euro-
pean producers to operate in largely noncompeting product spectra
or, at least, to sell with high quality discounts attached to their prod-
ucts, so that the situation is rather removed from a direct application
of the Stolper-Samuelson theorem. Nonetheless, over time, as catch-
ing up gains momentum and as the linkages of cross-border corpo-
rate integration thicken, the strong quality segmentation gets
reduced and a wider and wider range of products become competing
products. It is then that the pressures on West European factor mar-
kets increase; at the same time, of course, real wage catching-up
processes in Eastern Europe are also in progress.

CATCHING UP, PRODUCTIVITY, AND WAGE DYNAMICS

Evidence on wage rates, labor productivities, and labor unit
costs shows a dramatic increase in the range of productivity levels,
compensation rates per employee, and labor unit costs across the
European continent as a result of East-West European economic in-
tegration. A recent study by Landesmann and Egger (1997) has com-
piled detailed wage rate, productivity, and labor unit cost data at the
branch level for the entire range of East and West European econo-
mies and shows that the coefficients of variation of productivity
levels and compensation rates have increased dramatically on the
European continent and now approach the values which could be
calculated for the range of Asian economies (see Appendix 2). Hence
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the picture of vertical differentiation discussed above with respect
to product qualities supplied by East and West European producers
has its complement in cost variables (compensation rates, productiv-
ity levels, labor unit costs), which traditionally point to international
hierarchies in production conditions.

The picture of vertical product and producer differentiation is
also essential for understanding the dynamics and pattern of FDI
and cross-border corporate integration between Eastern and West-
ern Europe. The analysis of FDI flows and cross-border corporate
integration is complex, as the enormous theoretical and empirical
literature on this topic testifies (for an overview, see Markusen 1995).
However, there are a number of tendencies in FDI developments in
CEE which support the arguments made above. First, as mentioned
above, there were and are clear gaps in CEE’s production capabilities
and also gaps in catering for domestic demand structures once these
could be expressed more freely in the market after the transition. The
closure of these gaps through FDI activities and cross-border corpo-
rate integration is an important factor explaining early patterns of
FDI. Second, as can already be seen from evidence in those countries
and industries in which more dramatic FDI and OPT (outward proc-
essing trade) activities have developed, the presence of foreign en-
terprises—through FDI, joint ventures, and OPT activities—plays an
important role in the upward movement within the vertically differ-
entiated structure of East-West European production and trade rela-
tionships. In countries which receive a relatively high inflow of FDI,
enterprises with foreign participation account for an overpropor-
tionate amount of export (and import) and investment activity (see
Hunya 1996; Zemplínerová 1996). Wage levels are generally higher
in enterprises with foreign participation; these attract skilled man-
power more easily, and they are prime customers of financial insti-
tutions.

Corporate strategies in the current era are designed to exploit
vertically differentiated production conditions globally. A variety of
studies (see, e.g., Borrus 1995; Doherty, ed. 1995) have pointed out
that in order to organize their operations worldwide, U.S. and Japa-
nese firms in particular have built up corporate cross-border net-
works (sometimes with and sometimes without ownership control)
which have exploited the differentiation in technological capabilities
and cost conditions across Southeast Asian countries and regions. As
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the degree of differentiation of production conditions has vastly in-
creased in Europe as a result of East-West European integration, it is
quite likely that similar networks initiated by West European (but
also U.S., Japanese, and Korean) firms will evolve as part of the
overall economic integration process of Western and Eastern Europe.

IMPACT OF TRADE AND CORPORATE INTEGRATION
ON LABOR MARKETS

The relationship between trade structures, FDI flows, and labor
market developments has recently occupied many economists in the
West (for an overview of this—largely American—literature, see, e.g.,
Baldwin 1995; for a review of the debate, see Wood 1995). Careful
studies (see, e.g., Murphy and Welch 1991; Borjas, Freeman, and Katz
1992; Leamer 1994; Sachs and Shatz 1994) found significant effects of
evolving international trade patterns, FDI, and migration flows on
employment and wage structures in the West. These studies mostly
concern developments in the 1980s and concentrate on North-South
trade and migration patterns. It is clear that this topic is of great
relevance for East-West European relationships and particularly for
countries with close geographical proximity to each other.

However, as mentioned above, there is a danger in applying
standard trade theory in too simplistic a manner to the situation of
increasing trade and corporate links between catching-up and more
advanced economies. Development processes in CEE are charac-
terized by rather strong heterogeneity: certain regions and segments
of the company sector and the labor market are developing rather
rapidly; other regions and segments are stagnating or lagging
strongly behind. Consequently, the evolution of demand structures
and the access to capital markets and skilled labor show strong fea-
tures of segmentation. In such circumstances, competitive pressures
are strong within segments but weak across segments, although the
boundaries between segments are shifting as modernization gains
momentum in the CEE economies.

There is evidence of a rather dramatic increase in inter-industry
wage differentials in CEE since the onset of transition, approaching
in some economies the type of wage dispersion observed in the West.
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However, more work is required to reveal the evolution of wage
structures within industries (across firms), across skill groups, etc. The
simple differentiation between skilled, semi-skilled, and unskilled
segments of the labor force, which is adopted in the literature on the
impact of “globalization” on labor markets in advanced and catching-
up economies, is probably insufficient to grasp the complexity of the
gradual and problematic restructuring of the existing skill structure
of the labor force in Eastern Europe. As mentioned above, while the
general standards of education are high (see, e.g., Hamilton and
Winters 1992), there are severe gaps in the availability of certain skills
as the existing skill structure has been built up over a long period in
which it did not have to comply with the requirements of an open,
market-oriented economy. Hence, just as with the physical capital
structure, so does the stock of human capital undergo a difficult
process of adjustment; and the evolving wage structure in CEE reflects
this, with very high spot prices showing up the short supply of certain
professional skills (accountancy, management, legal practice) and with
low wages (and/or deteriorating job prospects) reflecting the redun-
dancy of other types of acquired skills.

From the available evidence it does look as if the longer-term
comparative advantage of some of the more advanced of the CEECs
might not necessarily be cheap labor per se but a relatively cheap
skilled labor force, although due account has to be taken of the gaps
in the skill structures mentioned above. Furthermore, exploitation
of this potential presumes that necessary structural skill adjustment
processes proceed successfully (supported by suitable government
schemes of training and retraining and an overhaul of educational
and training structures) and without too much effect of high transi-
tional unemployment on skill erosion. The current emphasis of FDI
on more capital-and technology-intensive activities in manufactur-
ing (which are also areas in which the complementarities between
capital and skilled labor are particularly high) in some of the CEECs
can be taken as evidence that their longer-term comparative advan-
tages do not seem to lie exclusively in low-tech, low-skill production.

As regards the impact of East European developments upon
West European labor markets, we would expect the type of dynamics
analyzed in the North-South trade and FDI literature to gain mo-
mentum over time, as East European producers gain weight in West
European markets and in intra-corporate European production
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chains;4 as the “quality segmentation” in product markets weakens;
and hence as East European producers (or subsidiaries of Western
companies in Eastern Europe) start to compete directly with Western
producers over a wider range of products in Western and home
markets. Theory suggests that the strongest pressure of adjustment
in the West would be exerted by the emergence of a strong pattern
of inter-industry specialization; this, we feel, however, will not be
characteristic for the more advanced of the East European econo-
mies, given the scope for catching up in these economies. There, the
already growing tendencies for intra-industry trade will tend to
build up and strengthen the pressures for a quality (and skill) up-
grading process on producers in the Western economies. In this con-
text we should reiterate that real wage catch-up is as much a feature
of an overall catching-up process, and hence what are now consid-
ered as extraordinarily high wage gaps between Eastern and West-
ern Europe will get eroded over time. The competitive challenge is
a function of the relationship between “real cost” and “quality”
catching up, and here we expect that East European producers are
going to differ from the East Asian “miracle economies” in that the
latter managed to mount a strong challenge to Western producers by
allowing, for considerable periods, quality catching up to outstrip
real cost catching up; this is less likely to be the case in Eastern
Europe, where social aspirations and political possibilities tend to
exert a stronger pressure toward rapid real income growth.

UNEVEN PROCESS OF CATCHING UP AND THE PROSPECTIVE
DYNAMICS OF TRADE AND INDUSTRIAL SPECIALIZATION

IN EUROPE

To summarize the last two points: the analysis of the impact of
evolving industrial specialization patterns between Eastern and West-
ern Europe (involving both trade relationships and direct corporate
integration) upon the labor markets in both parts of Europe is an
extremely important topic and still very much underresearched. In
the context of a potential process of catching up, specialization struc-
tures (reflected in either trade flows or intra-corporate production
location decisions) are symptomatic only of specific phases of that
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catching-up process and differ between the phases (see the by now
voluminous literature on the Southeast Asian development process).
As there is evidence already (see above) that catching up is and will
continue to proceed at widely different speeds (if at all) in different
regions of CEE, the pattern of industrial specialization is differentiated
across both the time dimension (following the phases of a develop-
ment process) and the regional dimension. Hence the impact of East-
West European integration and of industrial specialization upon labor
markets in both Western and Eastern Europe should be seen in the
context of this dynamic and differentiated process.

For some time to come, competition from CEE producers will
exert significant pressure upon the lower-cost, lower-quality seg-
ments of West European production. This will contribute toward
additional pressure on industrial and skill upgrading, particularly
in the countries which are geographically more exposed to such
competition. From the point of view of longer-term industrial devel-
opment, such a move—if successfully managed—should have a
positive impact on “endogenous” growth in the more advanced
West European economies. Government policies in the West should
be directed to support the necessary skill and technological upgrad-
ing process.

On the part of the CEE economies, one has to consider the
impact of the integration of substantial segments of their economies
into the chains of international production interlinkages. Attention
will increasingly focus on the extent of “spillover effects” between
the activities with foreign corporate participation and the rest of the
domestic economies. Evidence from Asian experience suggests that
the depth and breadth of these spillovers are vital for the overall
development process. On another issue, one also has to pay attention
to the impact of selective migration flows of higher skill categories
(“brain drain”) on the endogenous growth process. The interde-
pendence between upward movements in the sophistication of the
industrial structure and the demand for skilled labor and reduced
incentives for selective migration is important here. The evolution
of the “push factor” of migration from Eastern Europe will be as
much a function of the expectations concerning the characteristics
and the time horizon of the economic and social catching-up process
as of the actually observed initial income gaps.
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CONCLUSION

There is still great uncertainty about the longer-term charac-
teristics of East-West European integration. The argument made
here is that these characteristics depend particularly upon the extent,
speed, and nature of catching-up processes of CEE economies. Con-
sequently, one should be careful in drawing conclusions from appli-
cations of relatively static theories of trade and industrial
specialization to the process of East-West European integration; this
care should extend to the analysis of the implications of this integra-
tion process for the structural dynamics of East and West European
labor markets.

Looking at the integration process from a dynamic perspective,
one should pay increasing attention to the potential impact of the
economic integration process of these two complementary parts of
the European continent upon the dynamism of the European economy
as a whole, which, in the current global context, is of vital importance
for Europe’s future position in the world economy. Concern for the
analysis of the timeframe of catching-up processes in the current
liberalized conditions of East-West European relations, of the factors
which constrain the embarkation upon speedy catching up (including
the extent, geographical coverage, and characteristics of cross-border
corporate linkages), and of the emerging regional diversity of growth
processes in this region should become paramount.

NOTES

 1. The appendices referred to in the text can be found in an earlier version of
this study at http://brie.berkeley.edu/BRIE.

 2. The unbalanced nature of existing capacities/capabilities was revealed
even more strongly following the liberalization process after 1989–90.

 3. There are exceptions to this description and analysis of intra-industry trade;
see particularly the contributions by Shaked and Sutton (1982) and Gab-
szewicz and Thisse (1979), as well as the analysis of quality competition in
models by Flam and Helpman (1987), Grossman and Helpman (1991), and
Taylor (1993).
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 4. In 1996, the combined market share of all CEECs in EU markets in manu-
facturing as a whole hardly exceeded the market position of a small ad-
vanced Western economy such as Austria.
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TRADE PATTERNS, FOREIGN DIRECT INVESTMENT,
AND INDUSTRIAL RESTRUCTURING OF CENTRAL

AND EASTERN EUROPE1

Paolo Guerrieri

This paper analyzes changes in the trade patterns of Central and
Eastern Europe (CEE) and the former Soviet Union (FSU) and the
potential role in the global/European division of labor of these trans-
forming economies. In the reform period (1989–95) the trade patterns
of CEE changed significantly. The most pronounced trend was the
strong expansion of trade with the OECD countries, in particular with
the European Union (EU), whereas Council of Mutual Economic As-
sistance (CMEA) intraregional trade literally collapsed. This massive
geographical reorientation has also led to significant changes in the
commodity composition of CEE trade in the same period.

The first part of the paper will assess the patterns of microe-
conomic performance and structural transformations in 1989–95 that
are likely to have significant consequences in the role of Eastern
Europe in the global division of labor and in its integration into the
European economy. The main goal is to assess the different impact
of trade liberalization and economic reforms on the trade patterns
of the transforming economies in their relations with the market
economies in order to evaluate different industrial restructuring of
the former centrally planned economies (CPEs) in the transition
from central planning to a market system. The aim is also to provide
empirical evidence for different evolutions of production and tech-
nological capabilities of the CPEs in the recent period.

In this regard, what we call a “structuralist-evolutionist” ap-
proach to economic growth and development is used by drawing on
recent conceptual and empirical works on the role of technology in
economic growth and international trade specialization. The first
section presents this evolutionary framework, and it stresses the
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importance of dynamic efficiency, technical infrastructure, and an
efficient process of generation and diffusion of technology to achieve
long-term growth. A related sectoral taxonomy is employed to ana-
lyze the relationship between technological capability and interna-
tional trade performance of the former CPEs and to emphasize the
main inter-industry linkages at the level of each individual country.

There is no doubt that within the CPEs, three major transforming
economies (Poland, Hungary, and the Czech Republic) have regis-
tered—at least so far—a relatively greater success in their restructur-
ing and trade specialization patterns. This has certainly been due to
their different economic and social starting points, but it has also been
the result of many other factors, such as differences in the introduction
of a market economy, the forms of private activity, the elimination of
foreign trade restrictions, and the introduction of more realistic and
flexible exchange rates. Foreign direct investment (FDI) has also
played a significant role in the individual trade patterns of the three
most developed Central and East European countries (CEECs). The
CPEs as a whole have been able to attract only a limited amount of
foreign capital, of which Hungary, the Czech Republic, and Poland
have attracted about two-thirds (ECE 1995b).

Although all three CEECs experienced significant restructur-
ing, important diverging patterns of trade and production speciali-
zation have been taking place even within this limited group. The
second part of the paper will assess the overall and bilateral trade
specialization patterns of the Czech Republic, Hungary, and Poland,
especially with the EU. A highly disaggregated analysis of their trade
specialization patterns with regard to trade with the market econo-
mies, based on an original industrial and technological sectoral tax-
onomy, is carried out in this section. The aim is also to analyze what
kinds of linkages (backward or forward) have been induced by re-
structuring in the three countries. Different linkage effects are going
to determine different integration patterns of the individual CEECs
into the global and European area. In this regard, the specialization
patterns of the three major CEECs will be compared in the third
section of the paper with those of the four most advanced East Asian
countries or regions (Hong Kong, South Korea, Singapore, and Tai-
wan) so as to assess their evolution and respective roles in the re-
gional and global division of labor. The final section provides some
concluding comments on these findings.
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TRADE, TECHNOLOGY, AND ECONOMIC TRANSITION

There is no doubt that a successful transition to new market-
type economies in the former CPEs still largely depends on their
ability to ensure an upturn in their medium- and long-term eco-
nomic growth prospects. Above all this requires investment to both
restructure and modernize production capacity in such a way as to
generate endogenous sources of investment, innovation, and eco-
nomic growth. All that implies and requires structural changes in the
economy.

In the traditional, orthodox, neoclassical framework, restructur-
ing, in terms of structural change, can simply be considered a nearly
automatic result of an efficient resource allocation among sectors
which is entirely driven by market incentives (a set of relatives prices)
according to an individual country’s comparative advantage (domes-
tic versus world prices). In the traditional model the openness of the
economy can be regarded as a very powerful device for rapidly
importing efficient world prices and creating strong incentives for
efficiency in resource allocation (restructuring) and long-term growth.
Trade specialization is not a problem because there is always some-
thing each country can profitably produce and trade, as long as
markets are open and domestic relative prices free to move.

There are well-known theoretical and empirical arguments to
cast serious doubts on this conventional explanation of the sequence
among trade openness, structural change, and economic growth/de-
velopment. Although a proper set of market incentives, such as those
created by “outward-oriented” growth strategy is very important, it
can at most be considered a necessary condition for success of the
restructuring process. The structural features of industrial restruc-
turing in a transition economy and the role played in it by technol-
ogy call for a more articulated approach.

The purpose of this paper is to move in this direction by follow-
ing a structuralist-evolutionist approach to economic restructuring
and growth; it draws on recent theoretical and empirical works on
the role of technology in trade specialization and economic growth.
The structural approach stresses the central role of technological
change and dynamic efficiency to explain countries’ relative indus-
trial and trade performance. Technological capability is considered
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a key factor driving the international trade specialization and com-
petitiveness of single countries; this capability is a combination of
knowledge, skill, and organization (Dosi, Pavitt, and Soete 1990;
Foray and Freeman 1992).

Whereas an efficient structure of incentives (price structures) is
essential for industrial development, the ability to respond to those
incentives depends on the skill and knowledge of the firms con-
cerned—i.e., on their technological capability. At country level, the
ability to cope with industrial technology depends on the rate of
generation/diffusion of technology and on the structural changes
that such progress requires (Ernst and O’Connor 1989; Lall 1990).
Industrial development may thus be seen as a sequence of structural
changes within the manufacturing sector contributing to the emer-
gence of new sectors (Justman and Teubal 1991). In this regard, struc-
tural change is a cause of growth and should not be considered an
autonomous market-driven result of trade openness and outward-
oriented growth. In this perspective, the generation of comparative
advantages is also an articulated process, in which the accumulation
of physical capital interacts with the development of skill and tech-
nological endowments (Chesnais 1986; Dosi, Pavitt, and Soete 1990).

Technology, however, cannot be equated with “information” or
ideas that are easily reproducible and passed from firms and countries
who have them to others, as in the traditional neoclassical model. In
fact, innovative activity is a cumulative process which is both country-
and firm-specific since it is differentiated in its technical characteristics
and its market application (Amendola, Guerrieri, and Padoan 1992;
Pavitt 1988; Cantwell 1989). Furthermore, processes of technological
change tend to assume varying sectoral features in terms of differences
in technological opportunities, sources, and appropriability condi-
tions (Pavitt 1984; Dosi, Pavitt, and Soete 1990; Guerrieri 1992; Guer-
rieri and Tylecote 1994). Thus there are systematic differences in both
productivity levels and growth potential across industrial sectors. The
case for the industrial restructuring of transitional economies turns
essentially on this point.

To take into account this role of structural transformation in
economic development, the industrial system of a country should
not be considered as merely a list of sectors that are independent of
one another; rather, it has a hierarchical structure, defined by a com-
plex technological interdependence among its various component
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sectors (Rosenberg 1982; Chesnais 1986; Scherer 1982). In this regard,
the linkages among different industrial sectors assume great impor-
tance (Schmookler 1966; Rosenberg 1976, 1982; Pavitt 1988)—i.e., in
terms of innovation user-producer relationships (Scherer 1982;
Lundvall 1988). In other words, the industrial system could be
viewed as national networks of interfirm, intra-industry and inter-
industry linkages that affect the ability of nations to transform op-
portunities for innovation into actual technological change
(Lundvall 1988; von Hippel 1988). These innovation linkages occur
within and between industries, and to a large extent they constitute
externalities which increase the opportunity for technological spil-
lovers across firms and sectors, generating a cycle of positive feed-
back and self-reinforcing growth (Arthur 1990; Kaldor 1981). Also,
the competitive advantages of individual countries are concentrated
in these clusters of sectors connected through vertical and horizontal
relationships at the technological and production levels (Porter 1990;
OECD 1992; Guerrieri and Tylecote 1994).

To try to individuate in an empirical analysis these potential
flows of innovation learning among firms and among industries, we
need an adequate taxonomy of industrial sectors to be used as a
proxy of the complex technological interdependence characterizing
an industrial structure. Following work by Pavitt (1984, 1988), Guer-
rieri (1992, 1993) used an alternative sectoral taxonomy to analyze
the relationship between technological capability and international
trade performance of the major countries, which is consistent with
the above-mentioned theoretical works on technological change and
trade specialization. It identifies five types of industries, primarily
through a combination of technology sources, technology user re-
quirements, and means of technology appropriation: natural re-
source-intensive, supplier-dominated or traditional, scale-intensive,
specialized suppliers, and science-based.

In the natural resource-intensive group the availability of abun-
dant raw materials strongly influences the choice of production lo-
calization and countries’ comparative advantage (e.g., petroleum,
refineries, nonferrous metal basic industries, pulp and paper); the
supplier-dominated (traditional) sectors encompass the more tradi-
tional consumer and nonconsumer goods industries such as textiles,
clothing, furniture, leather and shoes, ceramics, and the simplest
metal products. Both sectors are net purchasers of process innova-
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tions and innovative intermediate inputs from other suppliers of
productive equipment and materials (see Figure 1). In these sectors
technology is easily accessible; firms’ competitiveness is notably sen-
sitive to price factors, although in a few traditional sectors it is also
influenced by nonprice factors such as product design and quality,
and factor endowments have a major influence on the generation of
comparative advantage.

Scale-intensive sectors include typical oligopolistic large firm
industries, with high capital intensity, wide economies of scale and
learning, high technical or managerial complexity, and significant
in-house production engineering activities, such as automobiles, cer-
tain consumer electronics and consumer durables, and the rubber
and steel industries. Specialized suppliers, which include most pro-
ducers of investment goods in mechanical and instrument engineer-
ing, such as the machinery for specialized industries (i.e.,
machine-tools), are characterized by a high diversification of supply,
high “economies of scope,” relatively medium to small companies,
and a notable capacity for product innovation that enters most sec-
tors of scale-intensive and supplier-dominated groups as capital in-
puts. Finally, the science-based sectors include industries such as fine
chemicals, electronic components, telecommunications, and aero-
space, which are all characterized by innovative activities directly
linked to high R&D expenditures. A large number of other sectors
rely heavily on them as capital or intermediate inputs, and their
product innovations generate broad spillover effects on the whole
economic system.

In three categories—science-based, scale-intensive, and special-
ized suppliers—comparative and absolute advantages are domi-
nated by technological activities, as shown by many empirical
studies (Soete 1987; Fagerberg 1988; Amendola, Guerrieri, and
Padoan 1992). Industrial restructuring and growth, as pointed out
above, may be seen as a sequence within the manufacturing sector,
a technology-driven structural change depicting an evolution from
traditional and resource-intensive to scale-intensive, and from scale-
intensive to science-based and specialized supplier industries (Bell
and Pavitt 1995). In this regard, the different innovative linkages
among groups of industries (the interactive learning among sectors)
and the complex-related technological interdependency, as shown in
Figure 1, are of great significance (Lundvall 1988; Enos and Park
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Figure 1

The Main Technological Linkages among Industrial Sectors
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1988; Katz 1987). At least this has historically been the case in the
advanced countries (Rosenberg 1982). This evolution, however,
should not be considered inevitable. It requires a set of given condi-
tions and includes interactive roles and strategies by firms, govern-
ments, and institutions of individual countries (Nelson, ed. 1993;
Lall 1995). The structuralist-evolutionist approach and the related
sectoral taxonomy—as shown below—may be particularly useful for
analyzing the current transition phase of the former CPEs.

TRADE PERFORMANCES AND STRUCTURAL CHANGES
IN THE FORMER CPES

In the present and following section the long-term trade per-
formance of the former CPEs is analyzed by using the sectoral tax-
onomy presented above. The aim is also to provide empirical
evidence for different patterns of restructuring and technological
capabilities of the CPEs in the recent period. In effect, trade perform-
ance and specialization provide a relatively objective and convenient
test of comparative efficiency in each industry for the countries con-
sidered. The analysis uses a variety of indicators and relies on the
highly disaggregated SIE World Trade Database (see Appendix 1),
comprising UN and OECD statistical sources expressed in current
dollars (450 product classes, 98 sectors and 25 commodity groups)
for more than 80 countries (OECD, newly industrialized countries
[NICs], ex-CMEA, and less developed countries [LDCs]).

Our analysis will take into consideration only trade relations of
the former CPEs with market economies (including both developed
and developing countries) since they were carried out to a large
extent on the basis of market incentives and were much less dis-
torted than intra-CMEA trade. It follows that intra-CMEA trade
flows are not included in our analysis. Furthermore, exports and
imports of CPEs are calculated in the analysis by using trade decla-
rations of all the partner countries. The reason is that the original
CPE declarations were either not available for the period until 1989
or not adequately broken down in the more recent years.

As noted, the most pronounced change in CEE trade was a
geographical reorientation from East to West through a dramatic
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increase of trade flows, especially with the EU (ECE 1995a). The EU
very rapidly became the leading trading partner for most CEECs.
This massive geographical reorientation has been accompanied by
significant changes in the commodity composition of trade in most
transforming economies. Trade patterns, however, have varied sub-
stantially across the former CMEA countries (see Tables 1–10). In this
regard the CPEs could be divided into three groups: Poland, Hun-
gary, the Czech Republic, and to some extent Slovakia in the
first—designated jointly as the CEE-4; the second group consists of
Romania, Bulgaria, and Albania; the third is the FSU.

In the following we will assess the three distinct patterns of
trade performance and structural transformation which are likely to
have significant consequences in the future role of the former CPEs
in the global division of labor and in their potential integration into
the European economy.

THE FSU

The past five years have produced profound changes in Russia
and the other FSU states. On the macroeconomic side, prices and trade
have been liberalized, inflation has fallen dramatically, and capital
markets have developed significantly. But it is also true that industrial
restructuring has generally been unsuccessful in these years, largely
because the state remained the principal owner in most large enter-
prises, and the state agencies that were asked to transform these firms
into market-oriented enterprises did not have the power to do so. On
the real side of the economy, therefore, production and investment
have been continuously declining in this period, and only recently
has Russia been able to stabilize its output level.

An initial overall view reveals clearly defined comparative ad-
vantage patterns for the FSU. During the recent transformation proc-
ess, this group of countries consolidated its revealed comparative
advantage in fuels and primary resource-intensive sectors, such as
those connected with oil, gas, and nonferrous metals. Although FSU
oil and gas product exports fell precipitously from their high level
in the late 1980s (around 44 percent) to around 23 percent in the
mid-1990s due to the political transformation, other sectors have
increased their export capacity. Both scale-intensive sectors (such as
steel) and natural resource-intensive groups have made and consoli-
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dated export gains. Most recently, the FSU has even started showing
strengthened comparative advantage in manufactured products, in-
cluding mechanical engineering sectors, science-based, and tradi-
tional manufactured products.

ROMANIA AND BULGARIA

Romania and Bulgaria show distinctive patterns with respect
to the rest of the CEECs. Their share of world exports declined sig-
nificantly during the first part of the transformation process and has
only partially recovered the lost ground in more recent years. This
negative trend has especially characterized industrial exports. A fun-
damental cause for poor export performance has been the small-
scale restructuring and its only limited success. Consequently, trade
specialization has not allowed Romania and Bulgaria to capitalize
on their comparative advantage, which is primarily in traditional
and resource-intensive industries. The transition thus far has fa-
vored products such as clothing and footwear but has accelerated
the decline of other sectors that played a larger role during the so-
cialist era, such as oil products. Moreover, specialized suppliers and
science-based goods, which never thrived under the old system,
have suffered even more in the transition. Exacerbating these trends
has been the disappearance of Soviet oil, raw materials, and deriva-
tive imports that at one time supported the production of techno-
logically more sophisticated products in Romania and Bulgaria.

THE CEE-4 CZECH REPUBLIC, HUNGARY, POLAND, AND SLOVAKIA

With regard to trade performance, there has been a substantial
increase in the four major CEECs’ share in world exports in the
period 1989–95 after a relative decline in the 1980s. Almost all manu-
factured product groups have been a part of the new increasing
export trend, whereas agriculture, fuels, and other raw materials
have registered a symmetrically opposite path with significant
losses in recent years. Especially in the case of labor-intensive prod-
ucts (traditional products, such as textiles, apparel, footwear, and
metal products) the CEE-4 registered strong increases in the share of
world exports from 1989 to 1995 (from 0.81 to 1.62 percentage points)
and held a substantial positive trade balance in the same period
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(Guerrieri 1995b). In contrast, their share in world exports of the
food-processing industries and energy-intensive products dropped
significantly in the transformation process, and trade balances of
these sectors also sharply deteriorated. One should also note that the
share of CEE-4 imports in world trade strongly increased during the
transition phase, outpacing export growth. Thus the overall trade
balance with market economies, especially the EU, has substantially
deteriorated (Guerrieri 1995b; ECE 1995a). The large and increasing
deficit of the CEE-4 with the EU is mainly caused by trade in indus-
trial products, which accounted for the majority of CEE-4 imports
from the EU by the mid-1990s (more than 70 percent).

Additional relevant insights on the structural changes in CEE-4
trade with the market economies can be drawn from their specializa-
tion pattern during the past one and a half decades, covering both the
CPE phase and more recent years (Table 11). During the 1980s under
the CMEA trade regime the CEE-4 displayed sound comparative
advantages in trade with market economies in (i) labor-intensive or
traditional goods, such as textiles, apparel, footwear, and paper prod-
ucts; (ii) natural resource-intensive sectors, such as basic metals and
petroleum products; (iii) fuels. In the resource-intensive sectors, CEE-
4 specialization increased sharply over the first half of the 1980s, when
the low price of oil imported from the FSU benefited the exports of
petroleum products to Western markets. In food and agricultural
products the CEE-4 experienced sharp fluctuations in comparative
advantage over the 1980s; it rapidly increased to positive values by
the end of the decade after a sharp decline in previous years.

In contrast, the weakest points of trade specialization between
Eastern Europe and the market economies were mostly concentrated
in mechanical engineering (specialized supplier) and science-based
products. Conversely, it should be noted that most of these sectors
represented the strong assets of trade specialization of the CEE-4 in
intra-CMEA trade, especially with the Soviet Union (see Drabek
1989; ECE 1992). Thus, there was a strong dual trade specialization
pattern of the CEE-4, which provides clear evidence of their weak
structural competitiveness in technologically complex sectors vis-à-
vis the market economies (Poznanski 1987).

Recent trade patterns (Table 11) show that the CEE-4’s com-
parative advantage in trade with market economies has been
strongly consolidating in labor-intensive traditional products. They
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have substantially expanded their exports of simple manufactures
such as clothing, footwear, furniture, light mechanicals, and other
product groups in which labor cost rather than technology plays an
important role. The share of traditional or labor-intensive products
in total exports from the CEE-4 to market economies has increased
from 23.5 to 31.7 percent in the period 1989–95.

The specialization pattern of the CEE-4 in resource-intensive
sectors is less clear-cut. Net exports of these products have contin-
ued to provide a significant positive contribution to the CEE-4 trade
balance. There was, however, a sharp decline in these products in
terms of percentage share in total exports, revealing that the adop-
tion of market criteria has increasingly been penalizing the CEE-4
supply capacity in this area. Furthermore, net exports of agricultural
products decreased significantly between the late 1980s and the mid-
1990s, and specialization in this product group has declined more
recently. In this regard, it is quite evident that the association agree-
ment with the EU and its asymmetrical impact very negatively af-
fected agricultural production and export patterns of the CEE-4.

Absolute and comparative disadvantages of the CEE-4 tend to
concentrate in most capital goods and technological inputs, such as
specialized supplier and science-based groups. They continue to rep-
resent the bulk of East European net purchases on foreign markets
and have maintained negative values in their specialization indicators.
In the case of specialized suppliers, however, a relative improvement
has been registered in the more recent period. One should also note
that the export shares of the CEE-4 in world trade in both specialized
supplier and science-based sectors have increased in recent years
(Table 11). The exports of the two product groups accounted for more
than 20 percent of CEE-4 overall exports.

To sum up, the comparison of the performances of the CEE-4
and the other two CPE groups reveals a clearly different degree of
industrial restructuring and trade specialization patterns. While the
FSU faces serious delays in the transformation process and the eco-
nomic transition of Romania and Bulgaria is still at an early stage,
the Czech Republic, Hungary, Poland, and to some extent Slovakia
have substantially restructured their economies and present dy-
namic structural changes.

The relative success of the CEE-4 is certainly due to their dif-
ferent economic and social starting points, but it is also the result of
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the restructuring process. The price system has been reformed, trade
has been liberalized, private ownership has spread rapidly, and
more realistic and flexible exchange rates have been introduced. FDI
has also played a significant role in affecting the individual trade
patterns of the CEE-4. After initially concentrating on retail trade
and services, FDI in the CEE-4, especially European FDI, has been
mostly directed toward the manufacturing industries. One should
note, however, that the Czech Republic, Hungary, and Poland expe-
rienced different industrial restructuring processes. Therefore, sig-
nificant differences in trade and production specialization patterns
have been taking place even within this small group.

INDUSTRIAL RESTRUCTURING AND TRADE INTEGRATION
IN THE CZECH REPUBLIC, HUNGARY, AND POLAND

This section assesses the overall and bilateral trade specializa-
tion patterns of the three most advanced CEECs (the Czech Republic,
Hungary, and Poland—the CEE-3) in trade relations with market
economies through a highly disaggregated analysis of their trade
specialization patterns and by using the same sectoral and techno-
logical taxonomy previously employed. The aim is to get informa-
tion about the economic restructuring and industrial changes taking
place in the individual CEECs through recent developments in their
trade patterns. As noted, a related goal is to analyze the kinds of
linkages induced by restructuring.

Tables 12–13 show the trade patterns over the past decade
(1980–89) and in recent years (1989–95) for the CEE-3 in their trade
with developed and developing market economies. The evidence
highlights both the country-specific nature of trade performance and
specialization and some common sectoral features. Over the entire
transformation process the Czech Republic (given the period covered,
it is treated here as a single country with Slovakia up to 1992) had the
best trade performance in terms of increasing market share at the
world level (+90 percent), with gains spread across industrial sectors,
especially in traditional, scale-intensive, and specialized supplier
goods (Tables 1–10). This remarkable performance was achieved by
maintaining a relatively stable trade specialization pattern with com-
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parison to that prevailing over the 1980s in trade with market econo-
mies (Tables 12–13). The comparative advantages of the former
Czechoslovakia have been mostly concentrated in manufacturing
trade, traditional and scale-intensive goods being the strongest areas
of specialization. In recent years there was a consolidation in com-
parative advantage in the traditional sector or labor-intensive prod-
ucts. At the same time, there was a relative decline in the value of
resource- and scale-intensive groups. The specialized supplier and (to
a lesser extent) science-based industries continued to display high
comparative disadvantages and increasing trade deficits during the
recent period of economic reforms and transformation, although their
share in total Czech exports has increased in recent years.

Thus, industrial restructuring has only slightly modified trade
specialization patterns of the Czech Republic, and it appears to have
contributed to trade performance mostly through a differentiation of
export products across the existing industrial structure, from scale-
intensive sectors (steel, chemicals, and autos) to some specialized
supplier sectors (electrical machinery and instrument activities) to
labor-intensive traditional sectors (textiles, clothing, and wood prod-
ucts). This increasing differentiation has been taking place through a
substantial increase of intra-industry trade between the Czech Re-
public and the market economies. Among the CEECs the Czech Re-
public registered the highest level of intra-industry trade with the EU
as a whole by the mid-1990s (Table 14). Conventionally, we think of
intra-industry trade as largely horizontal—i.e., trade in differentiated
products of rather similar quality (Helpman and Krugman 1985;
Greenaway and Milner 1987). In the case of the CEECs, however,
intra-industry trade is more typical of vertical style, in terms of both
the exchange of vertically differentiated products (Landesmann and
Burgstaller 1997) and inputs for more processed outputs (Hoekman
and Djankov 1996). The increase in intra-industry trade is certainly a
sign of closer links between Western (especially European) firms and
Czech producers that have developed in various ways, such as sub-
contracting agreements and joint ventures. The role of FDI, at least so
far, has been relatively less important, with the exception of the car
industry (Table 16). In some cases, such as in traditionals (e.g., ap-
parel and footwear), scale-intensive goods (vehicles), and specialized
suppliers (electrical machinery), vertical intra-industry trade has
been characterized by an upgrading of Czech exports through an
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increase in their average unit values (Table 15; Hoekman and
Djankov 1996). This upgrading should not be overemphasized if it is
true that by the mid-1990s the average unit values of the Czech ex-
ports were still well below those of many developing economies in
Europe and Asia (ECE 1995a; Drabek and Smith 1995).

Poland shows a rather similar successful trade performance but
it seems to have followed a different type of restructuring process
(Table 12). Poland’s world export share has increased significantly
(+40 percent) over the transformation period. The major gains by far
have been in the traditional labor-intensive industries (+150 per-
cent), with the resource- and scale-intensive sectors also registering
substantial gains (more than 80 percent). The trade specialization
pattern of Poland shows significant changes from that prevailing in
the 1980s. In recent years traditional labor-intensive goods, espe-
cially clothing and wood products, have become the most important
assets in Polish trade specialization, doubling their positive contri-
bution to the trade balance and strongly increasing their share in
total exports (+15 percent). Fuels, which were the leading sectors of
Polish specialization in the past, have seen a dramatic reduction in
their role. Resource-intensive products (such as nonferrous metals)
represent one of the few industrial activities that continued to make
a positive contribution to the Polish trade balance even during the
transformation period. In contrast, in food items (foodstuffs) and
industry, after a period of increasing competitiveness over the 1980s,
trade performance and specialization deteriorated sharply, particu-
larly during the more recent years, and increasing trade deficits have
occurred. The same negative trends (high comparative disadvan-
tages and increasing trade deficits) characterized the specialized
supplier and science-based sectors during the transformation. In the
case of Poland, the increasing role of traditional sectors could be
attributed to intense local activity, as well as relatively intense sub-
contracting processes (outward processing trade—OPT) with West
European firms. The role of FDI in manufacturing was quite mar-
ginal, with the exception of the car industry (Table 16). In this regard,
Poland had a lower intra-industry trade intensity than the other two
major CEE economies with regard to the EU between 1988 and 1994
(Table 14; ECE 1995a).

The case of Hungary lies somewhere between the two consid-
ered above since consolidation and differentiation trends in trade
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patterns have gone hand in hand with significant changes in indus-
trial and trade structure (Table 12). By the mid-1990s the latter
seemed to be characterized by a persistent strength in agricultural
products and food industries, although along a declining trend in
recent years owing to the negative impact of a European association
agreement in this sector (Inotaï and Henriot 1996). On the other
hand, Hungary has been trying to abandon resource-intensive goods
(metal products), as confirmed by a decreasing contribution of these
sectors to the trade balance (although still in a positive value range)
and to strengthen certain medium-high technology-intensive pro-
ductions, as in the case of specialized suppliers and science-based
goods, with increasing shares in overall exports for both groups and
declining comparative disadvantages over time. Note that like many
other East European countries, Hungary registered a positive com-
parative advantage in the traditional sectors, especially in the early
phase of the transformation process.

In Hungary by the mid-1990s there was a substantial increase
of intra-industry trade of the vertical type, accompanied by a signifi-
cant upgrading of Hungarian exports within certain product groups
in the scale-intensive sectors (vehicles), specialized suppliers (elec-
trical machinery and instruments), and traditionals (apparel and
clothing) (Hoekman and Djankov 1996). It is confirmed by the
marked increase of the weighted average unit value ratios in Hun-
gary’s trade with the EU by the mid-1990s (Table 15) (ECE 1995b).
Even in the case of Hungary, however, a comparison with the trade
unit values of other developing countries in Asia shows a huge gap
still dividing the CEECs from other regions (Drabek and Smith 1995).

The fact that Hungary had initiated market reforms well before
the end of the socialist experience certainly played a role in the
increase of vertical intra-industry trade cum upgrading of many ex-
port items. But a quite decisive contribution derived from the fact
that Hungary was able to attract by far the largest inflow of FDI with
respect to the other CEECs (Table 16). The role of capital inflow was
particularly significant in the economic transformation of Hungary
also because greenfield activities have attracted a large part of the
FDI flowing into the country (Inotaï and Henriot 1996). Furthermore,
although the empirical evidence on the contribution of FDI to trade
is very fragmented and incomplete, it can be shown that a relatively
large share of Hungary’s exports was provided by foreign firms—al-
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most half of all exports, and even a higher percentage in certain
individual sectors (OECD 1995).

But in terms of both the reconversion of trade patterns and
restructuring of the existing industrial sectors, this deeply micro-
economic adjustment has had—at least so far—an ambivalent impact
on the trade performance of Hungary during the transformation proc-
ess. Unlike in Poland and the Czech Republic, the share of Hungary
in world exports has stagnated during the transformation period, and
it has shown some progress only in those sectors (specialized suppliers
and science-based) where the presence of foreign companies is very
high (Tables 1–10). It would, of course, be grossly simplistic to estab-
lish a direct correlation between this sluggish overall trade perform-
ance and the relatively great role of foreign capital in the industrial
restructuring of Hungary. The major benefits of deep restructuring
and FDI are indeed in the long term and cannot be evaluated on a
period of a few years—even more so since macroeconomic factors
such as nominal and real exchange rate variations have also played a
significant role in the trade performance of Hungary and all the other
CEECs (Halpern and Wyplosz 1995).

In sum, diverging patterns of export and production specializa-
tion have characterized the three most important economies of CEE
over the transformation period. Poland appears to have experienced
significant changes in terms of specialization and composition of
trade, mostly expanding traditional exports and registering relatively
negative performances in medium-high technology-intensive sectors.
The Czech Republic underwent few structural changes, pursuing a
strategy of differentiating the existing production and export activities
across various industrial sectors. Hungary followed an intermediate
course, both changing and upgrading the composition of its trade,
with fewer overall positive results at least until the mid-1990s, but
with recent significant progress in the medium-high technology-in-
tensive sectors (specialized supplier and science-based sectors).

Given the highly differentiated patterns followed by the three
major CEECs during the transition period, it is not very easy to
provide an overall evaluation of individual developments (especially
with regard to changes in technological capability) and thus assess
the prospects for their economic integration into Europe. The foresee-
able future role of the CEECs in the world division of labor will mostly
be that of subcontractors, especially with regard to the EU. In order
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to qualify this role and create endogenous sources of accumulation
and technological change, it is evident that supply-side upgrading
will have a vital role to play. Therefore, specialization should concen-
trate more and more on high productivity and products with high
technological content rather than on labor-intensive ones—even more
so given that in the 1980s during the former CMEA trade regime there
was a sharp deterioration of CEE technological capability, with net
exports to market economies increasingly characterized by a relatively
low utilization of new technologies (Poznanski 1987; Guerrieri 1995b).

For this technological supply-side upgrading, major benefits
could derive from closer Western integration and links with Western
enterprises, especially in the EU. Between 1988 and 1995, the share
of intra-industry trade in total CEE-EU trade in manufactures, as
already emphasized, increased substantially, especially in the case
of the Czech Republic and Hungary (ECE 1995a), confirming closer
links between Western (especially EU) and CEE producers. Various
channels have been used to strengthen these connections. Among
them, as outlined above, the role of FDI as a source of reconversion
and technological changes has been rather limited up to the mid-
1990s, with the exception of Hungary and the car industry.

Despite the favorable legislation introduced to attract FDI, as
of 1995 the transforming economies had been able to attract only
about $12 billion in FDI—that is, less than 4 percent of yearly flows
of FDI (UNCTAD 1996). Other emerging countries, in particular in
Asia and Latin America, performed much better in this regard. On
the other hand, in many sectors—especially in the case of traditional
goods (mostly textiles/clothing and leather/footwear) and a few
scale-intensive and specialized suppliers (electrical machinery and
instruments)—nonequity based linkages such as subcontracting ac-
tivities and OPT greatly contributed to the rapid expansion of CEE
trade (Hoekman and Djankov 1996). Subcontracting has often been
preferred by West European firms as a more flexible device than FDI,
especially in those traditional sectors where specific advantage lies
in market access rather than in proprietary technology or production
management.

As is well known, both FDI and nonequity based linkages could
have great advantages for CEE by developing backward linkages and
integrating local firms into networks of large foreign firms; by helping
to improve local levels of managerial, organizational, and technical
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skills; and by favoring the development of new comparative advan-
tages. There is no doubt that such a positive impact has already
occurred, and significant progress toward reciprocal economic pene-
tration between Western and Eastern Europe has certainly been made.
On the other hand, if one looks at the current pattern of specialization
of the CEECs, the technological impact of both FDI and nonequity
based activities—especially in terms of backward linkages—still ap-
pears rather limited and restricted to certain low-technology and
labor-intensive sectors. With the partial exception of Hungary in the
more recent period, the persistently extremely low degree of competi-
tiveness of the CEECs in both specialized supplier and science-based
goods is illuminating in this regard.

It is evident that this weakness of trade-technological speciali-
zation could be a cause for concern with regard to the prospects for
economic integration of the CEECs into the European space. In this
regard, the success of the East Asian strategy of industrialization and
technological upgrading (and the important role of FDI in it), could
fruitfully be reviewed in order to assess the opportunities and risks
of future growth for the CEECs.

THE CEECS AND THE EAST ASIAN NICS:
TRADE AND TECHNOLOGICAL PATTERNS

In many respects, the successful modernization of East Asian
economies through their increasing integration into world markets
could be extremely valuable for East European countries. First, it is
important to note the positive trade performance of East Asian re-
gions and countries—Hong Kong, Singapore, South Korea and Tai-
wan (the East Asian NICs)—over the period 1980–95 in terms of
rapidly increasing market shares. Such a remarkable trade perform-
ance may be connected with the export-led growth strategies fol-
lowed by the Asian NICs since the end of the 1960s. A massive
reallocation of productive resources into industrial sectors with the
highest export potential was the main goal of these strategies. In
addition, either state intervention or incentive and subsidy policies
were used on a large scale and in different forms (Amsden 1989;
Wade 1990). The industrial development of these countries was in-
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itially supported by the production and export of consumer goods
requiring large amounts of unskilled labor, in which these states had
the strongest comparative (and absolute) advantages (Tables 17–18).

After consistent growth up to the late 1970s, the contribution of
traditional goods to the trade balance decreased significantly
throughout the last decade. This trend stems from the diversification
process of manufacturing output and radical changes in trade pat-
terns cum upgrading of exports (increasing average unit value) that
took place from the late-1970s to the mid-1990s in some Asian NICs,
especially Taiwan and Singapore. Consequently, these two countries
were able to improve their specialization in scale-intensive sectors
(iron and steel, shipbuilding, and petrochemicals) through the first
half of the 1980s, and most of all in the science-based sectors (elec-
tronics, components, and investment goods) from the mid-1980s to
the mid-1990s. Such gains confirm that Taiwan and Singa-
pore—whose industrial development strategy was based initially on
competitive poles comprising production and exports of labor-inten-
sive consumer goods—have gradually carried out a process of diver-
sification and upgrading of industrial structure to first strengthen
highly capital-intensive production and, more recently, technology-
intensive products. One should note that primary resource-intensive
goods shifted into the comparative disadvantage area of all Asian
NICs over the second half of the 1980s.

Further evidence of the specialization pattern of the Asian NICs
can be drawn from their competitive patterns in single product
groups related to the taxonomy previously outlined. Indicators
show a sharp strengthening of the NICs’ competitive positions on
international markets in all main industrial categories in terms of
rapidly rising shares in world exports, especially in traditional in-
dustries until the second half of the 1980s and in science-based goods
over the past decade. Within the latter group, the significant achieve-
ments of the Asian NICs in many electronics sectors are emblematic
(Guerrieri 1995a). Finally, in specialized supplier sectors, and par-
ticularly in mechanical engineering, the NICs have achieved rising
export shares in recent years.The import dependence of the Asian
NICs has also greatly decreased, as shown by substantial improve-
ments in the trade balance contribution indicators of this sectoral
group.
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These overall trends, however, mask sharp differences in the
trade patterns of the East Asian countries. Singapore and Taiwan
(Table 18) achieved the highest results within the group in terms of
radical changes cum upgrading of their trade specialization to science-
based goods, especially electronics. This was due to deep structural
changes in the two countries’ trade patterns since the early 1970s,
when comparative advantages were concentrated in traditional goods
and the food industry in the case of Taiwan and in natural resource-
intensive and agricultural products in the case of Singapore (Guerrieri
1993). But South Korea, for example, has a much less diversified trade
pattern and focuses mainly on scale-intensive goods. At the same time,
traditional goods remained strong assets in its specialization pattern
throughout the entire period considered (Table 18). Finally, Hong
Kong’s position is distinguished by the remarkable stability of its
specialization pattern (Table 17). Its trade patterns were based mainly
on traditional products, and by the early 1990s strong specialization
points were still labor-intensive sectors such as textiles, clothing,
furniture, and consumer electronics.

Over the past decade and a half there has been a sharp contrast
between the performance of Eastern Europe and the Asian NICs,
which are also net exporters of manufactured goods. In the 1980s,
Eastern Europe’s exports fell behind those of the Asian NICs in most
manufacturing groups. The Asian NICs surpassed Eastern Europe
not only in traditional product groups, but also in other more tech-
nologically sophisticated sectors. The widest gap between Eastern
Europe and the Asian NICs (especially Taiwan and Singapore) was
in specialized supplier and particularly in R&D-intensive (science-
based) sectors, which are the two manufacturing groups with the
highest technological content. In the more recent period the trade
performance of the CEECs has fallen further behind, with only a few
sectoral improvements. As to trade patterns, both groups of coun-
tries have undergone deep changes in recent years but in different
directions, mostly as a result of industrial restructuring.

For Taiwan and Singapore, scale-intensive goods, science-
based goods (electronics), and (less so) specialized suppliers have
played a key role. This diversification has had far-reaching implica-
tions in terms of the countries’ technological capability. Let me ex-
plain by using the conceptual framework presented above. As
shown in Figure 1, mechanical engineering (specialized suppliers)
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has a notable capacity for product innovation, which enters most
sectors of scale-intensive, supplier-dominated, and natural resource-
intensive groups as capital inputs (Lundvall 1988; von Hippel 1988;
Rosenberg 1976); in addition, the innovations of R&D-intensive sec-
tors generate broad spillover effects on the whole economic system,
and many other industries heavily rely on them for capital or inter-
mediate inputs (OECD 1992). As the experience of many developed
countries with abundant natural resources fully confirms, these ver-
tical linkages can play an important role in the consolidation phase
of the industrialization process (Justman and Teubal 1991). As a con-
sequence, technological change patterns are influenced by intersec-
toral linkages, which in turn become sources of comparative
advantages for many advanced industrialized countries. Taiwan and
Singapore experienced similar trends.

As shown in Figure 1, the industrialization process starting
from traditional and resource-intensive goods was able to move to-
ward science-based goods, generating linkages and broad spillover
effects, strengthening the whole industrial systems of Taiwan and
Singapore. Traditional and natural resource-intensive goods were
fully integrated into the industrial development. Thus, technological
change was positively influenced by these intersectoral linkages,
which were sources of new externalities and competitive advan-
tages. FDI played an important role (Urata 1993) because the elec-
tronics sector was the central pillar of the industrial and
technological development (Borrus 1993). Electronics products are
complex systems based on a number of critical components and
therefore are particularly favorable to a network organization spread
across countries (Ernst 1996).

As many studies have shown, FDI and production networks
based on strong intraregional interdependence as regards inputs and
sales, and often part of the global production strategies of U.S. and
Japanese medium-large firms, have played an important role in East
Asia’s overall competitiveness and intraregional trade (see Zysman,
Doherty, and Schwartz 1997). Part of East Asian FDI has aimed at
taking advantage of local natural resources, skills, and relatively low
wage costs. But interest in the region has not been motivated only
by the search for the last. The same MNCs that set up as “footloose”
industries have pursued a more lasting involvement in the region
(Guerrieri 1995a). Therefore, other important inputs related to both
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economics and technology have played a dominant role, such as the
expansion of East Asian FDI, subcontracting, and outsourcing (Bor-
rus 1993). The increasing importance of intra-industry trade in the
region could also be attributable to an increasing division of labor
within multinational companies. Thus, in many cases, FDI in East
Asia has generated trade, and trade opportunity, in its turn, has
attracted new FDI (Ernst and Guerrieri 1997).

In the case of Eastern Europe, technological linkages among
firms and sectors were weak and performed very poorly during the
socialist period and therefore contributed to the deterioration of the
long-term competitive position of East European economies (Guerrieri
1995b; Poznanski 1987). Trade expansion in the reform period seems
to have only partially compensated for these weaknesses. There are
signs of positive development, as in the case of Hungary, but overall
unsatisfactory trends still predominate, as shown by negative evolu-
tions and highly competitive disadvantages in specialized supplier
and science-based sectors over the past decade. Because both groups
are able to generate broad spillover effects across the whole economic
system, this competitive failure might create obstacles to the diffusion
of innovation and technological change.

CONCLUSIONS

We have assessed changes in the trade patterns of the CEECs
and FSU over the period 1989–95 and the potential role in the
global/European division of labor of these economies. In our struc-
turalist-evolutionist framework dynamic efficiency, technical infra-
structure, and the efficient generation and diffusion of technology
are considered very important for long-term growth.

Not only is there variation among the three main groups of
CEECs, but also there is substantial variation in the degree to which
the most successful group has restructured its economies and pursued
trade specialization. The weaknesses of trade-technological speciali-
zation could be a cause for concern in regard to the future economic
integration of the CEECs into Europe. In the European division of
labor the CEECs will be mostly subcontractors for the foreseeable
future. In order to use this role to create endogenous sources of
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accumulation and technological change, supply-side upgrading is
vital. In this regard, useful suggestions stem from the strategies of
industrialization and technological upgrading of some East Asian
NICs. In Taiwan and Singapore in particular, traditional and natural
resource-intensive goods were fully integrated into the development
strategies. Technological change was positively influenced by these
intersectoral linkages, and this in turn became a source of new exter-
nalities and competitive advantages. Therefore, specialization should
concentrate increasingly on high productivity and high technological
content products rather than on labor-intensive ones.

In Eastern Europe technological linkages among firms and sec-
tors were weak and performed very poorly in the past. More recently,
aside from a few positive developments, overall trends remained far
from satisfactory. All in all, if it is true that supply-side upgrading has
a vital role to play in the future growth of the CEECs, the Asian
experience seems to suggest that a technological upgrading depends
particularly upon the extent to which production and trade patterns
can be shifted in such a way as to generate endogenous sources of
innovation and accumulation in the long term, mainly through inno-
vative intersectoral linkages across firms.

NOTES

 1. The tables and the appendix referred to in the text can be found in an earlier
version of this study at http://brie.berkeley.edu/BRIE.
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INTEGRATING CENTRAL AND EASTERN EUROPE IN
THE REGIONAL TRADE AND PRODUCTION

NETWORK1

Françoise Lemoine

The integration of the economies of Central and East European
countries (CEECs) into the European Union (EU) is an example of
the wave of new regionalism which began in the 1980s and which
involves the integration of developing and advanced economies (De
Melo and Panagariya 1993). Such regional integration of heteroge-
neous partners follows different models. In Europe, the enlargement
of the European Community to Southern countries with a lower
level of income (Spain, Portugal, Greece) has been accompanied by
policies aimed at reducing disparities among member-states
through budgetary transfers, and economic integration has aimed at
creating an ever more homogeneous space. In North America, the
integration of regional economies across the border has led to the
development of the so-called maquiladoras in northern Mexico, where
assembly plants process U.S.-made components and export the as-
sembled products back to the United States, taking advantage of the
much lower wages in Mexico. The Asian experience with regional
integration is characterized by an intricate division of labor among
heterogeneous economies, based on the cross-national production
networks of multinational corporations (Zysman et al. 1997). It has
resulted in successive waves of industrialization and in the rise of
Asia as an economic powerhouse.

This raises two questions about the integration of Central and
Eastern Europe (CEE) in the European economy. First, are cross-na-
tional production networks (CPNs) emerging, and can they become
as significant for European integration as they are in Asia? Second,
what changes in the regional competitiveness will be induced by the
new, more heterogeneous European architecture? More specifically,
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will the low-wage areas in Europe give European firms the means
to withstand Asian competition in labor-intensive production?

This study outlines relevant aspects of the integration of CEE
economies to help answer these questions. The first section consid-
ers how the strategies of Western firms have influenced the trade
and production patterns of CEE. It then assesses the changes that
these new emerging partners are causing in EU trade and points out
how individual EU countries have reacted in different ways to the
new opportunities offered by the reintegration of Eastern Europe.

CPNs IN EASTERN EUROPE

FROM OUTWARD PROCESSING TO FOREIGN DIRECT INVESTMENT

Since 1989 trade relations between the EU and CEE have rap-
idly intensified, and the surge in trade flows has been accompanied
by the establishment and the strengthening of cooperative links be-
tween Western and Eastern industries. Western firms have extended
their production networks toward CEE as part of their internation-
alization strategy. This strategy has sought to both improve price
competitiveness and exploit regional markets. In the early phase of
liberalization, the first objective prevailed, and industrial coopera-
tion mainly took the form of subcontracting production to East Euro-
pean firms. More recently foreign direct investment (FDI) has
become a more important component of Western firms’ strategies in
Central Europe.

OUTWARD PROCESSING TRADE: SHIFTING FROM CENTRAL TO EASTERN EUROPE?

Outward processing trade (OPT) between the EU and Eastern
Europe developed fairly rapidly in the early 1990s. EU firms sup-
plied subcontractors in Eastern Europe with materials and compo-
nents to be processed or assembled for reexport to the EU. This
enabled Western firms to take advantage of lower wages and to
reduce production costs, without limiting their flexibility to adjust
to market conditions. In the early 1990s, OPT drove CEE manufac-
turing exports, accounting for almost one-fifth of volume in 1992 and
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a much larger share in labor-intensive products such as clothing,
leather, and shoes (Tables 3 and 4). The EU’s preferential tariff quotas
for OPT imports allowed CEE clothing exports to soar despite the
sensitivity of the sector in the EU. Most CEE clothing exports thus
resulted from relocation policies pursued by EU firms. Subcontract-
ing arrangements also actively stimulated CEE exports of electrical
machinery.

However, the share of OPT in Eastern Europe’s exports to the
EU soon declined, falling from over 20 percent in 1992–93 to less than
15 percent in 1995. One reason for this decline was the shift in the
composition of CEE manufacturing exports to the EU away from
sectors most dependent on OPT (such as clothing, leather goods, and
shoes). This shift, in turn, reflects the strong performance of CEE
engineering sectors (including machinery, electrical machinery, and
transport equipment), the result of the establishment of more dura-
ble relationships with foreign firms through FDI (Lemoine 1996).
OPT has also been moving from the CEECs with higher wages (es-
pecially Hungary and Slovenia) to the Balkan countries. Taken to-
gether, these trends suggest that two tiers of regional cooperation
are emerging in CEE (Tables 5–6 and Appendices 1-3).

Although subcontracting had a crucial role in the redeployment
of CEE industries toward Western markets in the first phase of tran-
sition, it seems to have rapidly exhausted its potential effect on ex-
port growth. A comparison with Asia shows that this form of the
internationalization of production, based exclusively on cost consid-
erations, had much less importance for emerging exporters in
Europe than for a country such as China, for which OPT represented
about half of all exports in the mid-1990s. CEE economies thus bene-
fited less from the relocation strategies of Western firms than China
did from those of Asian firms. This underscores the difference in the
nature of comparative advantage between the CEECs and the Asian
less developed countries. Another reason may be found in West
European industry, which had already lost a good deal of labor-in-
tensive production by the late 1980s and was thus offered fewer
opportunities for subcontracting.
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FDI: SHAPING MANUFACTURING INDUSTRY IN CENTRAL EUROPE

FDI, which expanded later than OPT, has recently accelerated,
especially in Central European countries. Hungary, the Czech Re-
public, and Poland have received three-quarters of the FDI inflows.
As economic recovery makes them attractive sites for investments,
they are becoming part of the worldwide strategies of multinational
corporations. At first, substantial investments resulted from privati-
zation, but FDI flows to Central Europe should remain substantial
in coming years, the result of reinvested earnings and the expansion
of existing projects (UNCTAD 1996a).

FDI stocks in CEE remain relatively small by world standards,
although inflows have increased rapidly, reaching 5 percent of world
flows in 1995. Yet the relative importance of FDI in GNP reached
levels comparable to those prevailing in the Asian countries most
successful in attracting foreign capital (Table 7). FDI has driven the
restructuring of CEE manufacturing industry, where it was concen-
trated up to 1994 (Figure 1). Foreign capital has played a particularly
important role in sectoral modernization because domestic enter-
prises lack the financial means to launch strategic restructuring. In
Poland and the Czech Republic, FDI represented around one-fifth of
the total investment in manufacturing in 1992–94, but in some indus-
tries the intensity of FDI was much higher (Table 8). In Hungary,
which received the bulk of foreign investment, FDI was equivalent
to two-thirds of total investment in manufacturing industry. As a
result, in Hungary, industry has already been internationalized to a
large extent; in Poland and the Czech Republic, this internationali-
zation is under way.

The present sectoral distribution of FDI indicates that the com-
parative advantages of Central European countries will emerge in
capital-intensive, as well as in natural resource–intensive, rather
than labor-intensive sectors (UNECE 1996; Jungnickel 1996). In the
three Central European countries, FDI has targeted the same sectors:
cars and transport equipment, food, and chemicals. The Central
European economies thus appear as a new field of competition for
multinational corporations. Although the sectoral distribution of
FDI shows that investors are concerned with supplying domestic or
regional markets, firms with foreign capital are usually more export-
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oriented than local firms, and they actively contributed to the suc-
cess achieved by these countries in penetrating Western markets.

Data for Hungary and Poland indicate that firms with foreign
participation account for a large share of exports, especially in those
industries which have recently improved their performance in for-
eign markets—machinery, electrical equipment, and transport
equipment (Tables 9–10). The two countries’ export pattern and their
competitiveness on world markets thus appear closely linked to the
strategy of Western firms. A large part of Hungary’s industrial activ-
ity is integrated in CPNs; indeed, foreign firms play a dominant role
in the performance of most branches on both domestic and foreign
markets. Likewise, the dependence of Polish exports on firms with
foreign capital is high in some industries, such as the car industry,
machinery, and electrical equipment. In both countries, FDI has led
to a strong export orientation in sectors such as transport equipment
and engineering products, while in sectors oriented toward domes-
tic markets, foreign firms generally lead in exports (Tables 11–12). In
both countries, affiliates of foreign firms have been responsible for
about 40 percent of imports, much of which probably represents
supplies of intermediate products or capital equipment from parent
companies (Table 10 and Hamar 1993). Affiliates of foreign firms
were responsible for 56 percent of the Hungarian trade deficit in 1994
and for more than two-thirds of the Polish trade deficit in 1995. In
short, if FDI helps finance the deficit on the balance of payments, it
also contributes to the trade deficit.

IMPACT OF FDI ON INDUSTRIAL PERFORMANCE

Country and sectoral performance suggests that there is no sys-
tematic relationship between high FDI and output growth. Hungary
has received the largest amount of FDI, but up to 1995 its economic
growth clearly lagged behind that of Poland and the Czech Republic
(Table 13). In all three countries the food industry grew relatively
slowly despite receiving quite large amounts of FDI, while the trans-
port equipment sector, which benefited from large capital inflows,
led industrial revival (Lemoine 1996). Such mixed results may be
explained by the fact that much FDI takes the form of acquisitions
through privatization sales, in which case sale revenues go to the
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budget and not to the enterprise (Hunya 1996). FDI improves the
investment capacities of the firms only indirectly, as foreign affiliates
benefit from restructuring investment following acquisition, from an
increase in capital, and generally from better access to domestic and
foreign credit. Moreover, each country’s economic performance ap-
pears to influence the level of nonprivatization FDI. For example,
Poland, which saw rather limited foreign participation in the priva-
tization program, has received the highest amount of nonprivatiza-
tion investments, a situation that coincides with a remarkable
growth performance (UNCTAD 1996b). Likewise, sectoral data sug-
gest that FDI stimulates growth only when it supplements rather
than supplants local investments (Lemoine 1996).

CEE IN THE EU FOREIGN TRADE NETWORK

CEE AND OTHER EMERGING ECONOMIES IN EU TRADE

Since the end of the 1980s, the CEECs have been among the
EU’s most dynamic partners. In particular, the CEECs have per-
formed well in comparison with the first tier of newly industrialized
economies (NIEs—South Korea, Taiwan, Hong Kong, and Singa-
pore), the second tier of NIEs (Malaysia, Thailand, and the Philip-
pines), and North Africa—which have also expanded sales to the EU.
Over all, these emerging economies raised their share of total EU
imports from 14 percent in 1988 to 23.7 percent in 1995, while in
manufactured products their share increased from 16 to 26 percent.
The CEECs demonstrated increased competitiveness in manufac-
tured products, accounting for half of the gain registered by the
emerging economies, most of the gain stemming from the Višegrad
countries. China accounted for a little more than one-fourth of the
gain, while the first-tier NIEs managed only to maintain their rela-
tive positions. As a result, in 1995 CEE exports of manufactured
industrial products overtook those of the first tier of NIEs. Moreover,
the rise in CEE market share did not take place at the expense of
North African exports, which slightly improved their performance
over this period (Table 14).
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Since 1988, the CEECs have recorded their major gains in cloth-
ing, leather and shoes, wood and paper, building materials, and
engineering. From 1988 to 1995, CEE took the lead as the largest
non-OECD clothing supplier, as the first-tier NIEs abandoned the
market and the second-tier NIEs fell behind; in fact, the CEECs in-
creased their exports by the same amount as China and North Africa
taken together. In this labor-intensive sector, changes in the geo-
graphic pattern of EU imports reflect the transfer of production ca-
pacities to low-wage countries. The bulk of EU clothing imports now
results from processing trade, engineered by West European firms
in the CEECs and by Asian firms in China (about half of EU imports
from China are linked to subcontracting arrangements with foreign
firms). Note that CEE sales of clothing have not displaced North
African producers. Notwithstanding China’s progress, the EU has
clearly favored suppliers from neighbor countries in the Southern
and Eastern periphery of the EU. Similar trends prevailed in the
leather and shoes sector: while China crowded the first-tier NIEs out
of the market, Asian exporters as a whole lost ground to suppliers
from Eastern Europe and North Africa (Table 14).

In two resource-intensive sectors, the wood and paper industry
and building materials, the CEECs are well ahead of other exporters
thanks to natural resources and geographical proximity to European
markets. Meanwhile, the position of the CEECs differs across sectors
in engineering. In machinery, Central Europe has improved its ex-
port performance but stands far below the first tier of NIE exports.
CEE electrical machinery exports are also much smaller than those
of the second-tier NIEs. But these industries have recorded acceler-
ated growth rates of output and exports in recent years, and one can
hope that this sector will become more competitive. The 1994 surge
of transport equipment exports from Central Europe, which over-
took the first tier of NIEs in 1994, provides evidence that the region
can rapidly expand its competitiveness in capital-intensive indus-
tries provided foreign investors contribute to the restructuring and
the upgrading of capacity (Table 14).

In short, since 1988 Central Europe has enlarged its share of EU
imports in most industrial sectors, whereas other regions have con-
centrated their progress in some sectors. In labor-intensive sectors,
Central Europe faces competition from the most recent emerging
exporters (China, North Africa), all of which benefit from the relo-
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cation strategies of firms from high-wage countries. In these sectors,
the integration of the CEECs in the EU economy has increased the
competitiveness of the “enlarged Europe” vis-à-vis low-labor-cost
Third World countries. In more capital-intensive sectors, Central
European exports are catching up less rapidly with Asian industri-
alized exporters.

POTENTIAL COMPETITION FOR THE VI¤EGRAD COUNTRIES

Based on the degree of similarity of the commodity structures
of bilateral trade flows, it appears that the Višegrad countries are
likely to face competition from other latecomer economies in the
Balkans and China (Table 15A). Competition with the first- and sec-
ond-tier NIEs is likely to be less intense, in large part because CEE
has not developed an export capacity in electronics comparable to
that of Asian countries. Moreover, the recent moves in Central Euro-
pean exports toward more capital-intensive products may further
dampen competition with the least developed Asian countries, al-
though the latter will also strive to upgrade their export structures.
North African exports appear to compete with those of the Balkan
countries, but not with those of the Višegrad countries, a situation
that should alleviate North African fears of losing EU markets to
Eastern competitors.

INTRA-INDUSTRY TRADE

Trade between the EU and Central Europe involves a relatively
high level of intra-industry trade (IIT), which is typically associated
with similar relative factor endowments. In fact, it is not only well
above the level found in EU trade with other regions, including the
first-tier NIEs in Asia, but it even exceeds the level displayed be-
tween certain EU member-states (Hoekman and Djankov 1996: table
16). The nature of trade with the EU suggests that the relative factor
endowments of the Central European countries do not correspond
to their present level of income. In addition to their past industriali-
zation, this situation reflects the rapid development of nonequity
relationships between firms in CEE and the EU, as well as intrafirm
trade which grows out of FDI. Intra-industry trade between Central
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Europe and the EU has been increasing very rapidly, much more
rapidly than the overall bilateral trade, especially in the cases of
Hungary and the Czech Republic (Table 17). For these two countries,
the largest part of trade with the EU is taking place within industrial
sectors. As far as Central Europe is concerned, this indicator con-
firms that the integration in the European economy is not based on
intersectoral specialization and that comparative advantage in la-
bor-intensive industries is only part of the story. At the same time,
EU trade with Balkan countries sees a much lower level of IIT, which
confirms the position of the latter as the second tier of emerging
economies in Europe. The Balkan countries are, from this point of
view, in a similar situation vis-à-vis the EU as the second tier of Asian
NIEs.

We still need to learn more about intra-industry trade between
the EU and Central Europe. Is it a trade in differentiated products
(exchange of different qualities or varieties) which would corre-
spond to a horizontal division of labor? Or is it the result of a vertical
division of labor, in which intermediate products are exchanged for
finished products (division of productive process)? Both trade the-
ory and empirical studies have shown that the latter plays an impor-
tant part in international integration (Fontagné, Freundenberg, and
Ünal-Kesenci 1996). There is strong evidence that the CEECs are
getting more involved in a vertical division of labor, but we still do
not know where their specialization lies in the productive proc-
ess—upstream (with primary and transformed products) or down-
stream (with component parts and finished products).

WEST EUROPEAN FIRM STRATEGIES TOWARD CEE

Up to now, Western Europe has supplied the overwhelming
share of FDI in the CEECs (three-quarters of the total), and most of
that has come from EU countries (two-thirds of the total; Table 18).
This share is roughly in line with the EU share in CEE foreign trade,
which underscores the global integration process of these countries
in the European economy. In contrast, European firms provide only
a small share of FDI to Russia.

European firms have reacted differently to the opening up of
the CEECs to international trade and investments. In some countries,
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firms have rapidly seized the new opportunities, while in others
they have not (Table 19). French and German firms have followed
different strategies, which manifest themselves in both the impor-
tance of their OPT and the geographic and sectoral patterns of their
FDI.

German firms clearly lead in both OPT and FDI in the CEECs;
this in turn has contributed to trade between Germany and the CEECs
(Table 20–21). In addition to geographic proximity and historical and
cultural links, economic factors have strongly encouraged German
firms to exploit opportunities in Eastern Europe. Since the late 1980s,
German firms have transferred an increasing share of production to
low-wage countries in response to domestic production costs. The
CEECs have been among the main beneficiaries of this strategy. From
this point of view, Germany has adopted the same stance toward the
CEECs as the Asian industrialized countries have taken toward the
third tier of Asian NIEs. Thus the major share of German FDI in CEE
has been directed to manufacturing industry, and especially to the
engineering sectors (Table 22, Figures 2–3).

French firms have been much less involved in trade and invest-
ment with CEECs than German and Italian firms. One reason for the
low trade intensity with CEE may be that French businesses have
maintained strong ties to the Mediterranean countries (Table 23).
French firms rapidly expanded their FDI in non-OECD countries
during the early 1990s, but they directed only a small fraction (around
one-tenth) toward CEE. Thus although employment in French affili-
ates in CEE has increased substantially in recent years, it still repre-
sents only 10 percent of their total employment in non-OECD
countries, much less than in Africa. The 1995 surge in French FDI in
Hungary and Poland may indicate that this situation is changing
(Table 21). French FDI in CEE was not so much directed to industry
as to services and infrastructure, and thus was less likely to boost
trade in goods between French firms and their CEE affiliates (Table
24). The food industry, which received relatively large amounts of
French capital investment, is a sector in which local sourcing is likely
to be important.

Although we lack sufficient data for precise intercountry com-
parisons, the above account suggests that investment and trade fol-
low similar patterns. Thus German trade and investment have
favored the neighbor countries of CEE, where German firms have
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built up a substantial stock of capital in a few years. French trade
and FDI provide evidence of the resilience of traditional links with
Africa. Italian firms display a pattern of regional preference that lies
in between.

CONCLUSION

Available evidence indicates that the CEECs stand a good
chance of escaping a strictly hierarchical model of the international
division of labor such as that found in Asia. The analysis of OPT and
FDI data suggests that the future comparative advantage of the Cen-
tral European countries (Hungary, the Czech Republic, and Poland)
lies in capital-intensive and natural resource–intensive sectors,
rather than labor-intensive sectors. This implies that the strategy
pursued by Western firms in these countries will shift from a “least
cost approach” to a “complementary specialization approach” (Kurz
and Wittke in this volume). Observed trade and investment flows
also indicate that the integration of the EU and CEE is already driven
more by an intra-industrial division of labor than by intersectoral
complementarities. Nevertheless, as in Asia, the integration process
in Europe will to a large extent depend on the strategy pursued by
Western firms, which are building new production networks in CEE.
Up to now, individual EU countries have reacted in different ways
to the new opportunities offered by the reintegration of Europe.
German and Italian firms have developed strong regional strategies
and have integrated CEE in their production and trade networks.
This has contrasted with the strategy of French firms, which, until
recently, have displayed a relatively weak orientation toward these
emerging markets, as they have been more strongly involved in
trade and investment with the countries located on the southern
periphery of Europe.
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NOTES

 1. Tables, figures, and appendices referred to in the text can be found in an
earlier version of this study at http://brie.berkeley.edu/BRIE.
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THE EXTERNAL SECTOR, THE STATE AND
DEVELOPMENT IN EASTERN EUROPE1

Barry Eichengreen and Richard Kohl

INTRODUCTION

Early optimists hoped that Eastern Europe might be able to
emulate the high-performance economies of Asia once the shock of
liberalization was absorbed.2 The ingredients of the East Asian “mir-
acle,” in this view, were rapid accumulation based on high invest-
ment in physical and human capital, productivity growth based on
technology transfer through licensing and foreign direct investment
(FDI), rapidly expanding exports able to support industrial speciali-
zation and scale economies, and a strong state capable of guiding the
development process and solving coordination problems.3 Emulat-
ing this recipe could provide the basis, it was hoped, for the expan-
sion of exports and buoyant economic growth more generally.

In fact, Eastern Europe’s economic progress has been less uni-
formly impressive than the optimists had hoped. While exports have
risen rapidly, there has been a tendency toward large trade and cur-
rent account deficits, potentially constraining growth. There is no
obvious correlation between competitiveness and output growth,
with some countries growing rapidly but displaying little ability to
move up the product ladder into the export of higher-value-added
goods, and others, while moving into higher-value-added exports,
growing more sluggishly overall. Thus Poland has been growing
rapidly largely on the basis of low-value-added activities, whereas
the Czech Republic and Hungary have been growing more slowly
while building a more advanced industrial base.

The East Asian mirror provides clues as to why. While Eastern
Europe, like the best performers in East Asia, possesses relatively
high levels of human capital, the other ingredients of “miracle
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growth” are missing. Rapid accumulation is discouraged by imma-
ture financial markets, the stresses of macroeconomic stabilization,
and pent-up consumer demands. East European governments have
only a limited capacity to guide the process of economic develop-
ment: their fiscal systems are weak and they lack a cadre of well-
trained bureaucrats. Moreover, the economies of Eastern Europe
must integrate themselves into an international economic order that
closes off options available twenty or thirty years ago. Economic
liberalization and opening in other parts of the world make global
corporations increasingly footloose. Multinational corporations
(MNCs) can choose where to operate and resist pressure to share
proprietary knowledge. The technology licensing strategy that was
feasible for Japan and South Korea is not available today.

This leaves the option of relying on FDI and outward process-
ing trade (OPT) if Eastern Europe is to achieve sustained economic
growth and converge with the West. The hope is that FDI and OPT
will permit greater market access and serve as channels for the ac-
quisition of technological and organizational knowledge. Combined
with the Central and East European countries’ (CEECs’) high levels
of indigenous human capital, this may enable them to move up the
technological ladder into the production of higher-wage, higher-
value-added goods.4 But the geographical incidence of OPT and FDI
has been uneven. Hungary, the Czech Republic, and recently Poland
continue to attract the vast majority of FDI. Together, these three
countries continue to account for fully 90 percent of FDI flows to the
region.

The story for OPT is different. Where Hungary was the princi-
pal location of East European OPT prior to the transition, the OPT
center of gravity has shifted toward Poland and Romania. Czech and
Hungarian OPT is increasingly dominated by newer, more techno-
logically sophisticated, skilled-labor-intensive products. While the
same tendency is evident in certain sectors of the Polish economy,
other sectors continue to rely on low-wage, unskilled-labor-inten-
sive OPT. Clearly there is a correlation between this pattern of FDI
and OPT and the afore-mentioned trends in manufactured value-
added and movement into the production of differentiated products.

The question, of course, is why countries differ in their ability
to attract FDI and engage in technologically sophisticated OPT. Un-
avoidably, part of the answer is geography, history, and politics: less
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proximity to West European markets, inferior infrastructure, and
unstable policies make the southern and eastern tiers of transition
economies (and, by implication, the successor states of the former
USSR) less attractive destinations for technologically sophisticated
Western investment. But in addition, higher-tech FDI and OPT, once
started, have worked to disseminate technological and organiza-
tional knowledge and to attract additional FDI and OPT in a self-re-
inforcing circle. This virtuous circle has operated most effectively
where FDI and OPT have been concentrated regionally (facilitating
local knowledge spillovers) and where governments have used com-
petition policy to encourage emulation by domestic firms.

Generally speaking, however, East European states have had
only limited success in putting in place policies that accentuate these
positive spillovers. In this respect, Eastern Europe resembles Iberia
more than East Asia.5 Following the fall of their authoritarian gov-
ernments and regulated financial systems, Spain and Portugal took
steps to attract FDI and OPT and put in place the preconditions for
growth. Both countries integrated into the European Union (EU).
Both took steps to stabilize their macroeconomies and liberalize their
markets. Both succeeded in attracting increasingly sophisticated
FDI, and both were in a position to attract net transfers and struc-
tural aid from the EU. But neither possessed a strong state capable
of closely guiding development, and investment only modestly ex-
ceeded OECD averages. In other words, neither country followed
the East Asian model. While they have begun to close the income
and productivity gap vis-à-vis Western Europe, neither has experi-
enced growth at rates that approach East Asia’s in the 1970s and
1980s.

This suggests several lessons for Eastern Europe. First, while
OPT and FDI can provide market access and technological know-
how helpful for closing the income and productivity gaps, they can-
not fuel growth as fast as that enjoyed by the high-performance East
Asian economies into the 1990s. Limited levels of investment will
mean less opportunity for spillovers through embodied technical
change. And limits on the extent of state support will constrain the
speed with which technological and organizational knowledge is
transferred to domestic firms.

Second, while the Iberian economies have had unique advan-
tages by virtue of their early integration—on favorable terms—into
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the European Community, they made significant mistakes in the
course of restructuring and opening. FDI inflows were regulated and
discouraged until the second half of the 1980s, and privatization was
delayed, further limiting the scope for foreign investment. In Spain,
rigid labor markets, an overly generous welfare state, and unstable
financial policies have hindered convergence with the EU. At the
same time, transfers from the EU through regional aid and the Com-
mon Agricultural Policy (CAP) have played an integral role in these
countries’ economic development. The analogous treatment of the
new East European members of the EU is likely to be less generous.

TRADE

We develop these points by analyzing Eastern Europe’s trade
with the EU.6 In sum, while that trade has expanded impressively,
different countries have had different degrees of success in moving
into the production and export of higher-value-added, higher-tech
goods. Hungary and to a lesser extent the Czech Republic have
shown an ability to diversify into new sectors and to develop exports
of more R&D and skill-intensive, higher-value-added, less price-sen-
sitive products. Export trends in the other CEECs are less uniformly
positive. Poland, Romania, and Slovakia have also demonstrated
some success in raising value-added and moving into the production
of more skill-intensive goods.7 However, while some parts of their
economies have been specializing increasingly in the production and
export of low-wage, low-value-added goods, others have been de-
veloping higher-tech capabilities, a duality which is most clearly
evident in Poland. Bulgarian exports, in contrast, are increasingly
concentrated in low-skill, labor-intensive, undifferentiated, price-
sensitive commodities, although even there one sees some evidence
of success in raising manufacturing value-added. Thus one no longer
sees the once standard bifurcation between the so-called first and
second tiers of transition economies. Instead there is a steady grada-
tion or tiering of development as one moves from north and west to
south and east.
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COMPOSITION

The composition of CEEC exports changed with the decline of
sectors dependent on Council of Mutual Economic Assistance
(CMEA) markets (engineering, especially mechanical) and CMEA
inputs (energy products). Consider CEEC exports to the EU: 1996
exports were only 72 percent similar to those in 1988 for the region
as a whole (see Table 1). The comparable figure was noticeably lower
for Spain and Portugal following their accession to the EU, under-
scoring the rapid pace of structural change in Eastern Europe. Rein-
forcing this picture is the fact that the figures for individual East
European countries are even lower than those for the region as a
whole. In other words, not only were there ongoing changes in the
composition of the external trade of the region, but also there were
even more substantial reallocations of trade within it.

This picture can be further elaborated by calculating the simi-
larity of the export structure of different countries (as in Table 2).
While there is no obvious pattern for 1988, three separate clusters
had emerged by 1996.8 Romania and Bulgaria are now highly similar
to one another, as are Hungary and the Czech Republic and Poland
and Slovakia.9

FACTOR CONTENT

Although Eastern Europe is touted as possessing a skilled labor
force, the composition of its trade implies a comparative advantage
in low-skill, labor-intensive sectors.10 The European Commission
analyzed the factor content of CEEC exports (based on factor inten-
sities of EU production at the three-digit NACE level) using 1992
data and found that CEEC exports were low in R&D and skill con-
tent: 79.3 percent were of low or medium R&D intensity, and 81.6
percent were of low or medium skill intensity. Conversely, EU ex-
ports tended to be high-skill, high-R&D and strongly capital-inten-
sive.11 Eastern Europe’s revealed comparative advantage remained
stable between 1989 and 1992, reflecting long-standing structural
characteristics of the region (compare Drabek and Smith 1995).

That said, there are striking changes since 1992 (subsequent to
the period covered by the European Commission and Drabek and
Smith studies; see Table 4). Exports have become more evenly di-
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vided between labor-intensive and non-labor-intensive sectors and
between R&D-intensive and non-R&D-intensive sectors (Table 5).
The shares of both the energy- and capital-intensive sectors have
declined. While there has been an increase in the share of skill-inten-
sive exports, this has come at the expense of sectors characterized
by intermediate levels of skill intensity. Hence the share of unskilled-
labor-intensive exports has remained roughly constant.

These regionwide patterns disguise different movements in dif-
ferent countries. Hungary displays huge increases in R&D-, capital-,
and skill-intensive sectors and corresponding drops in low-R&D and
low-skill-intensive sectors, rendering the absolute share of R&D- and
skill-intensive sectors higher than for any other country. Poland, the
Czech Republic, and Slovakia similarly show a shift toward R&D-in-
tensive sectors. They also display small declines in capital-intensive
sectors in favor of their labor-intensive counterparts. Romania and
Bulgaria, in contrast, show large shifts from capital- to labor-intensive
exports. Romania shows little rise in the R&D and skill intensity of
its exports, while Bulgaria actually shows a decline in both.

UNIT VALUES

Although the CEECs have had limited success in developing
new export sectors, exporters may nonetheless be improving their
competitive position within existing sectors and moving up the tech-
nological ladder into the production of higher-value-added goods.
Drabek and Smith (1995) conclude that export unit values fell sub-
stantially in most countries between 1988 and 1991.12 Hungary was
an exception: its export unit values have been rising steadily since
1988.

Our analysis reports the unit value of CEEC exports to the EU
relative to the unit value of non-CEEC exports to the EU. The picture
is one of little improvement in competitiveness in those sectors that
dominated CEEC trade and production prior to the transition, some
slight progress in newly emerging sectors through 1992 (confirming
the findings of the European Commission and Drabek and Smith
studies), and then accelerating progress as those countries which
undertook structural adjustment began putting their difficulties be-
hind them.13
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To what extent did OPT drive these trends? Table 7 reports the
export unit values of OPT exports relative to the unit values of non-
OPT exports for the same sectors.14 For the CEEC-6 (Poland, Hun-
gary, the Czech Republic, Slovakia—the Višegrad Four—plus
Romania and Bulgaria), this ratio declines by nearly a third over the
1988–96 period. The drop is pronounced in Poland, Hungary, the
Czech Republic, and Slovakia while the ratio actually moves in the
opposite direction in Romania and (after 1992) Bulgaria. This sug-
gests that OPT has not promoted the movement into higher-value-
added exports in the case of the Višegrad Four but that a case can be
made for it in the second tier of CEEC economies. (We return to this
below.)

An analysis of country performance reveals a sharp divergence
between Hungary, on the one hand, and Romania and Bulgaria on
the other. While all the CEECs but Bulgaria are raising their export
unit values, they are doing so in different ways. Romania (along with
Bulgaria) is moving out of the capital-intensive sectors of the
planned economy in favor of labor-intensive, assembly-oriented ac-
tivities. Hungary, the Czech Republic, and Slovakia have been more
successful in developing more R&D, skill-intensive export sectors.
But this trend is only pronounced in Hungary, with Poland, the
Czech Republic, and Slovakia effectively keeping a foot in the labor-
intensive camp.

PRICE SENSITIVITY

Table 8 divides exports of manufactures to the EU into price-
sensitive and price-insensitive goods.15 The summary figures indi-
cate a shift out of price-sensitive exports, whose share declined by
6.2 percentage points between 1988 and 1995. This is progress in the
sense of restructuring away from exports of raw materials in favor
of differentiated products. Note, however, that this movement is
concentrated in 1988–91 and 1994–96. In the first period it was asso-
ciated with the loss of traditional markets and the decline in nonvi-
able sectors. There was then a lag of three or four years until further
progress began to take place, reflecting the effects of prior enterprise
restructuring and FDI inflows.
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Overall this analysis provides some evidence that, particularly
since 1994, Eastern Europe is moving rapidly into the production of
higher-value-added goods and converging with the West. The high
levels of education and skill for which the region is known and
which were embodied in technology-intensive exports to CMEA
markets do not form the basis for its exports to the EU. While Bul-
garia appears to be increasing its dependence on the kind of low-
wage, price-insensitive commodities upon which much of Eastern
Europe’s pre-transition trade with the West was based, Hungary and
the Czech Republic have been more successful at moving up the
value-added ladder into the production of more technologically so-
phisticated goods. Poland, Slovakia, and Romania, here as else-
where, display both tendencies. The question is why. We consider
three explanations: the association agreements, Eastern Europe’s re-
liance on FDI, and OPT.

EFFECTS OF THE ASSOCIATION AGREEMENTS

Under the terms of the association agreements, the members of
the EU reduced their tariffs on imports from Eastern Europe starting
in 1992–93 and agreed to phase out quotas on the products of the
“sensitive sectors” after five years (four years for certain metal prod-
ucts; see Table 10). EU quotas and anti-dumping policies have been
criticized as restrictive, while EU tariff reductions have been praised
as facilitating the expansion of Eastern Europe’s trade. (See for ex-
ample Winters 1992.) In fact both characterizations are wide of the
mark. The tariff reductions provided by the association agreements
have had little effect, with the possible exception of agriculture. Tar-
iffs were already low due to large reductions following the granting
of Most Favored Nation and Generalized System of Preferences
(GSP) status in 1990–91 (Table 11). While large in relative terms, the
additional cuts offered by the association agreements were small in
absolute size.16

While quotas on CEEC exports of the products of the sensitive
sectors have been criticized as stifling Eastern Europe’s trade, im-
provements in market access provided by GSP status and the asso-
ciation agreements combined have in fact permitted a substantial
increase in CEEC exports (with the notable exception of agriculture).
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Strikingly, exports of the sensitive sectors other than agriculture
have grown more rapidly than total exports, again with the excep-
tion of Hungary. Moreover, Eastern Europe’s exports to the EU have
expanded more rapidly than those of other developing and transi-
tion economies (like the Mediterranean countries). This is hard to
reconcile with the view that EU quotas significantly stifled Eastern
Europe’s trade.17

The effects of the EU’s anti-dumping policies are also of ques-
tionable importance. Anti-dumping actions declined in number,
scope, and severity once the CEECs were no longer state-trading
countries. They have been too few to have significant demonstration
effects. Over the three-year period from 1993 to 1995 only eleven of
the EU’s eighty-seven anti-dumping investigations were directed
against the CEEC6. (Of these, four were directed at Poland and three
at the Czech Republic.) The affected sectors (unalloyed zinc, wooden
pallets, iron or steel sections, Portland cement, and urea ammonium
nitrate) accounted for less than 2 percent of the industrial exports of
the countries subject to action.18

TRADE-RELATED FDI

FDI in the CEECs rose from negligible levels in the first years
of the transition to $4 billion in 1992, $11 billion in 1995, $9 billion in
1996, and an estimated $7 billion in 1997.19 Still, flows of FDI have
been modest in comparison with flows into other developing re-
gions, with the exception of Hungary, which was one of the top five
recipients worldwide in 1992–94.20

The distribution of FDI inflows has been determined by the
pace of privatization, especially of large, capital-intensive public
utilities such as telecommunications and electric power, and by the
openness of that privatization to foreign investors. Until 1994, Hun-
gary was the primary recipient of FDI.21 Inflows into Hungary, Po-
land, and the Czech Republic have continued to rise, most
dramatically in Poland, where joint ventures have increased their
capitalization to the point where the stock of Polish FDI probably
passed that of Hungary in 1997. Together, Poland and Hungary are
host to nearly 80 percent of FDI in the region (see Table 12).22
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Foreign investment enterprises (FIEs) account for a dispropor-
tionate share of Eastern Europe’s trade. They generated an estimated
50–70 percent of Hungary’s exports in 1994–95, nearly double their
share of the capital stock and the labor force.23 This export orienta-
tion is not just a compositional effect reflecting greater investment
in export-oriented sectors; FIEs have a disproportionate share of
exports even when one controls for sector (OECD 1995).24 FIEs also
account for a disproportionate share of imports, reflecting their high
levels of investment and heavy reliance on imported capital goods,
as noted above, and intensive use of intermediate inputs.25

OPT

OPT exports to the EU have been growing, at a compound
annual rate of around 24 percent since the beginning of the transition
(Table 13). This is more rapid than the growth of CEEC non-OPT
exports to the EU, so that the share of OPT in total CEEC exports to
the EU rose from 10.5 to 15.8 percent between 1988 and 1996.26

The OPT share of total exports has at least doubled in all coun-
tries but Hungary. OPT exports now account for over 30 percent of
all Romanian exports, followed by Poland and Bulgaria, with 17 and
15 percent, and the OPT share in the other countries ranges from 11
to 13 percent. These differential growth rates mean that the geographi-
cal center of this activity has shifted from Hungary to Poland.27

Initially, apparel and clothing accounted for two-thirds of all
OPT exports. Early in the transition other low-skill, labor-intensive
sectors like footwear and furniture also made up an important part
of OPT exports. Since then several new sectors have emerged: tex-
tiles; electrical machinery, appliances, and apparatus; and telecom-
munications equipment. This shift was due mostly to an increase in
the OPT share of total exports of these sectors rather than their faster
overall export growth: the OPT share of total exports in traditional
sectors (footwear, furniture, luggage) declined, in part replaced by
FDI in the same sectors. By contrast, the OPT share of total textiles
and telecommunications exports rose.28

The composition of OPT exports suggests that the Czech Re-
public, Slovakia, and Poland have an advantage as a result of their
proximity to Germany and Scandinavia. This gives the Czech Re-
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public and Slovakia an edge in telecommunications equipment and
electrical machinery since it minimizes monitoring and coordination
costs, facilitating just-in-time turnaround. Such factors appear to
dominate any handicap associated with the Czech Republic’s rela-
tively high labor costs. Poland’s success in capturing OPT exports of
furniture also likely reflects the importance of proximity, in this case
to Scandinavia.29 Insofar as Romania’s subsequent stabilization did
not lead to the return of its OPT exports of furniture, the implication
is “If you lose it, it doesn’t come back.”

Together, these trends reflect the now familiar differentiation
between the more and less advanced CEEC economies. Whereas
Hungary and particularly the Czech Republic have moved into OPT
exports of newer, more technologically sophisticated, skilled-labor-
intensive products, over 90 percent of Romanian and Bulgarian OPT
exports continue to be accounted for by low-wage, unskilled-labor-
intensive sectors such as footwear, clothing, and apparel. Here as
elsewhere, Poland displays both tendencies, while OPT remains of
marginal significance in Slovakia.

GROWTH

In this section we consider the implications for growth of East-
ern Europe’s OPT and FDI-oriented strategy. We describe the state’s
capacity to accentuate the positive effects of these activities. Viewing
Eastern Europe in an East Asian mirror, we conclude that this capac-
ity is more limited in Eastern Europe and suggest that Iberia is a
more pertinent comparison. We therefore review the effects of FDI
and OPT and of integration with the EU on Iberian economic devel-
opment.

SPILLOVER EFFECTS OF FDI AND OPT

The literature on the host-country spillovers of FDI distin-
guishes technology spillovers, organizational spillovers, and mar-
ket-access spillovers.30 Technology spillovers involve the spread of
best practice from foreign-investment enterprises to host-country
competitors.31 Organizational spillovers involve the spread of
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knowledge about quality control, distribution, and post-sales serv-
icing of products.32 Market-access spillovers facilitate the efforts of
local producers to penetrate foreign markets, as local component
suppliers are encouraged to feed into multinationals’ production
networks, thereby developing familiarity with the prerequisites for
international production.33 These three types of spillovers flow
through direct linkages—when local firms supply inputs to FIEs, for
example—as well as through emulation and instances where work-
ers and managers who have acquired relevant knowledge are hired
away from FIEs.34

Eastern Europe’s generous human-capital endowment favorably
positions domestic producers for technology transfer. On the other
hand, the gap in best practice between Western and Eastern Europe
is large (though it is not clear that it is larger than in East Asia twenty
years ago). Manufacturing technologies rely on increasingly sophisti-
cated computer and chemical technologies even in low-tech industries
such as textiles and apparel, complicating technology transfer.

Perhaps most significantly, competition is limited in many sec-
tors in which FDI is important—telecommunications, consumer
electronics, and motor vehicles. Some FIEs have no significant do-
mestic competitors. Small firms seeking to enter input markets are
constrained by inadequate access to external finance and limited
organizational knowledge (which prevents them from managing
cash flow, information, and quality control).

The spillover effects of OPT have not been the subject of similar
scrutiny, but we conjecture that the situation is similar to FDI. OPT
exposes workers and managers to new products and processes; it is
a channel for the transfer of technology and marketing expertise. In
contrast to FDI, market-access spillovers may be more important
than technology spillovers. Because the output of firms involved in
OPT is exported, firms gain familiarity with international standards
of quality, packaging, product design, and distribution. On the other
hand, OPT may do little to encourage the development of products
with brand recognition. Because the technologies involved in assem-
bly and processing tend to be less sophisticated, OPT has relatively
little impact on production technology. The fact that exports of price-
insensitive goods have not risen as quickly from Romania and Po-
land, where OPT is disproportionately important, as from Hungary
and the Czech Republic is consistent with this conjecture.
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While there is considerable evidence that FDI and licensing are
conduits for technology transfer, it is unclear which is more effica-
cious. FDI provides access to more up-to-date technologies, but it is
criticized for encouraging host countries to specialize in low-wage,
low-valued-added goods. It remains unclear whether licensing is a
more effective means of encouraging producers to move up the
value-added ladder, but there is no question that global firms are
increasingly reluctant to license their most advanced technologies
(United Nations 1995: 159 and passim).

STATE CAPACITY

The contingent nature of technology transfer points to the piv-
otal role of state capacity and social capability. The literature on these
topics (e.g., Abramovitz 1986; Koo and Perkins, eds. 1995) is still in
its infancy. It identifies a cluster of determinants of the capacity of
firms to acquire technical and organizational knowledge (see, e.g.,
Dahlman and Nelson 1995). Key determinants include the stock of
human capital, the transparency of regulatory and tax systems, and
the stability of macroeconomic and trade policies.

In addition, recent analyses of high-growth economies have
highlighted the need to solve coordination problems deterring mod-
ernization. Rodrik (1995) develops a model in which it is in the in-
terest of no single manufacturer to start up in the absence of
comparable initiatives by others. Government may then have a role
in coordinating the necessary activities through public-enterprise
production and selective subsidies. If it does, the marginal efficiency
of capital rises sufficiently to elicit higher levels of investment, and
export growth follows as a way of financing imports of capital
goods.35

Other recent analyses (e.g., Campos and Root 1996) emphasize
the importance of wage moderation for investment and of institutions
for encouraging wage moderation. Realistic real wages are important
for small open economies that sell into markets where price compe-
tition is intense. And where financial markets are less well developed
and firms depend on retained earnings for liquidity, the stimulus to
profitability and retained earnings from wage moderation can be
critical for capital formation. Governments can encourage wage mod-
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eration by ensuring an even income distribution, coordinating bar-
gaining across firms and sectors, and encouraging cooperation rather
than confrontation between unions and employers.36

Each of these perspectives highlights the role of the state in
economic development. If rapid rates of growth are to be sustained,
the state must have the capacity to underwrite human capital forma-
tion (since liquidity constraints prevent individuals from funding it
themselves). It must build a stock of engineers and technicians with
the skills attractive to FIEs.37 It can support institutions providing
research and extension services because these functions must de-
velop ahead of the market and firms appropriate only a small share
of the returns on their own R&D expenditures in the early stages of
growth. By cultivating a competitive environment, it can strengthen
the incentive for indigenous firms to emulate the examples set by
FIEs. It can provide concessional finance for small and medium-
sized enterprises that would otherwise find entry barred by liquidity
constraints. It can establish the testing and quality-control standards
needed to penetrate foreign markets (in pharmaceuticals, for exam-
ple) because producers will free ride on private attempts to create
them.38 Finally, it can seek to solve coordination problems while at
the same time resisting capture by special interests who seek to di-
vert resources to socially unproductive but privately remunerative
uses. If it is to have the leverage and legitimacy needed to oversee a
social contract to exchange wage restraint for high investment, it
must be insulated from political pressures but at the same time be
accountable to the polity.

THE EAST ASIAN MIRROR

East Asian states are well endowed with these capacities. Public
support for the developmental state was buttressed by the specter
of military aggression from China and North Korea. Politicians saw
development as integral to the national defense and gave economic
experts free rein so long as they delivered results. Public-sector em-
ployment was based on civil-service examination and merit-based
promotion, rewarding good performance. The strength of East Asian
states, based on a distinctive conception of “guided democracy” and
the political role of the military (itself a legacy of the army’s role in
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wars of liberation), provided insulation from special-interest pres-
sures, while at the same time the accountability of the state to its
constituencies was ensured by the presence of consultative bodies,
minimizing government excesses, and seeing that the fruits of
growth were equitably shared.

The East Asian approach now appears less admirable in the
wake of the financial and economic crises of 1997–98. Where it was
once said that strong states grounded in the distinctive Asian con-
ception of democracy and reinforced by the existence of an external
threat possessed the insulation to fend off special-interest pressures,
“guided development” the Asian way is now seen as a recipe for
cronyism and corruption. This too may pass; it may be that the re-
action against the Asian model will prove to have been overdone.
Alternatively, it could be that a model suited to the stage of extensive
growth (when the problem for Asia’s industrializers was to import
known technologies and embody them in high levels of capital for-
mation) is less suited to the subsequent stage of intensive growth
(when the problem is to raise total factor productivity). It could be
that a model appropriate in an environment of highly regulated
financial markets is less well suited to a world of globalized finance.
If so, encouraging East European countries to emulate the Asian
model would only lock them into a development strategy no longer
suited to the times.

Then there is the fact that state capacity is more limited in
Eastern Europe. In reaction against decades of authoritarianism, po-
litical systems are open and elections are hotly contested; many
countries have reinstalled their pre-1950 electoral systems, which are
conducive to party proliferation and parliamentary fractionaliza-
tion. This gives special-interest groups, be they pensioners, farmers,
or enterprise managers, the opportunity to shape government policy
to their narrow ends. The old regime lacked a tax system, requiring
the transition economies to create one de novo; this opened the door
to noncompliance and evasion. Public employees are poorly trained
and poorly paid; only Hungary gives them civil-service protection.39

Judiciary systems are too weak to efficiently enforce property rights.
Government concertation of wage negotiations often breaks down
in the face of fragmented and warring union confederations and
weak employers’ associations. Two generations of Stalinism have
created an aversion to the idea of a strong state and at the same time
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encourage the presumption that the government should provide
support from cradle to grave.

For all these reasons, East European states lack the capacity to
emulate the Asian growth model. Attempts to eliminate bottlenecks
through public production and selective subsidies are susceptible to
capture and prone to go awry. Initiatives to solve coordination prob-
lems are too likely to be delegated to bureaucrats, formerly em-
ployed by planning institutions, whose attitudes and outlooks were
formed in pre-liberalization days. The preferential provision of
credit to small firms is unlikely to target viable enterprises or include
workable performance criteria.

THE IBERIAN MIRROR

The fact that Eastern Europe lacks the capacity to implement
the East Asian model does not mean that its economies will stagnate.
Other Western economies—those of Spain and Portugal, for exam-
ple—emerged from decades of authoritarianism and centralized
planning similarly lacking strong states; yet their governments, by
following more limited interventionist agendas, have succeeded in
sustaining respectable rates of growth. Those agendas include stable
macroeconomic policies, economic integration, and the creation of
an environment hospitable to FDI and OPT. The result has been
healthy rates of capital formation and economic growth. This would
seem to be a model which Eastern Europe can follow. We therefore
consider it in more detail.40

Transformation and Growth. Spain and Portugal, like the transi-
tion economies of Eastern Europe, experienced significant disloca-
tions as a result of liberalization and transformation. They emerged
from dictatorship with state-owned enterprises, protected manufac-
turing sectors, underdeveloped service industries, and repressed la-
bor markets.41

Growth in the first post-liberalization decade was a relatively
modest 1.5 percent per annum in Spain and 2.6 percent in Portugal.
In 1986–91 it accelerated to 4.1 and 4.7 percent per annum.42 With the
European Community (EC) growing at a bit more than 2 percent per
annum, this produced steady convergence. But with the Europe-
wide recession of 1992–93 and persistent problems of fiscal and fi-
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nancial imbalance, Iberian growth rates slipped back to less than 1
percent. More recently, the Iberian economies are again converging
with the rest of Western Europe, if slowly. But associated with this
deceleration has been mounting unemployment, especially in Spain,
a problem blamed on high tax rates, excessive hiring and firing costs,
and generous welfare and unemployment benefits (see Table 14).

Growth has been accompanied by buoyant trade: between 1976
and 1985, exports rose at an annual rate of 23 percent in Spain and
37 percent in Portugal.43 Accession to the EC had little obvious im-
pact on export growth (which had already accelerated prior to entry)
but occasioned a shift in its direction toward Western Europe. The
EC’s share of Spanish imports and exports rose from one-third to
two-thirds within a few years of membership. The growth of trade
was not, however, accompanied by Asian-style investment rates; in-
vestment/GDP ratios averaged 21 percent in Spain and 30 percent
in Portugal (compared to 30–40 percent in Japan and the newly in-
dustrialized countries [NICs]).44

Tables 4 and 5 above provide some information on the factor
content of this trade. Spanish and Portuguese exports are increas-
ingly R&D–intensive, although this change occurred later in Portu-
gal (mainly after 1992), coincident with a shift in the composition of
inward FDI (see below). Portuguese exports have also shifted out of
low-skilled, labor-intensive sectors in favor of moderately skill- and
labor-intensive activities.

The Role of FDI. FDI was substantial in the first post-liberaliza-
tion decade, averaging nearly 1 percent of GDP in both Spain and
Portugal.45 It then rose to 2.1 percent and 2.3 percent of GDP respec-
tively in 1986–92.46 Foreign investment accounted for more than a
tenth of all investment in Spain and for an even higher share in
Portugal (see Table 12 above).

Foreign firms were initially attracted to Spain by the desire for
access to the home market. Low labor costs were not a major factor
(FDI was in fact concentrated in relatively high labor cost areas
around Madrid and in Catalonia).47 The Portuguese market being
smaller, foreign firms were attracted more by low labor costs and
export potential.48

The pattern of investment flows was shaped by tariffs, subsi-
dies, regulation, and privatization. Spain and Portugal both re-
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stricted foreign ownership until the mid-1980s, when liberalization
accompanied EC accession.49 Privatization and deregulation of the
banking, telecommunications, and transportation sectors also
helped attract a critical mass of foreign investment, especially into
services. In Portugal, tax and financial benefits amounting to as
much as 30 percent of investment succeeded in attracting major in-
vestments in auto components.50

As in Eastern Europe, Iberian FIEs have a greater propensity to
export than domestic-owned firms.51 In Spain, FIEs employ more
skilled labor than domestic-owned firms, undertake more R&D, and
import more technology (as measured by their expenditures on li-
censing fees).52 Compared to domestic-owned firms, FIEs in Portugal
are larger and more capital-intensive and pay higher wages.

FDI in Portugal has been associated with the production of
standardized components using low-wage labor. There is less evi-
dence of its leading to indigenous product development and R&D.53

The recent movement of FIEs into services and integrated manufac-
turing (like auto components) has been accompanied by only a lim-
ited increase in domestic component sourcing, training, and
cooperation with domestic research institutions.

There is some evidence that FIEs in Spain are using more mod-
ern technologies and undertaking greater product innovation.54 The
foreign (usually German) managers who accompanied foreign pur-
chases of newly privatized firms—who took part in the so-called
“flight to the sun”—helped to diffuse managerial skills (especially
around Madrid and in Catalonia, where FDI and foreign manage-
ment were highly concentrated). FIEs in Spain have never been low-
wage-oriented, and the size of the domestic market and the roles of
Barcelona and Madrid as regional centers may have helped by al-
lowing FDI to achieve a critical mass where domestic spillovers be-
came significant.

Implications. Spain and Portugal emerged from dictatorship
with structural and macroeconomic problems similar to those facing
the CEECs. After a few rocky years they achieved solid growth based
on domestic restructuring (reallocating resources from industry to
services and from agriculture and industry to expanding manufac-
turing activities), integration with the EU, immigrant remittances,
and inflows of FDI and regional aid. Investment rates, while above
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OECD averages, have been modest by East Asian standards, as has
been government intervention. Instead, Iberian growth has been
propelled by exports and foreign investment. Exports, primarily to
the EU, have allowed domestic producers to exploit economies of
scale and scope. FDI has provided modest technological spillovers
(more in Spain than in Portugal) as FIEs have begun producing com-
ponents as part of global production networks.

Spanish FIEs’ relatively high levels of technology licensing,
R&D, and backward linkages to domestic suppliers are encouraging
for Central Europe. Hungary and the Czech Republic even more
than Spain twenty years ago possess the skilled labor, infrastructure,
and locational advantages which allow countries to serve as regional
platforms for MNCs.55 But a key lesson from Spain is that the spil-
lover effects of these activities are pronounced only when a critical
mass of foreign investment develops. Tax and other financial incen-
tives can help bring this about, but a key role for government is
opening up infrastructure and service sectors to privatization and
foreign investment.

Portugal, with its smaller population, greater openness, lower
incomes, and larger share of labor-intensive sectors (including cloth-
ing and textiles), better approximates conditions in Eastern (as op-
posed to Central) Europe. The Portuguese case reminds us that there
is no guarantee that a low-wage country providing an export plat-
form for foreign firms will benefit from significant backward link-
ages into component production, let alone give rise to domestic
product design and R&D.

Moreover, there are reasons to question whether Eastern
Europe can match even Portugal’s achievements. Capital formation
in Portugal was stimulated not just by FDI, but also by remittances
from Portuguese citizens working elsewhere in the EU; it is implau-
sible that a Western Europe already saddled with high unemploy-
ment will permit the equally free entry of Bulgarian or Romanian
labor until such time, well into the twenty-first century, when these
countries are admitted to the EU. In addition, aid transfers from the
EU were important for both their macroeconomic effects and prim-
ing the pump for FDI. While new East European members of the EU
will continue to receive Structural Fund transfers for some years, it
seems unlikely that the cash-strapped incumbent members will be
willing to finance transfers on the scale enjoyed by Portugal in the
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1980s. Finally, an important component of the Portuguese story that
has little to do with trade and FDI is the large decline in real wages
that occurred in 1977–85, which was not completely offset during the
1986–91 boom. This reflected Portugal’s unique political situation; it
seems unlikely that it could be replicated in Eastern Europe today.

Another lesson of Iberian experience is that while a FDI-inten-
sive development strategy holds out the promise of technology spill-
overs and foreign finance, it is also a source of macroeconomic
vulnerability. The high levels of FDI of the initial years of EC mem-
bership have not been sustained.56 Meanwhile, export growth has
fallen off from the levels of the first post-liberalization decade.57 The
large current account deficits financed by foreign investment (espe-
cially in the case of Spain) created adjustment problems when the
capital inflow fell off since large shifts in the trade balance were
required.

A final lesson from Iberia is the importance of limiting interfer-
ence in labor markets, limiting social safety nets which hinder re-
gional and intersectoral adjustment, and restraining real wage
growth. The extensive regulation of the Spanish labor market is a
legacy of Franco, while the burdensome social safety net installed in
the 1970s can be understood as a well-intentioned but misguided
attempt to cushion the need for sectoral adjustment. One can imag-
ine that East European governments, inheritors of a similar legacy,
might succumb to excessive labor regulation and excessive safety
nets, given the social dislocations associated with restructuring and
EU pressure to harmonize domestic arrangements with those of the
advanced industrial countries.

CONCLUSION

The CEECs have displayed widely disparate trade performance
since the beginning of the transition. Hungary and the Czech Repub-
lic have had some success moving into the production and export of
more technologically sophisticated, higher-value-added goods,
while Bulgaria and Slovakia have continued to specialize, sometimes
increasingly, in low-skill, low-value-added goods. Poland and Ro-
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mania are intermediate cases. In Poland, different parts of the econ-
omy show each of these tendencies. In Romania, performance is very
different in different periods—significantly better after 1994 than
before.

In accounting for these patterns, our analysis points to the im-
portance of FDI and OPT. FDI has been an engine of technological
and organizational learning, but it has been significant only in Hun-
gary, the Czech Republic, and, most recently, Poland. OPT is widely
spread and helps to explain the strong export performance of the
region. But the technological and organizational implications of OPT
are less obviously favorable; in particular, it does not encourage the
development of differentiated, price-insensitive export products that
offer countries insulation from foreign competition.

Thus it appears that the integration of the CEECs into the
international division of labor is taking different forms in different
countries. FDI is integrating the more advanced economies into
multinational production networks, not merely as manufacturers of
components, but also as integrated manufacturers with the capacity
to undertake product development and R&D. FDI-based production
is largely found in sectors like electronics and motor vehicles, char-
acterized by strong backward linkages. In the region’s less ad-
vanced economies, where FDI is largely absent, integration into the
world economy takes the form of OPT and assembly which affords
less opportunity for investment in human capital, employment of
skilled labor, and local R&D. It is found in low-wage, labor-inten-
sive, technologically unsophisticated sectors like textiles, apparel,
and footwear, thought to afford few domestic spillovers.58

How can governments manage this process? A realistic strategy
must acknowledge three facts. First, these economies are latecomers.
While countries like Czechoslovakia were once among the high-in-
come elite and even under central planning possessed some capacity
to produce technologically sophisticated goods (mainly in connec-
tion with military needs), there is a significant technology gap be-
tween high-value-added industries in Eastern Europe and their
counterparts in Western Europe and Asia. As a latecomer, Eastern
Europe’s essential task is not to invent new products and processes
but to tap the existing stock of technological knowledge and adapt
it to local conditions.
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In addition, these countries must integrate into an existing eco-
nomic order. In an earlier era, when many countries restricted inward
foreign investment and few provided a hospitable environment for
MNCs, countries like Japan and Korea could license foreign technolo-
gies, but today, when economic liberalization is sweeping the world
and many countries are competing for foreign investment, global
corporations have better alternatives than sharing their proprietary
knowledge. A licensing strategy that was feasible two decades ago is
not feasible today. This leaves no alternative to FDI and OPT.

Finally, Eastern Europe possesses a distinctive political inheri-
tance. Two generations of totalitarianism have left its citizens leery
of strong governments and organizations. Bureaucrats, managers,
and trade union leaders are not held in high esteem. Attempts to
provide “economic governance” would not enjoy public support or
be resistant to capture.

The CEECs thus have no alternative to what we term the Ibe-
rian model. This means capitalizing on proximity to West European
markets, access to which can be locked in by accession to the EU. It
means acquiring technological and organizational know-how
through FDI and OPT. For the less advanced countries of the region,
where location, infrastructure, and politics imply that there are
fewer prospects for attracting FDI, it means exploiting their com-
parative advantage in low-wage, labor-intensive sectors like textiles
and apparel.

Governments can contribute to this process. Those of the EU
can agree to a timetable for the accession of the most advanced East
European countries in a manner that does not saddle them with
expensive social programs and restrictions on their sales of sensitive
products. Those of Eastern Europe can make the environment for
FDI and OPT more attractive and encourage intellectual and organ-
izational spillovers by privatizing infrastructure and services and
opening these sectors to foreign investment. They can pursue stable
policies, improve infrastructure, and invest in human capital. They
can place domestic producers in a competitive environment that
provides incentives for learning. Miracle growth like East Asia’s will
not result. But if the goal is convergence with the West at Spanish
and Portuguese rates, there are grounds for hope.
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NOTES

We thank György Szapáry for helpful comments. The opinions expressed
here do not reflect those of the OECD or its member countries.

 1. Tables and figures referred to in the text can be found in an earlier version
of this study at http://brie.berkeley.edu/BRIE.

 2. In this paper we focus on Eastern Europe narrowly defined, putting aside
the successor states of the former Yugoslavia and the former USSR, includ-
ing the Baltic states, whose cases differ in important respects.

 3. See, for example, World Bank (1993). To be sure, the East Asian miracle
looks less miraculous since that study was published. Commentators now
suggest that the East Asian recipe might be appropriate for the early stages
of industrialization (the period of “extensive growth”), when the problem
is to import known technologies and embody them in large amounts of
physical investment, but less appropriate for later stages (the period of
“intensive growth”), when the problem is increasingly to stimulate inno-
vation and total factor productivity growth.

 4. As we shall see, in Hungary enterprises with some foreign ownership
account for 70 percent of total exports. In Poland OPT accounts for a quarter
of total exports and more than 80 percent of exports of light industry, the
most vibrant part of the economy.

 5. Another case worthy of comparison is Ireland, where FDI is widely seen
as a dominant factor in the growth of exports and as a conduit for the
adoption of advanced technologies. FDI is seen as having been attracted
by Ireland’s access to the EU market, the provision of tax incentives, and
the existence of an English-speaking labor force. See De la Fuente and Vives
(1997) and the references cited there.

 6. There are several obvious justifications for this focus on trade. In a period
when economic statistics are still incomplete, data on East European trade
are relatively abundant and organized into standard international catego-
ries. In a world of increasingly globalized markets, and especially for econo-
mies that seek to enter the EU, trade and international competitiveness are
critical to economic success. Trade is affected by domestic factors and the
external environment and as such sheds light on the sets of two forces
operating on these economies. And trade has been critical to the success of
the two cases which the economies of the region seek to emulate: Western
Europe after World War II and East Asia since the 1970s.

 7. For Romania, this is a relatively recent development. There, economic stag-
nation through 1994 was followed by a dramatic reversal in 1995–96, fol-
lowing a significant change in policy regime.

 8. Romania and Bulgaria are the most similar to one another, but Bulgaria is
also similar to Hungary, the Czech Republic, and Slovakia.

 9. Note the similarity with Spain and Portugal. As of 1988, none of the CEECs
is at all similar to Spain, and only the leading CEEC exporter, Hungary,
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displays any similarity with Portugal. By 1996, in contrast, one can see a
substantial convergence toward export structures of the sort evident in
Portugal, particularly on the part of the middle-income CEECs (Poland and
Slovakia). In contrast, only the Czech Republic and Slovakia show signs of
resembling Spain, presumably reflecting the importance of the automotive
sector.

10. The CEECs also have an advantage in low value to weight commodities
because of the physical proximity to Western Europe.

11. The European Commission analysis was disaggregated to the three-digit
level but used factor intensities derived from West European data.

12. For different measures of changes in composition, see Hoekman and
Djankov (1996).

13. The assumption is that unit values are reasonable proxies for value-added.
The problem with it is that changes in unit values will also be affected to
some extent by movements in the world prices of the commodities in ques-
tion. The Economic Commission for Europe (ECE), which examined the
ratio of export to import unit values, found this to be even more true for
total exports, though it also found rising unit values for manufacturing
exports. Hoekman, by contrast, presented unit values for several key com-
modities for individual countries and concluded that unit values were
rising for most countries for most commodities.

14. It is still possible that the improvements in trade performance evident in
1994–95 reflect cyclical factors—in particular, strengthening West European
demands for the products of Eastern Europe. This picture is consistent with
our hypothesis that the granting of Generalized System of Preferences
(GSP) status in 1991 was important for the transition, insofar as this event
coincided with a marked improvement in CEEC trade performance in 1992.

15. Unit value ratios were calculated for the thirty-five most important three-
digit SITC sectors in terms of OPT exports. These accounted for 85 percent
of CEEC6 OPT exports to the EU in 1996. Three simple unweighted aver-
ages were calculated: a simple average, an average which excluded obser-
vations we judged to be outliers, and an average which excluded observa-
tions that were at more than half the average difference between the
minimum and maximum values for that country and year.

16. We rank three-digit SITC categories using the conventions followed in
Aiginer and Wolfmayr-Schnitzer (1996). By considering the share of high,
moderate, and low price-sensitive exports, we can examine the potential
ability of countries to capture rents associated with the production of more
differentiated products.

17. As a study by the European Commission based on 1993–94 data concluded:
“The largest gains in competitiveness in manufacturing exports were ob-
served between 1988 and 1991, which suggests that the initial reforms and
liberalization of trade and payments, including convertibility, had probably
a stronger impact on competitiveness than the implementation of associa-
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tion agreements and the resulting better access to EU markets which [fol-
lowed]” (p. 50).

18. Although Kaminski (1993) calculates ratios of exports to quotas in excess
of 100 percent prior to the negotiation of the association agreements, sug-
gesting that pre-agreement quotas were binding and that EU liberalization
could have been important, others suggest that such high average ex-
port/quota ratios reflect binding quotas on a narrow range of CEEC exports
and that for the majority of categories Eastern Europe did not come close
to bumping up against quota limits. Even where quotas were filled, they
did not necessarily preclude additional exports to the West; East European
exporters could export above quota by paying a relatively modest tariff on
the additional exports. Assessment is further complicated by the fact that
for sensitive sectors—the so-called five-year group or Annex III, MFA
group, and items under the European Coal and Steel Community
(ECSC)—quotas are in the midst of being phased out.

19. Agreements with the EU and accession to the GATT and the WTO resulted
in the reduction of import as well as export barriers. Cuts in import barriers
partly explain the rapid growth of imports of foodstuffs and other con-
sumer items, though pent-up demand for Western quality and brand names
has also been important. Thus Eastern Europe’s commitment to reduce and
eliminate remaining barriers between 1997 and 2001 may further stimulate
the already high growth rate of imports. This will pose difficulties for
governments, like Poland’s, which already face strong protectionist pres-
sures at home.

20. Alternative estimates of the magnitude of FDI vary significantly. The fig-
ures we utilize are drawn from IMF balance of payments data. Figures
produced by the WIIW in Vienna show a similar pattern over time: total
inflows of $10 billion, $9 billion in 1996, and an estimated $8 billion in 1997.

21. United Nations (1995) notes that the stock of FDI in Eastern Europe remains
below that of Argentina, a single, middle-sized, semi-industrialized econ-
omy.

22. As late as 1992, Hungary accounted for 55 percent of the region’s accumu-
lated stock of FDI. Ninety-one of the top two hundred Hungarian firms
have foreign ownership. Poland and the Czech Republic came in a distant
second and third.

23. Privatization also accelerated, and the reestablishment of international
creditworthiness with the London and Paris Club deals was no doubt im-
portant.

24. Data for Czech manufacturing in 1994 confirm the Hungarian results: FIEs
accounted for 16.4 percent of exports, compared to 10.2 percent of fixed
capital and 7.5 percent of employment. Exports accounted for 41 percent
of their sales, versus 31 percent for domestic firms (Zemplínerová 1996).
Confirming the heavy import bias and higher labor productivity found in
Hungary, the share of FIEs in value-added in the Czech Republic was lower
than their share in output and higher than their share in employment.
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25. A similar tendency for FIEs to export a disproportionate share of their
output (and to import a disproportionate share of their inputs—see below)
has been found for other countries, although these propensities have been
found to decline with time. See McAleese and McDonald (1978).

26. Whether FDI-related trade and investment are associated with productivity
spillovers and positive linkages to domestic firms is a separate question,
to which we turn below.

27. Growth was most rapid in 1991–92 and 1995, strongly suggesting that OPT
exports are pro-cyclical, acting as the marginal source of production for EU
manufacturers.

28. In 1988 Hungary accounted for about 35 percent of the region’s OPT exports
to the EU, with another 28 and 26 percent coming from Romania and
Poland. By 1996 Poland’s share had matched Hungary’s in 1988, with Hun-
gary, Romania, and the Czech Republic all with slightly less than 20 percent
each. Though OPT exports are important in Bulgaria, that country accounts
for a tiny share of total CEEC exports; therefore, Bulgarian OPT exports
account for only a small share of the region’s total.

29. Interestingly, the countries with growing OPT exports in the newer sectors
tended to be the four Višegrad countries, which are also displaying more
ability to export the products of new sectors according to our other meas-
ures.

30. In addition, Polands’s ability to capitalize on its location was presumably
facilitated by early macroeconomic stabilization.

31. For a survey, see Blomstrom and Kokko (1996). Markusen and Venables
(1997) provide a model of the mechanisms discussed in this subsection and
references to the literature.

32. Riedel (1975), for example, argues that technology spillovers were impor-
tant for the development of manufacturing in Hong Kong, where FIEs have
long been prominent.

33. Thus in the Czech Republic, Volkswagen transferred skills to indigenous
managers following its acquisition of Skoda by having pairs of managers,
one Czech and one expatriate, work together as a team and by sending its
Czech managers abroad to study and work.

34. Market-access spillovers are purported to have been important in East Asia,
where firms acquired marketing skills through contacts with Japanese trad-
ing companies (Hone 1974).

35. See United Nations (1995: 116 and passim).

36. Rodrik has applied his model to the East Asian experience. Three features
of his account stand out. First, once coordination problems were solved,
East Asian economies could exploit the existing backlog of technology
because they possessed adequate levels of human capital. Second, trade
was important for providing access to imported capital goods. Third, ex-
ports were a consequence rather than a cause of the acceleration in East
Asian economic growth.
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37. In East Asia (Campos and Root 1996)—as in post–World War II Western
Europe (Eichengreen 1996)—governments encouraged wage moderation
by building institutions (deliberative councils in East Asia, workplace co-
determination in Germany) and pursuing policies (carrots like land reform
in East Asia and the welfare state in Europe, sticks like the favorable tax
treatment of investment in both places) to ensure workers that wage re-
straint would result in additional investment (rather than simply higher
distributed profits), increased productivity, and ultimately improved living
standards.

38. For example, it can create institutes for management education and encour-
age training abroad.

39. In addition, the existence of a strong state can support the pursuit of stable
macroeconomic policies (an aspect of transition that we do not explicitly
deal with here). In particular, to frame sound and stable monetary and fiscal
policies, the executive and central bank must be insulated from politicians
whose time horizon extends only as far as the next election. To encourage
participation in the formal sector, the government must operate an efficient
and equitable tax system, or it will be forced to raise tax rates to onerous
levels on those firms which have not already fled to the underground
economy.

40. Poland passed limited civil service protection in January 1997, but imple-
mentation has been slow and so far covers only a few hundred employees.
In Romania, a civil service law was being considered by parliament in the
spring of 1998.

41. Spain and Poland are of comparable size, as are Portugal, the Czech Re-
public, and Hungary. Openness is comparable for Spain and Poland and
only slightly lower in Portugal than in the smaller CEECs. In terms of
external openness, the ratio of exports and imports to GDP for Portugal,
on a national accounts basis, increased from 42 percent in 1976 to 60 percent
in 1986 and 66 percent in 1994. For Spain, the comparable figures are 32,
38, and 47 percent. Recent figures for the CEECs show the Czech Republic
at 108 percent, Hungary at 65 percent, and Poland at 47 percent (calculated
on a national accounts basis from OECD data base). Per capita GDP in the
Višegrad Four is a bit less than half that in Portugal and Spain but close to
Iberian levels in the early 1980s, measured at purchasing power parity. The
ratio of per capita incomes was somewhat higher in the case of the Czech
Republic (at 70–80 percent), whereas at the other end of the spectrum
Bulgaria and Romania have roughly similar though rapidly diverging lev-
els (30–40 percent, respectively).

42. In Spain, state ownership of heavy industry was a result of a system of central
planning which was not dissimilar to that in Eastern Europe. Extensive na-
tionalization of already existing large enterprises, often conglomerates, oc-
curred in Portugal after the 1975 revolution. As of 1988, Portugal, with
Greece and Italy, had one of the largest public enterprise sectors in the
EC—14.5 percent of nonagricultural business sectors employment. While
Spain’s public enterprises were a much smaller share of employment—7.5
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percent—public financial support to this sector averaged 2.4 percent from
1977 to 1985, reaching a peak of 3.7 percent in 1984. As for protection, Spain’s
nominal and effective protection rates prior to EC membership are estimated
at 15.1 and 24.7 percent, excluding quotas and other non-tariff barriers.
These subsequently fell to 4.9 and 4.1 percent respectively (OECD, Economic
Survey of Spain 1990–91: table 15). The converse of underdeveloped service
sectors—namely, excessively large agricultural and industrial sectors—im-
plied, as it has in Eastern Europe, a double-barreled problem of transition,
with the potential for producing high unemployment. The share of total
employment in agriculture was 36 and 21 percent in Portugal and Spain
respectively in 1976. The industrial sector in Spain and Portugal accounted
for 37 and 35 percent of employment in 1975. Even by the time of EC mem-
bership agricultural employment had fallen to only 22 and 12 percent re-
spectively and as of 1994 was 11 and 7 percent. Agricultural productivity
still remains low, with agriculture accounting for 4.6 percent of Spanish GDP
in 1994. Spain (again like the CEECs) quickly established social welfare sys-
tems similar to those found elsewhere in the EC, with the attendant labor
market problems, compounding the problem of the double transition.

43. Current OECD projections for both countries see real GDP growth remain-
ing under 3 percent through 1998, only slightly higher than the EU average.

44. Over the 1977–96 period as a whole, they expanded at double-digit rates.

45. These investment/GDP ratios are for 1977–91. In any case, the higher fig-
ures for Portugal were sustained by large inflows of EU regional aid. For
Portugal, combined investment by the central and local government, public
enterprises, and private sector investment cofinanced with the EC ac-
counted for an average of 72 percent of total investment from 1986 to 1989.
Total gross inflows from EC Structural Funds alone averaged 2.1 percent
of Portuguese GDP from 1986 to 1993, which were 80–90 percent of gross
financial inflows from the EC (see OECD, Economic Survey of Portugal
1991–92, 1993).

46. These statistics are for the period 1976–86.

47. Corado (1998) reports slightly different figures of FDI ratios of 0.7 percent
of GDP and 2.5 percent of gross fixed capital formation (GFCF) between
1976 and 1985, increasing to 3.1 percent of GDP (12 percent of GFCF) in
1986–92. FDI reached peaks of 2.5 and 4.0 percent respectively in 1990.

48. Various regression analyses of the determinants of FDI inflows to Spain
emphasize the importance of domestic market access, availability of skilled
workers, and infrastructure and explicitly reject unit labor costs, and this
is equally true of the sectoral distribution.

49. The weight that should be attached to low unit labor cost in FDI is disputed.
Corado (1998) argues that FDI was primarily attracted into industries char-
acterized by undifferentiated products and mature technologies (metal and
nonmetallic mineral products) or technology-intensive industries (machin-
ery, equipment, and transport equipment) and not labor-intensive indus-
tries. At the same time, Corado finds a high correlation between labor costs
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and the share of exports in total sales. By contrast, Simoes (1992) argues
that low labor costs were the primary attraction, even if labor-intensive
industries (food and beverages, textiles, footwear) were not the primary
targets.

50. These changes facilitated the increase in FDI in services and other new
sectors discussed above. The initial program of 1988 only undertook pri-
vatization of minority shares and limited foreign participation to 5 percent.
After full privatization (which was launched in 1989) commenced, foreign
participation in privatization was gradually raised to 30–40 percent (as of
1993), with actual participation based on case-by-case considerations that
generally limited foreign participation to a 25 percent share. Furthermore,
safeguard clauses were put in place initially, though never used, which
discriminated against non-EC investors. Priority was given to the financial
sector, explaining the large share of this sector in total inflows.

51. Foreign firms operating in Portugal now include Ford, GM, and Volks-
wagen. Waves of foreign investment in these sectors occurred both in the
early 1980s and again in recent years. Prior to 1986, autos and auto com-
ponents, chemicals, and electronics accounted for half of all projects and
nearly 80 percent of investment receiving subsidies. These sectors also
received some preferential tariff treatment. Other incentives targeted infor-
mation technology, biotechnology, ceramics and plastics, hospital and sur-
gical equipment, food processing, and tourism.

52. Again as in Eastern Europe, they also have a higher propensity to import,
arguably contributing to the problem of trade deficits. This is particularly
true for majority-owned FIEs. One study of Spain (cited by Duran Torres
1992) showed that as of 1989 exports accounted for 50 percent of FIE pro-
duction, and as of 1990 five of the six largest exporters were FIEs (all were
auto companies). The same study showed that FIEs accounted for 25 per-
cent of the Spanish trade deficit in 1989, as compared with 12 percent of
Spanish GDP. Martin and Velazquez’s (1996) analysis confirmed this result
for the 1983–89 period and also showed that FIE import propensities were
several times higher.

53. By contrast, there was little difference between domestic firms and FIEs in
terms of labor productivity. Bajo and Torres (forthcoming) found that FIE-
dominated sectors were characterized by higher productivity and greater
technology intensity.

54. What Simoes (1992) characterizes as product specialists or strategic majors.
The former are responsible for developing, manufacturing, and marketing
specific products for regional or world markets and have substantial do-
mestic technological content. Strategic majors are the same but more
so—i.e., they can develop entirely new lines of business and with even
more local technological and design content, and in fact may have as their
role maximizing access to local technological developments.

55. Duran Torres (1992) presents evidence from a 1988 survey of Spanish firms
that the subsidiaries of MNCs were four times as likely as publicly owned
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Spanish companies to be innovating new products and processes and twice
as likely as private domestic Spanish companies. He also presents evidence
from the balance of payments on imports and exports (payments and re-
ceipts) for technology licensing, but this appears to be somewhat contra-
dictory regarding the relative role of domestic- and foreign-owned firms.
As of 1989, he states “80 percent of the number of transactions and almost
70 percent of the payments are in the hands of domestic Spanish firms,
with no foreign capital. The majority-owned subsidiaries account for 15
percent of the transactions and 27 percent of the payments” (p. 239). How-
ever, in the context of a discussion of new product innovation, he states
that “MNC subsidiaries are on average the most active in the introduction
of new products or processes. The imports and exports of technology are
concentrated in relatively few firms. Thus the top hundred import compa-
nies pay about 70 percent of the total and about 20 of them are responsible
for 50 percent of total payments. Out of these, three-quarters are subsidi-
aries of multinational companies.” It is not clear what this tells us about
technology transfer in terms of economywide diffusion, as opposed to
embodiment in particular products.

55. Poland has in common with Spain a large domestic market. In fact, trans-
portation infrastructure is often superior in density, if not quality, to that
in Iberia. Gual and Martin (1995) show that Hungary had a denser system
of railways and public roads than Spain, as well as having the Danube.
Hungary also has a higher share of secondary and university graduates
than Spain (see their table 6.13).

56. Apart from bursts associated with privatization. In addition, foreign in-
vestment has been constrained by the sluggishness of the European econ-
omy as a whole, even though export growth has remained high. The burst
of FDI provoked by trade policy, privatization, and financial incentives was
followed by a slump. This time profile now seems to be occurring in Eastern
Europe in a more compressed fashion. For example, in the Czech Republic,
as in Iberia, FDI inflows appear to have slowed and to have grown increas-
ingly dependent on the pace of privatization.

57. While Spanish exports have risen relative to 1986–91 levels, they were
unusually stagnant during this period. Portuguese export growth has fallen
by a third relative to 1986–91 levels and by two-thirds relative to 1977–85.

58. This bifurcation resembles the pattern evident until recently in the contrast-
ing experiences of Spain and Portugal.
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INTERNATIONAL PRODUCTION NETWORKS
IN THE AUTO INDUSTRY: CENTRAL AND

EASTERN EUROPE AS THE LOW END OF THE
WEST EUROPEAN CAR COMPLEXES1

Rob van Tulder and Winfried Ruigrok2

Automakers have been among the first Western companies to
enter the Central and East European countries (CEECs). In both pro-
duction and distribution, International Production Networks (IPNs)
are emerging which link Western Europe with the CEECs. This paper
identifies four types of such IPNs in Europe—front-runner, follower,
peripheral, and lock-out networks—which represent diminishing de-
grees of involvement in the CEECs. It explores these networks in
terms of the automakers’ domestic bargaining setting, the dynamism
of the internationalization process, the reception in the host coun-
tries, and the patterns of intra-European trade that result from their
rise. It concludes that the nature of these IPNs affects CEECs’ pros-
pects of integrating into the European Union (EU) and developing
autonomous domestic industrial structures.

Throughout the Soviet era, the auto industry symbolized the
centrally planned economies’ ambition to provide their citizens con-
sumption levels comparable to those of the free market economies.
Car production was substantial. In 1988, auto production in Central
and Eastern Europe (CEE) (including the former East Germany, ex-
cluding the former Yugoslavia) was estimated at 3.2 million units.
At least nine independent producers of substantial volumes of cars
existed in CEE (excluding the former Soviet Union): Wartburg and
Trabant of the German Democratic Republic, FSM and FSO of Po-
land, Skoda in Czechoslovakia, Industrije Motornih Vozil (IMV) in
Slovenia, Zastava Yugo Automobili (the Serbian producer of the
Yugo brand), and Dacia and Oltcit in Romania.3
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Ten years later, the picture has changed entirely. Large segments
of the CEE auto industry have come under the control of Western
volume producers, mostly through takeovers rather than the estab-
lishment of greenfield sites. Seven of the nine producers are now
majority-owned by Western carmakers, while Yugo was close to oblit-
eration as a result of the Bosnian crisis. East of this takeover “battle-
field,” the Russian car industry seems to have been less affected: none
of the big producers has yet been taken over, and Russian and Ukrain-
ian producers still dominate the former Soviet markets.

Foreign investments in the auto industry have played a central
role in the transformation of the CEECs. In many cases, individual
car manufacturers’ investments represent the largest investments
ever.4 While a major lure for foreign investors has been the prospect
of the region’s some 330 million consumers, early expectations about
auto sales have proven too optimistic. It was initially forecast that
regional auto consumption could reach 3 million units by the year
2000 (Financial Times, 11 December 1990; hereafter cited as FT). In
reality, sales in most CEECs declined after the breakup of the Council
of Mutual Economic Assistance (CMEA). In Poland (by far the big-
gest market after Russia), new car sales dropped by half from around
284,000 units in 1990 to under 143,000 only a few years later. Sales
eventually bounced back, reaching 264,000 units in 1995 and 373,000
units in 1996 (FT, 26 March 1997). Sales in seven CEE car mar-
kets—Bulgaria, the Czech Republic, Hungary, Poland, Romania,
Slovakia, and Slovenia—are expected to rise by at least 10 percent a
year to reach more than 1 million in 2000 (FT, 28 February 1996). Such
prospects are good news for West European producers, which, ac-
cording to EIU/Autofact 1997 estimates, have operated at 33 percent
below capacity, turning out 6 million fewer cars than they could.5

While the expanded European regional market allows auto pro-
ducers to pursue expanded economies of scale, the integration of
CEEC also enables a new intrafirm division of labor based on an
expanded variety of locations and factor costs. These characteristics
are not sufficient to explain why car producers in the West European
market have adopted notably different strategies in CEE. This study
examines the investment strategies of the leading foreign car pro-
ducers in CEE and puts forward an explanation for the range of
varying outcomes. It consists of four main sections. The first reviews
the nature of core firm internationalization strategies in general. We
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explain that these strategies are basically a function of both the com-
pany’s home country conditions—or what we term the “domestic
car complex”—and the structure of the international market. The
second section analyzes the shape of the emerging IPNs in CEE and
the way they get embedded in the carmaker’s overall internationali-
zation strategies. The third section looks at the CEE reception of the
foreign automakers and the influence of national policies on produc-
tion strategies. The conclusion addresses the future configuration of
the European automotive industry after the year 2000. Different ar-
guments have been put forward: while some authors emphasize the
continued influence of national and regional differences (Sadler
1996: 7), others suggest that CEE will be incorporated into the Euro-
pean “car system” (Banville and Chanaron 1991), possibly leading
to the disintegration of national industries (Bordenave and Lung
1996). Finally, we trace the influence of auto industry investments
and restructuring on domestic and international politics.

CAR PRODUCTION NETWORKS AND
INTERNATIONALIZATION STRATEGIES

The most important actors in the car industry are the end pro-
ducers. They have orchestrated various types of production net-
works in the home economies. Figure 1 displays the resulting
positions of the core firms along the two network dimensions of this
research project: open/closed and vertical/horizontal. The figure
allows for a “medium” position on the two dimensions. It shows that
sometimes firms from different regions share a larger number of
characteristics than firms from the same region. Fiat and General
Motors (GM) resemble each other in their networking approach,
while the commonalties in the networks around (for instance) PSA
(Peugeot, Citroën, and Talbot) with the Daewoo network are remark-
able. The most “open” network can be considered that of the Swed-
ish producer Volvo. Having to deal with such sizeable and strong
external actors as industrial banks, large numbers of strong foreign
suppliers, strong trade unions, and an influential government, the
company has the least influence over its network. The most “closed”
network can be considered that of Toyota: it has organized a large
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Figure 1
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number of actors, including local and national governments, trade
unions, and financiers, in a network of structural control. Most ver-
tically integrated car producers aim at volume production, whereas
most luxury producers operate in more open networks.

The context for these networks is the series of ongoing changes
in the organization of the global auto industry. The core firms have
different types of internationalization strategies at their disposal
which can be linked directly to the properties of the home network
(Ruigrok and van Tulder 1991, 1995). Four specific internationaliza-
tion strategies are normally distinguished in the car industry, each
containing an increasing degree of “local content”:

· Exports of complete cars;

· Exports and local assembly of cars that are slightly disassembled
(semi-knocked-down, or SKD);

· Substantial local assembly of cars (completely knocked-down,
or CKD);

· Integrated local manufacturing (sometimes referred to as built-
up manufacturing).

The first two strategies are primarily aimed at serving the local
market, leaving the home car complex relatively untouched. The
latter two strategies often function in an international division of
labor strategy and can serve as a first step toward a reimportation
intended to influence the bargaining relations in the car complex at
home. In cases where firms export complete cars to another country,
the degree of local integration of the network is zero. In cases of
complete and integrated (built-up) manufacturing, a car firm wants
to locate production as well as supply in the country in which it is
investing.

In the mid-1990s only a few core firms in the car industry had
spread integrated production over the regions of the so-called Triad
(Europe, North America, and Asia). Only the Japanese producers
Toyota and Nissan (and to a much lesser extent Honda and Mitsubishi)
produced substantial volumes of cars throughout. It is estimated that
Japanese firms produce around 1.8 million cars in the United States,
0.5 million in Europe, and 8 million in Japan. The internationalizing
Japanese car complexes have aimed at producing locally for local markets,
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which we call a glocalization strategy. The more production value firms
locate in host countries, the more captive suppliers follow in order to
(re)create the same closed network structure locally. These companies
have not planned substantial reimports into their country of origin.
Only Honda has aimed at reimports to the Japanese market. This
strategic stance illustrates the relatively weak position of Honda in
the Japanese bargaining environment, making it the vertical keiretsu
with the lowest degree of vertical integration and the most open
production and distribution networks in the local market. For in-
stance, of the relatively small volume of cars that were exported from
the United States to Japan in 1996, Honda-U.S. delivered the largest
part, making it the leading exporter as well as reimporter of cars from
the United States to Japan.

Ford and GM have been the American core companies that have
gone the farthest in forging an internal international division of la-
bor, an approach which we term a globalization strategy. This strategy
entails the spread of production and supply through multiple-sour-
cing agreements in many countries and regions. Firms that have
invested in regional production networks have aimed at reimporting
substantial volumes of finished cars back into the home markets. The
threat of reimports puts the domestic bargaining arena under pres-
sure: local suppliers might have to compete with foreign suppliers
at lower prices, and firms can ask trade unions to lower their wage
claims and increase their flexibility. In the mid-1990s, however, Ford
and GM essentially operated in only two regions: the United States
and Europe. There they located semi-independent vertically inte-
grated production structures, while SKD and CKD assembly opera-
tions still prevailed in other important (but protected) markets. In
both regions the companies strive for further coordination of the
networks. Ford in particular has been trying to build a new genera-
tion of cars (Mondeo) on the basis of a division of labor between the
United States and Europe. In Europe, the coordination of the IPNs,
spread over the UK, Belgium, and Germany in particular, has gradu-
ally moved from the UK to Germany. The GM network in the United
States can be considered more vertically integrated and closed than
the network of GM in Europe, with Opel in Germany and Vauxhall
in the UK as the most important subsidiaries. The European network
is looser. In the case of Ford the differences between the American
and European networks are less clear. Ford-Europe produces in dif-
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ferent countries throughout Europe, though, which tends to weaken
the cohesion and closure of its production networks. This makes
Ford’s continued efforts to increase coordination under-
standable—for instance, in its Ford 2000 program; such efforts
should increase the degree of central coordination (from the United
States) on a worldwide scale.

Europe’s volume producers (Fiat, PSA, Renault, and Volk-
swagen) have maintained the bulk of their production networks in
Europe. They aim at a regional (but not global) division of labor,
complemented by exports to the rest of the world. Only in South
America have they located substantial production facilities, most of
which house SKD assembly for local markets. Only Fiat aimed at
reimports to its home market. Europe’s luxury producers—Mer-
cedes-Benz and BMW—have maintained a largely domestic produc-
tion base, while serving world markets through exports. To be sure,
in 1992 and 1993 BMW and Mercedes started to locate around 10
percent of production in the United States, their most prominent
market. This strategy may seem a major departure, but it is largely
complementary to their previous export-oriented strategies. BMW
and Mercedes are pressing their suppliers to locate component
manufactures near their U.S. factories, which would increase local
content and reproduce their successful German supply structure in
the United States. BMW and Mercedes thus largely follow the glo-
calization strategy of Toyota and Nissan. Other relocation activities
are not really envisaged, certainly not toward marginal markets.

WHO WENT EAST AND WHY: FIRM STRATEGIES IN CEE

The internationalization strategies of car assemblers in CEE ba-
sically follow the same network logic as they did in the past in other
regions. Following the events of 1989, all car manufacturers were
obviously interested in CEE. The opening up of the region could
solve part of their overcapacity problems, and it presented a poten-
tial market. This section documents the networks that have devel-
oped on the basis of front-runner, follower, peripheral, and lock-out
strategies. The strategies had distinct origins in the producers’ do-
mestic car complexes, and these characteristics also led to compara-
ble properties of the IPNs, including supplier networks. Moreover,
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entry strategies have had distinct consequences for the distribution
structure and the degrees of market penetration. By choosing a
rapid-entry strategy, front-runner firms have been able to create
markets for themselves.

FRONT-RUNNER NETWORKS: ENTRY BY TAKEOVER

In two years’ time, around 90 percent of the production capac-
ity of the CEECs had been acquired by just four Western producers:
Volkswagen (1991), GM/Opel (1991), Fiat (1992), and (to a lesser
extent) Renault (1991). Many of the moves were based on long-es-
tablished historical ties. Fiat had worked closely with the Soviets and
the Poles since 1966, GM-Europe had some thirty years’ experience
in the Hungarian market. To German-based companies, the eastern
part of Germany was a logical objective. Renault had been cooper-
ating with IMV in Slovenia since 1972. Rushing in was necessary,
however, because for every takeover there were many contenders.

These four producers share a number of domestic network
characteristics:

· They belong to vertically integrated and relatively closed net-
works (see Figure 1);

· They are European producers or a relatively independent sub-
sidiary of a U.S. producer (Opel);

· They produce for the volume car segment and aim at the maxi-
mization of their market share;

· At least three had the closest possible links with their own gov-
ernment (Renault and Volkswagen due to direct state owner-
ship, Fiat due to its monopolistic position in Italy); even Opel
has close links with the German government.

Aiming at maximum market share while confronted with consider-
able overcapacity, these firms have been prompted to adopt a rapid-
entry strategy in CEE. The fear of losing out in a new region is
particularly important for firms that compete primarily in the vol-
ume car segment. Volkswagen and Fiat adopted a rapid and rather
aggressive takeover strategy in the Czech Republic (Skoda) and Po-
land (FSM) respectively. Opel was quick but generally more hesitant
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than either of the leading European companies. Renault moved rap-
idly toward a lucrative share of a producer located in a relatively
marginal part of the region.

The involvement of the governments of the largest West Euro-
pean states has been considerable in the first phase of entry. The
front-runner companies acted in conjunction with efforts of the na-
tional governments of Germany, Italy, and France. For instance, East
Germany has been targeted by the West German volume car produc-
ers (including Opel AG) in close consultation with (and financially
backed by) by the federal German government. No other non-Ger-
man firms were capable of acquiring a share in the former DDR car
industry. The East and West German car complexes became effec-
tively integrated. Moreover, negotiations on joint ventures or acqui-
sitions involved not only the respective carmaker and CEE
authorities, but also the West European government of the country
where the carmaker originated. Even though the investments in CEE
are based primarily on firm-specific strategies, governments in Ger-
many (regarding East Germany), Italy (regarding Catholic Poland),
and France (with regard to Renault’s failed bid for Skoda but suc-
cessful bid for IMV) have supported investment plans for a variety
of political and social reasons, such as the wish to promote stability
in this part of Europe. The Italian government has been actively
involved in Fiat’s expansion to Eastern Europe. The Italian State
Export Credit Insurance Agency covered the risks of revenue loss
due to political events and actions by Polish authorities that could
limit FSM production or block exports.

All front-runner firms aimed at the local market as well as at
reimports into Western Europe. A segmentation of production inside
Europe became envisaged, in which the East European part of the
network would produce the lower-end models. So Fiat builds its
Cinquecento—Fiat’s smallest car—only in Poland for the whole
(European) market, whereas Volkswagen builds its Skoda cars only
in the Czech Republic for exports to the West. Volkswagen is devel-
oping a second range of models to be introduced at the end of 1997,
which will bring its production capacity to around 350,000 cars
around the year 2000. This is comparable to the production capacity
that Fiat is planning in its Polish facilities. GM plans to develop and
produce a new range of low-cost small cars in CEE—smaller than its
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Opel Corsa supermini, which is its smallest car at the moment
(Havas 1996: 6).

All four producers attach importance to their first production
site. The site—and therefore the country—is projected to become the
focal point for their CEE strategy: coordinating reimports into the
home country, sourcing strategies in the region, and the like. These
markets also represent the most important outlets in the region. One-
third of Renault sales in CEE are in the tiny market of Slovenia. Poland
is the largest market for Fiat and Opel, as is the Czech Republic for
Volkswagen. Other markets are in lower-tiered positions.

The eagerness to move into CEE first stems from a desire to
influence the local bargaining arena. This was particularly the case
for German car producers, which have been confronted with rela-
tively high wages and strong components suppliers. The VDA (the
united car manufacturers) have complained for more than two dec-
ades about the high wages, which they believe lower the competi-
tiveness of the industry. This complaint has been equally true for
German components suppliers. The front-runner companies (assem-
blers as well as suppliers)—from Germany in particular—are explicit
that they intend to use CEE sites in a reshuffling of their whole
European operations.

The less a firm has been embedded in the local car complex in
Western Europe, the more bluntly and overtly it tends to make this
argument. Consequently, GM seems to have gone furthest of all four
front-runner firms in its desire to use its CEE strategy to influence
the traditional industrial complexes in which it operates. GM has
been the first “European” producer to explicitly integrate its Euro-
pean strategy. In 1998 it announced that it would shed 20–30 percent
of its European employment (80,000 employees total) and produc-
tion capacity. The countries most affected by this strategy are in
Western Europe (in particular Germany, but also Spain and the UK),
whereas the (greenfield) production sites built in Poland and Hun-
gary would expand and would build newer generations of the Astra,
Vectra, and Corsa cars. The cars produced by GM in CEE are thus
also intended to substitute for some of the models produced in West-
ern Europe. Front-runner producers Fiat and Volkswagen have tar-
geted CEE more as a complement to their existing product range. The
effect of imports of these cars on the West European production
system will therefore remain more limited. With these volume pro-
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ducers, broader effects on domestic bargaining relations can be ex-
pected from the relocation of components production in CEE.

FOLLOWER NETWORKS: INCREMENTAL INTERNATIONALIZATION

The two remaining European volume producers, PSA and
Ford-Europe, did not join the bandwagon of the front-runner firms.
PSA wanted to but could not develop enough bargaining clout for
successful acquisitions. Ford-Europe, on the other hand, did not
want to engage in large-scale acquisitions. Both firms tend to be
slightly less vertically integrated than the other European mass pro-
ducers, while their networks tend to be more open than those of the
front-runner companies (see Figure 1). More important, however,
both firms have looser relationships with the governments of their
home countries, so their entry strategies are not as well backed by
committed governments, lowering their vigor and bargaining lever-
age as compared to the front runners.

Planned production volume of the followers in CEE has been
substantially lower than for any of the front runners. Retreat and
entry strategies have developed simultaneously, which illustrates
the more incremental nature of the internationalization strategies of
these firms—indicative also of the lower importance attached to a
substantial presence (especially in production) in the region. In the
country in which they located production, the followers share the
following characteristics:

· Local production has involved mostly SKD on the basis of reen-
gineered low-end cars from the existing portfolio;

· They have been much more interested in greenfield site invest-
ments;

· They have located relatively small assembly volumes (10,000
units or less) that require much smaller investment volumes;

· No regional division of labor between Western and Eastern
Europe is envisaged or needed for this particular kind of local
assembly;

· They have primarily aimed at the local market and do not aim
at large volume reimportations toward Western Europe;
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· For political reasons, therefore, they need not worry much
about a low level of local content;

· The SKD nature of the assembly operations includes the imports
of subassamblies from more important production sites in the
rest of Europe; no real pressure develops for captive suppliers
to locate in the host country.

The followers have been looking primarily at the region as a
market and have not been prepared or capable of making credible
bids for the larger companies left in the East. Because of the market-
oriented nature of the investments, most of the plants of the late-
comer producers are of an SKD nature. The proliferation of their
production networks into CEE has remained limited, and the impact
of the decision to “go east” on domestic bargaining relations, there-
fore, has remained rather limited as well. It can be expected that as
soon as the tariff barriers with the EU become zero (around 2002),
these facilities will be wound down (Automotive Monitor, February
1997: 15).

PERIPHERAL NETWORKS: ENTERING WESTERN EUROPE THROUGH THE BACK DOOR

In cases where a core firm is not part of the existing complexes,
an entry strategy through the front door is extremely difficult and
costly. The West European car market remains surrounded by direct
and indirect trade barriers. Tariffs, quotas, as well as single-franchise
dealer structures, create a large number of (institutional) barriers to
entry. The opening up of CEE, as well as the prospect of a free trade
agreement—and ultimately economic integration—between the EU
and some of the CEECs, has inspired many of the peripheral firms
to try to enter through the back door. Most noticeably Suzuki and
Daewoo have targeted CEE as a production site to overcome Euro-
pean trade barriers and enter the West European market.

The newly entering producers share an interesting common
feature: they belong to relatively weak and open car complexes in
their home countries. Only since 1992 has Daewoo been capable of
exporting cars. The 1992 dissolution of a joint venture with GM freed
it from GM-imposed restrictions to export cars under its own badge.
The firm nevertheless remains relatively weak. In 1995 Daewoo had
an 18 percent market share in South Korea, whereas Hyundai had
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52 percent and Kia 26 percent. Daewoo lacks the cash to invest in
core regions. Over the 1991–94 period it lost approximately $460
million in its production activities. Suzuki is still 15 percent owned
by GM (according to January 1996 figures). In Japan it is—compared
to Toyota—a relatively small producer of mainly compact cars, yet
independent of the larger Japanese players.

Suzuki and Daewoo share a number of network characteristics
in their home base. First, they are among the weaker players. This
gives them an extra incentive to go abroad in order to escape the
relatively inimical domestic bargaining environment. Second, they
are medium horizontally integrated (Suzuki in the DKB group, while
Daewoo is a horizontal group itself) and share relatively open net-
works with suppliers from other car complexes. This makes it less
problematic for them to plug into the networks of others when they
move abroad. Finally, they are (or until recently have been) partly
owned by other car complexes, making it difficult to enter the core
complexes of their (minority) owners. These common characteristics
explain why Suzuki and Daewoo have sought to approach Western
Europe through the back door: Suzuki via Hungary and Daewoo
first via Poland and later via a large number of other CEECs.

The strategies of the peripheral players reveal the following
common characteristics. First, although they also produce substantial
volumes for the local market in which they produce, the primary aim
is exports to Western Europe. Second, to supply to the West European
market, a high local content (80 percent) is required; each peripheral
player is trying to evade EU local content regulations as much as
possible—for instance, by “redefining” components or supplying local
suppliers as second-tier producers. Third, they have made use of the
frustration of local governments vis-à-vis the bargaining practices of
Western car producers to get a foothold.6 As a result, they have
successfully gotten joint financing of investments with local govern-
ments and actors, which makes the investment risky for these actors
as well and increases the inclination of the governments to use politi-
cal measures to support/protect the local industry.

Suzuki aims at a regional division of labor between its plants in
CEE and Western Europe (Spain). Daewoo, on the other hand, is
aiming at a regional division of labor within CEE. Because of the larger
investments involved, the larger production volumes envisaged, and
the almost exclusive reliance on CEE as its IPN, Daewoo’s strategy
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contains considerable risk. In the slipstream of Daewoo, Hyundai and
Kia are actively seeking to get a foothold in CEE. The logic for these
producers is comparable to that of Daewoo: because they are not major
players in the European market themselves, they seek weak business
partners and relatively weak governments. Their primary target is the
EU market, and they have had considerable success: in 1991 Korean
firms sold fewer than 50,000 cars in Europe; in 1996, 252,000 units
were sold (ACEA Newsletter, March 1997).

VOLUNTARY LOCK-OUT NETWORKS: THE ART OF NEGLECT

Neither Toyota, Nissan, or Honda nor the European luxury pro-
ducers BMW, Volvo, or Mercedes-Benz have shown great activity in
CEE. By strategic intent they have voluntarily locked themselves
out. These producers form a logical strategic category. The interna-
tionalization strategies of BMW and Mercedes very much resemble
those of the big Japanese players. They basically aim at exports and
have been relatively late to internationalize. When they finally
started to internationalize, they moved noticeable production capac-
ity only to their most important markets: the United States (next to
Europe). In the United States they have emulated their successful
domestic supply structures by demanding that their prime suppliers
move abroad with them. These firms therefore internationalize only
under very specific circumstances. They do not aim at an interna-
tional division of labor.

The “art of neglect” for these firms entails ignoring the inclina-
tion of firms to go abroad and set up production sites in small and/or
relatively unattractive markets. It involves ignoring the bandwagon
effect of the front runners, with the short-term effect of lower market
shares. It involves staying out of countries for lack of size and/or
possibilities of influencing the political arena to the extent that front
runners can do. This argument is particularly true for emerging mar-
kets such as CEE. Japanese firms like Toyota have only modestly
internationalized toward marginal or emerging markets. Whenever
they have internationalized, they have preferred SKD or screwdriver
assembly. The first priority of the largest Japanese carmakers has
been to become local players in the EU. At the end of the 1980s, this
strategy implied local production inside the EU. Except for Suzuki,
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no Japanese car company decided to set up an operation in Eastern
Europe, and in the case of Suzuki it took a long time before the
negotiations could be settled. All the Japanese firms that took a wait-
and-see attitude toward the CEEC anticipated that the market would
open up after 2001, making local production for local markets super-
fluous. Moreover, none of the luxury car producers expanded their
IPNs in CEE beyond East Germany and some components plants.

HOW HAVE CORE FIRMS INTEGRATED CEE IN THEIR SUPPLY NETWORKS?

Core companies consider CEE primarily as either a market for
relatively cheap cars or the lower end of the supply chain: lower-end
car models and component supplies. The realized integration of local
parts suppliers in European IPNs depends largely on the intended
internationalization strategies of core firms. In some instances, offi-
cially stated and politically induced intentions do not match real
strategic intentions (see above), which makes the former unlikely to
be achieved. The degree of realized local content also provides an
indication of opportunities for the host countries to develop a local
supply industry.

Front Runners: Building Local Supply Networks. Front-runner
firms acquired production capacity in CEE to enter markets as well
as to reimport low-end cars into Western Europe. As noted, produc-
ers from outside the EU are submitted to import tariffs unless they
have a high degree—80 percent—of local content. For the West Euro-
pean producers, achieving this local content has not been problem-
atic and therefore never a reason for outsourcing. A political motive
for promising high shares of local content, however, has been more
prominent: in the bargaining process over the acquisition of a local
car firm, sourcing locally has been a major point of discussion. All
CEE governments demanded West European commitment to setting
up an advanced local parts suppliers industry—a promise readily
made but not always kept by the new entrants.

The high degree of vertical integration of the acquired CEE
producers implied a substantial share of in-house production of
components. After acquisition, most Western producers tried to re-
juvenate these in-house producers. They also tried to make them
supply components to other car complexes at home as well as
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abroad. The Western subsidiaries and first-tier suppliers played an
important role in this process: most front runners actively encour-
aged joint ventures between their own first-tier suppliers and the
local component suppliers in the CEECs. The first-tier suppliers that
followed this strategy most rapidly were the companies’ own (pre-
ferred) subsidiaries.

By the mid-1990s, most front-runner firms entered a second,
consolidation, phase of their investment strategies. They started scal-
ing down the high degree of vertical integration. Volkswagen and Fiat
in particular stimulated a large number of Western suppliers to locate
part of their business near the production facilities, either as greenfield
sites or in joint ventures. At the same time, the core firms put consid-
erable pressure on their suppliers to produce at high quality levels
and to lower prices regularly (Calbreath 1995: 9).

Front-runner firms targeted particular supply networks in the
CEECs. Hungary in particular was an important target. It was one
of the few CEECs with an automotive components industry that was
independent from (national) vehicle assemblers (Sadler 1996: 22).
The engine plants of Opel and Audi in Hungary are examples of how
the CEECs could be integrated into the production networks of West-
ern manufacturers. Audi’s (Volkswagen) and Opel’s main aim for
investing in Hungary was to supply parts to operations in Germany.
If local suppliers want to become parts suppliers to Western core
firms, they run the obvious risk of becoming dependent upon the
core firm and also upon the suppliers to that core firm. The experi-
ence over the 1990s has been that CEECs can become suppliers only
by entering into joint ventures with a Western firm. Havas (1996: 25)
gives an interesting example of such dependency in the case of Jung
Hungária GmbH, which has been considered the first local supplier
of Audi Motor Hungary. First of all, the Hungarian company had to
become a joint venture with the German firm Jung. Second, the ac-
tual supply contract was signed with Südaluminium GmbH, a Ger-
man foundry.

What this means in practical terms is that castings made in Ger-
many are machined in Hungary and . . . supplied directly to the
AMH [Audi Motor Hungary] plant in Gyor. In other words, Jung
Hungária is a subcontractor of Audi’s German first-tier supplier.
This arrangement seems to be the most likely way for Hungarian
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companies to become involved in major automotive companies’
supply networks (Havas 1996: 25).

The strategies of Volkswagen and Fiat to use CEE sites in a more
global distribution and production strategy means that local pre-
ferred (first-tier) suppliers should increasingly be able to supply to
the entire Volkswagen group and Fiat. The initial provision for the
Czech suppliers that they could deliver parts to Skoda without hav-
ing to supply the rest of the Volkswagen group is being superseded
(EIU 1997: 104). The number of Czech suppliers that can raise their
quality levels to be able to compete with Western producers in such
a short period of time is bound to remain limited. The selection
process becomes sharper at the startup of a new model. When Skoda
moved from the production of the Felicia to the Octavia, some of the
traditional Czech suppliers in vital parts such as engines and trans-
mission systems lost out in cost advantages, quality, and manufac-
turing capacity (ibid.). Comparable developments can be observed
in Poland. For instance, Fiat’s Polish components are also shipped
to Brazil, where another site of its “world car” is located. The export
volumes of car components from Poland and the Czech Republic
have risen, which largely represents intra-company trade. Fiat has
selected a limited number of companies (seventy at the end of 1996)
that have complete systems responsibility and supply its car assem-
bly operations worldwide. Fiat aims at component standardization.
None of Fiat’s systems suppliers is of Polish origin (yet). GM’s sourc-
ing strategy is aimed more at a regional division of labor. GM has
also been trying to reduce its dependence on German-based compo-
nents, which in 1996 were estimated to account for more than 50
percent of GM-Europe’s (GME) outsourcing. The company has tar-
geted countries with a traditionally weak currency, such as the UK,
Italy, Spain, and increasingly Eastern Europe. Poland is becoming a
vehicle production center for GME and a source of components for
its other European plants, in particular in Germany (EIU, 3d quarter
1996: 126). Renault does not aim at high degrees of local content in
its Slovenian production site. The chances of creating an advanced
local suppliers industry to the Renault factory are rather bleak, cer-
tainly because Renault imports its most strategic components di-
rectly from France.
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Follower networks: Importing Components for Local Assembly. Fol-
lower firms did not invest in production capacity for reimports or
exports to other parts of the world. Consequently, the need to create
high levels of local content remains both politically and economi-
cally limited. The number of suppliers that have followed Ford or
PSA in their SKD operations remains limited as well. When compo-
nents are needed in the local assembly, importing subassemblies is
preferred. There is no major pressure on captive suppliers to locate
in the host country, and local suppliers will hardly have any oppor-
tunity to enter into any meaningful supply relationship with the core
firms (“no tier” relationship).

Peripheral Networks: Local Sourcing to Meet EU Local Content
Rules. The companies adopting a peripheral strategy (in particular
Daewoo) have been aiming at a regional division of labor in which
some production sites supply to other production facilities within
the same group. In this scenario, local components producers have
a clear chance of becoming first-tier suppliers of medium-tech prod-
ucts. The peripheral players Suzuki and Daewoo have differed from
other car companies in their approach to local suppliers. They lacked
an appropriate supply structure in Europe, while at the same time
they were forced to have more than 80 percent local content in order
to export to the EU market. As the story of Daewoo above aptly
illustrates, the maneuvers of the peripheral players in CEE are domi-
nated by a desire to show high local content as rapidly as possible.
The desire stems from political necessity, not primarily out of com-
pany-intrinsic strategic considerations.

Daewoo’s strategy has aimed at taking over other producers
and linking into their original supply networks. The relatively late
entry of Daewoo, however, has also meant that it has been capable
of taking over only the least attractive core firms and consequently
the less attractive suppliers. The goal of outsourcing locally without
becoming dependent upon the supply networks of other firms is
therefore difficult to achieve. Plugging into the networks of other
core firms is not easy. Daewoo faced difficulties when it wanted to
cash in on the contacts of local suppliers with the existing core firms.
These firms were bound to withdraw once they found out the (sup-
plying) company was collaborating with Daewoo. For instance, Opel
wanted to collaborate with FSO in setting up a DM 500 million pro-
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duction site in Poland, but it announced that the partnership would
not be created if FSO decided in favor of a partnership with Daewoo
(which happened).

Being linked to the car complex of a more peripheral player like
Suzuki offers opportunities but also creates problems for the (Hun-
garian) suppliers. First, the capacity of Suzuki is not sufficient
(50,000, and it has not even been reached) to attain interesting econo-
mies of scale. Second, the parts Suzuki wants are not compatible
with other parts in the car industry (Havas 1995: 14). The latter is the
more problematic because other Japanese car manufacturers that
might be using comparable parts—in particular Toyota due to its
affiliation with Suzuki—are not investing in Central Europe at all.
Exporting components to the production sites of other Japanese
players in Europe is not likely to happen, whereas Suzuki does not
plan to export the Hungarian parts back to Japan (as is the case with
most Japanese suppliers due to their closed production networks).

The Hungarian car suppliers to Suzuki are locked into a lower-
end producer: Hungarian production is for a relatively dated car.
Furthermore, Suzuki negotiated supply licenses with its Hungarian
suppliers that precluded the Hungarian firms from supplying to
other Suzuki plants outside Hungary or to other customers in West-
ern Europe (although sales to other assemblers in Eastern Europe
remained possible, in theory). After comparing Nissan in the UK and
Suzuki in Hungary, Sadler concluded that Suzuki appeared to be
much less committed than Nissan to developing its Hungarian part-
ners into “genuinely European- or world-class suppliers able to com-
pete at the forefront of technological and organizational change”
(1996: 24).

Lock-Out Networks: Outsourcing to Affect Domestic Negotiations.
Of the firms that have engaged in a voluntary lock-out strategy, only
the luxury producers Audi and Mercedes-Benz have started to out-
source components in CEE. They have done this primarily with their
own (relocated) high-tech suppliers, with production intended for
reimportation into the home base. They have located important seg-
ments in Hungary, the country with the oldest tradition in compo-
nents production.

The most obvious reason for outsourcing to CEE is lower wage
costs, thus creating second sources as well as influencing the bar-
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gaining relations in the car complex at home, in particular with the
strong suppliers and workers. By threatening to shift output abroad,
firms have gotten concessions from suppliers and workers. In the
process, the luxury car producers have outsourced substantial vol-
umes of engines to production sites in Hungary. These networks are
very closed, primarily aimed at reimportations to the production
sites in Germany. This outsourcing strategy tends to be on the basis
of SKD production, which leaves room for local suppliers to become
only second- or lower-tier suppliers for the local assembly firm with
relatively low-tech supplies. If domestic trade unions lower their
wage claims, a relocation of production back into the home country
looms large.

Whenever Japanese core players in Western Europe mention
the possibility of relocating production or outsourcing more compo-
nents in the CEECs, it is more likely that their aim is to influence the
local bargaining arena than to really move substantial sourcing
there. The most important first-tier suppliers of the Japanese core
firms have likewise targeted Western Europe as a production site,
with only limited volumes of components assembled in CEE.

DISTRIBUTION STRATEGIES AND THE PURSUIT OF MARKET SHARES

The problems of gaining a market share in the emerging econo-
mies of CEE have been considerable. The sales pattern in the four
largest CEE car markets illustrates the importance of being part of the
local car complex in order to sell large volumes of new cars (see Table
2). Market penetration patterns have followed acquisition strategies.
The market share of the front-runner (and peripheral) producers in
markets other than those in which their production is located has been
remarkably low. The acquisition of local market shares has been
facilitated by the preferential treatment of governments and the pref-
erential use of existing distribution structures. For the front runners,
the local car complexes have become the distributors of their other
brands as well. Thus Fiat and later Daewoo gained market share
primarily in Poland. Volkswagen leads in the Czech Republic and
Slovakia. Renault “conquered” the lucrative Slovenian market, the
third largest in CEE. Opel managed to earn a relatively large market
share in Hungary. The same is true for Suzuki, which also had to set
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up a large number of dealerships, while providing a large number of
repair services and second-hand car dealers with a franchise. Setting
up dealerships in CEE is in any case less costly than in Western Europe.
In most East European countries, state-owned sales and service outlets
represented various makes. The rationale for buying into the local
bargaining institutions was also to increase the chance that these
“mega-dealers” could be turned into “single-franchise” dealers ap-
plying “European specifications.”

For the follower companies, entering the local market has been
much more difficult than for the front runners. They had to invest in
a completely new car distribution structure, whereas these markets
are hardly big enough to grant widespread distribution networks. The
existing dealerships—dominated by the early entrants—tend to domi-
nate the aftermarket as well. Most car assemblers still earn most of their
profit margins in the aftermarket by selling original equipment manu-
facturer (OEM) components through their single-franchise dealer net-
works. Control of the aftermarket is particularly important in
countries where the cars are positioned in the lower end of the market.
They need more maintenance. Because people in the CEECs do not
have sufficient buying power, cars will be used longer and will require
additional maintenance. In CEE a widespread system of garages and
repair shops has developed. The margins for newcomers will remain
small as long as they do not make major inroads into the aftermarket
as well. But the proper institutions for this are still missing. A flour-
ishing black market in stolen parts from often illegal garages has
developed, making it even more difficult to reap profits from the
aftermarket. The limited enthusiasm of latecomer manufacturers to
invest in a distribution (and repair) structure will have a negative
impact on sales volume.

Markets where no production sites have been located have
largely been ignored in marketing strategies. This is particularly true
for Russia, a potential market of more than one million units. No
producer has succeeded or has been willing to buy itself into this
particular market. Throughout the 1990s, the production and distri-
bution structure in Russia has remained completely dominated by
Russian producers. This position is supported by discriminatory trade
policies and a laborious bargaining environment (World Bank 1997).
Finally, dealers have to pay more for importing a car than do individ-
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ual customers. The system thus discriminates in favor of direct im-
ports through large importers.

TIERS AND FEARS IN CEE: BARGAINING IN THE
SHADOW OF THE EU

Political conditions have influenced company strategies for in-
vesting in the CEECs. The prospect of entering into a free-trade zone
with the EU—and ultimately becoming a member—encouraged
most CEE governments to enter into deals with West European pro-
ducers in particular. European interest groups such as ACEA (repre-
senting the automakers), national governments, and the European
Commission have been active players in the region. The role of the
EU and its institutions in shaping IPNs, therefore, makes the restruc-
turing of the European region difficult to compare with (for instance)
Asia.

The European integration process created substantial impedi-
ments for non-European producers of new cars and components.
Tariff barriers were raised for imports from third countries on all
categories of cars and components (see Tables 3 and 4). The integra-
tion process ex-ante led to the adoption of “European specifications.”
Association agreements between the EU and ten CEECs during an
interim period before (possible) full membership provided that CEE
standards and regulations would approximate those of the EU as a
major precondition for integration. This process followed the effec-
tive harmonization of technical requirements for new vehicles (in
1993) and a mutually recognized type-approval certification in any
one member-state in 1996. The trade policy of the EU already differ-
entiates imports from Eastern Europe against those from Asia and
the United States. In 1997, imports from most CEECs into the EU
became duty-free provided they had an EU certificate. This includes
new and used cars and components such as tires, engines, platforms,
bumpers, and gear boxes. In 1997, imports from Russia into the EU
were open to small duties. By way of comparison, according to
Dutch customs sources, imports from Japan and the United States in
1997 of new/used cars were open to a duty of 10 percent, whereas
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most components had duties between 5 percent (for tires) and 6.3
percent (for bodies—coachwork).

Another effect of prospective accession into the EU has been
that trade barriers within CEE toward the EU have largely become
harmonized. In new and used cars, firms from the countries of the
Central European Free Trade Area (CEFTA) have hardly any advan-
tage over firms from the EU. Only in the area of components (with
a major exception in car bodies—see below) were lower import du-
ties established, further facilitating the integration of CEE at the
lower end of the supply chain. Russia’s position becomes clear from
this perspective: cut off from its previous supply bases, it is the only
country that has not differentiated its import tariffs of components
in favor of the CEFTA countries. In addition, Russia has the highest
import duties on components of the whole region.

Most CEECs were in a relatively weak bargaining position with
core firms. They were under pressure to make it possible for con-
sumers to get the cars for which they had been waiting for so many
years. Most governments presented various mixtures of generous
subsidy schemes, free-trade zones, and tax holidays in order to at-
tract foreign direct investment (FDI). The bargaining dynamics of
countries that were the objects of the first takeover (in particular
Poland and the Czech Republic) differed from those of the other
countries. Since these countries were not only a market but also a
production site, the local governments developed more restrictive
trade and industrial policies. Because these policies were often de-
veloped in close consultation with the new investors (which became
part of the national car complex), their content mirrored the strate-
gies of these car complexes. The CEECs that did not have their own
car industry (Bulgaria, Albania) went for a much more quick liber-
alization of their markets (according to U.S. Department of Com-
merce information). Import duties in these countries are lower than
in the CEECs with their own bigger production capacity. In many
countries the monopoly in the form of a state-owned trading com-
pany was demolished, enabling more importers to sell on the local
market.

Countries that tried to maintain an independent car industry
(Romania) or wanted to build their own manufacturing capabilities
(Hungary) offered a mixture of policies that also changed over time.
Hungary, for instance, removed most obstacles to the private import
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of cars in September 1989, very soon after the turnaround. This pol-
icy stance represented Hungary as a car market without any domes-
tic production capacity. After only a few years, however, “various
restrictive measures such as 25 percent VAT, increased import tariffs,
import quotas, technical and environmental tests for cars over 6
years, etc., have been introduced again in several steps” (Somai 1993:
4–7; cited in Havas 1995: 7). This new policy position was partly
triggered by the wish “to curb the outflow of foreign exchange and
the influx of ‘moving wrecks’” (ibid.), but also neatly represented the
new position of the country in which Suzuki and West European
components manufacturers have built up local production.

The link between FDI and import dependence of the CEECs has
been particularly clear. The largest share of new car imports origi-
nates in the countries of the most important investors. One-third of
new car imports in the Czech Republic in 1995 came from Germany,
whereas Polish imports of new cars were divided in comparable
volumes among Italy, South Korea, Germany, and France. In
Slovenia, almost half of all the cars imported in 1995 came from
France. In Romania, 93 percent of all the new cars imported came
from South Korea. In Hungary one-third of the imports came from
Germany, the single most important source of imported cars and
components. In Russia, on the other hand, not more than 12 percent
of all car sales came from imports in 1995—another indication of
Russia’s isolated position (Auto Strategies International 1997: 42).
The following subsections explore the emergence of a tiered struc-
ture in CEE, the result of interactions among firm strategies and
government trade and industrial policies.

FIRST-TIER COUNTRIES: EAST GERMANY, CZECH REPUBLIC, POLAND

East Germany has rapidly been included in the West German
car industry. The Czech Republic and Poland can be considered rela-
tively independent first-tier CEECs. They function as the apex of a
regional division of labor and the front edge of the internationaliza-
tion strategies of the German and Italian car complexes. They have
the largest car markets and are producing the largest volumes of cars
in the CEECs. These countries developed a trade surplus in units of
cars (not in value) and erected more and diverse trade barri-
ers—largely on behalf of the car complexes that invested in them. In
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addition, the first-tier countries are the only CEECs that have be-
come ingrained in the “world-car” strategies of Fiat and Volk-
swagen. But they are producing and developing lower-end cars and
often only one model in the parent’s product range.

First-tier countries have had the most room for developing local
policies and even sometimes playing off one investor against an-
other. The Czech Republic had only one important bargaining chip
in this process: Skoda. After it had played this card and rendered
Skoda to Volkswagen, its bargaining space shrank considerably. The
Czech government put a 14 percent import tariff on personal cars as
part of the deal (EIU 1997: 102).

Poland has been in a better bargaining position with a much
larger domestic market and broader production capacity spread over
a number of different car complexes. Throughout the 1990s Poland
accounted for over half of Central Europe’s auto sales. This made it
the most important focal point for firms aiming at the CEE market.
The most interesting market, though, has also remained the most
closed. This is not accidental. Direct links can be observed between
the ownership and design of production networks and the closure of
a market. The Polish government was also prepared to take a stronger
and more critical bargaining stance toward foreign investors. It suc-
cessfully barred Fiat’s attempts to take over (and thereby dominate)
the whole Polish car system. At the end of the 1990s, the Polish car
system included three car complexes composed around Fiat, Daewoo,
and GM. The Fiat and GM complexes are integrated in a binational
division of labor (Poland-Italy/Germany), whereas the Daewoo com-
plex is primarily aimed at exports to the EU and has developed into
an intra-CEEC division of labor.

The impact of Fiat on Poland and on its policymaking elite can
hardly be underestimated. Fiat plugged into the former state-owned
FSM and—together with its subsidiaries, Magnetti Marelli and Tek-
sid—acquired other important parts of the Polish car complex. It
bought FSM in 1992 for a single dollar (Reuters, 31 March 1996).
Although Poland is progressively lowering its import tariffs—in par-
ticular toward the EU, with a scheduled zero tariff by 2002—it has
been slower to do so than most other CEECs. In 1996, the ministry
of industry and foreign trade extended the scope of protection,
thereby making Polish trade policy comparable to that of the Italian
government inside the EU. Duties on imports of new cars are gener-
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ally higher than in other CEECs (Table 3), discriminating in favor of
local production. The policy of import substitution pursued by Fiat
supports the Polish government in sustaining its tariff barriers in
components and finished cars. The Polish government uses quotas
in addition to tariffs, and these also tend to have a positive and
discriminatory effect on the trade flows with Italy and in favor of
Fiat. Another discriminatory measure favoring local producers, in
particular Fiat, is the duties on bodies used in industrial assembly.
They are zero, whereas bodies imported for nonindustrial assembly
have tariffs as high as new and used cars. Poland’s restrictive trade
policies have been an important reason for firms to invest in the
country. When latecomer firms were not granted comparable protec-
tion by the Polish government, they generally declined to enter the
country. Poland is also the only country in the region that has no
duties to third countries on the import of bodies. Allowing the free
flow of car bodies is an important prerequisite for SKD assembly (in
particular for Daewoo, a third-country producer).

SECOND-TIER COUNTRIES: HUNGARY, SLOVENIA, SLOVAKIA

The second-tier countries have become integrated in networks
of components supply. Their assembly operations generally have a
lower local content, whereas trade orientation is much more export-
oriented. They have a structural trade deficit (in units as well as in
value) in finished cars. Although some of these countries have tried
to adopt their own developmental strategies in the car industry, their
room for maneuver has been smaller than that of the first-tier coun-
tries.

Slovenia has become “Renault country.” Renault’s strategy has
been to produce one brand almost exclusively (Clio since 1996), aimed
at exports to France and Italy. The coalition is strong because the
Slovene government is an important shareholder in the company (34
percent ownership). Slovenia is the most affluent car market in CEE
(EIU 1997: 128), with car sales per capita not far behind West European
levels. Slovakia has become “Volkswagen country,” much like the
Czech Republic. However, Volkswagen production sites in Slovakia
are much smaller than in the Czech Republic. The export-orientation
of the cars assembled is even higher than in the Czech Republic (95
percent in 1995). Exports were mainly to Germany, making Slovakia
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part of a division of labor in which Germany is on top, the Czech
Republic is in the middle, and Slovakia is at the bottom. The country
functions primarily as a first-tier supplier of large volumes of gear
boxes and transmission components for the German car industry.

Hungary, the most successful of the CEECs, is the only country
in the region that has tried to build up its own car assembly capacity
from scratch by attracting a non-European investor. The Hungarian
government had not been satisfied with its position in the (rather
unequal) barter trade with the Soviet Union before 1989. As a con-
sequence it wanted to reestablish its own car industry. The weaker
the Soviet Union became, the weaker the buying power of its car
producers, the more promising the prospects looked for a domestic
car industry. In the 1990s two consortia were set up by Hungarian
companies to support this idea. However, only FDI eventually res-
urrected the Hungarian car manufacturing base in the early 1990s
(Somai 1993; Havas 1995: 11). Consequently, the Hungarian car com-
plex is centered around one relatively weak company (Suzuki) pro-
ducing a small volume of finished cars (about 60,000 units).
Although GM and Audi started small-scale assembly operations in
the country, these were bound to stay small or even get downsized
after regional reconfiguration efforts. Hungary remains primarily a
components producer, which it already was under Russian domi-
nance. The components are engines, which can be considered stra-
tegic inputs to the companies they supply. Because of the strategic
nature of these components, however, we can also see that Hun-
gary’s room for maneuver is not very big. The car producers do not
intend to become too dependent on the Hungarian production struc-
ture. Rather the relocation of production is primarily politically in-
spired—to influence the German bargaining arena and strike better
deals with the troubled German suppliers and trade unions.

The Hungarian government uses tariff policy and subsidy
schemes to make foreign producers invest in the country. Since 1991
Hungary has heavily promoted FDI by the establishment of cus-
toms-free zones in which car manufacturers were encouraged to
locate manufacturing or warehousing sites. After 1996, this instru-
ment lost much of its attractiveness, in particular to the front-runner
firms. GM can now import its cars and components directly from the
EU with only small duties. In short, the Hungarian bargaining posi-
tion is much weaker than Poland’s or the Czech Republic’s.
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UNCERTAIN STATUS: THE POLITICAL AND ECONOMIC ODDS OF ROMANIA

Romania has developed an “uncertain-tier” status. It did not
participate in the rapid opening up of the CEECs. Traditionally Ro-
manian car manufacturers were not integrated in the CMEA system.
The Ceau¥escu government had been rather isolated in the CMEA
region. Even after the turnaround, the local contents level of the
Dacia car amounted to more than 96 percent (CCFA 1995: 255). Local
production could be sustained at the high level of more than 70,000
cars partly because of relatively high import tariffs (including tariffs
toward other CEECs; see Table 3) and other measures favoring local
production. Romania has been the only CEEC that has set higher
import duties toward other CEFTA countries than toward the EU in
new cars (Table 4).

The import penetration of the country has been—together with
Russia—among the lowest of the whole region: around 10 percent of
total consumption (in value). Romania’s instability has contributed
to the uncertainty of car producers about whether or not to enter the
country. According to EIU estimates, production could be sustained
with exports to places outside the European region: China, Latin
America, and the Middle East. Like in Poland and Russia, local pro-
duction exceeds local consumption, so producers must count on ex-
ports in order to work at sufficient capacity. Dacia’s capacity is
around 120,000 cars per year, and it produces at 58 percent capacity
utilization, which is below the European average.

The relative isolation of Romania and the bargaining configu-
ration that came with it gave the political elite somewhat more time
to try to develop its own strategy. Romania has been trying to de-
velop two car complexes (Daewoo and Dacia). Both are relatively
weak, and a weak supply structure has developed. In 1994 Romanian
car production was 85 percent dominated by Automobile Dacia SA,
which since 1968 has been producing the Dacia, a car based on the
Renault 12. In 1995 Dacia was the only remaining independent car
manufacturer in CEE. It has its own production and R&D. Dacia’s
main foreign markets are in other peripheral regions (particularly
China). The orientation of the Dacia car complex is likely to sustain
Romania’s relatively isolated position in Europe. The entry of Dae-
woo could change Romania’s position in Europe. Daewoo aims at 65
percent exports, primarily to Western Europe. Romania granted
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various tax and duty breaks under a special law created for foreign
companies investing more than $50 million in a joint venture. The
conditions for political support by the Romanian government are
more than 50 percent exports and at least 60 percent local content.
These conditions would spur Daewoo and Dacia as export platforms
much more than as production sites for the local market. In return,
Daewoo gets duty-free imports of materials, parts, etc. for seven
years, a five-year exemption from paying corporate taxes, and an
import duty-free quota under a special arrangement. This fits nicely
into its strategy of locating primarily CKD/SKD production in CEE.

THIRD- AND RISKY TIER COUNTRIES

The remaining countries in CEE (Albania, Bulgaria, Croatia,
Macedonia, Yugoslavia) have only a limited components manufac-
turing capacity. Beyond these third-tier countries, the former Soviet
Union (FSU) states—in particular Ukraine and Russia—have a
“risky tier” status from the perspective of the investing companies.
More and more the FSU states are constituting a closed car system.
Car production fell by 28 percent in the 1990s (Sintserov 1998: 11).
Hardly any imports or exports have been maintained. AvtoVAZ, the
most export-oriented Russian producer, saw its exports to Western
Europe decline from over 114,000 units in 1989 to around 30,000 units
in 1995 (EIU 1997: 114). Before the turnover, Russian producers ex-
ported 55 percent of all the motor vehicles they produced, but at the
end of the 1990s this figure had fallen to only 17 percent (Sintserov
1998). In particular the loss of the former satellite markets has led to
this loss.

Although Russian manufacturers have been eager to enter into
partnerships with Western companies, the latter have been very
hesitant. Concerns about political instability, organized crime, and
the like were complemented by high trade barriers. Russia is the only
country in the region that applies the same high tariffs on imports
from the EU, the CEFTA, and non-European countries (see Table 4).
Thus car and components producers from Central Europe also suffer
from the high import tariffs. This has further limited the willingness
of countries (Hungary in particular) to export to Russia. In turn, the
supply to neighboring countries has diminished substantially as
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well. In both directions, therefore, the links with CEE networks have
been cut. The Russian automotive sector has become isolated.

The risky status of the country also involves the supply of com-
ponents. For instance, the Moskvich faced so many disruptions in its
supplies that the company worked for only 120 days in 1995, while
output was completely suspended in January 1996. Furthermore, it
is hard to set up a dealership network in Russia. Companies (i.e.,
dealers) face a much more complicated and expensive import regime
than individuals. In Russia, most firms became privatized in
1992–93, but state involvement (with subsidies and the like) remains
substantial. A very limited volume of company stock is traded on
the open market.

Instability in the FSU adds to the unpredictability of the bargain-
ing environment. Furthermore, the preference of local governments
for joint ventures as an entry mode has made the investing companies
hesitant as well. In the rest of CEE, manufacturers aimed at a control-
ling interest in the production companies (and got it). But the sizeable
Russian market remains tempting. Thus Fiat (with the Russian GAZ
plant), Opel (with AvtoVAZ), Renault (with Moskvich), Daewoo (in
Uzbekistan), Ford (in Belarus), and Kia (in the Kaliningrad free eco-
nomic zone near the Baltic Sea) are assembling cars for the local
market. But no reimportations are planned from Russia.7

TRADE EFFECTS OF PRODUCTION NETWORKS IN CEE8

The interaction between local governments and core firm net-
working strategies has affected the trade orientation and trade streams
of the region. Trade barriers among the CEECs have deterred intrare-
gional trade in finished cars. Before 1990 no real trade barriers existed.
As a consequence of stepped-up intraregional trade barriers over the
1990s, cars produced in the Czech Republic, Poland, Romania, and
Russia hardly penetrated each other’s markets any more. For instance,
Skoda sales in Poland fell from 25,000 units in 1992 to a mere 1,024 in
1994 (0.4 percent of the local market; Table 2).9 Polski Fiat and Dacia
(Romania) were popular brands in Hungary, accounting for 6.5 per-
cent and 10.2 percent of the local car fleet. Their sales collapsed
virtually overnight “because of higher prices” (Havas 1995: 8). In the
same vein, sales of Ladas declined drastically, with the temporary
exception of Hungary, where Lada maintained a 20 percent market
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share in 1993–94. The old barter trade between Hungarian parts and
Russian cars accounted for this. With the entrance of West European
producers and the deintegration of the whole East European produc-
tion network, the barter lost its attractiveness. Consequently, Lada
sales plummetted to a market share of 3.6 percent in 1996 (only 2,646
cars) in Hungary. Other former Soviet producers like Avtozaz
(Ukraine) or AZLK Moskvich saw sales in Hungary collapse as well
(DRI 1997: 14).

The takeover of all major CEE car complexes has also changed
intra-CEE trade in components. The takeover has been particularly
harmful for the Hungarian economy, which had specialized in the
supply of components. For instance, Fiat in Poland gave preference
to its own suppliers over the long-established Hungarian suppliers
of the old Polski Fiat models (Havas 1996: 13). The direction of com-
ponent streams changed toward direct trade with the parent country.
In most countries this is Germany; in the case of Poland, Italy can be
included. By far the largest volume of exports of the Italian transport
equipment industry go to Italy, whereas almost one-quarter of such
Polish exports go to Italy. (In comparison, the German transport
market takes 35 percent of the Polish exports.) In the case of Italy
and Poland, this even amounted to a small trade surplus for Poland
in transport equipment. In the case of Czech-German trade in trans-
port equipment, the Czech Republic has a clear trade deficit. Polish
imports in transport equipment from Germany in 1994 were ten
times the volume of trade with the Czech Republic.

The leading production sites in CEE (Poland and the Czech
Republic in particular) have created overcapacity, which has ad-
vanced relatively high export ratios in units. The overcapacity and
the subsequent pressure to export the surplus, however, did not
create a surplus on the CEE trade balances—an indication of unequal
terms of trade: cheap lower-end cars and parts exports only partly
compensate for expensive car and component imports. Moreover,
the investment patterns of the major car companies created very
specific trade patterns in the region. The countries with overcapacity
trade the bulk of their products with the parent country of their most
important investors. Thus the Czech Republic, Slovakia, and Hun-
gary trade mostly with Germany. Poland does the same, but because
of the Fiat connection, it has an equally sizeable volume of trade with
Italy. No other countries come close to these bilateral trade streams.
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These streams even represent a balanced picture. The macro figures
resemble a pattern of interaction one might find between a parent
and a subsidiary in which the two partners make sure that the
budget and trade volumes get traded of one against the other. Sub-
stantial (more than $100 million) bilateral trade volumes in the
1994–95 period appeared only between Germany and Poland and
Germany and the Russian Federation.

Finally, notwithstanding “world car” ambitions of many front-
runner firms, no significant volumes of cars have yet been shipped
from CEE to regions outside Europe. This indicates that even a
“world car” is intended primarily for one region—in this case
Europe. The dominance of the German car industry (including Opel)
in CEE is overwhelming. It has a trade surplus with all countries in
the region. This shows the unequal terms of trade that are develop-
ing as a consequence of the division of labor designed by German
car producers. The division of labor between Italy and Poland seems
more equal; there has been a small but constant trade surplus for
Poland over the 1992–96 period.

CONCLUSION: AN EMERGING EUROPEAN CAR SYSTEM?

The four types of IPNs in the European car industry have dif-
ferent strategic goals for the region. Followers and lock-out net-
works largely see the region as a still limited market. Peripheral
firms primarily use the region as an entry into the West European
car market. Front-runner firms have adopted the most sophisticated
(and also the most difficult to manage) strategy: they see the region
as a production site for cheap reimports back into the home base;
they see it as a source for lower-end world cars and components; and
they see the region as a market. The front runners also attach the
biggest strategic value to sales (and production) in the region. Con-
sequently, CEE has attained the largest share of worldwide sales
with the front-runner networks and peripheral players. But only the
peripheral players have a considerable share of their European sales
in the region.

The competitive balance in the European car industry has not
yet been much affected by the creation of IPNs. The most important
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competitors have emulated each other’s strategies. New entrants from
Japan and Korea have shown rapid rises in sales, and they do make
a difference for local governments. But the above analysis raises
questions about the feasibility of some producers’ strategies. The
strategy of Daewoo in particular has been highly risky. Local govern-
ments backing up Daewoo’s entry “through the back door” run the
risk of getting integrated in a vulnerable car complex that is built on
weak foundations in its home base. On the other hand, supply struc-
tures might appear in which local expertise could be built up. We saw
that local components manufacturers tend to be locked into at best a
second-tier status in the strategies of the other groupings.

Restructuring pressure on the European car industry is more
acute, however. This is largely because the overcapacity problem in
the European car system is exacerbated by expansion strategies into
the CEEC. The extra production capacity planned by the four front-
runner networks alone amounts to 1,400,000 units. With the most
optimistic expectations for the whole CEE market at around 1 mil-
lion units and a still limited export volume beyond the European
region, the CEE strategy will contribute to additional overcapacity.
The IPNs developing in the European region certainly will lead to
more overcapacity and consequently to further restructuring meas-
ures, especially in the West European parts of the production net-
works. For the front-runner firms in particular, this effect was
intended as part of the strategic plans. Only the French firms have
wanted to invest in CEE and did not achieve substantial production
volumes. If the extension of European production networks toward
the East affects the competitive balance, this will be most detrimental
to French producers. In the meantime, though, the other European
mass producers have additional coordination problems.

The CEECs can be seen as helping to increase the efficiency of
multinational corporations (MNCs) by hosting the lower end of the
value-added chain. As Bellak (1997: 210) notes, however, it can put
the CEECs into “a vicious circle of change,” while it puts pressure
on the bargaining circumstances of the West European car complexes
at the same time. The best current example of this “vicious circle of
change” is clearly GM, which uses its CEE strategy to confront West
European suppliers and trade unions. GM is the front-runner com-
pany with the least commitment to the European bargaining envi-
ronment, whereas it comes from a much more adversarial bargaining
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network in the United States. The other front runners have been
more modest in their use of the CEE link. This is also possible be-
cause they have used CEE largely as a complementary production
base. The pressure on their suppliers in the home base to become
more efficient and produce at lower cost has clearly mounted as a
result of the CEE strategy. The major effect in terms of increased
efficiency for the automakers will therefore show up in their inter-
national supply chain management.

As a mirror image of the tiered structure of the IPNs, a tiered
structure can be observed among the CEECs. Being part of the first
tier clearly offers the most possibilities for developing an autono-
mous strategy, whereas third-tier status puts countries in a structur-
ally dependent position. The pending integration of first-tier, some
second-tier, and a few of the third-tier CEECs has already had major
effects on the integration process. It makes the production system
more and more “European.” Technical specifications get harmo-
nized, and West and East European tariffs are much higher for third
countries than for each other. Consequently, trade orientation in CEE
has clearly changed from the Soviet Union toward the EU. Bilateral
trade patterns have developed in which most countries share clear
dependencies with a parent economy. In most cases this is Germany,
which reinforces the position of the German government in the
whole integration process.

Countries that have not yet been integrated in the IPNs—Roma-
nia, Russia, and Ukraine—are still in a position to adopt first-tier
status. Russia might even find a “third” route to developing a car
system relatively independently from European, American, Japanese,
or Korean car complexes. But for now this road seems uncertain.

NOTES

 1. Tables referred to in the text can be found in an earlier version of this study
at http://brie.berkeley.edu/BRIE.

 2. The authors thank Stefanie ten Napel, whose timely research support was
of vital importance to this research project.
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 3. In addition, there were over twenty producers of trucks, buses, and other
transport equipment in CEE (excluding the former Soviet Union). Accord-
ing to CCFA (1995:10) estimates, eight of these survived as independent
producers or entered into more or less equal joint ventures with Western
producers.

 4. GM/Opel’s 1996 DM 470 million investment in a vehicle assembly plant
in Poland (Gliwice) represents the biggest greenfield site investment in
Central Europe since 1990 (EIU 1997: 12); Fiat Poland is the biggest private-
sector industrial enterprise in Poland (ibid.: 108); the mid-1990s takeover
of Automobile Cariova represents the largest foreign investment in Roma-
nia up to date (ibid.: 111). In the Czech Republic, car-related FDI over the
1990–93 period amounted to around 25 percent of all FDI in the country
(Czech Invest 1995: 5).

 5. This is a universal problem. According to some estimates, Japanese auto-
makers operate at 50 percent below capacity, and North American automak-
ers at 21 percent below capacity (Economist, 10 May 1997; EIU estimates).

 6. The chairman and founder of the Daewoo group, Kim Woo-Choong, stated
quite bluntly, for instance, that the company denounces the intentions of
other car manufacturers “whose operations suggest something not very
different from an extension of former European colonialism” (FT, 8 May
1996).

 7. In February 1998 considerable privileges were announced for foreign in-
vestors who invest more than $250 million and agree to produce 50 percent
of all the necessary components in the country before 2003. These privileges
include relief from most customs duties on components and municipal and
federal tax breaks. Whether this new stance will be effective in attracting
foreign investments remains to be seen.

 8. This section is largely based on the EIU’s Country Reports.

 9. This prompted Volkwagen to start a Skoda assembly plant in Poland
(Poznan). In 1995, consequently, sales of Skodas in Poland increased three-
fold.
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GLOBALIZATION OF PRODUCTION IN THE TEXTILE
AND CLOTHING INDUSTRIES: THE CASE OF ITALIAN

FOREIGN DIRECT INVESTMENT AND OUTWARD
PROCESSING IN EASTERN EUROPE1

Giovanni Graziani

Eastern Europe’s reintegration into the world economy has in-
volved a swift trade reorientation toward the West, especially the
European Union (EU), as well as subcontracting, inward foreign direct
investment (FDI), and cooperation agreements with Western enter-
prises. As a consequence, Eastern Europe has become deeply involved
in the larger process of globalization of production, in which firm
operations are becoming much more complex and pervasive than
traditional arms-length trade and international investment, including
both international production and sourcing. Thus the region’s transi-
tion to the market appears to be ever more intertwined with Western
firms’ relocation strategies. This paper concentrates on Italy, one of
Eastern Europe’s most important trade partners, and on two industrial
sectors in which Italy has specialized and which are also of paramount
importance in Eastern Europe’s exports.

By most measures Italy leads the EU’s textile and clothing in-
dustries. In textiles, Italy accounts for 30 percent of EU turnover, the
other major EU countries following at a distance: Germany (19 per-
cent), France (16 percent), and the UK (12 percent). In investment,
both total and per employee, Italy takes the lion’s share (32 percent),
while the second most important country—Germany—invested just
half that amount, followed by France and the UK. Finally, in employ-
ment, Italy also occupies first place, with 28 percent, while the UK
accounts for another 15 percent, Germany 13 percent, and France 11
percent. The ranking is similar in the clothing industry. In 1994 Italy
represented 31 percent of EU turnover, 23 percent of employment
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(including firms with fewer than twenty employees), and headed the
investment ranking.

Italy is also a front runner in the EU’s trade in textiles and
clothing. In fact, during the last few years Italy has been the second
or third world exporter of both textiles and clothing products, if one
excludes Hong Kong due to the importance of its reexports. It is the
primary Western supplier of the G7 markets for clothing and on a
par with Germany for textiles. The industry represents the second
largest (and growing) positive trade balance in Italian foreign trade.
The two sectors together represent 11 percent of Italy’s total exports
but a much lower share of imports (5 percent). However, as in all EU
countries, imports have tended to grow faster than exports. A grow-
ing number of competitors have gained market shares in the EU at
the expense of the traditional leaders like Italy and Germany.

Import penetration, which has roughly doubled in the last ten
years, is but one of the factors that, starting from the late 1980s, has
exerted growing pressure on the whole industry. Production is fall-
ing and labor productivity rising much faster than in average manu-
facturing. The result for the EU has been 639,000 jobs lost in 1988-94,
equal to almost 30 percent of all job losses in the manufacturing
industry. Italy was also hit, although not as badly as other European
countries for the reasons indicated below.

What is the particular place of Eastern Europe in this process?
The Central and East European countries (CEECs) represent only
about 4 percent of total Italian trade in textiles but a much larger
share (16 percent) in clothing imports, their importance in Italian
exports of the same being minor (2 percent) (Table 1). Over half of
the Italian clothing imports from Eastern Europe come from Roma-
nia and almost one-fifth from Hungary, the rest being spread among
Bulgaria, Poland, Slovakia, and the Czech Republic, in that order. In
the 1990s, together with an increasing deficit for Italy, the share of
clothing in total Italian imports from each CEEC has been increasing
in all cases, and particularly so from Romania, Bulgaria, and Hun-
gary, where it stood at 33, 18, and 11 percent respectively. The two
sectors behave asymmetrically: clothing looms from two to eight
times larger in Italian imports than exports, while textiles are far
more important in Italian exports, with the exception of exports to
the former Czechoslovakia. The Czech Republic and Slovakia are the
only CEECs with which Italy runs a deficit in textiles. Previous stud-
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ies conducted by the author (Graziani 1993, 1994a, 1994b, 1995) show
a generalized relative specialization of the CEECs in most clothing
products on both the EU and the Italian markets. Moreover, in both
markets import penetration ratios for the same are on the increase.

Does this mean that the Italian textile and clothing industry is
losing ground vis-à-vis East European producers? The question is
whether international trade data should be taken as reliable competi-
tiveness indicators or if a substantial part of trade flows is in some
way or other tied to the importing country through the process of
international relocation. From this perspective, imports into the re-
locating country could ideally be divided into three distinct flows:
a) “untied” imports from foreign firms; b) imports derived from
nonequity cooperation agreements (in particular from subcontract-
ing) ; and c) FDI-related imports. International relocation of produc-
tion—taken here to mean not only the physical delocalization of
production abroad, but also the organized sourcing from other coun-
tries—directly affects the two latter flows and is then crucial for
interpreting the meaning of trade indicators and trends.

ITALIAN FIRM STRATEGY: FROM DOMESTIC SUBCONTRACTING
TO INTERNATIONAL RELOCATION

International relocation was almost completely absent in Italian
textile and clothing production until at least the mid-1980s. Contrary
to the growing international redeployment of its main EU competi-
tor—Germany—Italian relations with foreign markets were mostly
centered on arms-length exports. The few affiliates abroad of larger
Italian firms just had the task of supporting the sales network in the
recipient country. This also explains why Italy did not incur the same
dramatic employment reduction suffered by Germany, where em-
ployment was reduced by half in the last twenty years.

Subcontracting has always been important within Western
Europe. In 1992 the EU clothing subcontracting sector employed
800,000 workers, including 200,000 artisans and 150,000 illicit work-
ers (Mercer Management 1994). This is equal to roughly 26 percent
of EU employment in the textile and clothing industries. Nearly 30
percent were in Italy and 17 percent in the UK. However, up to the
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mid-1980s Italian producers could limit subcontracting almost exclu-
sively within national boundaries. The domestic subcontracting sys-
tem flourished for a number of reasons, including the small size of
most firms, the development of the famous northern “industrial dis-
tricts,” a retailing system that limited import penetration, speciali-
zation in up-market segments, and technological innovation, which
established the highest productivity levels in the world.

Apart from the progressive erosion of industrialized countries’
market shares, by the mid-1980s new features were emerging in the
textile and clothing sectors. First, on the international demand side,
consumption growth started to show signs of stagnation, while a
general rethinking of the relative value of intrinsic quality as against
style was in the making. More in general, a better quality/price
relation was sought. Price elasticity also increased for the high-fash-
ion and quality-content goods. A further factor peculiar to Italy was
also at work. Domestic demand started to flatten out at the end of
the 1980s, bringing it more in line with the demand patterns of the
other industrialized countries. On the supply side, at the domestic
level the concentration rate in both sectors was rapidly increasing,
while large firms reorganized and diversified their production. At
the same time, Italy became a very high-cost country, characterized,
moreover, by a rather rigid labor market. Abroad, emerging coun-
tries were progressively upgrading the quality of their products
through a continuous learning process. On the whole, price competi-
tiveness tended to become more stringent. Increasing competition
was stemming as well from the concentration processes affecting the
distribution sector. Large distributors tended to place big orders and
to intervene in the choice of styles, quality, timing, and service stand-
ards (OETH 1994). A final contingent factor favorable to the interna-
tionalization of production was the real appreciation of the lira
between 1987 and 1992, which favored FDI and subcontracting.

As a consequence, even medium and small Italian firms shifted
rapidly from a purely commercial approach at the international level
to a relocation approach. Relocation occurred in two main ways:
nonequity cooperation agreements (licensing, management con-
tracts, and, above all, subcontracting) and equity agreements, mostly
FDI in the form of acquisitions, at first in the most developed mar-
kets. These two main forms of redeployment have obviously re-
sponded to different motivations. Relocation in low-wage countries
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mainly took the form of international subcontracting, primarily as a
way to lower production costs. East European subcontractors have
been used only in a very minor way to carry out special functions
(specialty subcontracting) or else as capacity reservoirs (complemen-
tary subcontracting). At first subcontracting focused on simple
agreements with local producers to buy the final product. At most,
the Italian firm bought locally or elsewhere the intermediate prod-
ucts necessary to the productive process. In other cases subcontract-
ing involved the export of semifinished products and the reimport
of the finished ones, both without or under the outward processing
trade (OPT) regime. Acquisitions in sophisticated markets allowed
Italian producers to acquire prestigious brand names; to emulate the
host nation’s consumer tastes, especially in medium segments that
absorb large amounts of production; and to gain market shares in
strategic markets. They have also made it possible to penetrate third
markets, to reimport part of the production; and to use existing in-
ternational subcontracting networks (especially those established by
German firms).

OPT

No precise data exist on the above-mentioned forms of subcon-
tracting except for OPT, due to its special tariff regime; it will be more
closely analyzed as an indirect indicator of subcontracting trends.2

The EU’s OPT imports of clothing products covered by the Multi-Fiber
Agreement (MFA) have dramatically increased in recent years. In
1988–93 their volume in tons rose by 126 percent, while their share of
total imports has risen from 8.1 to 10.1 percent. Estimates for Janu-
ary–September 1994 indicate that OPT imports reached nearly 12
percent of total clothing imports (OETH 1995), while “direct” imports
have fallen accordingly. Germany is the leading OPT importer, with
63 percent of the EU total, followed by Italy (10 percent), France (9
percent), Benelux, Denmark, and the UK. From a mere quantitative
point of view, OPT imports seem thus to have increased their role in
the competitive strategy of EU clothing firms (Table 2).

The rising share of Italian OPT imports has been striking. Ger-
many, Benelux, and France were already substantially engaged in
OPT with extra-EU countries at the beginning of the period. On the
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contrary, in 1988 Italian OPT was still minimal, but by 1994, and
especially during the last two years under consideration, Italian pro-
ducers had caught up, showing the fastest rate of increase among
the countries involved. This is all the more striking if one considers
that in the same period Italian clothing imports more than doubled.
On the other hand, France’s and Benelux’s shares of the EU’s OPT
clothing imports declined slightly. (In fact, France was the only EU
country whose share of OPT imports in total clothing imports dimin-
ished. However, given France’s traditional links with North Africa,
this result probably reflects underreporting of OPT imports from
countries which benefit from trade agreements allowing free entry
of all clothing imports.)

Since the 1980s, the CEECs have been at the core of EU OPT.
Considering OPT imports in all industrial sectors, the whole region,
including the former Yugoslavia, was already the most important in
the world in 1988 for the EU. After the disintegration of Yugoslavia,
the CEECs not only absorbed the loss in its share, but even gained
another 5 percent to reach 38 percent of the world total in 1994. Their
performance contrasted favorably as against 20 percent for Asia and
the Pacific, 13 percent for North America, and 9 percent for the Medi-
terranean countries, just to cite the most important sources. An even
larger part of OPT in the clothing sector is conducted with the
CEECs—more than half according to official statistics, 43 percent if
we take into consideration the underestimation of the Mediterra-
nean countries (OETH 1995).

Given the profound asymmetry characterizing EU-CEEC trade
(Graziani 1993, 1994a, 1995), OPT operations weigh much more in
total exports of the East European countries. OETH estimates based
on nineteen clothing categories suggest that OPT imports into the
EU loom very large in imports from Poland (78 percent), Hungary
(72 percent), Slovakia (65 percent), the Czech Republic (58 percent),
Romania (53 percent), and Bulgaria (45 percent). In half of the nine-
teen MFA clothing categories for Poland and Hungary the share is
even higher than 80 percent. Generally speaking, shares tend to be
lower for shirts, T-shirts, and pullovers, while higher in categories
involving tailoring operations and wool fabrics (OETH 1994).

Textiles and clothing play a key role in Italian OPT imports, and
the CEECs have become Italy’s main trading partner. Thus the high-
est share of reimports from non-EU Europe in total reimports is in
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clothing et al. (87.5 percent), followed by electric lamps (87.1 percent)
and textiles (83.2 percent) (see Table 3). The particular importance of
the CEECs for Italian OPT imports in the textile and clothing sectors
can be better seen in a more disaggregated analysis. In 1994, the
CEECs provided more than half of textile reimports (including 75
percent of cotton fabrics, which were concentrated in Hungary),
more than 65 percent for continuous filament fabrics (again concen-
trated in Hungary), more than one-third for wool fabrics (Poland),
more than half of hosiery (Hungary), and more than 60 percent for
knitwear (evenly spread). The data for clothing reach almost three-
quarters (mostly from Romania and Hungary), of which more than
80 percent is in women’s outerwear and men’s underwear (see Ta-
bles 4–5).

A comparison of each CEEC’s dependence on OPT in the three
main subsectors of the industry shows the importance of OPT for
Italian imports (see Table 6). At the world level, the clothing sector
imports are dependent upon OPT for one-fifth of their growth, knit-
wear and hosiery for 13 percent, and the other textiles only margin-
ally. This dependency, and consequently the contribution of OPT, is
from three to four times larger if we consider the CEECs, with peaks
of more than 90 percent in knitwear imports from Poland and Bul-
garia, or in clothing imports from Romania (the latter from Poland
and Hungary being higher than 80 percent). In all three sectors the
former Czechoslovakia is relatively less dependent on OPT, while
Hungary is the only country in which other textiles have contributed
more than the other subsectors.

FDI

Parallel to the explosion of OPT with the CEECs, especially in
more recent years, Italian FDI in Eastern Europe has started to de-
velop in the textiles and clothing industry. Hungary seems to be the
preferred location, with more than one-third of the entire operations
(nine), followed by Romania and Poland with five operations each,
by Bulgaria with two, and finally by the Czech Republic and Slovakia
with one operation each.3 As in the case of OPT, here too Hungary
seems to be the preferred partner, and Romania occupies a relatively
more important position for Italy than for the EU average. However,
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if we take the relative importance of Italian FDI in textiles and cloth-
ing vis-à-vis FDI in all industries, Romania and Bulgaria come first:
29 percent of all Italian FDI in these countries has been in the textiles
and clothing sectors. The corresponding figures for the other CEECs
are the following: Hungary, 20 percent; Poland and Czechoslovakia,
18 percent (see Table 7A). It seems plausible to conclude that Italian
FDI in textiles and clothing is particularly oriented to Eastern Europe.

The textile and clothing sectors have won the largest share of
Italian FDI in the CEECs. Only 7 percent of Italian world FDI in all
industries is destined for Eastern Europe. This share, however, al-
most triples—to 18 percent—if one considers Italian textile and
clothing FDI in the CEECs as compared to total Italian world FDI in
the same sectors. A similar picture emerges if one looks at employ-
ment and turnover data: 34 percent of all the employees of the Italian
affiliates in the textiles and clothing sectors in the world work in
Eastern Europe; this share falls to 12 percent if we consider all in-
dustries. Finally, turnover follows a parallel path: 7 percent as
against 3 percent (see Table 7B).

Although Italian FDI remains a recent and quite limited phe-
nomenon, it is illuminating to analyze its character. Eighteen Italian
companies, including half of the twelve major Italian groups, are
involved in the twenty-three operations, with three firms making
more than one investment (Cantoni—four, GFT and Romalfa—two
each). FDI has been led by larger companies, which have also invested
in and developed OPT imports. Local companies formed through FDI
are, as expected, relatively small, with only five of them employing
more than six hundred people and only two more than one thousand.
Textiles and clothing operations are almost evenly split: eleven and
twelve, respectively. Regarding textiles, one-third of the investment
concerns the cotton industry, the others being rather evenly distrib-
uted. Textile investments may support local clothing operations in
loco. There does not appear to be a precise predominance of setting
up entirely new enterprises vis-à-vis acquisitions of existing ones:
greenfield investment is for the moment just over one-half of the total.
On the contrary, there is a definite preference for control operations:
majority shareholding and other forms of control are present in 70
percent of the operations. Equal shareholding appears only once, the
rest (26 percent) being minority holdings.
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What motivates Italian FDI in Eastern Europe? Applying, with
some minor adaptations, the subdivision proposed by Dunning
(1993), we see that the majority of it has followed a “resource seek-
ing” logic (see Table 8). In the East European case, the “resources”
sought are not so much scarce natural resources but prevailingly
low-cost labor, plus in some cases, skilled labor. Most of the time the
products obtained in the process are meant for reexport. The second
motivation has been “market seeking”—that is, the penetration of
recipient or other nearby markets, especially in Poland, the largest
market in Eastern Europe. Finally, ”support investments”—that is,
those destined to favor the parent firm’s exports, distribution, and
after-sales services—have been a minor motivation, having been
cited only once, and then only as a motivation secondary to market
seeking.

NONEQUITY COOPERATION AGREEMENTS (NEAs)

When Italian textile and clothing companies could not attain a
sufficient external penetration because of a lack of resources necessary
for FDI but still wanted to go beyond pure commercial transactions,
nonequity agreements were the third main strand at their disposal.
Their peculiar nature of being a very flexible instrument adaptable to
changing international commercial strategies made them usable by
large and medium/small companies alike. Because data on NEAs are
scanty, caution is required, but it is nevertheless interesting to examine
recent trends. Like other forms of international operations, NEAs
became more numerous in the second part of the 1980s, although the
CEECs still represent only about 10 percent of the world total. In the
period 1989–94, it appears that Italian textile (as opposed to clothing)
firms showed a very limited recourse to this instrument (see Table 9).
As for their importance to the CEECs, NEAs seem to be relatively
more numerous with the former Czechoslovakia (four operations),
while the other countries, ranked in descending importance, appear
to show a pattern similar to the one already shown for OPT and FDI,
with Romania and Hungary taking the lead (three operations each),
followed by Poland (two operations), and Bulgaria (only one). Finally,
the content of the agreements does not seem to be especially skewed
toward any particular form, productive aims just slightly prevailing
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over distribution and know-how transfer (five operations as against
four each for the latter two forms). It is interesting to note, however,
that the productive nature of these agreements is relatively more
pronounced than in the relations of Italian firms with the Far East,
the United States, and Japan. All in all, the pattern of NEAs seems to
confirm the above analysis of relocation trends in the Italian textile
and clothing industries.

REASONS FOR AND FEATURES OF ITALIAN RELOCATION

The principal reason for sending parts of the productive proc-
ess abroad is, as shown above, the increasing competition from low-
wage countries and the need to combine the high productivity and
technological level at home with the lower labor costs abroad. But
the technical conditions allowing for it are also fundamental. In the
clothing industry pre-assembly activities (that is, designing, grading
and marking of patterns, cutting) have grown ever more capital-in-
tensive through automation, while assembly operations (mainly
sewing—accounting for about 80 percent of the value added) remain
very labor-intensive and rely mostly on conventional sewing ma-
chines. The application of modern telecommunication networks has
allowed for the separation of these two stages without sacrificing
quality and efficiency (OECD 1994).

Italian manufacturers tend to keep the global study, product
development, organization, and commercialization phases at home
while relocating the productive phases in low-labor-cost countries.
Companies tend to maintain in Italy only the productive structures
that are capable of responding quickly to small runs and emergency
orders or else up-market and niche production, which requires spe-
cific expertise. From the cost point of view, relocation is more con-
venient the bigger and more standardized the runs required. The
bigger the firm, the higher the frequency of relocation tends to be.

Some changes have, however, taken place within this general
perspective. Clothing manufacturers are coming to realize that it is
probably less convenient to relocate just the simplest tasks since they
are the ones that can more easily be automated and consequently be
kept at home. In several cases, the complexity of the operations re-
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quires comparatively more human labor inputs, which are cheaper
in the recipient countries. The recent acquisition of 80 percent of the
Slovak firm Svikon by GFT to produce men’s jackets, one of the most
complex clothing operations, is a clear example of such a new ap-
proach. Also, there has been a generalized growth of the average
quality level of subcontractors through the learning process. This,
among other factors, is pushing more and more Italian entrepre-
neurs to consider international relocation within a strategy of global
reorganization, where subcontractors are seen as pivotal in the sup-
ply of complex and high-quality products.

Traditionally, relocation was limited to lower and/or middle
market products. Today, as a consequence of the changes mentioned
above, redeployment is also occurring for the up-market segments
of production and is becoming part of the strategy of smaller, more
specialized firms too. It should be noted that relocation is developing
in a cumulative way and by imitation, insofar as smaller companies
are also securing the necessary information. Generally speaking, re-
location in the textile industry is of less importance than in clothing.
There are mainly two reasons for this. One is that EU producers, and
Italian ones in particular, are more competitive in the more capital-
intensive and technology-intensive processes that characterize most
textile production. Suffice it to say that labor cost is equal to roughly
35–40 percent of a final product’s cost in clothing, while representing
12–16 percent in weaving and spinning. The second reason is insti-
tutional—that is, the requirement by OPT regulations that fabrics
sent to the subcontractor be of EU origin. Relocation in the clothing
industry is, however, also pulling relocation in the textile sector be-
cause of the need for the two industrial segments to be geographi-
cally close. In recent interviews of a sample of two hundred firms
from six EU countries, 23 percent of the textile firms interviewed
declared they had established or were preparing to establish a for-
eign production unit, Eastern Europe as a major area (Scheffer 1994).
Italian producers seem to have gone a long way in a short time in
this direction. The data presented above show that almost half of the
FDI operations are in the textile sector.
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WHY RELOCATE TO EASTERN EUROPE?

From the above discussion, the particular attraction of Eastern
Europe as a site for redeployment is understandable. First, its labor
costs are much lower than in Italy or the average EU country, and
labor productivity differences do not offset these large cost gaps.
This would still not be enough to justify the choice of Eastern
Europe. China or other low-wage Asian countries would be pre-
ferred. Other factors are considered to be the determining ones for
the location of production. These do not concern product quality,
which is very often the same as in Italy since the fabrics, the machin-
ery, and the working methods are those employed in the Italian
factories. Instead, what makes the real difference is the geographical
and cultural proximity, coupled with the quality of the labor force.
East European countries offer delivery times of two or three days, as
against forty-five days by ship from Asia. This general possibility of
a quick response to market demand goes hand in hand with the
existence in some of the CEECs of a long tradition of production in
the sector: in clothing—especially in Poland, followed by Hungary;
in textiles in the former Czechoslovakia, which also has a long-stand-
ing tradition in the production of textile machinery. It should be
added that Romania and Bulgaria are rapidly upgrading the ability
of their workforce in clothing production, thanks in part to foreign
investment and technical advice.

COSTS AND BENEFITS FOR HOST COUNTRIES AND ITALY

Relocation could rightly be a matter of growing concern for host
countries since several drawbacks might ensue from it. First, in the
longer run host countries might get locked in their present structure
of revealed comparative advantages, based on highly labor-inten-
sive activities, while the exploitation of potential comparative ad-
vantages in higher-tech stages of production would be delayed.
Second, a certain share of the national production and exports would
strictly depend on foreign decisions and performance, hence increas-
ing economic vulnerability. Subcontracting, by its very nature,
makes the subcontractor very vulnerable: a change in conditions,
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like a wage rise or a fall in productivity, would push the foreign
partner to withdraw rapidly. Third, OPT, which requires the use of
textiles produced in the EU, would prevent the East European tex-
tiles industries from developing fully. The dependence on the for-
eign partner is thus double-edged: input-wise and output-wise.
Fourth, it might entail a lasting downgrading of some activities. The
case of companies losing their former profile in order to adapt to the
foreign customers’ needs is not infrequent. Some functions, like
R&D, marketing, and financing, might even disappear. Finally, re-
gional inequalities might be strengthened, as these activities tend to
cluster around particular zones.

Should OPT or other forms of subcontracting then be avoided?
The fact is that in many instances firms which enter into such a
relationship have no better way to expand their production and ex-
ports. For some of them it could even be a matter of life or death.
Furthermore, it certainly should enhance employment and indus-
trial capabilities among the labor force, while imitation and various
types of backward and forward linkages could materialize with re-
lated industries. East European firms derive three main benefits: 1) a
guaranteed outlet and the ability to use their customers’ brand
names and distribution channels; 2) the avoidance of storage costs
for both inputs and outputs; and 3) the acquisition of high-quality
inputs, capital, technology, and managerial experience. In this re-
spect, the learning process stems from working at the principal’s
specifications, but also from direct training, often provided by Italian
firms.

The crux of the matter, however, is whether local firms can
stand up to international competition once nonequity forms of relo-
cation (mainly OPT) come to an end. Previous historical experiences,
like Portugal’s, seem to point to a positive answer. It is, however,
questionable whether the Portuguese experience, with its longer
opening to the world market, is really relevant in the case of Eastern
Europe, which has only recently fully reintegrated into the interna-
tional economy. A recent survey of more than twenty firms in the
Czech Republic and Hungary has showed that only one of them has
turned a previous OPT relationship into autonomous production
and sales under its own brand (Pellegrin 1997).

The impact on Italy might also be ambivalent and probably
different in the short and in the longer term. Insofar as subcontract-
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ing and FDI represent a substitution of domestic production and a
derived demand for cheaper foreign labor, they also tend to induce
a contraction of domestic production and employment, and likely of
exports, plus the possible erosion of the domestic supplier base.
Particular production phases (i.e., assembly activities) and lower-
skilled workers tend to be penalized, while other productive seg-
ments and the higher-skilled labor force might even be favored by
such a process. By influencing relative factor prices, relocation tends
to influence income distribution as well. Industrial restructuring
schemes, coupled with intensive worker retraining, appear here as
necessary measures.

One might, however, suggest that even without relocation, the
reduction in domestic employment would take place due to an in-
creased challenge from foreign competitors. In this respect, the job
losses seem to be caused by a whole range of factors, including
productivity gains, competition from other EU redeployers (higher
quality segments), relocation to and competition from cheaper labor
countries (lower quality productive segments). The latter aspect is
further going to gain in importance with the progressive abolition
of MFA quotas and the consequent reestablishment of the competi-
tive advantage of the less developed countries (LDCs). In this re-
spect, job losses will tend to be lower the deeper the firms’ process
of redeployment. In the longer run, the firms undertaking the vari-
ous forms of relocation could succeed in enhancing their interna-
tional competitiveness and expanding their domestic production
and exports, thereby offsetting the initial employment reduction.
Meanwhile, relocation, especially under the OPT form, increases
Italian clothing firms’ flexibility, externalizes some of the production
costs and risks, and certainly strengthens domestic textile producers,
given the requirement that fabrics be of EU origin. Whether and how
far this process will go on will be seen in the years to come. Certainly
the progressive application of the results of the Uruguay Round
from 1995 are bound to represent a powerful incentive to further
strides in the globalization path. On the other hand, the devaluation
of the lira at the end of 1992 might limit the FDI form of relocation.
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CONCLUSION: IS RELOCATION IN THE TEXTILE AND
CLOTHING INDUSTRIES A ONE-WAY STREET?

The textile and clothing industries are undergoing a rapid pro-
cess of globalization in production, as are other industrial sectors.
Even countries like Italy, which privileged domestic subcontracting
and limited FDI, are now following the more general trend. The
microeconomic foundations of globalization are clearly at work in
this case: firms’ motivations and strategies—in particular Italian
firms’ desire to restore deteriorating international competitive-
ness— appear solidly to drive the process.

Although deeply involved in globalization, some of these so-
called traditional sectors seem to behave in a rather different way
from more technology-intensive sectors. First of all, they do not seem
to have gone very far in the globalization path. Here clothing ap-
pears less advanced if we consider two usual indicators of globali-
zation, the international sourcing of intermediates and especially
intrafirm trade. The textile industry, with its more global sourcing of
intermediate inputs, seems to be ahead. The main motivation also
seems different. In the more technology-intensive sectors market
potential appears to be the principal aim of FDI and subcontracting,
while labor cost does not loom very large. The contrary seems to be
true in some very labor-intensive stages of clothing production.

As previously noted, the technical conditions of production and
even more so the application of modern telecommunication net-
works have only eased the geographical separation between the
more labor-intensive assembly phases and the capital-intensive pre-
assembly stages in the clothing industry. The fact that more complex
clothing operations tend to be relocated while small and medium
clothing enterprises and some textile operations have joined the
game reinforces the notion that low-wage industrializing countries
might still consider these sectors as possible candidates for the first
industrialization phase.

However, this process of international relocation might not be
as linear as it could appear at first sight. The main reason is that the
sectors under consideration have started to adopt the “lean” produc-
tion system—that is, just-in-time deliveries, short runs, smaller or-
ders, low inventories, and high quality. This is all the more evident
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in the fashion-oriented industry, where fashion trends emerge and
collections follow each other with a much higher frequency than
they used to. Within this perspective, transport costs and above all
geographic proximity and delivery times tend to be of paramount
importance when deciding on an outward FDI or a subcontracting
operation. In some cases, these factors may even offset the lower-la-
bor-cost advantage and serve to keep the activity at home. When this
is not the case, they would certainly push investors to choose the
closest sites, thus reinforcing the regional agglomeration of the glo-
balization process, as evidenced also for other industrial sectors.
Such a tendency is certainly strengthened by regional preferential
agreements, as is the case of the EU association agreements with the
CEECs and the particularly favorable OPT regime. In this respect, as
far as Italy and the EU are concerned, Eastern Europe offers rather
obvious locational advantages vis-à-vis lower-wage but more dis-
tant Asian producers.

NOTES

This chapter is a revised and expanded version of a paper published in
Landesmann and Dobrinsky, eds. (1998).

 1. Tables referred to in the text can be found in an earlier version of this study
at http://brie.berkeley.edu/BRIE.

 2. Note that the relative boom of this type of subcontracting may represent a
response to the special OPT tariff regime, which will disappear in 1998,
when the last tariff and nontariff barriers to imports will disappear.

 3. Another investment operation was undertaken in 1994 by Marzotto in the
Czech Republic but is not included in the database.
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BUILDING PRODUCTION NETWORKS IN CENTRAL
EUROPE: THE CASE OF THE ELECTRONICS INDUSTRY1

Greg Linden2

Since the collapse of socialism, multinational corporations
(MNCs) have forged a range of production linkages in the three
leading economies of Central Europe (CE): Hungary, Poland, and the
Czech Republic. The initial foreign investments in the region were
made by European firms, which concentrated on automotive and
electrical parts manufacturing, textiles, and agriculture. Over the
last few years, investments have gradually expanded into “high-
tech” electronics as a diverse group of MNCs have extended their
European production activities from West to East. While electronics
production in the region predates the emergence of foreign direct
investment (FDI), the formerly state-owned firms are generally un-
able to compete with advanced producers in the United States, Asia,
and Europe. They are limited by weaknesses in marketing, product
and process technology, organization and management, and capital
resources. As a result, MNCs have become the key actors in CE’s
export-oriented electronics sector.3

This chapter examines foreign investment patterns in CE and
describes the nature of the region’s integration with the global elec-
tronics industry. The first section positions CE in the context of the
global electronics industry. The second section traces the particular
patterns of foreign investment in the electronics industries of Po-
land, Hungary, and the Czech Republic. The third section explores
the determinants of MNC investments in CE electronics production,
including the influence of Soviet-era industrial legacies and national
policies toward FDI.4
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CE IN THE GLOBAL ELECTRONICS INDUSTRY

Today, global electronics manufacturing is organized by the in-
ternational production networks of a few dozen MNCs with global
operations. Lured by a combination of foreign markets and competi-
tive production environments, the lead firms have located similar
(but not identical) production activities in Asia, Europe, and North
America. MNC networks are most often concentrated in the home
region, as geographical proximity promotes close ties between de-
sign and production. The resulting intraregional networks typically
consist of firms in high-cost locations coordinating activities in me-
dium- and low-cost countries. For example, a regional network in
Asia might locate its corporate headquarters in Japan, regional head-
quarters and high-value-added manufacturing in Singapore, and la-
bor-intensive production in Thailand and Malaysia. Similarly,
foreign investors in CE typically coordinate their regional activities
from their established European headquarters.5

While networked production in the electronics sector is at its
most complex and extensive in Asia, CE is fertile ground to be devel-
oped. Much as Southeast Asia has become the low-cost production
location for Asia’s production networks, CE is becoming a support
platform for advanced producers in Europe. MNCs have recognized
this opportunity and have invested in many industries. As a result,
FDI, with the accompanying technology and marketing linkages, now
plays a leading role in rebuilding the CE electronics industry.

FDI has proceeded in distinct but overlapping stages. After the
region’s economies opened in 1989, direct privatization of state-owned
assets allowed foreign companies to form linkages and joint ventures.
From 1989 to 1991 in Hungary and from 1991 to 1993 in Poland and
the Czech Republic, MNCs entered joint ventures with recently spun-
off divisions of state conglomerates. Investment in previously state-
owned enterprises was followed by a second phase of FDI in
greenfield sites. Since 1993, the pace of investments has been most
frenetic in Hungary, but both Poland and the Czech Republic are
beginning to attract their share of new large-scale electronics plants.

European firms have taken the lead, motivated first by geogra-
phy and lower labor costs. German firms in particular have sought
out opportunities to escape stifling labor laws and high costs at
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home. Europe’s relatively small number of lead firms in electronics
have made the earliest and most extensive investments in CE. Most
notably, Philips of the Netherlands has built an extensive network
for consumer electronics in Hungary and also made electrical sector
investments in Poland. Siemens of Germany has invested in all three
countries in telecommunications equipment and electrical parts.

U.S. firms are less in evidence but have still made significant
investments. IBM established a large-scale disk drive assembly plant
in Hungary, while Motorola has invested in an existing Czech wafer
fabrication plant and a new software center in Poland. More recently,
several U.S.-based contract manufacturers have expanded their
European operations to Hungary. Japanese investments have re-
mained gradual and cautious. Typically, several years of sales and
subcontracting networks have preceded any large-scale electronics
investments. Japanese firms generally did not invest during the pri-
vatization process, instead preferring greenfield plants for consumer
and industrial electronics manufacturing. Korean producers, par-
ticularly Samsung and Daewoo, have moved quickly to use CE as
both an opportunity for market expansion and a low-cost production
platform for the European region. By comparison, electronics MNCs
from the other newly industrialized economies of Asia have been
much more selective.

ELECTRONICS NETWORKS IN CE

While the three CE countries exhibit similarities, FDI has taken
on a specific character in each, with different concentrations in par-
ticular industries and subsectors. These concentrations result from a
delicate interplay among industrial lineage, native technical skills,
and company strategies. The selected case studies which follow in-
dicate that technological know-how does not suffice as a lure for FDI,
but that a robust legal framework, investment incentives, and pro-
market industrial policies play critical roles. 

This accounts for certain anomalies in foreign investment pat-
terns. For example, the Czech Republic has the most experience in
the realm of advanced electronics production, with expertise in in-
tegrated circuit fabrication and precision engineering. However, FDI
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remains weak in electronics, which has presumably resulted from
the nation’s ambivalence toward FDI and unwillingness to provide
special incentives. Hungary, which has taken great pains to attract
FDI, is fast becoming a “supply base” for the regional electronics
sector, attracting investments from suppliers of parts, components,
and contract manufacturing services, as well as from final assem-
blers. With a substantially larger domestic market than Hungary or
the Czech Republic and an industrial legacy of television and indus-
trial electronics production, Poland has attracted very specific indus-
trial concentrations in mass market goods such as television sets and
washing machines. Its initial policy stance toward FDI has recently
softened, and FDI levels have risen noticeably as a result.

The following subsections provide a detailed picture of the elec-
tronics sector linkages that have formed over the last decade from
two distinct vantages. The first, which reviews local capabilities and
FDI, draws a contrast between the outcomes for more skill-intensive
activities and final goods assembly. The second, on CE as a regional
supply base, considers the dynamic significance of the lopsided out-
comes for inputs and intermediate goods.

LOCAL CAPABILITIES AND FDI

While investments in low-tech assembly of consumer electron-
ics, computing products, and electrical appliances are spread rather
evenly across the three countries, more advanced technologies have
initially concentrated where there was significant prior experience.
Thus, the uneven distribution of microelectronics and software ac-
tivities suggests that investors are responding to local capabilities.
For example, FDI in wafer fabrication is limited to the Czech Repub-
lic, which was the only country to produce integrated circuits under
the Soviet production system.

Microelectronics. The fabrication of integrated circuits (ICs) is one
of the most demanding industrial processes. The Czech Republic has
the most developed microelectronics sector in CE, with major invest-
ments by Motorola. In 1997, Motorola bought a controlling interest in
the Tesla Sezam factory and its associated wafer supplier following
several years of subcontracting, during which Motorola helped up-
grade the factory’s operations. The American company also opened
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a nearby design center for analog ICs in 1994. Total investment figures
have not been disclosed but are reported to exceed $45 million. As of
1990, the then state-owned fab was primarily using three-inch wafers
and producing circuits with four-micron line widths, well behind the
six-inch wafers and submicron capabilities of Western producers.
Nevertheless, in 1991 a team from Motorola declared the output of
Tesla to be comparable to if not better than that of its other subcon-
tractors.

Poland’s CEMI (part of the Unitra group) was also a producer
of ICs. Like Tesla, it used ten-year-old technology for metal oxide
semiconductor (MOS) and bipolar chips. However, CEMI’s reputation
for quality was poor, and it was unable to produce output at a cost
that could be competitive on world markets. In 1993, CEMI was
declared bankrupt and offered for sale for the price of £1 to any buyer
willing to take on its debt and its outdated production system. No
takers were found, and production was eventually restarted in 1995
under ownership of Poland’s Industrial Development Agency (ARP).

Hungary had the least success with ICs in the Soviet era. Hun-
garian IC production was initiated in 1985 under licenses from the
Soviet Union and East Germany, but the factory burned down the
following year, destroying all the equipment. Undaunted, a new
Hungarian-Soviet joint venture, Intermos, was created to carry on
and began production in 1992. A second company, Interbip, was
created with private funding to produce bipolar ICs for consumer
electronics using technology from a small U.S. partner, NCM. The
two companies survived and were recently combined into a single
firm called Melcom. The main products include switching diodes,
power transistors, and thin and thick hybrid circuits—more than 90
percent for export to customers such as Temic, Motorola, General
Electric, and ABB.

SOFTWARE

The local presence of software engineering skills facilitates a
wide range of electronics activities from chip design to plant man-
agement. Software development requires high-level skills indicative
of extensive investment in human capital. It is often noted that the
poor quality of computers available in the Soviet bloc under com-
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munism engendered a crop of unusually creative software develop-
ers in compensation (e.g., Dyker 1996).

CE software engineers have had no shortage of contract work
localizing software packages for the desktop PC and other markets.
Apart from such low-level tasks, the pattern of FDI in software, as
with IC fabrication, is very uneven. Although Hungary and the
Czech Republic both had about 15 personal computers per 1,000
inhabitants in 1995, FDI in software engineering has been highly
concentrated in Hungary—a situation which suggests that “market
pull” is only part of the draw for foreign investors (see Table 1).

Hungary has a strong tradition in software and also some of the
strongest foreign linkages. State-owned software house SzKI was
performing commissioned work for Siemens as early as 1980. An-
other strong local company, GraphiSoft—a start-up dating from
1982—has carved out a niche in 3D drafting software for architects.
Hungary has received several FDI in software engineering for com-
munications networks. In the mid-1990s, Siemens established Sys-
data to develop software for private telephone networks; Ericsson
started a software support group in Budapest, one of twenty-five
such centers worldwide; and Nokia announced it will open two
Hungarian research centers to develop switching software and ap-
plications.

Poland and the Czech Republic have very capable software
sectors, but they have not yet produced firms as competitive as
GraphiSoft, nor have they generated the same level of activity by
foreign firms as Hungary. Poland has received software-related in-
vestment from ICL (the UK branch of Fujitsu) and Motorola, which
has committed to develop a software unit in Krakow that is to even-
tually employ some 500 engineers. The Czech Republic, which has
received some investment from Swiss and French software firms, is
also home to a Siemens subsidiary comparable to but about one-
third the size of Sysdata in Hungary. 

Computers and Peripherals. There has been minimal investment
in PC assembly in CE, and the only export-scale PC assembly invest-
ment so far has been made by a Taiwanese company, First Interna-
tional Computer (FIC), in the Czech Republic. Although not well
known outside the industry, FIC designs and assembles computers
sold by better known firms such as Compaq under their brand
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names. Output began in 1998 at 10,000 units per month for export,
and the total planned investment is $100 million.

Hungary has captured the lion’s share of investment for major
PC subsystems, hard drives, and monitors. The hard disk complex
demonstrates some vertical integration, while the core component
of the monitor—the CRT—must still be imported. In 1994, IBM be-
gan subcontracting the production of hard drive head assemblies to
the successfully privatized Videoton, investing about $2.6 million
and employing 150 workers. Subsequent investments and expan-
sions proceeded rapidly. By 1997, the total investment was about
$110 million, with 3,000 workers and a capacity of 3 million hard
drives per year. The plant’s yield is claimed to be the highest of IBM’s
10 plants worldwide. In addition, a recent investment of $27 million
was made by Nippon Densan (also known as Nidec), the leading
producer of disk drive spindle motors. The new factory is expected
to eventually employ 800 workers.

Monitor production has also been concentrated in Hungary.
The earliest investment was from Italy’s Hantarex, which entered a
majority-owned joint venture with the state-owned Mechanikai
Laboratorium in 1991. Following closure under a cloud of scandal
back in Italy, the plant was taken over by Finland’s Nokia in 1995 for
an initial investment of $30 million. In 1996, the factory employed
200 workers producing about 300,000 units per year for the West
European market. Nokia’s monitor plant uses less than a dozen local
suppliers, providing mostly packaging and plastic parts. However,
at least two of Nokia’s Finnish suppliers, Ensto and Elcoteq, have
recently arranged to build factories near Nokia’s monitor factory to
supply plastic parts and subcontracting services. Elcoteq’s total in-
vestment—encouraged by a three-year exemption from local
taxes—is expected to be more than $30 million. Similarly, Philips in
1996 opened a monitor factory in Hungary that is supported by a
network of Hungarian plants producing plastic and other parts that
Philips established with other foreign partners. The $30 million fac-
tory employs over 1,000 workers, and capacity is one million units
per year.

Audio, Video, and Television Equipment. Hungary is the leading
destination for investment in the assembly of VCRs and audio equip-
ment, with significant investors such as Philips, Sony, and Clarion.
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Philips started by subcontracting with Videoton for parts and gradu-
ally expanded activities to include final assembly of VCRs. The main
foreign investment in Hungary’s television sector came from Korea’s
Samsung, which started a 40 percent-owned joint venture in 1989
with a state-run producer, Orion. Hungarian engineers were sent to
Korea to study production techniques. Output began in 1990 with a
100,000-set-per-year capacity and 125 employees. Local suppliers
provided packaging, frames, and wiring for local content of about
15 percent. In 1991, Samsung bought out Orion’s share and steadily
raised capacity, which has now reached 500,000 sets a year, primarily
for export. The local supply of plastic parts has increased, raising
local content to 25 percent. 

Poland is the leading investment location for TV assembly, pri-
marily because of its larger market. Small-scale plants that served
the local market have given way to a series of larger investments by
both European and Asian companies planning to use Poland as an
export platform. Poland’s television sector is strengthened by the
local production of CRTs, the primary component of television sets.
The key producer is France’s Thomson, who took a controlling stake
in Polkolor, Poland’s state-owned producer of CRTs, in 1991. By
1995, the company had invested over $90 million, raising capacity to
3 million units per year and employing over 5,000 workers. The
factory now supplies both local and West European markets with
small and mid-size screens.

The Czech Republic also produces CRTs, but this activity seems
to be divorced from a large-scale investment in television assembly
by Matsushita, who committed to a $66 million operation in 1996 to
serve the regional market. Starting in 1995, the Japanese company
sourced TV tuners from Tesla Lanskroun (a passive components pro-
ducer) and remote controls from Elitron Liberec (which used to make
electronics for textile machinery) for use at its other European facto-
ries. However, the poor quality of other local suppliers has report-
edly made it difficult for the new Czech plant to meet informal
targets for local content, which will initially include only cardboard
boxes and printed materials.

Appliances. The electrical appliances sector is closer to the his-
torical mechanical engineering strengths of the CE technology base,
and investments in this area have shown a decided tendency to
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expand and deepen over time. A successful early privatization in
Hungary occurred in this subsector. In 1991, Electrolux bought Le-
hel, a large (4,900 employee) state-owned refrigerator producer, for
about $65 million, subsequently turning the company into an impor-
tant regional base. In 1995, a production line for box refrigerators
was transferred from Spain, and the following year, one for chest
freezers was transferred from Denmark. As of 1997, output was dou-
ble its level prior to Electrolux’s purchase, while employment is a
little more than half (3,000). Electrolux has also introduced value-
added activities in Hungary. As early as 1992 it put a team of local
engineers to work on refrigerator insulation technology, and in 1996,
product development was transferred from Denmark along with the
freezer production line.

Poland has attracted several investments related to washing
machines. Daewoo opened a washing machine factory with an an-
nual capacity of 100,000 units in 1995, primarily for the export mar-
ket. Bosch-Siemens opened a $3.5 million washing machine plant in
1995 to serve the domestic market, with a capacity of 25,000 units
per year using Spanish parts. In early 1998, the company opened a
new 200,000-unit-per-year plant built to develop export sales, em-
ploying 300 and costing roughly $30 million. In 1996, Electrolux in-
itiated a washing machine assembly joint venture with Swiatowit, a
small producer of appliances and enamelware, with a 50,000 unit
capacity aimed at the domestic market.

CE AS REGIONAL SUPPLY BASE 

“Supply base” manufacturing, the production of inputs and
intermediate products, often leads to higher-value-added activities.
In network terms, a country with a concentration of production of
these intermediate products becomes central to nodes elsewhere in
the region, which can lead to further development of valuable serv-
ices such as procurement and regional headquarters functions. The
presence of export-qualified activities in supply base products can
also attract additional manufacturing investment. Although in many
cases inputs are manufactured in CE only to be exported for final
assembly elsewhere (usually Western Europe), an increasing
number of investments—especially for plastic and metal parts—are
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made to supply prior investors who assemble final products locally
(e.g., Korea’s Daidong for Sony). As part of the domestic supply
base, they provide an added attraction for future investors consid-
ering locations for final product assembly. In this context, Hungary’s
position as a nascent regional supply base should encourage MNCs
to upgrade their Hungarian activities and further cement the coun-
try’s role in final assembly of numerous downstream goods, as evi-
denced in previous sections (see Table 2).

Electronic Components. The largest single investment in electronic
components was made in the Czech Republic, but Hungary has re-
ceived a continuous stream of smaller yet still significant investments.
The large Czech investment was made by Japan’s Kyocera. Through
the UK office of its U.S.-based subsidiary AVX, Kyocera began sub-
contracting capacitor assembly to Tesla Lanskroun in 1992, involving
about 400 workers. The following year, AVX set up its own subsidiary
in a building leased from Lanskroun to produce tantalum capacitors,
mainly for export—the first Japanese direct investment in the Czech
Republic. The company has put in an additional $40 million in the
following years with 1,700 workers in Lanskroun and another 500 in
a separate location. Some production was transferred from an existing
operation in Germany, where wages are ten times higher and work
rules stricter. The Czech operation is being upgraded to add more of
the intermediate steps of production, currently done in the UK, which
necessitates cross-hauling of the work in progress.

Although none of the Hungarian investments in this subsector
are on the same scale as that of Kyocera, they are still in the $10
million range and cover a broad variety of component types for use
in end products in both Hungary and elsewhere, primarily Western
Europe. In two cases—Temic (now owned by Vishay of the United
States) and Siemens-Matsushita (a German-Japanese joint ven-
ture)—the initial investment was made in cooperation with local
partners who were eventually bought out as the operation was ex-
panded. At the opposite extreme, Poland has only recently received
investments in this area, all in state-owned or recently privatized
companies.

Electrical Parts. The Czech Republic has received several major
investments for electrical parts, primarily from the European firms
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ABB and Siemens. In 1993, Siemens purchased the electromechanical
component division (with 500 employees producing relays and
switches) of the ZPA automation conglomerate from the National
Property Fund. According to one report, the labor cost was 20 per-
cent of that in Berlin, while productivity per worker was one-third.
Siemens has invested nearly $20 million in the operation, expanding
product lines to include telecom relays and fittings for optical cables.
Most of the output is exported to Germany. Employment has risen
to 1,000 and the plant is ISO 9002-certified.

In Hungary, Siemens is also active, having made a direct priva-
tization purchase in 1991 of VIV, a maker of industrial switch gear.
Employment has been maintained at about 1,700, and a new $8 mil-
lion plant was opened in 1996 to assemble hybrid circuits and power
modules. Another German firm, Leonische Drahtwerke, is investing
$8 million for a highly automated plant to produce cable bundles for
automobiles and for producers of consumer electronics. The plant
will replace production previously done in Germany.

Poland’s two investments in this category are both for batter-
ies—a joint venture plant of Philips and Matsushita, representing an
investment of nearly $40 million, and another by Daewoo and one
of its suppliers, worth some $15 million.

Contract Manufacturing. One of the most rapidly growing activi-
ties in the electronics sector is contract electronics manufacturing
(CEM), which can range from “board stuffing” (placing components
on circuit boards) to a much wider range of activities such as pro-
curement, design, product assembly, and shipping—all as outsourc-
ing from a name-brand company (Sturgeon 1997).

Hungary alone among the three countries in this study has
received several investments for CEM. The investor list includes
leading firms in this field: Flextronics (which purchased a previously
established operation from Philips and its Malaysian partner Sanda
Plastics), SCI, and NatSteel. While some of these operations were
attracted by prior investments of particular customers, these firms
invariably seek to expand their customer base, which is helping
Hungary become a major supply node in regional networks.

Subcontracting of Parts and Components: Local Firms in the Supply
Base. Czech firms have the most subcontracting relations in the sup-
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ply base subsectors, but the local partners are still relatively small.
The absence of either larger private firms or large-scale FDI suggests
that the Czech Republic has been unable to leverage capabilities into
business, whereas Hungary has started from a somewhat weaker
beginning and ended up with a central role (see Table 3).

Hungary’s leading local subcontractor to the electronics indus-
try is Videoton. The company was a classic state-owned enterprise,
producing TVs, computers, and military equipment until it went
bankrupt. With state support, it was taken over by local entrepre-
neurs, who decided from the outset to develop a skill set that would
make the company a world-class subcontractor. It has entered into a
long series of relationships with firms from Japan, Europe, and the
United States, always with an eye to expanding its capabilities. Suc-
cessful arrangements between Videoton and customers such as IBM
and Philips led rapidly to direct investments by those firms, who
also continued to employ Videoton’s complementary subcontracting
activities (see Table 4).

THE NATIONAL CONTEXT OF FDI

This section analyzes the national conditions and policies that
have influenced FDI in CE. The Soviet-era industrial legacy is one
influence, albeit of decreasing importance. At present, it is the coun-
tries that establish the most suitable investment climate, with some
combination of secure property rights, investment incentives, and
political stability, that are most likely to lure FDI.

ECHOES OF THE PAST

In the Soviet era, electronics production was primarily under-
taken by a handful of large conglomerates, including Tesla and
ZAVT in Czechoslovakia, Videoton in Hungary, and Mera and Uni-
tra in Poland. Employment circa 1989 was roughly 100,000 each in
Hungary and Czechoslovakia and nearly 200,000 in Poland. Czecho-
slovakia had the most up-to-date infrastructure for the industry,
having launched a ten-year program in the mid-1980s to develop the
sector. The program focused on components, instruments, and auto-
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mation controls. Poland peaked in the 1970s as a producer of con-
sumer electronics, electromechanical telephone switches, and com-
puters. In the 1980s, under martial law, Poland’s electronics sector
stagnated for lack of both investment and technology as the country
was isolated from the West. Russian distrust of the Polish regime also
cut off access to the most sensitive Soviet technology. Hungary pre-
sents yet another story. Its chief electronics-related role in the Soviet
system was as a provider of low- and medium-range mass-produced
products and, in the IT sector, minicomputers. The country’s “gou-
lash communism” fostered a richer mix of public and private activi-
ties in the 1980s which was more conducive to absorption of new
ideas from the West. Hungarian high-tech firms were also more con-
nected to the West through trade ties.

CE electronics production was shaped by Council of Mutual
Economic Assistance (CMEA) agreements that directed countries to
specialize in the production of components and final products
within an industrial branch. The first specialization agreement in the
electronics sector, reached in 1969, called on the USSR to build large-
scale machines, Hungary to fabricate mini-computers and punch-
card equipment, East Germany to manufacture line printers, and
Bulgaria to produce disk drives. The agreement rationalized a sys-
tem in which some thirty different types of incompatible computers
were being produced in CMEA countries.

During the 1970s about a third of intra-CMEA trade fell under
specialization agreements, and the share continued to rise in the
1980s. An analysis of specialization agreements in electronics sug-
gests that the CE economies occupied a middle ground between the
USSR and East Germany on the one hand, and Bulgaria, Yugoslavia,
and Romania on the other (Crane and Skoller 1988). Czechoslovakia
focused on microelectronics and components, TV sets, and appli-
ances; Poland concentrated on electronic components, computers,
and telecom; and Hungary emphasized telecom and optoelectronics
(see Table 5).

The specialization agreements have continued to influence the
current pattern of production linkages, but other capabilities have
also played important roles. For example, Bulgaria was the CMEA’s
specialist in hard drives, but Hungary ultimately became the leading
producer of hard drives in the post-Soviet era because it offered a
more attractive overall environment to the foreign partner, IBM.
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The majority of CE electronics producers did not survive the
transition from communism, but their human resources have often
been mobilized by local entrepreneurs and MNCs. Such “echoes of
the past” account for the development of IC fabrication in the Czech
Republic, the success of Hungary’s software sector, and the strength
of the Polish television industry.

NATIONAL INVESTMENT POLICIES

The Czech Republic, Hungary, and Poland are considered to be
at the forefront of East European reform efforts, having made the
most progress in the adoption of market-oriented institutions. Dif-
ferences among their legal regimes, which reflect national political
bargains, continue to influence investment patterns in electronics.
Differences in the privatization process have also had enduring con-
sequences for the structure and competitiveness of the industry, but
their present influence on foreign investment patterns is difficult to
trace. National policies on foreign investment, including pro-invest-
ment policies like tax incentives and the donation of factory sites,
have become the major determinant of firm investment strategy.
Thus Hungary, with its strong pro-FDI stance, has received the high-
est level of foreign investment of the three countries, in both overall
and per capita terms. The Czech Republic has been far more cau-
tious, resulting in lower levels of foreign investment per capita, but
still more than Poland. Poland, which was initially wary of foreign
investment, has now opened its regime to a considerable flood of
FDI, raising it to second in the overall amount but third in invest-
ment per capita.

Hungary’s attractiveness to foreign investors clearly extends
beyond the electronics sector. One factor which differentiates Hun-
gary is a longer history of openness (United Nations 1992). During
the 1980s, Hungary engaged in dozens of international joint ven-
tures. By the time Czechoslovakia permitted its first joint venture
with a firm from the West in 1986, Hungary had already formed
sixty. Thus as communism ended, foreign firms probably knew Hun-
gary better than most other countries in the region, and Hungary
had the most extensive experience of the benefits of foreign linkages.
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This historical factor is often overlooked in discussion of Hungary’s
aggressive pro-foreign-investment stance in the 1990s.

The Czech Republic has been far less encouraging of foreign
investment. As of January 1993, it ended explicit incentives for for-
eign investors, switching to a policy of equal treatment for domestic
and foreign investment. The national government made it a point to
show that it could attract major investment without benefit of special
tax incentives when it welcomed Kyocera in 1994 and Matsushita in
1996. However, this hard-line stance recently collapsed in the face of
economic reality. In fall 1997, it became public knowledge that the
Czech Republic was in competition with Egypt and Portugal for a
$500 million investment by Intel in a plant for microprocessor assem-
bly and test that would employ thousands of workers. Intel was
demanding tax breaks and training subsidies, possibly in violation
of the republic’s competition laws. In August, the government offi-
cially agreed on an undisclosed incentive package, only to see Intel
put off its decision to the following year.

Poland’s experience lies in between the Hungarian and Czech
extremes, falling closer to Hungary’s openness. Poland had permit-
ted some foreign investment starting in the 1970s, but foreign par-
ticipation in the economy was stymied under martial law. The FDI
regime was formally liberalized in 1991 (one year after Hungary) by
a new law which simplified the approval process and lifted repatria-
tion limits, but it reduced tax rebates and replaced a recently enacted
automatic three-year tax holiday for new FDI with a more targeted
tax break favoring investments which were rich in employment or
exports. By comparison, Hungary kept automatic tax breaks for ma-
jor investments in place until 1994 and even afterwards continued
to offer tax holidays lasting up to ten years for selected cases. Among
eighteen companies receiving a five-year 100 percent Hungarian tax
holiday in a January 1995 determination were four electronics firms:
Samsung, Videoton, IBM Storage, and Philips Monitors.
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CONCLUSIONS

The transfer of production activities from West to East is taking
place against a backdrop of changes in Europe’s industrial and po-
litical landscape. Recent commitments to reduce trade protectionism
have created more pressure for West European firms to shift produc-
tion to low-cost locations. Firms that wish to avoid Western Europe’s
constraining labor regulations are eager to tap into the East’s
cheaper and more flexible labor markets. These considerations often
outweigh political pressure to maintain production in Western
Europe.

The relocation of lower-skilled production represents an oppor-
tunity for a shift to higher-tech activities in the home country so that
electronics production in CE will complement rather than compete
with that in Western Europe. At least in the short to medium term,
the West will continue to be the preferred location for investments
in more capital-intensive and cutting-edge production activities,
while the East will win investments in more mature technologies.

For the host countries, the nascent production linkages could
take on a variety of different forms. These range from maquiladora
investment, where foreign firms invest in production enclaves that
have little interaction with the economy at large (Ellingstad 1997), to
the leveraging of foreign investment for the promotion of national
economic development, as is the case in much of Asia. The difference
is largely in the control of host country authorities, who must imple-
ment appropriate support for both MNCs and local firms in order to
achieve balanced development.

In the constantly evolving global division of labor, foreign-
owned subsidiaries are upgraded in correspondence with local ca-
pabilities. For example, Malaysia continues to attract significant
investments even as competing lower-cost destinations have
emerged. Production in Malaysia has been steadily upgraded to re-
flect the higher skills (and wages) that now exist there, shifting to
higher-value-added products and adding corporate functions such
as product development and marketing. Local suppliers also play a
larger role. Workers and managers with experience in MNC affiliates
have gone on to create their own companies, frequently acting as
suppliers to their former employers.
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Judging from both the East Asian experience and the character
of nascent production linkages in CE, we can expect a similar evo-
lution of value added. Over time, network nodes in CE will be up-
graded as new locations emerge further eastward to undertake the
lower-skill assembly tasks in a more finely articulated regional divi-
sion of labor. Such a redistribution of production would contribute
to the well-being of MNCs, local companies, and host countries alike.

NOTES

 1. Tables referred to in the text can be found in an earlier version of this study
at http://brie.berkeley.edu/BRIE.

 2. The author thanks Michael Borrus, Dieter Ernst, Andrew Schwartz, Tim
Sturgeon, and John Zysman, who shared data and helpful suggestions, and
Cynthia Berg, who furnished excellent editorial assistance. He assumes full
responsibility for any remaining errors of fact or interpretation.

 3. In this study, electronics includes microelectronics, consumer electronics,
computers, electrical appliances, and electronic and electrical components
for the industrial and automotive sectors. 

 4. The main source for this study is the BRIE FDI Database, derived from
news articles and other publicly available information about network ac-
tivities in the electronics sector and located at BRIE, University of Califor-
nia, Berkeley.

 5. See for example United Nations (1993), Borrus (1994), Ruigrok and van
Tulder (1995), Ernst (1997), and Borrus and Zysman (1997).
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THE AGRICULTURE AND FOOD SECTORS: THE ROLE
OF FOREIGN DIRECT INVESTMENT IN THE CREATION

OF AN INTEGRATED EUROPEAN AGRICULTURE1

Timothy Josling and Stefan Tangermann

The prospect of the integration of the agriculture of the Central
and East European countries (CEECs) in the unified European econ-
omy is one of economic promise and political challenge. This paper
explores the integration of the agricultural and food processing sec-
tors in the CEECs and the former Soviet Union (FSU) with those in
Western Europe. This process of integration will have significant
effects on the pattern of production and trade in agricultural and
food products. As in other sectors, the process is likely to be stimu-
lated by the development of cross-border linkages among firms
which lead to a network of production relationships throughout the
region. Such linkages have been shown to have a major influence on
the path of development in Asia and appear to be emerging as a
factor in Europe. Though producer networks have not sprung up in
farming, a good deal of interaction at the processing and food manu-
facturing level is taking place, giving rise to important linkages
which will shape policy and influence development.

The agricultural sector is likely to play a complex but signifi-
cant part in the development of an integrated European economy.
The CEECs are at an earlier stage in the process of transforming and
modernizing their agricultural sectors than the highly productive (if
overly protected) enterprises common to Western Europe. The na-
ture and the pace of this transformation will have major impacts on
agricultural and labor markets and on the ease of removal of trade
barriers within the enlarged European Union (EU). But the issue is
complicated by the strains of the transition of Central and Eastern
Europe (CEE) away from central planning. The collapse of the indus-
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trial base in many of these countries at the start of this transition led
to an increasing importance of the agricultural sector. Thus the per-
formance of this sector is proving crucial in easing the path to a
modern industrial economy in many of these countries.

Agriculture is also a key to the politics of enlargement in the
existing EU. Agriculture will constrain the pace and conditions of
accession of the ten CEECs (CEEC-10) that have association agree-
ments with the EU, though it is unlikely that agricultural issues will
block accession.2 Much political capital will have to be expended to
convince EU farmers that the door should be opened to agricultural
produce from the East. Those in any case skeptical about the wisdom
of a radical enlargement of the Union will be easily persuaded by
fears of high budget outlays and the strain on current sectoral pro-
grams. This might lead to a decision to postpone the full incorpora-
tion of the CEEC-10 in the Union by attempting to keep two or more
separate agricultural markets. Agricultural issues could also hamper
the overtures to and limit the scope of trade agreements with coun-
tries further east, and in particular with Russia and the Ukraine.

Such a pessimistic outcome is not, however, inevitable. For in-
stance, further bold reform of the Common Agricultural Policy
(CAP) could dramatically ease the burdens of enlargement, by both
ensuring that the incomes of farmers in current member-states are
not sharply cut and removing a part of the budgetary obligation to
farmers in the acceding countries. Depending upon such policy de-
cisions made in the next few years, the process of assimilation of the
Eastern part of Europe into an integrated agricultural market need
not be too traumatic.

To put in perspective the difficulties of integrating Central
Europe’s agriculture into the EU it may be useful to consider the size
of agriculture in Central Europe in comparison with the EU (Tanger-
mann 1996). First, the agricultural sector is much more important in
the economies of the CEEC-10 than in Western Europe. In the CEEC-
10, agriculture contributes 7.8 percent to total GDP, more than three
times as much as in the EU-15 (see Figure 1). Agriculture employs
26.7 percent of all labor, nearly five times the percentage in the EU.
The share of agricultural land in total land area in the CEEC-10 is
well above that in the EU. The share of food in total household
expenditure in the CEEC-10 (36 percent) is more than 50 percent
above that in the EU. The greater significance of agriculture in the
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economy means that the CEE governments will pay close attention
to agricultural issues when it comes time to consider the implications
of accession to the EU, and for the CEECs the nature of agricultural
policies pursued is more important than it is for most countries in
the EU-15. This does not mean, however, that CEE governments are
necessarily more interested in higher levels of agricultural protec-
tion than West European governments. After all, food prices are
much more of a political issue in the East than in the West.

As a consequence of the large size of agriculture in Central
Europe, the weight of agriculture in the overall economy of the EU
will grow significantly when it comes to Eastern enlargement. Based
on 1993 data for Central Europe, accession by the CEEC-10 would
expand the size of agriculture in the EU very considerably. Although
the overall economy would grow by only 3 percent, agricultural
employment would grow by more than 100 percent; agricultural and
arable area as well as cereals production would expand by around
50 percent; and livestock production would grow by around one-
fifth (see Figure 2).3 As a result, the economic conditions under
which agricultural policies will have to be pursued in an enlarged
Union will be much different from what they are in the current
Union. In particular, policies which transfer income from the rest of
the economy to agriculture will tend to be more expensive. At the
same time, the political weight of agricultural interests in society
may gain significantly.

One factor which will become important in the assimilation of
CEEC-10 agriculture into the framework of the EU is the degree to
which the sector can compete in a unified European market. CEE
agriculture has proved to be relatively robust during the transition
process, and the sector may in fact have a comparative advantage in
several countries in Central Europe. Although agricultural output
has declined significantly, it has not fallen as fast as industrial pro-
duction in most of the CEECs.4 If this robustness persists, then agri-
culture in Central Europe may have a promising future as an
internationally competitive sector.

This resilience suggests that agriculture can play a more posi-
tive role as an element in the process of integration, as a modern,
competitive sector closely integrated with the post-farm-processing
activities which provides quality goods for consumers. This can,
however, be achieved only through the spread of investment, the
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opening up of market opportunities, and the transmission of tech-
nology from more to less developed areas. The extent to which this
more positive role is encouraged and exploited will shape the devel-
opment of rural economies in CEE and the FSU. Together with the
agricultural input supply, processing, and marketing industries, the
farming sector will provide jobs for a large part of the rural popula-
tion. The question is whether these jobs will be in a sector which is
attractive to investment and to the adoption of new technology. The
sector can therefore be viewed as a potential actor in the process as
well as a drag on the pace of integration, as part of the solution as
well as part of the problem.

The way in which agriculture will become integrated within a
broader Europe is likely to be different from the process in manufac-
turing. Transborder institutions are largely absent from primary ag-
riculture. Farming is clearly not the province of multinational
corporations (MNCs). Such MNCs as exist are concerned with the
supply sector (chemicals, fuel, fertilizer, and feed), the processing
activities (sugar and dairy), and marketing and distribution (grain
handling and selling). Nor is production agriculture likely to become
a sector dominated by large indigenous corporations. Even in the
more advanced U.S. agricultural sector the median size of business
is still modest by manufacturing standards. Unlike in the automobile
sector, complex webs of component suppliers are not likely to
emerge. Farmers do buy from other farmers, particularly animal
feeds and live animals. Also, food processors purchase their raw
materials from farmers, sometimes under medium-term contracts.
But only a few goods, such as highly processed foods, are “assem-
bled” from internationally traded components. Unlike the electron-
ics industry, information networking and skill spillovers do not seem
so crucial to the development of the sector—though a rudimentary
version of these processes has always existed in rural areas. The path
of integration lies more through the development of the food indus-
try, which will draw agriculture along with it into a European and
an international marketplace.

The trajectory of the path toward a European market is clearly
of great relevance for the agricultural and food processing sectors.
It is also endogenous to the policy process. Resource availability in
agriculture is as much created by the actions of private and public
agents as determined by an initial endowment. The provision of
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market infrastructure, from transportation to quality control and
grading systems, has a particularly pronounced impact on the com-
parative advantage of particular regions. Whether agriculture is
viewed as a laggard sector with little growth potential or as a possi-
ble source of growth and competitive exports will help determine
whether the sector is taxed or encouraged by public policy. Private
firms will be influenced in their investment decisions by the treat-
ment of the sector by policymakers.

The chapter begins with a brief discussion of the process of
transition of the agriculture and food sectors of CEE and the FSU
and the role of these sectors in the overall transition process. This
leads to an examination of the competitive and complementary re-
lationships which are likely to emerge between East and West and
the determinants of the strength of these relationships in the agri-
cultural and food sectors. The paper then describes the development
of agricultural trade between these countries and the EU in the past
few years and analyzes the treatment of agricultural trade within the
association agreements that govern the commercial relations be-
tween the EU and the prospective members. The argument then
shifts to the role of foreign direct investment (FDI) in the agricultural
and food sectors of CEE and FSU and the significance of this invest-
ment for the development of their economies. This is followed by a
discussion of Western firm strategy and the reasons for particular
types of linkages and institutional arrangements. The paper then
returns to the issue of public policy in agriculture and addresses the
question as to whether CAP reform will facilitate the integration of
agriculture or whether the market will remain divided as a way of
postponing pressures on EU farmers. A final section places the Euro-
pean story in the context of global developments in agriculture and
the food industry.

AGRICULTURE AND THE FOOD INDUSTRY IN THE TRANSITION
PROCESS IN CEE AND THE FSU

Before the political and economic transformation began in East-
ern Europe toward the end of the 1980s, agriculture and the food
industry in the region exhibited the typical features of the traditional
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centrally planned socialist system, though with notable differences
among countries. In agriculture the former private farms had been
either forced into collectives or to a lesser extent—and sometimes in
a second round of socialization—expropriated and amalgamated
into state-owned farms. Relatively large production units had been
created in this way, compared with the typical much smaller family
farms in Western countries. In the food industry, the process of so-
cialization resulted in essentially the same structures which had
been imposed on other industrial sectors. There is little question as
to how inefficient the resulting structures in agriculture and the food
industry were. As a result of those inefficiencies and the policies to
compensate, agriculture and the food industry became major obsta-
cles to overall macroeconomic stability and growth.

When the process of transition began in 1989, macroeconomic
concerns became a primary force in agricultural policy. The removal
of state subsidies (desubsidization) was one of the central elements
of reform. Other major reforms, more directed toward micro-
economic effects, were decollectivization and, along with equivalent
transformations in other sectors of the economy, privatization, de-
monopolization, price liberalization, and the opening up of foreign
trade. The overall effect of these reforms was to make life signifi-
cantly more difficult for both agricultural producers and food con-
sumers. The sectoral terms of trade for agriculture (producer prices
relative to input prices) deteriorated noticeably, while consumers
had to bear the burden of significantly higher food prices. One im-
mediate effect of these price changes was a steep decline in agricul-
tural output and a drop in food consumption in all countries of
Eastern Europe.

Since 1989, there have also been changes in farm management,
but the actual structure of farms has changed much less than one
might have expected given the fundamental legal reforms which
have taken place. Much of the equipment of the food industry is
seriously outdated and inefficient, and even though lower labor
costs than in Western countries suggest that less capital-intensive
production methods are appropriate, there is a noticeable lack of the
capital needed to bring production technologies up to date. Low
quality standards of food produced in these enterprises are one of
the resulting problems, but this is also related to a lack of managerial
experience with more modern technologies. In addition, the institu-
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tional framework for a modern food industry, including financial
services, wholesale markets, commodity exchanges and futures mar-
kets, price information, quality standards and controls, grading sys-
tems, export marketing agencies, and transportation facilities, still
needs time to develop.

Though significant improvements are being made in all these
aspects, the food industry is probably that element in the whole
agro-food sector of Eastern Europe where the gap in competitiveness
vis-à-vis Western countries is still most pronounced. Since most
farms depend on sales to the food industry, profitability of agricul-
ture is also hampered by deficiencies in the downstream sector.
Moreover, inefficiency (in both a technical and a product quality
sense) and lack of competition in the food industry mean that the
margins between consumer prices (or international market prices)
of processed foods and prices paid to farms are larger than need be.
As a result, prices paid to farmers are depressed and profitability of
agricultural raw production is reduced.

COMPETITION AND COMPLEMENTARITY BETWEEN
EAST AND WEST

Agriculture in the East is presently seen predominantly as a
rival to that in the West for either markets or EU funds. However, in
the longer term this is likely to be dominated by a more complemen-
tary relationship. This process of complementarity will be led by
firms seeking profitable opportunities in internal and external mar-
kets. If short-term competition for saturated markets and EU funds
is allowed to dictate the relationship between East and West, then
the sector will be a laggard in integration. If the complementarities
emerge relatively early in the process, the political tensions may be
eased. There is evidence that the complementarities are already be-
ginning to be exploited to the long-run benefit of both Eastern and
Western economies.

This rivalry/complementarity relationship depends upon a
combination of trade and investment decisions. Both trade and in-
vestment have an internal and an external dimension, and invest-
ment can in turn be from private or public funds. Trade factors have
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been given most attention in the past, with the implicit assumption
that agriculture in CEE will have to find markets in the West to
thrive. The main threat to enlargement is seen as coming from the
political opposition to such competition, and the pace of integration
is assumed to be determined by the speed at which trade barriers
come down. The access to markets within the EU will indeed go far
to determine the trade environment for Eastern agriculture. But the
food and agricultural sectors may also derive income from exports
to markets outside the EU. In this respect these countries share with
those in Asia, Latin America, and Africa the task of penetrating high
trade barriers in developed markets. The recent strong growth of
trade in high-value-added agricultural and food goods opens up the
possibility of markets in these products for CEE exporters. These
sales are highly dependent upon quality control and meeting inter-
national standards. Will the harmonization or mutual recognition of
standards and health regulations proceed fast enough to allow for
the full development of trade complementarities? Slightly less de-
manding are the markets in other CEE and FSU countries. Here the
pace of exports will be determined by the rate of growth in these
economies and in their continued openness to international com-
merce.

At present it looks as if intra-EU trade liberalization is a rela-
tively slow horse which could be outpaced by other forces. If agri-
culture in the East is to develop, it will need investment funds. The
extent to which such funds are forthcoming will in part be deter-
mined by the relationship between the agricultural sectors in East
and West. But the opening up of the internal market for agricultural
products may also suffice to generate significant development, and
there is evidence that foreign capital is entering some of the coun-
tries in Central Europe to supply the domestic market. Some degree
of domestic market development may in any case be a prerequisite
for any significant investment, and this precondition is still not in
place in the countries of the FSU.

Financial capital is still a serious limitation in the region as a
whole. Moreover, it would be unrealistic to think of all the countries
of CEE and the FSU as being equally attractive to foreign investment
(see Figure 3). The Central European countries, which have the most
advanced of the transition economies, are most likely to enter the
Union in the first tier. They tend to sell more highly processed prod-
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ucts and are more able to attract investment. At the other extreme,
the countries of the FSU, which produce homogenous raw materials
that are unlikely to gain free access to EU markets in the next few
years, are unlikely to be a magnet for foreign funds.

AGRICULTURAL TRADE DEVELOPMENTS IN THE CEECs

In recent years both the structure of trade institutions and the
conditions for market access have changed rapidly for the food and
agricultural sectors. As soon as the transformation process started,
the changes in agricultural trade relations with the EU which were
to follow were foreshadowed by a sudden large upward jump in the
EU share of agricultural and food exports from Central Europe. This
growing trade resulted in part from the special trading arrange-
ments between the countries in Central Europe and the EU, as well
as the breakdown of the Council of Mutual Economic Assistance
(CMEA). The EU was quick to respond by revising its trade regime
vis-à-vis the countries concerned. As a first step, in 1990 the EU
began to lift its previous quantitative restrictions against imports.
The second step, following soon afterwards, was to provide some
limited preferential market access by including countries from Cen-
tral Europe in the EU’s Generalized System of Preferences (GSP),
originally extended only to developing countries.5 As far as agricul-
tural products were concerned, the GSP covered mainly tropical
products, which were of no interest to Central Europe. In order to
assist these countries better, the EU also included some types of pork
and poultry meat in its GSP, with a 50 percent levy reduction on
limited quantities. A further step taken by the EU was the conclusion
of trade and cooperation agreements with CEE which, however, did
not have much economic effect.

The most important phase in EU trade relations with Central
Europe began in 1992 with the association agreements (called
“Europe Agreements”), which, according to their preambles, repre-
sent first direct steps toward eventual EU membership. The EU now
has association agreements with the CEEC-10. The association agree-
ments contain elaborate trade preferences, which cover agricultural
products.6 The trade provisions under the association agreements
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are, in principle and in terms of the General Agreement on Tariffs
and Trade (GATT), supposed to establish free trade arrangements
between CEE and the EU. They are mutual but asymmetric, in the
sense that both sides eliminate trade barriers, though the CEECs
have more time to do so. For most industrial products, trade will
eventually be completely free. In agriculture, however, neither the
CEECs nor in particular the EU had the courage to open markets
completely. Indeed, the overall negotiations were close to breaking
down on a number of occasions when some EU states felt that the
CEECs might gain too much access to EU agricultural markets. In
the end, the trade preferences in agriculture and food remained
rather limited and disappointing for the CEECs. In effect, products
which the pre-reform CEECs could not export to the EU, because EU
import barriers were prohibitive or for any other reason, do not
benefit from preferential treatment. Products for which market con-
ditions have changed after the reforms and in which the countries
in Central Europe now have a comparative advantage and therefore
could profitably export to the EU have often not been granted pref-
erential access to EU markets.

In spite of trade preferences granted under the Europe Agree-
ments, the EU has started to run a large surplus with CEE in agri-
cultural and food trade, a development which has caused concern
on both sides (see Figure 4). Agricultural and food exports from the
EU to CEE have increased significantly, while exports of these prod-
ucts from CEE to the EU have been much less dynamic and in many
cases even decreased. These developments have come as a surprise
to some observers. The growth in EU exports to CEE, it was felt, was
in apparent contradiction to the falling domestic demand for food in
CEE. The lack of growth in CEE agricultural and food exports to the
EU was disappointing to those who had expected that EU trade
preferences would result in a dynamic expansion of CEE agricultural
and food exports. Will trade relations in agriculture and food be-
tween Western and Central Europe in future increasingly be a one-
way road, with the EU supplying deficit markets in Central Europe?
Or is this in part a result of export subsidies granted by the EU which
the countries in Central Europe cannot match nor protect themselves
against through trade barriers? What is the role of processed foods,
as opposed to agricultural raw materials in that trade?
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Detailed analysis of the data on trade between the EU and the
six countries with which the EU has had association agreements for
some time (Bulgaria, the Czech Republic, Hungary, Poland, Roma-
nia, and Slovakia [CEEC-6]) shows that the rapid growth of EU ag-
ricultural and food exports has not occurred simultaneously in all
product categories (see Table 1). Products receiving export subsidies
have a somewhat higher share than products whose exports are not
subsidized. However, over the whole of the 1988–94 period, EU ex-
ports of products without subsidies have grown more than exports
of subsidized products. Thus the “core” group of CAP prod-
ucts—i.e., raw materials with export subsidies—has only a relatively
small share in both current value and past growth of EU exports. At
the same time, processed foods have contributed strongly to the
dynamic growth. This trend probably reflects the expanding de-
mand of CEE consumers for modern processed foods, the produc-
tion of which has so far grown only slowly in CEE.

The results indicate that the immediate concern about the flood
of CEE exports to the EU, with the attendant problems for policy, has
not been reflected in actual trade flows. Pressure on existing EU
markets has not been widespread. Instead, the CEECs have increased
their imports from the EU. But this trade expansion has not been due
solely to the use of export subsidies by the EU, despite the disruption
that these can cause. Trade rivalries have therefore not yet flared up
to the extent of diverting political decisions on accession. This bodes
well for the development of complementary production relationships,
which are strongly suggested by the increased trade in processed
agricultural goods. These trade trends are also consistent with the
observed investment flows discussed in the next section.

FOREIGN INVESTMENT IN THE CEE AND FSU AGRICULTURAL AND
FOOD PROCESSING SECTOR

The significance of investment in the development of the agri-
cultural and food processing sector of CEE and the FSU cannot be
overstated. Trade with the EU may expand further as trade barriers
are reduced, but as discussed in the previous section, the trade ex-
pansion is as likely to be in the other direction. Investment can allow
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the development of competitive industries in the East which can
then find a market either at home, in the EU, or in third countries.

Because the return on capital in agricultural production has
traditionally been rather low in CEE, this sector has rarely been a
magnet for FDI and will probably continue to fail to attract foreign
capital. In addition, in many countries, foreign ownership of land is
illegal, although there are ways around such legislative hurdles.
Even the attempts by governments to stimulate agriculture do not
seem to generate private investment. For commodities where the
prospect of higher support under the CAP is a factor, the investment
may be anticipating membership. The investment in sugar in the
countries of the Central European Free Trade Area (CEFTA) may be
an example of this. In some cases the investment may be attracted
by current levels of protection in the CEFTA countries, though this
is generally quite low at the moment. What is striking is the virtual
lack of any investment in the grains, dairy, and livestock sectors of
any of the countries outside CEFTA, Russia, and the Ukraine. These
sectors are clearly not headed for a rapid integration with the EU on
the basis of shared markets and investment-led technology.

The more optimistic side of the picture is that FDI in the food
processing sector has been strong. Although FDI has not been drawn
to farm production, there has been some investment in more highly
processed foods with a low raw material content. It seems that in-
vestors prefer the rather more stable conditions of markets for con-
sumer-ready foods to those for raw materials for processing. Thus
FDI has concentrated in confectionery ($845 million), soft drinks
($397 million), dairy ($296 million), beer ($280 million), and fruits
and vegetables ($259 million). Except for the first two categories, for
which linkages with the farm sector are weak, these FDI can be
reckoned to contribute significantly to farm income as well as to the
development of marketing habits such as the provision of good qual-
ity supplies on a regular basis. The part of the sector least able to
attract outside private investment has been the production of homo-
geneous raw materials in the countries of the FSU. These products
are both readily available on the world market and tend to be in
surplus in the EU. These markets are also saturated in the FSU, with
high per capita consumption levels stemming from subsidized food
prices. Moreover, without reasonably well-functioning distribution
systems, a manufacturer is unlikely to be effective in penetrating the
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FSU and Balkan markets. The latter problem is less acute in the
CEFTA countries, where Western-style marketing institutions such
as supermarkets are making rapid inroads. The key parameters gov-
erning investment are thus access to EU markets and the degree of
market differentiation in the product. For those with the prospect of
accession within the next few years, investments are already being
made, in particular in subsectors that produce differentiable prod-
ucts for middle class consumers.

The results of this brief look at the distribution of FDI confirm
the broad relationship between the degree of processing of the prod-
uct and the country situation vis-à-vis the EU suggested earlier. The
highest level of interfirm financial and marketing links, and hence
the greatest development of trade complementarity, has developed
in the front-line states which will accede to the Union before the
others and become integrated more quickly in the Western markets.
Western investment has the objective of either supplying the local or
regional market in CEE or producing goods to export further east.
Investment in these countries does not in general constitute an at-
tempt to produce agricultural and food products at a lower cost for
re-export back to the EU. Some sales to the EU from CEE will no
doubt be stimulated by FDI. But the majority of instances of FDI
seem to be designed to sell to the domestic CEE market or to be
geared to selling to the East. This is most apparent in Poland, where
the close links with the Ukraine, the Baltic republics, and Russia have
given it a role in the export of a number of foodstuffs.

A second lesson is that the benefit to the farm sector may be
indirect, if nonetheless significant. In terms of the complementarity
of agriculture in East and West, it is clear that the farm sector is not
yet at the stage where companies are able and willing to invest too
closely to the farm gate. The first stage processing of agricultural
goods is not at present very profitable in the countries under discus-
sion. In some cases this is a result of out-of-date technology, and
hence a potential target for foreign know-how. In other cases it is
more likely that it is a reflection of the incomplete transition of the
economy to a market regime. This suggests that the benefits to the
farm sector will depend upon the ability of that sector to develop
new marketing institutions. One would expect a growth of contract-
ing and other forms of direct marketing which link price, quality,
and reliability of supply. Those sectors that do not adjust may fall
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behind in an environment where governments are much less likely
to guarantee markets for farm produce.

INTEGRATING CEE AGRICULTURE INTO WESTERN MARKETS

In the process of integrating CEE agriculture more closely into
Western markets, the major event will be accession of the countries
from Central Europe to the EU. Trading conditions between acceding
countries and Western Europe, as well as with the rest of the world,
will change fundamentally once the Single Market is extended to the
East. Western FDI in Central Europe will occur under completely
different conditions, and technology transfer is likely to prove much
easier. Institutional and legal design in Central Europe will be even
more strongly influenced by the examples set by the countries in
Western Europe and by the Union. Agricultural and food policies in
Central Europe will no longer be pursued on a national basis. Policy
pressures will not, however, all be on one side. In Western Europe
the environment for policymaking in food and agriculture will
change fundamentally. Indeed, many of these developments have
started already, in preparation of Eastern enlargement of the Union.

One thrust of the argument of this paper is that CEE may well
have a comparative advantage in agriculture, an idea that has gained
support from others (see Hamilton and Winters 1992; Anderson
1992, 1995; Tyers 1993). It is important to note that the level of sup-
port provided to farmers in Central Europe is significantly below
that in the EU. Even though there has been an increase in agricultural
support and protection in recent years, the level of support provided
remains significantly below that provided under the CAP. In particu-
lar, agricultural producer prices in Central Europe are still signifi-
cantly below those in the EU, and in some cases even below those
on world markets (see Figures 5 and 6).

Central Europe’s membership in the EU will have significant
implications for EU producers of certain commodities. The most re-
cent and most widely publicized EU estimate, which assumes that
the CAP will apply fully in Central Europe by 2005, projects that the
CEEC-10 will become net exporters of cereals (7.2 million tons), oil-
seeds (0.7 million tons), milk (2.6 million tons), beef (0.6 million
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tons), and poultry (0.2 million tons) but will be net importers of
sugar (0.4 million tons) and will be about self-sufficient in pork. And
the resulting extra expenditure would be around 12 billion ECU (in
1993 prices) (European Commission 1995).

Whatever particular set of projections one takes, there is little
doubt that the quantitative implications of extending the current
CAP to Central Europe could threaten the CAP. Both the EU and the
countries in Central Europe must make a number of strategic deci-
sions concerning the inclusion of agriculture in the process of East-
ern enlargement. Given the importance of agriculture to the
economies of Central Europe and their pronounced interest in free
access to agricultural markets in Western Europe, it is plainly incon-
ceivable that exclusion of agriculture from the process of Eastern
enlargement would ever be politically feasible. Moreover, it would
not make any economic sense.

A further issue is the time horizon for accession by Central
Europe. Many agricultural policymakers in the EU appear to believe
that pressure on the CAP would be less the later Central Europe joins
the Union. Yet agricultural issues will probably play only a minor
role when it comes to deciding on the schedule for enlargement. To
a large extent, timing will depend on foreign policy considerations,
on the ability of the Union to revise its institutional structures, and
on progress the individual countries in Central Europe make in es-
tablishing a stable political and economic system and creating the
necessary institutional and legal framework. However, at a lower
level of decision-making, timing may well become a “technical” is-
sue related, among others, to agriculture. In particular, there will be
the question of whether or not there should be a transition period
after accession, as in early rounds of EU enlargement. However,
there are strong arguments against such a transition period, and
integration of Central Europe’s agriculture and food industry into
the borderless Single Market may well happen on the first day of
accession, as occurred in the latest round of EU enlargement to in-
clude the European Free Trade Association (EFTA) countries, in what
was called a “big bang” adjustment.

It is impossible to escape the conclusion that the CAP will have
to be further reformed in the context of Eastern enlargement. The
two major factors forcing this development will be budgetary con-
siderations and trade implications. As far as budget implications in
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agriculture for the EU are concerned, the estimate of the EU Com-
mission of an increase of 12 billion ECU in CAP expenditure for the
CEEC-10 can probably be said to be the lower bound of reasonable
estimates. Given that the spending on the CAP is well over one-half
of total EU budget obligations, a large increase in the agricultural
funds would be required at a time when countries will be also seek-
ing increases in regional and structural payments to help ease the
adjustments in industries such as textiles and shoes. Under the cur-
rent budget guideline for the CAP, expenditure would be allowed to
increase by a little more than 5 percent when the CEEC-10 join. This
is less than one-fifth of the increase required according to the Com-
mission’s estimate. One can well argue that this is a too technical
view of the process and that focusing on the agricultural budget cost
of Eastern enlargement is not helpful, in view of the political signifi-
cance of Eastern enlargement and considering the many benefits it
will provide to the existing member-states. However, it is less than
certain that governments of countries in Western Europe will be
willing to spend that much more on a policy which many of them
feel is in urgent need of overhaul anyhow.

As far as trade implications of extending the CAP to Central
Europe are concerned, available estimates also differ widely. But
even a wide margin of error does little to change the policy conclu-
sions fundamentally. When the CEECs join the EU, negotiations will
have to be held in the World Trade Organization (WTO) on how to
merge their WTO commitments with those of the EU. It is highly
unlikely that the EU’s trading partners will allow it to raise CEE
agricultural tariffs to the EU level. On the contrary, enlargement will
probably require the EU to accept further reductions in its tariffs.
Thus, tariff bindings in the WTO will prevent the EU from using the
“easy” solution of more and tightened supply controls in order to
avoid changes to the CAP and will make it difficult to apply the
current high price supports to the new members. Another major
issue to be considered is the existence of WTO commitments regard-
ing subsidized exports. Even if CEEC-10 net exports after accession
to the CAP were to remain considerably below the relatively cau-
tious projections by the EU Commission, they would still be far
above the aggregate WTO commitments of the countries concerned.
As long as the EU has to subsidize cereal exports, it will find it
increasingly difficult, if not impossible, to comply with its WTO
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commitments. Enlargement will not augment EU commitments on
subsidized cereals exports by more than 1.6 million tons. However,
even the EU Commission projects that net exports of cereals from
the CEEC-10 will be above 7 million tons in 2005 and nearly 11
million tons in 2010 (European Commission 1995). The situation is
similar (though somewhat less dramatic) for a number of other ag-
ricultural products. In other words, even if net export availability in
Central Europe grows less than projected, the likely market trends
in the EU-15 mean that the Union will find it hard to comply with
its WTO commitments in agriculture if it does not change the CAP.

What are, then, the options for reforming the CAP? Essentially
there is only one strategy which both makes economic sense and can
prepare Europe’s agricultural and food sector for Eastern enlarge-
ment. This strategy would aim at improving the competitiveness of
EU agriculture so that it no longer needs government support. That
strategy would have three major elements. First, CAP support prices
would be reduced so that export subsidies are no longer necessary.
Second, supply management (quotas, set-asides) would be aban-
doned. Third, compensation payments to farmers, to the extent they
are considered necessary by agricultural policymakers, would be
completely decoupled from production and their duration limited
(see Josling and Tangermann 1995).

In our view, reduction of CAP support prices toward the level
of world market prices is the only practical way to eliminate the need
for export subsidies. But in CEE there is now a strong political temp-
tation to provide more protection and support to farmers. If CEE
governments were to succumb to these tendencies, they might well
find that they end up providing more support to their farmers than
the EU does at the time the process of Eastern enlargement begins,
especially if the EU reforms its agricultural policies. Governments
and farmers in CEE would then have to undergo the painful process
of adjustment back toward lower levels of support and protection
on accession to the EU. At the same time, the food industry in Central
Europe would lose competitiveness vis-à-vis Western Europe be-
cause it would have to purchase its agricultural raw materials at
higher prices. However, there is a good chance that governments in
Central Europe will avoid the mistakes made by the CAP in the past
by keeping price supports and protection low until accession to the
EU takes place.
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Two categories of effects should be distinguished in discussing
the differential implications of Eastern enlargement on West Euro-
pean countries. First, as argued above, Eastern enlargement is likely
to trigger another round of fundamental CAP reform, and this will
affect individual EU member-states in different ways. Second, the
opening up of trade and investment opportunities implies differen-
tial threats and opportunities for private agents in different EU coun-
tries. Clearly some member-states see their agricultural interests
more threatened than others. Among the large member states, Ger-
many is the country which is most concerned about the agricultural
implications of Eastern enlargement. France is split between fears
and hopes. England hopes for CAP reform. The Netherlands and
Denmark see new opportunities. The Southern member-states face
better prospects for their specialty crops but then are afraid that
Eastern enlargement will be a drain on EU structural and regional
funds from which they would like to benefit more. Overall, the po-
litical balance among member-states, as far as decisions on the future
of the CAP are concerned, seems to be shifting slowly over time in
favor of those states which argue for more market-oriented policies.
This should increase the chances of a further reform before the ac-
cession of new members.

EAST-WEST AGRICULTURAL TRADE AND INVESTMENT IN EUROPE
IN A GLOBAL CONTEXT

It remains to put the agricultural trade and investment story of
East-West integration in Europe into the perspective of the global
development of the agriculture and food industries, and more spe-
cifically of emerging agricultural cross-border linkages in other parts
of the world. The backdrop against which the agricultural sectors of
CEE and the FSU develop may be significantly different from that
which has surrounded the development of agriculture in Western
Europe. The question can be posed as to whether agriculture in CEE
and the FSU can leapfrog the stage of protection by artificially high
prices and supported farm incomes to move straight to competitive
production. The rules of the WTO and the schedules of tariff and
subsidy reduction become a part of the environment in which policy
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develops. And Europe will be under increasing pressure to include
agriculture in the regional pacts which it negotiated with other coun-
tries. Thus the global context in many ways determines the path to
be taken for the development of European agriculture and agricul-
tural policy. This path leads to a more competitive agricultural sector
rather than to a period of high prices under the umbrella of an un-
reformed CAP.

Current trends offer the possibility for the integration of the
Eastern agriculture and food systems into those of the West in a way
that neither causes politically divisive pressures in the existing EU
nor impoverishes the rural areas of the newcomers and those wait-
ing in the wings. The path that the Eastern agricultural sector should
follow would be one of competitive production for the integrated
European market based on cost reductions, quality control, and tech-
nology from the West. The leading subsectors will continue to enjoy
an inflow of foreign investment. This path is notably different from
that followed by the present EU members, who defined farm prices
from the mid-1960s with little regard for market value and little
reward for quality. If the path toward competitive agriculture in the
East is possible, the contribution to the economy of Europe will be
substantial.

CONCLUSIONS

Two main conclusions emerge from this paper. First, the proc-
ess of integration of the agricultural and food sectors of CEE with
those of Western Europe has already begun. The process itself is
different from that in other sectors. FDI and interfirm linkages will
play a more indirect role. Investment in the primary agriculture sec-
tor is likely to come from farm households themselves, rather than
from abroad, but capital, management, and marketing skills are be-
ing invested in the processing sector. This will help the farm sector
by developing a more consumer-responsive market for farm output.
This flow of investment has already started and is a sign that the
private sector has anticipated the notion of an integrated market.
Much of the investment is intended to supply the local market, and
some is aimed at the markets to the East. This investment is devel-
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oping the comparative advantage of Eastern agriculture rather than
producing raw materials that are in oversupply in the West. Con-
trary to the fears of the EU farm sector, this integration need not in
itself be deeply disruptive to markets in the West. Only if the CAP
offers high guaranteed prices for low-quality products will Eastern
agriculture directly conflict with farmers in the West.

Thus the second conclusion is that CAP reform is itself a neces-
sary step to allow integration to proceed. It is also in the medium-
and long-run interest of farmers in the West. Moreover, further re-
form is both an inevitable consequence of changes in trade rules at
the international level and desirable in its own right (to make agri-
culture in the EU internationally competitive) regardless of the CEE
accession and the WTO rules. With respect to enlargement, reform
is superior as a policy to that of delaying market integration by long
transition periods or continued quantitative controls on trade within
the expanded Union.

The development of the agricultural trade system is itself im-
portant to the EU. One major factor which will determine the future
of the agro-food system in Eastern Europe is access to international
markets, together with the intensity of competition with subsidized
exports from other countries, on both domestic markets in Eastern
Europe and third-country markets. In spite of the significant pro-
gress that was made in the Uruguay Round of GATT negotiations,
international trade in agricultural and food products remains se-
verely restricted and distorted by trade barriers and subsidies. Thus,
fundamental economic competitiveness of a country’s agro-food sec-
tor, which some countries in Eastern Europe may well gain in the
years to come, is no guarantee for actual success. The future devel-
opment of the international trading regime for agriculture in gen-
eral, and more specifically the future of the CAP, are important
factors that will help shape agriculture and the food industry in
Eastern Europe.
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NOTES

The authors would like to thank Peter Walkenhorst, doctoral student at
Stanford University, for preparation of the tables on FDI and for helpful
editorial comments, and John Zysman for insightful presentational sugges-
tions, as well as individuals in Poland, Hungary, and the Czech Republic
who were kind enough to give us their perspective on the food and agri-
cultural situation in their countries during a visit in July 1996.

 1. Tables and figures referred to in the text can be found in an earlier version
of this study at http://brie.berkeley.edu/BRIE.

 2. These ten countries are the four Višegrad countries (Czech Republic, Hun-
gary, Poland, and Slovakia), two Balkan countries (Bulgaria and Romania),
three Baltic countries (Estonia, Latvia, and Lithuania), and Slovenia. With
the republics of the FSU, the EU still has only cooperation agreements,
which do not contain any preferential trade provisions.

 3. By the time Eastern enlargement takes place, some of these indicators will
have changed. In particular, agricultural employment in Central Europe is
likely to shrink, and GDP will probably grow faster than in the EU-15.

 4. More recently industrial output has begun to grow faster than agricultural
production in some of the CEECs.

 5. Romania had already been included in the EU’s GSP since the late 1970s.
However, it had remained excluded from many individual tariff prefer-
ences under that system. In 1991, all GSP benefits were extended to Roma-
nia as well.

 6. For a detailed analysis, see Overberg (1996). See also Tracy et al. (1994) and
Tangermann (1993).
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DEALING WITH DIVERSITY:
THE CHALLENGES FOR EUROPE

Jean Pisani-Ferry

INTRODUCTION

Article A of the Treaty on European Union states that the Un-
ion’s aim is to create an “ever closer union among the peoples of
Europe.” Article B sets as one of its primary objectives

to promote economic and social progress . . . in particular
through the creation of an area without internal frontiers, through
the strengthening of economic and social cohesion and through
the establishment of economic and monetary union, ultimately
including a single currency.

These articles encapsulate the EU’s very basic philosophy, which is
to promote convergence through economic integration and the
adoption of common legislation and policies.

By and large, Europe has been surprisingly successful in this
quest for convergence. Most indicators point to a significant reduc-
tion of disparity among the member-states. This applies to income
per capita (for both the initial members and the so-called “cohesion
countries”—Spain, Portugal, Greece, and Ireland);1 to industrial
structures and trade patterns (the single market has not led to spe-
cialization along comparative advantage, but rather to the develop-
ment of intra-industry trade cum vertical differentiation);2 to the
structures of microeconomic governance (as embodied in Commu-
nity legislation—e.g., competition policy rules and principles for the
provision of public service); and to macroeconomic priorities and
performance (especially inflation and fiscal policy, for which the
Economic and Monetary Union [EMU] treaty provisions and corre-
sponding secondary legislation set forth numerical targets). Maas-
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tricht can be seen as a major milestone in this long-standing process
of convergence. Areas of nonconvergence remain but are essentially
limited to the realm of the state and the field of industrial relations:
tax policies, social insurance, and more generally the provision of
public goods, as well as labor market policies and performance.
However, there are signs that convergence might be beginning in
these fields too.3 The question addressed to Europe since the begin-
ning of the 1990s is whether and how this philosophy remains com-
patible with the new task of promoting integration among
increasingly diverse countries, while fostering the catching up of the
poorer members.

Europe’s agenda is indeed daunting. It involves, in more or less
chronological order,

· Implementing the (minor) revisions to the decision-making proc-
ess agreed upon in Amsterdam as a result of the 1996-97 nego-
tiations on institutional reform;

· Establishing monetary union among a subset of countries;

·Negotiating enlargement to five Central and East European
countries (CEECs)—Estonia, Hungary, Poland, the Czech Repub-
lic, Slovenia—and Cyprus;

· Revising the structural funds and the Common Agricultural Pol-
icy (CAP);

·Achieving free trade in nonagricultural products with Mediter-
ranean countries; and

·More generally fostering development and trade opening on the
Union’s periphery.

The official view among European policymakers is that the
European Union (EU) can cope with these tasks at a relatively low
cost. According to this view, Europe basically needs (i) to streamline
its decision-making machinery (through reforming the weighting of
countries in voting rules, enlarging the scope for majority voting,
and reducing the number of commissioners); (ii) to reform the CAP
and the structural funds with a view to reducing their budgetary cost
and facilitating upcoming enlargement negotiations; (iii) to negoti-
ate with CEECs an enlargement agreement that includes temporary
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derogation from the single currency and part of the single market,
as well as a cap on budgetary transfers. Point (i) was expected to
result from the negotiations which took place in the Inter-Govern-
mental Conference (IGC), but since these negotiations did not reach
an ambitious agreement on institutional reform, further discussions
on strengthening the European institutions are now supposed to
take place before enlargement takes place; (ii) is supposed to be
completed through implementing the so-called “Agenda 2000” pro-
gram; (iii) should result from the upcoming negotiations.

Even this limited agenda is an ambitious one. Negotiations at
the IGC have been notoriously difficult, and the results reached in
Amsterdam are widely considered modest. Reforming the CAP and
the structural funds, which taken together amount to 80 percent of
the Community budget, is bound to give rise to significant distribu-
tional conflicts both among and within member-states. And success-
fully completing enlargement negotiations will be a far more
demanding task than for previous enlargements. But a more funda-
mental question is whether a Union that would stick to this limited
agenda would be well enough equipped to cope with the challenges
it is committed to addressing. This paper argues that there is a sig-
nificant chance that it would not.

ECONOMIC AND MONETARY UNION

Let us take EMU first. As things stand now, it is likely that it
will start on schedule with a majority of member-states. However,
two countries (the UK and Denmark) benefit from an opting-out
clause, and at least the UK is likely to exert it. Sweden was granted
a similar option and has indicated its intention to abstain from mone-
tary union, initially at least. Greece will not fulfill the criteria for
membership, and at the time of this writing, controversies about
Italian membership had not entirely disappeared. It should also be
noted that although formally committed to participating in mone-
tary union, any member-state could escape this obligation through
abstaining from membership in the Exchange Rate Mechanism
(ERM), in which participation was deemed voluntary by the Euro-
pean Council. Since participation in the ERM is one of the criteria
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for entering the single currency, abstention from it would ensure that
the country would never fulfill the conditions for membership. The
Maastricht Treaty notwithstanding, monetary union has thus been
made an optional partnership. Whether or not it will subsequently
enlarge to new members and eventually encompass virtually all the
EU-15 cannot be assessed with any certainty since this will depend
on each country’s assessment of the costs and benefits of member-
ship as well as on complex dynamic interactions between the “ins”
and the “outs.”

Furthermore, participation in EMU of the accessing CEECs is
likely to be delayed because freezing nominal exchange rates prema-
turely would be for them a recipe for severe difficulties in their
transition and catching-up process. As demonstrated by several
countries in transitions, fixed exchange rate strategies have an ap-
peal in the early stages of transition, but at some point there is a need
for introducing more flexibility, if only because of the uncertainty
surrounding the level and the evolution of the equilibrium real ex-
change rate. The conclusion is therefore that in spite of the “one
market, one money” logic, membership in monetary union will for
a long time be narrower than membership in the single market.

Would such a two-speed integration give rise to prolonged dif-
ferentiation, over and above what is envisaged in the Maastricht
Treaty? In spite of a growing body of research devoted to the eco-
nomics of two-speed monetary integration, it is difficult to reach
firm conclusions because the creation of a monetary core will set in
motion both centripetal and centrifugal forces (see Pisani-Ferry
forthcoming for a survey of this literature). There are, however, two
main reasons why a lasting divide could emerge. First, the possibil-
ity must be contemplated that economic or political divergence
could make temporary abstention or exclusion more lasting than
currently anticipated. Countries not participating in EMU could em-
bark on a divergent policy course, thereby increasing rather than
reducing the cost of convergence (Martin 1995). The commitment to
tight fiscal discipline embodied in the Stability (and Growth) Pact
that was agreed upon by the European Council in Dublin in Decem-
ber 1996 increases the likelihood of such a divergence between the
“ins” and the “outs.”

Second, there is a possibility that the specific policy externali-
ties created by monetary union will nurture closer coordination
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among the members of the Euro core in fields such as fiscal policy,
taxation, banking supervision, and labor standards, plus maybe in
establishing specific stabilization or transfer schemes.4 Since the pro-
ject was launched, economists have been discussing the need for
such coordination, stabilization, or redistribution schemes, as well
as for “political union” in a broader sense, without leveling out their
differences and reaching firm conclusions. At French insistence, the
European Council eventually recognized in December 1997 the need
to create a policy forum for the ministers of finance of the ins (the
so-called Euro-x), thereby giving its blessing to the idea that closer
coordination will be needed in a monetary union. We cannot there-
fore rule out a scenario in which the subset of countries participating
in monetary union would embark on a much deeper integration
course, while those watching monetary union from the outside
would eventually choose to abstain from this “ever closer union.”

The EU has barely begun to come to terms with this possibility.
The successor to the ERM, whose creation was decided at the Dublin
Council of December 1996, is merely a purgatory for EMU appli-
cants. It is not a long-term solution for organizing monetary coexis-
tence within the single market because participation in it will require
a high degree of nominal convergence.5 Recognizing that not all EU
members will take part in the single currency should rather imply
laying down what kind of exchange rate policy is deemed compat-
ible with membership in the single market.6 In other words, there is
a need to define rules of conduct for those member-states which have
no intention of participating in the single currency: by what ex-
change rate discipline will they have to abide for their macroe-
conomic policy to be considered compatible with membership in the
single market? What kind of arrangements will the Union offer to
those who intend to apply for membership in the single currency but
for whom it is still a very distant goal? These questions have not yet
received precise answers.

The conclusion from this analysis is that monetary union raises
more fundamental questions than do the previous stages of integra-
tion. There are deep reasons for that: although standard trade theory
states that trade liberalization and facilitation are unambiguously
beneficial for participating countries (and therefore that exemption
clauses can be justified only on a temporary basis), macroeconomic
and monetary theories do not lead to similar statements as regards
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monetary union. Furthermore, participation in a fixed exchange rate
regime or monetary union is by nature voluntary. There is therefore
no overriding reason to assume that monetary union will soon en-
compass all the member-states of the Union.

ENLARGEMENT TO THE EAST

The prospective accession of the CEECs should also transform
the nature of the EU in a fundamental way. The Community started
as a group of highly homogenous countries as regards their relative
development level, with GDP per capita in the poorest country (It-
aly) reaching 70 percent of that in the richest (Germany).7 This ratio
dropped to 40 percent after the accession of Ireland and Greece (in
the 1970s) and Portugal (in the 1980s), but in 1995 population in the
cohesion countries totaled 17 percent of the Union’s population (and
only 6 percent excluding Spain, whose relative development level is
roughly comparable to that of Italy in the 1960s). With the accession
of Poland (assuming it would take place in 2005 after some catching
up) the ratio would drop to 30 percent, and the accession of Romania
(in 2015) would further reduce it to 20 percent. Table 1 illustrates that
even assuming that the Community will continue to function as a
convergence machine, enlargement will dramatically reduce its ho-
mogeneity. As Inotaï (1996) put it, with its enlargement to the East
the Community will have to deal with “integration through devel-
opment” rather than “integration through the market.”

These transformations are bound to deeply affect the scope of
internal transfers through the structural funds and the CAP. Recent
academic estimates of the net budgetary cost of enlargement (i.e., the
cost to the current members of the EU), which take into account both
the impact of past and prospective impact of CAP reform and con-
straints to the absorption of transfers on the receiving side, come up
with more conservative figures than the earlier estimates: according
to Baldwin et al. (1997), this cost would range from ECU 10 billion
to ECU 20 billion for the four Višegrad countries and Slovenia, in-
stead of the ECU 60 billion envisaged in earlier studies.8 Further
enlargement to Balkan countries and the Baltic states could increase
this cost by at least 50 percent. These are certainly trivial figures from
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an historical perspective. Furthermore, the level of structural trans-
fers to the new member-states of the EU will result from a political
decision, rather than from the mechanical replication of previous
schemes, and as indicated by the Agenda 2000 program, the current
attitude toward budgetary transfers suggests that the EU will at-
tempt to avoid increasing the ceiling for Community expenditures.
As the above figures would imply a significant increase (by 15–30
percent) in the contribution of the incumbent countries to the EU
budget, save severe restrictions in transfers to the EU farmers and
the incumbent poor countries, this is an indication that enlargement
will certainly give rise to protracted controversies. The political cost
of reforming the EU budget will not be trivial.

Table 1

Disparity within the EU, 1965–2015
(Unweighted coefficient of variation of GDP per capita, PPP exchange rates)

Grouping 1965 1975 1985 1995 2005 2015

EC-6a 10.0 6.8 5.1 2.3 2.5 3.3

EC-9 16.9 16.1 9.4 8.8 7.7

EC-12 26.2 21.9 21.1 18.1

EU-15 19.5 18.8 16.2

EU-21b 32.1 26.8

EU-28c 42.2

Source: Harmonized Accounts on Trade and the World Economy (CHELEM)
Database (Paris: CEPII) and other sources for observed data; author’s
calculations for long-term projections.

aWith Belgium and Luxembourg counted as one country; unified Germany
replaces West Germany from 1991 on.

bEU-15 plus the Czech Republic, Hungary, Poland, Slovakia, Cyprus, and
Malta.

cEU-21 plus the three Baltic republics, Albania, Bulgaria, Romania, and
Slovenia.

Note: Bold characters indicate data at the time of successive enlargements; the
first and second enlargements are supposed to have taken place in 1975
and 1985 for the sake of simplicity.
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Focusing on the budgetary implications of enlargement to Cen-
tral and Eastern Europe (CEE), however, misses a much more com-
plicated issue for the forthcoming negotiations: the conditions of
CEE participation in the single market. The Community started in
the 1950s with an ambitious political goal but a less ambitious eco-
nomic commitment to gradually liberalize trade in goods and put
specified sectoral policy areas under Community guidance: this was,
after all, the essence of the Monnet doctrine. Even putting aside
monetary union, the Community of the 1990s is a far more ambitious
venture. It involves, at least in principle, the dismantling of border
controls and the renunciation of any form of contingent protection;
unfettered capital and labor mobility; a near complete liberalization
of trade in services, including part of the traditional realm of public
services; common rules for and Commission authority over compe-
tition and state-aids policy; the opening of public procurement; a
partial harmonization of indirect taxation; and a large body of eco-
nomic legislation aiming at achieving a sufficient degree of harmoni-
zation of national policies to implement mutual recognition of
technical, environmental, and sanitary standards, health and safety
regulations, and labor standards. This is the inheritance of the single
market program, which came into existence as the result of a major
effort that mobilized the energy of the Community during a decade
and still raises controversies in some member-states as it implies
introducing competition in traditionally sheltered sectors. In spite of
the extraordinary changes that have taken place in Central Europe,
to what extent countries in the midst of their takeoff should partici-
pate in this system is debatable. Although no comprehensive study
is available, several scholars have already expressed concern in this
respect (Baldwin 1994; Fingleton et al. 1995; Smith et al. 1996; Eco-
nomic Commission for Europe 1996; von Hagen 1996; Sgard 1996;
Baldwin et al. 1997). A few points can be put forward.

The first issue is the administrative cost of implementing the
single market in the CEECs. The Commission services reckon it will
require the adoption of hundreds of pieces of economic legislation,
even taking into account possible restrictions on the definition of the
acquis communautaire. This is bound to be a significant burden for
countries not yet equipped with fully fledged market systems and
without the administrative resources that would ensure proper im-
plementation. As already recognized by the Commission, institu-
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tion-building on a large scale will be required. Monitoring the effec-
tive enforcement of such a large body of legislation in an increasing
number of countries is also bound to be a very demanding task for
the Commission. Difficulties in implementing the 1995 Community
White Paper on preparations for the accession of the CEECs confirm
the size of the task (European Commission 1995).

A second and more profound issue is whether swift and com-
plete adoption of the single market legislation is advisable from the
point of view of the transition countries. Implementing a legal and
regulatory framework that was explicitly designed on the assump-
tion that all participating countries had reached a high level of de-
velopment (this was after all the rationale behind the “new
approach” to regulatory policy, which put emphasis on mutual rec-
ognition rather than harmonization) could involve suboptimal social
choices. A clear distinction must be drawn here between different
types of legislation:

·Adopting Community product quality and safety standards
will anyway be required for exporting to the EU market; in this
respect, efforts toward upgrading these standards will be con-
ducive to the CEECs’ competitiveness. But the participation in
the single market would require that all goods (including those
for domestic consumption) be subject to the same requirements;
this may be undesirable for the least advanced of the CEECs,
whose consumers may value quality and safety less than the
affluent citizens of the EU.

·Harmonization of process regulations—e.g., in fields like the
environment or working conditions—is not required for giving
to the CEECs full access to the EU market; it would result only
from the application of existing EU legislation and could con-
flict with the associated countries’ own social choices (because
the implicit value of, say, environmental goods depends on the
level of income); it could even significantly hamper the catch-
ing-up process. But the coexistence of different standards
within the single market (in fields like the environment or social
legislation) would almost certainly be challenged by producers
from the incumbent member-states on grounds of unfair com-
petition.
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·Most of the CEECs have already adopted the principles of EU
competition policy, and there is no doubt that this was part of
the basic toolbox of a market economy; however, full implemen-
tation of the EU’s competition and state-aids apparatus might be
excessive (Fingleton et al. 1996).

· It is questionable whether full capital market liberalization and
full liberalization of the market for services should be imple-
mented at the current stage of the transition process.

A third issue relates to the effect of full participation by the
CEECs in the single market on the incumbent member-states of the
EU. A prominent topic in this respect is obviously labor mobility
since the incumbents are likely to insist on controlling migration
inflows for a prolonged period. This will prevent the accessing coun-
tries from participating in the Schengen arrangements. But the in-
cumbents will certainly resist full participation of the CEECs in other
fields in which uncertainty as regards the actual implementation and
enforcement of Community rules would undermine the very princi-
ple of mutual recognition. As noted by von Hagen (1996), financial
services are a case in point: integrating into the single market for
financial services a country whose banking system is perceived as
fragile could undermine the confidence of the general public in the
financial system as a whole. Similar difficulties could arise for con-
sumer products safety or sanitary and environmental standards, as
well as for the operation of the VAT system, which is already subject
to fraud (Lefèbvre and Guichard 1997). The “mad cow” disease has
illustrated how quickly member-states could revert to national
standards when health and safety are at stake.

Obviously, individual CEECs are in very different situations with
respect to these issues. There is much variance in the quality of the
government machinery. Some countries are already well advanced in
approximating their economic legislation to that of the EU, while other
are still striving to create the basic institutions of a market economy.
There are also considerable differences as regards, for example, the
enforcement of tight budget constraints on ailing companies and the
separation between credit and subsidization. But the above issues
have at least some relevance for all potential applicants. For countries
whose transition strategy relies heavily on government intervention,
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the gap between the present situation and the single market principles
is simply too wide to be bridged in the near future.

Solutions to these dilemmas are already under discussion. One
possibility would be to distinguish between those pieces of legisla-
tion that are deemed essential for the functioning of the single mar-
ket and those which can be temporarily put aside. This approach
would result in defining, within the acquis, a “core” which the CEECs
would need to implement fully in order to be able to participate in
the single market without disrupting it (Portes 1996). A second ap-
proach could be to enlarge the EU while “exempting” the new mem-
ber-states from full participation in the single market through
“temporary derogations”—i.e., to include them de jure as full mem-
bers of the Community, while limiting de facto their participation to
membership in a customs union without, for example, removing
border controls, achieving mutual recognition, or implementing
freedom of provision of services. Both approaches would imply de-
fining a number of transitory derogations which would apply for a
specified time period.

Both approaches have the merit of trying to remove obstacles
to early accession. In fact, the worst-case scenario would be West
European procrastination leading to East European discouragement.
By laying down conditions for membership (at the European Coun-
cil of Copenhagen) and a timetable for negotiations (at the Madrid
Council), the EU has created expectations, and it should be careful
not to disappoint them. Neither approach is, however, really satis-
factory. The “core acquis” approach is likely to be very difficult to
implement because what is at stake is the definition of the essential
conditions for a proper functioning of an integrated European econ-
omy without border controls. Excluding part of the existing legisla-
tion—for example, as regards some state aids, public procurement,
or labor and environmental standards—would give rise to a flurry
of controversies in the name of competitive distortions and probably
lead to questioning the rationale for having included these provi-
sions in the Community law. Furthermore, even an acquis limited to
its core provisions would represent a significant challenge for the
applicant countries. Including adoption (and enforcement) of the
core acquis among the conditions for membership would at least
result in delaying significantly the accession of part of the CEECs.
At worst, it would create a permanent divide between the “ins” and
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the “outs” of accession and could contribute to putting some coun-
tries on a divergent path (Martin and Ottaviano 1995).

The risk of divergence could be significant since the EU has not
yet been able to offer the CEECs an attractive alternative to full
membership. It should be recalled that the Europe Agreements (the
association agreements) currently in place do not include a commit-
ment by the EU to the eventual admission of the associated coun-
tries; that contingent protections remain in place for industrial goods
(the EU has indicated only that it could reduce contingent protec-
tions subject to “satisfactory implementation [by the CEECs] of com-
petition and state-aids policies . . . together with the wider
application of other parts of Community law”);9 and that market
access remains restricted for agricultural products; and that partici-
pation in the Europe Agreements does not give to an applicant any
form of participation in Community decisions10 (see appendix table).
The alternative to membership is thus simply to remain an outsider.
The creation of a European Conference, which was decided at the
European Council in Luxembourg, is a recognition of the existence
of a problem. It is not (not yet at least) a solution.

The “temporary derogation” approach conforms to Commu-
nity tradition on the occasion of previous enlargements, but at a
smaller scale and for shorter periods than would be necessary in the
case of the CEECs: the single market risk was not yet in existence
when Spain and Portugal became members of the Community, and
the European Free Trade Association (EFTA) countries had already
adopted most of the corresponding legislation when they entered it
in 1995. Relying on the same approach would risk creating an ex-
tremely complicated and opaque system in which some member-
states would benefit (or suffer) from tailor-made derogation while
having a vote on the definition of the same policies from which they
are exempt. As Baldwin et al. (1997) emphasize, the Community
experience shows that, as can be expected in a system based upon
majority voting, the inclusion of new members tends to tilt policy
decisions toward their interests. Having the CEECs both within and
without the single market would be a recipe for clouding the deci-
sion process, as if countries in the ERM were participating in the
monetary policy decisions of a European central bank.
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TURKEY AND THE MEDITERRANEAN COUNTRIES (THE MEDS)

The prospect of enlargement has given rise to a revival of the
Mediterranean policy of the EU, which under pressure from some
member-states felt obliged to design a strategy toward its Southern
flank. This commitment was highlighted at the Barcelona conference
of 1995 and resulted in the EuroMed agreements, the first of which
was concluded in 1995 with Tunisia. The aim is to create a Euro-
Mediterranean free trade area (for industrial goods) by 2007. But
there were deeper reasons for such a policy than a mere concern for
(artificial) symmetry. The EU’s Southern neighbors are demographi-
cally dynamic but economically fragile and politically unstable. Al-
though there have been some success stories, the Mediterranean
region is lagging behind more dynamic areas of the former develop-
ing world, and the EU has reasons for being concerned with the risks
of a development failure on the other side of the Mediterranean.
Furthermore, U.S. initiatives toward Mexico and the Americas have
highlighted the need for a European trade and development strategy
toward the Mediterranean region.

Turkey is a different case because it is a candidate to accession
and since 1996 has been part of a customs union with the EU (of
which it is the sole non-EU member). Whether Turkish accession can
be contemplated is a contentious issue: some member-states have
clearly indicated their reluctance toward it, but the Turks are ada-
mant that they should not be denied the right to membership. The
Luxembourg Council of December 1997 confirmed that Turkey is in
principle eligible for membership, but it did not decide to open ac-
cession negotiations.

The EU’s policy toward the Mediterranean region is problem-
atic for two reasons. On purely economic grounds, the commitment
toward liberalization enshrined in the recent agreements is highly
asymmetric because the EU has not made any significant move to-
ward liberalizing access to its agricultural market, while the Meds
are committed to fully liberalize their markets for industrial goods.
In spite of the upgrading in Community assistance toward the re-
gion, this is likely to create difficulties (Bensidoun and Chevallier
1996). Furthermore, the nature of the partnership offered by the EU
is unclear. As indicated by the appendix table, the association agree-
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ments concluded with the CEECs and the EuroMed agreements, as
well as the customs union agreement with Turkey, have several fea-
tures in common. But they differ in many details, most notably as
regards the end-goal of the association with the EU. These differ-
ences highlight the hub-and-spoke nature of the EU’s trade agree-
ments and the lack of a general concept for integrating countries
with different historical backgrounds and at different stages of eco-
nomic development. This strikingly contrasts with the approach
adopted in Asia, where Asia-Pacific Economic Cooperation (APEC)
encompasses very diverse countries with different attitudes toward
trade liberalization, while setting common goals that each member
commits itself to pursue (Drysdale et al. 1997). Whereas the limits to
the noninstitutional approach to integration prevalent in Asia have
been made apparent by the currency and financial crises of 1997, this
is no reason for not drawing on the achievements reached in this
region.

IS THERE AN ALTERNATIVE STRATEGY?

In sum, both monetary union and enlargement raise similar
concerns: (i) for an undetermined time period, it is unlikely that all
potential applicants will be able to fulfill the criteria for admission;
(ii) premature admission of new members could both be detrimental
to them and lead to disrupting the functioning of integration;
(iii) deeper integration creates new channels of interdependence and
specific needs for policy coordination or harmonization, which
should best be dealt with among the participants, without involving
the outsiders; (iv) excluding applicants without offering them a sta-
ble and clearly designed form of partnership would create resent-
ment and might lead the “outs” to embark on a divergent path. In
addition, the EU faces pressures to better organize relations with
neighboring Mediterranean countries.

The search for a method for addressing the new challenges of
integration should start from the recognition that diversity in the
willingness and the ability to participate in European integration is
here to stay. Instead of offering a single model for membership, the
EU could explicitly acknowledge the existence of several possible
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levels of integration and adapt its institutional scheme in order to
make possible the coexistence of different integration circles. This
“variable geometry” approach does not imply a degeneration to-
ward a Europe à la carte, in which each member would be able to pick
its favorite items without having to enter compromises with the
others, as long at it is based upon a clear concept for flexible integra-
tion. On the contrary, it involves the definition of a Europe au menu,
in which member-states would be offered a limited number of
clearly defined options. In order for the system to be viable, each
integration option should include a bundle of those policy compe-
tences that are necessary to make it sustainable.

The two main models for organizing integration in this way are
(i) the integration circles approach, and (ii) the open partnership ap-
proach. The first scheme is inspired by a desire not to create a divi-
sion between the elite and second-class member-states. According to
this approach, which was proposed by CEPR (1995), all countries
would participate in a “common base” (essentially the single mar-
ket) and would be free to enter into specialized “open partnerships.”
The second scheme derives from the “core” approach à la Lamers
and Schaüble (1994), which could lead to the formation of concentric
economic integration circles as developed in Pisani-Ferry (1995).11

The appeal of the open partnership approach is that it offers a
simple and clearly organized model. Its first drawback is its inherent
contradiction between limiting Community integration to the single
market status quo and attaching all supranational features to it. As
any comparison between the EU and existing free trade areas con-
firms, the Community institutions were created in view of more
ambitious aims than ensuring the smooth operation of the single
market. If the common base were to be limited to the management
of existing integration areas, the Community system (especially the
Court of Justice and the Parliament) might soon prove superfluous.
Symmetrically, building a monetary union through purely intergov-
ernmental arrangements might well lead to difficulties. The German
debate on the need for parallelism between monetary union and
political union highlights what is at stake in transferring monetary
competences to a European central bank (Issing 1996). Furthermore,
there is a discussion on the implications of monetary union in the
budgetary sphere, and it is sometimes envisaged that monetary un-
ion could give rise to increased fiscal coordination and the creation
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of quasi-federal income stabilization schemes (Courchene et al.
1993). If this were to happen, limiting supranationalism to the com-
mon base would clearly be unsustainable. A second drawback of the
open partnership approach is that it does not offer a solution for
potential member-states that would face difficulties in becoming full
members of the single market.

The alternative approach, that of integration circles, starts from
the recognition that integration does not start with the full participa-
tion in the single market and does not stop with it. It attempts to
provide a scheme for organizing the coexistence of different levels of
integration through adopting and replicating at a lower level the
Maastricht approach to monetary union. To each level would corre-
spond a set of laws and specific decision-making mechanisms in
which all countries participating at that level would have a vote.
Graduation from one level of integration to the next would be neither
mandatory nor automatic. It would require both a voluntary decision
by the applicant and the fulfillment of a precisely defined set of
criteria, as already decided for membership in monetary union.

The Union could thus comprise three integration levels: the
customs union, which could quickly encompass virtually all the
CEECs, which would in this way acquire membership status with all
its political implications; the single market, which would comprise
all present member-states and the most advanced of the CEECs as
soon as they were able and willing to abide by the corresponding
disciplines; and monetary union, in which membership could re-
main limited for a protracted period.

· Participation in the customs union would be open to all Euro-
pean countries that (i) fulfill general criteria and (ii) are willing
to adhere to the Community’s aims and implement the corre-
sponding policies (such as, for example, the essential compo-
nents of competition policy). It would grant its members full
access to the Community goods market (but without the com-
plete removal of border controls or the freedom of movement of
factors), as well as participation in most of the Community’s
structural policies (such as infrastructure and regional develop-
ment policies). Agriculture obviously gives rise to specific prob-
lems, but in principle there is no reason why agriculture should
not be part of the customs union arrangement. Trade conflicts
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would be subject to dispute settlement within the framework
of Community law. Participation in the customs union would
imply contributing to the Community budget and having access
to Community regional development programs, but specified
budgetary funds could be restricted to participants in the single
market level or the EMU level (as is currently the case for the
cohesion fund).

· Participation in the single market—i.e., the Community as it is
prior to the formation of monetary union—would be decided
upon on the basis of specified criteria (which would refer to the
adoption of Community legislation in all fields deemed essen-
tial for the functioning of the single market, including process
regulation, state aids, etc.) and would be subject to vote as is
the case for EMU. It would give access to full participation in
all Community policies except monetary union.

· Participation in monetary union would remain subject to the
fulfillment of specified convergence criteria.

Such an approach would have several advantages: (i) it would
remove most uncertainty as regards accession; (ii) for the CEECs,
participation in the customs union would be a significant improve-
ment on the present situation because it would grant them voting
rights, as well as wider access to EU funds, and would remove the
essentially bilateral, hub-and-spoke nature of current trade arrange-
ments; (iii) instead of overloading pre-accession programs with con-
ditions required for participating in the single market, preparation
for the single market would become part of a post-accession strat-
egy; countries willing to develop economic and political links with
the EU would not be obliged to choose between being out and par-
ticipating fully in European integration.

Apart from its distance from existing commitments, this ap-
proach also has significant drawbacks. It would require creating dif-
ferent tiers of legislation. It would imply difficulties in achieving
coexistence among countries belonging to different integration cir-
cles. And a three-tier system would create difficulties for the opera-
tion of supranational institutions and might give rise to institutional
confusion. (The difficulty could be especially serious as regards the
European Parliament.) However, there is no easy way out of these
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problems, which arise as soon as a form of variable geometry is
contemplated. The underlying reality is that the Community’s ho-
mogeneity is a thing of the past (Emerson forthcoming). Rather than
striving to adapt diverse countries to a single European integration
model, there is a case for adapting the integration model to the di-
versity of the Europe of today.

NOTES

This is a revised version of a paper prepared for the conference “Will There Be
a Unified European Economy?,” held in Vienna on 5–6 June 1997 and organized
by the Berkeley Roundtable on the International Economy (BRIE) in coopera-
tion with the Bruno Kreisky Forum, Vienna. This version takes into account
decisions since the conference version was written (e.g., as regards EU reform,
EMU, and enlargement), but retains the original argument of the paper, al-
though it has in some respects been made obsolete by the course of events since
spring 1997. This study was written while the author was director of the Centre
d’Études Prospectives et d’Informations Internationales (CEPII), Paris.

 1. See appendix table below.

 2. This was a prominent result of the evaluation of the impact of the single
market undertaken by the EU Commission in 1996. See Fontagné et al.
(1997).

 3. The Luxembourg Council of November 1997 set out common objectives
and broad guidelines for employment policies. It may have initiated a
process of (weak) convergence in the field of labor market policies. Tax
policy approximation is also receiving increasing attention in intergovern-
mental discussions. More generally, competition in goods, services, and
factor markets is increasingly fostering convergence in fields that were
previously considered free from the pressure of European integration.

 4. This is a highly disputed issue. See, for example, Fatás (1997).

 5. In community jargon, it is an attempt at organizing relations between the
“ins” and the “pre-ins,” not between the “ins” and the “outs.”

 6. Whether membership in the single market requires some form of exchange
rate discipline is a matter for discussion. In a recent paper, Eichengreen
(1996) argues that while the economic link between the single market and
the single currency is not strong enough to make participation in monetary
union mandatory, there is a strong political economy link between the two.
This is because participation in the single market implies that member-
states deprive themeselves from all contingent protection instruments and
abide by the Commission rulings in the field of competition policy.
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 7. Data refer to 1960 GDP per capita at PPP exchange rates (source: Harmo-
nized Accounts on Trade and the World Economy [CHELEM] Database
[Paris: CEPII]).

 8. The extrapolation of per capita structural funds spending by Courchene et
al. (1993) led to a net cost of ECU 26 billion. Anderson and Tyers (1995) put
the cost to the agricultural budget at ECU 37 billion.

 9. 1995 White Paper on the preparation of the associated countries; cited in
Smith et al. (1996).

10. Even Turkey, who is now formally in a customs union with the EU, has not
gained participation in decisions as regards the common trade policy. See
below.

11. Whether or not a potential defense and security circle would also be con-
centric is a different issue.
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Date

Countries

Nature and aims

Institutions

Association Agreements

·First agreement with Hun-
gary, 1991

·Ten countries from CEE and
the Baltic

·Free trade area (FTA)

·Agreements meant to prepare
for eventual accession

·Association Council

Turkey-EU Customs Union

·Principle agreed 1964, agree-
ment 1995

·Created 1/1/1996

·Turkey

·Customs union

·Disagreements over possible
accession

·Association Council

EuroMed Agreements

·First agreement with Tunisia,
1995

·Three Maghreb countries +
Egypt, Jordan, Israel

·FTA

·EuroMed partnership and
free trade; no accession envis-
aged

·Association Council

Appendix Table

Trade Agreements with the EU: CEECs, Turkey, and the Meds Compared

 Principles and Aims



Nonagricultural
goods

Agriculture

Capital flows, FDI,
right of estab-
lishment

·Elimination of all duties
(phased out over five years
for EU, over ten years for
CEECs) and of most quantita-
tive restrictions (QRs) after
transition period

·Cumulative rules of origin
for Višegrad/Balkan/Baltic
states (but not across groups)

·EU contingent protection re-
mains in place; could be re-
duced after the CEECs adopt
EU competition and state
aids policy

·Partial liberalization
·Commitment to capital ac-

count liberalization

·Liberalization of FDI and
profit repatriation

·Free entry within ten years +
national treatment in most
sectors

·Removal of QRs and of tech-
nical barriers within five
years

·Adoption by Turkey of EU
common external tariff with
limited exceptions (5 percent
of Turkey’s imports)

·Adoption by Turkey of EU
trade policy instruments and
preferences

·EU anti-dumping to remain
in place for interim period

·Turkey committed to adopt-
ing CAP rules, but without
time constraints

·No agreement

·Meds already access EU market
duty-free; no further commitment
to eliminating QRs and contingent
protection

·Med liberalization completed in
twelve years (end 2008)

·Cumulative rules of origin for
Maghreb only

·EU contingent protection remains
in place

·No progress

·Commitment to capital account
liberalization “when time is right”

·Liberalization of FDI and profit
 repatriation

·Right of establishment to be cov-
ered by subsequent agreement

Tariff and Nontariff Liberalization

Capital, Labor, and Services



Migration

Services

Intellectual property

Competition policy
and state aids

Standards

Public procurement

·No liberalization

·Weak commitment to liberali-
zation

·Cooperation and technical as-
sistance (TA) in specific sec-
tors

·Adoption of international pro-
visions within five years

·Adoption of basic EU rules
within three years

·State aids temporarily ac-
cepted for development pur-
poses

·Cooperation implemented

·EU to assess conformity of
products

·Mutual recognition sought

·Mutual access (with ten years
of transition for CEECs)

·No liberalization

·No agreement

·Swift implementation of inter-
national provisions (within
three years or less)

·Adoption of basic EU rules
within two years

·State aids temporarily ac-
cepted for development pur-
poses, except for textiles

·General commitment to coop-
eration

·EU to assess conformity of
products

·No agreement

·No liberalization

·No specific commitment (ref-
erence to GATS)

·Cooperation and TA in spe-
cific sectors

·Adoption of international pro-
visions within four years

·Adoption of basic EU rules
within five years

·State aids temporarily ac-
cepted for development pur-
poses

·Cooperation agreements to be
concluded

·EU to assess conformity of
products

·Eventual mutual recognition

·No agreement

Deeper Integration Provisions

Source: Based on Winters (1996) and other sources. Note that the detailed content of the bilateral EU-CEEC and EuroMed
agreements may vary from one country to another.
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COMING TO TERMS WITH A LARGER EUROPE:
OPTIONS FOR ECONOMIC INTEGRATION

Helen Wallace

THE CONTRADICTORY LOGICS OF PAN-EUROPE

Two contending logics have so far dominated the debate on
how the Central and East European countries (CEECs) might become
part of a single European economic space. One is a common sense
and incremental logic of economic liberalization, and the other is the
logic of conventional enlargement of the European Union (EU). The
first logic starts from the simple proposition that the establishment
and sustenance of market economies in the CEECs requires their
inclusion in a multilateral regime of trade and payments as quickly
as possible and their coverage by the kinds of market regulation
mechanisms that have now been established in Western Europe
through the Single European Market (SEM). The second logic re-
quires the incumbent EU members to accept the accession of the
CEECs (or some of them) as full family members. It would mean the
application of the whole range of EU policies across pan-Europe.

Neither logic is straightforward. Incremental liberalization im-
plies a form of “shallow” economic integration. It requires a degree
of political engagement sufficient to enable the EU side to go beyond
the terms of the current European association arrangements. These
latter allow graduated market access in manufactures and some
services but exclude agriculture and free movement of capital and
labor; they also leave the EU side able to impose measures of contin-
gent trade protection. A more generous and certain version of shal-
low liberalization would require the EU to draw a line between
membership and nonmembership in terms of market access and
regulatory arrangements in different ways from any that it has done
in the past with other external partners. The European Economic
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Area (EEA) model, devised as a link with the countries of the Euro-
pean Free Trade Association (EFTA), is a kind of precedent but dis-
tinctive in that it was devised for advanced industrial countries with
highly sophisticated legal and administrative infrastructures. The
EEA model would need considerable adaptation to provide the func-
tional equivalent for the CEECs as the successor partnership to
Europe association.

The full EU membership formula would be a big bang ap-
proach. It implies the leapfrogging of intervening arrangements, so
as to include the CEECs within the “deep” integration model devel-
oped in Western Europe over the past four and a half decades. It
would require the EU side to accept within the fold countries with
as yet underdeveloped economic, political, and legal infrastructures
and countries with still low levels of economic wealth and significant
agricultural sectors. Thus the potential costs and burdens for the
current EU are considerable. Moreover, the concept of deep integra-
tion goes way beyond the management of the economy in including
political and security engagements that are far-reaching. For the
CEECs the disciplines associated with accepting the acquis commu-
nautaire are considerable, though the benefit is that the disciplines
are mutual (i.e., existing EU members are also bound) and the insti-
tutional framework is certain. In addition, the political corollaries
are extensive for countries still in the midst of establishing inde-
pendent democratic polities. One major concern on the EU side is
that the steps involved are so large for both sides that they risk
prejudicing the survival of the deep integration model itself.

For the moment the theory of current discourse is that it is the
second logic that will prevail, in that the CEECs have declared it as
their objective and the EU side has acknowledged the eventual goal
of Eastern enlargement. Accession negotiations with some of the ten
Europe Associates (along with Cyprus) were scheduled to follow the
intergovernmental conference (IGC) concluded in Amsterdam in
June 1997. Behind this formal discourse, however, lies a plethora of
uncertainties over the timescale of enlargement, over which of the
CEECs might in practice join, over the terms on which accession
might actually be agreed (the Spanish and Portuguese were forced
to accept long transition periods), and over whether each of the
CEECs will hold to the course of EU deep integration.
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Of the two formulae it is generally argued that full EU enlarge-
ment based on deep integration would be the first best outcome for
the CEECs. How good a second best the shallow variant might be
would depend on how it was constructed. The extent of the adjust-
ments that would be needed by both CEECs and incumbent EU
members to achieve an inclusive version of deep integration neces-
sarily casts doubt on its realism. A range of scenarios can be envis-
aged. The CEECs might be admitted only slowly and in successive
waves of “manageable” small numbers. This is the implication of the
distinction drawn in July 1997 by the European Commission be-
tween a first group of candidates and those less ready. A sharp and
enduring distinction might be made between Carolingian Central
Europe—Poland, Hungary, and the Czech Republic—and the rest.
Enlargement as a whole might stall, not least because of the obstacles
to policy and institutional reform within the EU. A version of shal-
low integration might be devised as an alternative, but perhaps not
until the conventional enlargement route has been tried and failed.
The current and inadequate Europe association formula would have
to be stretched and patched to cope with intervening demands for
an enhanced policy regime. “Accession partnership” was adopted in
autumn 1997 as the label for those in the waiting room for member-
ship.

These various possibilities are essentially dependent on the
politics of the debate about pan-Europe. What is more, these politics,
so far at least, have been driven by the preferences of West Europe-
ans, much more than by the politics of the CEECs, whose asymmet-
rical relationship with the EU leaves them vulnerable, dependent,
and caught in a set of bilateral links that offer only limited political
leverage. Yet much of the core of the problem to which a solution is
sought is economic—namely, about how to provide both certainty
and appropriateness to the terms of market access for the CEEC
economies and to the forms of market regulation that they will de-
velop. Economic agents—entrepreneurs and investors—in both
parts of Europe would prefer a more certain basis from which to
make their planning assumptions.

Two economic elements in this debate remain underspecified.
One is whether we should assume that economic development in the
CEECs is likely to consist of retarded imitation of the post-World-
War-II West European economic model or instead expect other vari-
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ants to emerge—a “third way.” Competition from lower cost CEEC
products would impact in different ways depending on how their
economies develop. Hence the second missing element is how we
might expect economic agents in Western Europe to treat the emerg-
ing CEEC economies—as a lower cost production platform? as dy-
namic new markets? as a source of destabilizing additional
competition? There are opportunities for some West European entre-
preneurs and threats for others, as well as knock-on impacts on labor
market and social adjustment in Western Europe.

More particularly in the context of how broad policy will be
shaped, we need some understanding of how preferences are likely
to be formulated on the EU side. The conventional wisdom is that
an array of protection-minded veto groups in Western Europe stands
between the CEECs and a liberal form of partnership with or acces-
sion to the EU. But here we have contradictory historical precedents.
There is certainly much evidence to suggest that EU trade and mar-
ket-regulating relationships with clearly “third countries” have been
much influenced by the voices of vested and often protectionist in-
terests within the EU. Similarly the EU has been prone to displace
the costs of intra-EU economic and social adjustment on to third
countries—in this respect EU behavior is similar to that of other
powerful trading blocs or big countries. On the other hand, the de-
vising of relationships within the family has over the history of the
EU (and previously the European Community [EC]) been influenced
by politics as much as—perhaps more than—economics. In bargain-
ing within the family, broader considerations of collective interests,
national political goals, and governing ideas have been powerful
influences on policy outcomes. There is substantial evidence of po-
litical preferences leading economic preferences on some issues, and
at least of an iteration between political and economic preferences,
a process accentuated by the particular character of the EU bargain-
ing processes and structures.

The crucial question which then follows is whether the CEECs
are likely to be treated as potential family members or rather as a
special category of third countries, albeit in a position of peculiarly
vulnerable dependency. It is on precisely this question that the jury
is still out, in spite of the formal decision of December 1997 (by the
European Council) to open negotiations with some of the CEECs.
The willingness to take EU enlargement as the presumed model for
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the relationship with the CEECs implies a readiness to talk in terms
of family membership. On the other hand, the obstacles to achieving
such an outcome are such as to cast doubt on its achievability. What
remains then to be clarified is what the default relationship would
be. The more benign default would be a designed and deliberately
fashioned version of shallow integration. The less benign default
would be protracted uncertainty, in which political design was ab-
sent and economic relations were left dependent on the behavior of
economic agents operating as best they could with unstable and
unpredictable rules for market access and a plurality of regulatory
arrangements.

DEEP INTEGRATION ON TRIAL

Shallow integration in Western Europe—for example, in EFTA
and between the EC and its neighbors—has consisted of progessive
liberalization in payments and trade in manufactures and services
(though not fully extended to agriculture), with freed capital move-
ments added in the late 1980s, and without free movement of labor.
It has been supplemented by some policy cooperation and common
market regulation and a form of dispute arbitration (in the EEA), but
voluntaristic, conditional, and without direct enforcement and adju-
dication mechanisms. Deep integration, as exemplified by the EU,
has tighter policy regimes, stronger disciplines, an autonomous ju-
risdiction, some directly exercised financial instruments, and a com-
mon agricultural policy. Currently EU economic integration is set to
deepen further by including a single currency regime for at least
some members.

It is not only the intensity and scope of economic integration
that is deeper, but also that it is set in an envelope of political inte-
gration in two senses: distinctive common institutions, legislation,
and jurisdiction; and complementary political and security agree-
ments. Enlargement of the membership of this deep integration cir-
cle has in the past been conditional on the willingness and capacity
of candidates to accept the disciplines and political engagements in
the terms set by the incumbents. The fallback position for applicants
has been a semi-detached option, softened by market access arrange-
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ments with the EU, and, since the creation of the EEA, asymmetrical
participation in the single market regulatory regimes (the same mar-
ket rules without much voice in their framing). Each enlargement
has provoked vigorous arguments among the existing membership
about the merits and consequences of each candidate. Deep integra-
tion has been deliberately discriminatory among candidates.

In extrapolating from previous West European history, we can
observe two different cases. On the one hand, some advanced and
industrialized countries—essentially the UK and the Nor-
dics—chose in the early 1950s not to follow the deep integration
model and instead relied on the opportunities for shallow economic
integration (partly steered through international institutions other
than the EC). The main reservation had to do with the extent of
political engagement required by deep integration and a preference
either for keeping defense cooperation separate (the NATO mem-
bers’ view) or for neutrality. Over time, however, most of the abstain-
ers decided that the economic costs of exclusion from deep
integration were greater than acceptance of the political engage-
ments; hence their progressive accession into the deep integration
circle, although not always happily (and with a few persistent ab-
stainers—notably Norway and Switzerland).

The second West European group comprised those (Ireland and
the South Europeans) where governments decided that participation
in the deep integration circle would be the route to economic mod-
ernization and political stabilization as functioning democracies.
This group has provided the more successful group of late-joiners.
The CEECs are closer to the South European case, so far at least, in
terms of the policy targets that they have set for themselves. Much
of the formal policy debate in the EC/EU since 1989 has extrapolated
from this South European precedent, albeit with questioning of how
many of the CEEC candidates can be envisaged as potential suc-
cesses. EU members have also shown considerable prudence about
what the financial and economic costs would be of changing the
numerical balance within the EU between wealthier and less wealthy
members.

However, the deep integration circle bounded by the current
EU membership is not a stable arrangement. There are major differ-
ences among the fifteen members about what further policy and
political commitments should be undertaken; hence the succession
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of IGCs to negotiate reforms to the EC/EU. There is an inherent
contradiction between EMU and Estern enlargement. There are seri-
ous concerns that a massive extension of EU membership to pan-
Europe would put paid to the deep integration experiment. In
addition, the pressures of global competition are making it increas-
ingly hard to sustain the sociopolitical compacts that developed in
individual West European countries around their economic policies
in the post–World War II period. Moreover, the changes of 1989 have
exposed a vulnerability of the deep integration model, without ac-
tive American sponsorship as an ingredient and without the cement
of a vigorous miltary alliance.

Thus the configuration of pan-Europe remains uncertain. For
an economic liberalization logic to prevail, it requires a willingness
explicitly to separate economic integration from the political and
security bargains of the past, so as to engage the CEECs in economic
multilateralism. For the deep integration logic to prevail, it requires
the existing EU membership to both retain a commitment to the
model and accept its extension to CEECs, along with an attendant
range of new financial, political, and security responsibilities. The
default is prolonged uncertainty as regards the overall institutional
setting, as regards both market access and market regulation ar-
rangements east of the current EU borders, and, most likely, vari-
ations in the treatment of individual CEECs. And in the case of the
CEECs the fallback options are much less clear than for the abstain-
ing West Europeans, which at least had a guaranteed position in the
broader arrangements for shallow economic integration.

CHALLENGES OF TRANSITION ACROSS THE CONTINENT

Both Western and Eastern Europe are thus going through expe-
riences of sharp transition, at the macro formal level of restructuring
of the political economy and at the micro level of adjustment. One
key issue is whether these differently derived processes of transition
in the two parts of Europe are complementary or in tension. A ver-
sion of pan-European deep integration presupposes a high degree of
complementarity (some would argue convergence), while tension
between the two versions of transition would suggest that a more
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fragmented Europe is likely to persist. In the former case the usual
premise is that integration would be shaped by the West European
inheritance, which would more or less rapidly be extrapolated across
the continent eastwards. Two different variants of this could be en-
visaged: one would be a mutually determined (i.e., with CEEC par-
ticipation in its definition) alignment of the East European political
economy to the West European acquis; the other might be described
as a form of colonization (i.e., the imposition on the CEECs of the
preexisting West European policy regimes). In the case of a frag-
mented alternative two broad variants can also be envisaged. One
might be the continuation of the familiar West European integration
process, with a range of hub-and-spoke links to individual East
European countries, some spokes being stronger than others. A sec-
ond variant might be a wider rearrangement, in which the conse-
quences of changes in the Eastern part of the continent would impact
on relationships within Western Europe, thus altering—some would
argue eroding—the established West European integration model.

Western Europe has changed a great deal over the past decade.
Much progress has been made with consolidating the SEM and con-
siderable industrial restructuring has taken place, though important
parts of this agenda for both public policymakers and private entre-
preneurs remain to be completed. The SEM has been extended partly
through the EEA and partly by the full inclusion of Austria, Finland,
and Sweden within the EU. Member governments of the EU have
since become much preoccupied with plans for EMU, both a succes-
sor project to the SEM and a response to German unification. Politi-
cal union, a much less clear, yet also more controversial aim, is
another testing preoccupation. There would have been more than
enough to keep West Europeans busy without the additional chal-
lenge of the larger Europe.

It is not only developments at the transnational or multilateral
level that are relevant. Individual West European countries are not
in stable equilibrium but are subject to powerful adjustment pres-
sures at the country level. In particular, the social and societal di-
mension of adjustment to international competition is most evident
as a pressure on national governments and the national political
fabric, as well as being reflected in high levels of unemployment. It
is not only that the social dimension of the EU has failed to develop,
but also that individual country responses to the challenges of adapt-
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ing the labor market and welfare system are very varied. Thus, for
example, the Netherlands is going through a period of positive ad-
justment, while Belgium is suffering from both a huge public deficit
and an internal reformation of the domestic polity. Germany is
marked by accentuating tensions, between both different regions
(especially east/west) and different sections of society and economy.
Versions of social and political adjustment tensions are evident in
most EU member-states. The exigencies of the criteria for estab-
lishing EMU are combined with both global influences and specific
country features to produce new policy and political dilemmas.

ACTIVISM WITHOUT STRATEGY

Under such conditions it is not surprising that there are wide
differences of view in Western Europe about where collective Euro-
pean policy regimes should be encouraged and where a protected
political space should be retained for country-level policy. The IGC
convened in 1996 found itself locked into the details of procedural,
not substantive, reforms, partly as a consequence of not having de-
veloped a critical pathway to achieving policy reforms or a clear
approach to the larger Europe. The responses of West Europeans to
both Eastern enlargement and the implosion of Yugoslavia (and
more recently Albania) have been ambiguous and ambivalent. In the
latter case West Europeans were torn between activism—in the event
expensive activism—and strategic policy. (It should be noted that
money spent on efforts to rescue something in these countries is
money not available for transfers to the peaceful CEECs.) Activism
has in practice led to considerable involvement; yet strategic policy
has been elusive, reflecting the absence of clarity on the West Euro-
pean side about the goals and cornerstones of a new European policy
and about the definition of new security interests.

As regards the peaceful CEECs, the activism has been consid-
erable at both the multilateral and the bilateral levels. Individual
West European countries have developed an array of assistance pro-
grams. At the multilateral level the security organizations—NATO,
West European Union (WEU), and the Organization for Security and
Cooperation in Europe (OSCE)—have each been partially adapted
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to take account of the new reform democracies. NATO has gone
furthest in promising membership to some of the CEECs, although
without redefining its own central purposes. In the political sphere
the Council of Europe has attempted to develop a process of inclu-
sion for reforming democracies as each has established basic demo-
cratic features, though it has not been consistent in the application
of its own criteria. It is from this that flows the irritation in parts of
CEE about the relaxation of the democracy criteria to admit Russia
and Croatia.

The EU has had a two-pronged policy of technical and financial
assistance through PHARE and TACIS and of association for the
inner ring of CEECs and partnership with the other parts of what
was the Soviet Union. For the CEEC associates (now ten in number)
the promise was made in 1993 that full EU membership would even-
tually replace association. These ten Europe Associates have often
been divided by West Europeans into distinct groups: the more “ad-
vanced” Višegrad countries—Poland, Hungary, the Czech Republic,
and, up to a point, Slovakia; Bulgaria and Romania, with much less
vigorous transformation processes as yet; the small Baltic states of
Estonia, Latvia, and Lithuania, with their problem-posing proximity
to Russia; and Slovenia, by a margin the richest of the ten. There is
a further penumbra of other European countries in the Balkans, as
well as the boundary countries of Ukraine, Moldova, and, some
would add, the Caucasian republics. Then there is the extra compli-
cation of the complex EU relationships with Turkey, long an appli-
cant for full membership, and with a divided Cyprus, already,
though conditionally, promised early accession negotiations.

EU activism vis-à-vis this range of countries still falls well short
of coherent and overarching policy. Yes, NATO will be enlarged, in
the first instance to include Poland, Hungary, and the Czech Repub-
lic. Similarly, the EU will be enlarged, but when, on which terms, and
with which countries remains to be specified. The issue of EU en-
largement is the one with most obvious direct significance for eco-
nomic adjustment and reform in Central and Eastern Europe. A clear
set of decisions on EU enlargement would have direct consequences
for the day-to-day operations of public policy and private en-
trepreneurship in the CEECs. Persistent exclusion would make clear
to both public and private actors in the CEECs that they would have
to develop alternative policy regimes, whether unilaterally or mul-
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tilaterally. Uncertainty about timing and conditions makes the cal-
culations extremely difficult for the CEECs and also for those from
outside who already do or might in the future invest in their eco-
nomic development.

Opinions on each CEEC candidate’s readiness for EU member-
ship were issued by the European Commission in July 1997, follow-
ing conclusion of the IGC in Amsterdam in June, with negotiations
for membership to follow. For some time it was unclear whether the
first round of negotiations would take place only with those of the
CEECs that had progressed furthest toward a presumed EU norm or
whether there would be a “regatta,” in which boats from each of the
ten CEECs would row toward the finishing line but at different
speeds. The Commission indicated a firm preference for “differen-
tiation” by opening negotiations with only five (as well as Cyprus):
Estonia, the Czech Republic, Hungary, Poland, and Slovenia. In De-
cember 1997 the European Council endorsed this proposition, but,
under pressure from especially the Danish and Swedish govern-
ments, accepted that annually a “critical analysis” would be made
of the preparedness for accession of all ten CEEC candidates. In
addition, a European conference would be held annually with all the
candidates, an invitation also extended to Turkey. This last point was
contested by the Turkish government, irritated by not being allowed
to start negotiations for accession and by continuing issues about the
divided status of Cyprus.

In the CEECs a series of individual country efforts is under way
to take forward political and economic transformations, with very
varied patterns and sequences of reform. The individual trajectories
of reform are hugely constrained, not only by the domestic circum-
stances of each country, but also by the assumed impact of West
European policy regimes. The absolute precondition for each of the
CEECs to have a real chance of joining the EU is that domestic prac-
tices, rules, and laws governing the operations of the market imitate
those of the EU. This was already a requirement under the Europe
association agreements signed with each country since the early
1990s. The requirement has been tightened by the pre-accession
strategy (PAS) of the EU, adopted at the Essen European Council of
December 1994. It would be further embedded by accession to the
EU, even though some of the rigors of the acquis communautaire
might be softened or deferred by derogations won in the accession
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negotiations. For the moment, the governing elites in each of the
Europe Associates remain committed to the goal of achieving early
accession to the EU, a goal which pushes them into a form of rule-
dependency as regards the regulation of their markets and their
exchanges with the the economies of Western Europe. It cannot, how-
ever, be taken for granted that government policies or public support
in the CEECs will remain committed to this one-way adaptation
process. Signs are already emerging of “Europe” as a potential cleav-
age in the still unsettled politics of the CEECs.

THE ROUTE FROM ASSOCIATION TOWARD
EASTERN ENLARGEMENT

In one sense EU policy toward the CEECs can be straightfor-
wardly stated as charting a conventional pathway from trade and
cooperation arrangements to “normal” enlargement. The current
version of Europe Association falls part way along this pathway,
quite how far along is a matter of debate (see Figure 1). Experience
suggests that the distance from A to B is relatively short and easily
traveled, while the distance from B to C is rather long, in spite of the
PAS designed to facilitate the journey at least as regards market
integration. From the point of view of market access into the West
European market and market consolidation in the CEECs this has
been seen as the key journey to travel, with formal accession to the
EU then marking certainty about CEEC inclusion in the single mar-

Figure 1
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ket and also binding the existing EU members to guarantee their side
of the bargain. However, the fact that the EC has changed into the
EU means that full membership of the system presumes the ability
and capacity to move from C to D—at some stage. It is around this
part of the integration process that the discussion occurs of deepen-
ing and widening as antitheses.

Four complications should be noted. One is that market inte-
gration in theory ought to include all four factors of production, but
in reality the PAS covers goods (not agricultural) and services, but
not capital or labor. In earlier enlargements labor movement has
typically been a controversial issue, richer countries fearing (often
misguidedly) influxes of economic migrants from poorer countries.
Thus in the case of EC enlargement to include Portugal and Spain
full labor movement was deferred until many years after their formal
accession because of the fears of the incumbent member-states. It
should be noted that the fears proved largely groundless; before the
end of the transitional arrangements Spain had become a net im-
porter of Europeans—i.e., nationals of other EC countries. This
shows the importance of both economic improvement and societal
optimism in Spain generating a disinclination to migrate elsewhere,
albeit with persistent internal migration from south to north.

A second complication is that a base policy of the original EC
was the Common Agricultural Policy (CAP), not easily extendable
to the CEECs for reasons of both substance and costs. This is one of
the subjects of greatest difficulty as regards enlargement. We should
note that most discussion on this issue is narrowly focused on the
primary agricultural sector, although that this remains so important
is a significant factor for the economic prospects of CEEC economies.
The relevance of the food processing and retail industries should
also be taken into account, as these too are substantial parts of the
economies of the CEECs. Some of the early evidence on West Euro-
pean investment in the food distribution and retailing sector reveals
this investment being used to boost West European food exports to
the CEECs (sometimes through tied distribution arrangements)
rather than to invest in or facilitate local sourcing.

The third complication is that market integration rules in the
EU are not a stand-alone policy regime but embedded in, and per-
haps dependent on, associated or “flanking” polices. These include
the measures and funding programs agreed to promote economic
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and social cohesion, which have political and social elements, as well
as economic aims and financial costs. Flanking policies also include
a variety of rules to promote similar process conditions for the pro-
duction of goods and services, especially as regards environmental
and workplace standards. A difficult policy conundrum arises here.
It is self-evidently difficult for the CEECs at this stage of transforma-
tion and with current income levels to apply environmental and
workplace standards comparable to those in EU member-states. Nor
are such high standards necessary for products to be made that meet
EU product standards. However, West European producers and pub-
lics are nervous about accepting goods that can thence compete from
a lower cost base. And some West European producers are them-
selves investing in the CEECs to take advantage of such lower costs.

Last, the end point of what is included in full EU membership
has changed from that which was relevant in any previous enlarge-
ment discussion. The additions made at Maastricht in 1991 to the
acquis by plans for EMU, by the second pillar for a common foreign
and security policy (CFSP), and by the third pillar for justice and
home affairs (JHA) have raised the threshold of what EU, as distinct
from EC, membership includes. Each of these elements raises dis-
tinct issues about what would be implied for Eastern enlargement.
EMU as such is generally regarded as a very distant prospect for the
CEECs, or at least most of them, although it should be noted that
some—for example, the Poles—have the Maastricht criteria within
their policy frame, and even entry into the single currency as a stated
and foreseeable objective (2006?). CFSP in some respects looks easier,
not least since a key objective of EU enlargement would be to con-
tribute to the political and security stabilization of the Eastern part
of the continent. Nonetheless the simultaneous discussion of creat-
ing a hard-core defense group in the EU is in tension with the objec-
tive of widening the membership of CFSP. In some ways most
important, but least addressed, is the JHA pillar of the EU. The grow-
ing emphasis on this as a core objective for deepening integration in
the EU tends in the direction of raising barriers and controls on the
movement of individuals between the EU and the CEECs. This
partly relates to problems of criminalization to the east, but also to
migration, both economic and political, thus feeding on the nervous-
ness about free movement of labor noted above. The emphasis of the
Treaty of Amsterdam on consolidating EU policy on these issues has
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made these also relevant to the terms and conditions of accession for
the CEECs.

It follows from all these complications that it has become very
hard to envisage the Eastern enlargement as simply a series of gradu-
ated steps along a familiar route. It might be tempting to separate
out the absorption of the CEECs in the market integration parts of
the EU from the associated political, societal, and security dimen-
sions. It is exceedingly difficult to do this in practice. The economic
parts of the integration package do not stand on their own for the
current EU membership, and there is little reason to suppose that
this would be possible for the CEECs. The agricultural and financial
transfers are tied into the market integration package as a mix of
demonstrated solidarity (however hard to define this notion of co-
hesion) and off-setting side-payments for acceptance by the poorer
of the policy agenda of the richer.

One crucial question is therefore what steps would have to
precede accession, the place where so far the discussion has been
concentrated, and which steps of alignment and convergence would
be part of post-accession adjustment. In all previous enlargements
there have been substantial post-accession adjustments, albeit on a
smaller scale than would be required for the CEECs, given their
lower income levels and still uncertain reform capabilities. The cur-
rent case is, however, more complicated by the number of candi-
dates, the large differences between them, and the lack of clarity
about how much of the post-Maastricht version of the EU constitutes
the basic reference points for accession. The social protocol, agreed
in 1991 to take account of British singularity, is an additional prob-
lem in that it explicitly separated some labor market legislation from
the total EU integration acquis, although the “new” Labour govern-
ment in the UK intends to remove this exceptionalism.

But the question is yet further complicated by the fact that the
EU is not defined only by Maastricht. The implementation of EMU
is already generating additional policy demands and policy rules.
The 1996–97 IGC, though mainly caught up with procedural issues,
debated some further policy goals, in particular as regards common
defense, employment, and immigration issues. Running through the
IGC debate was also the question of so-called flexibility, significantly
called in French “reinforced cooperation.” The difficult discussion
about flexibility had two quite different objectives. One was to find
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ways of enabling the more integration-minded among the current
member governments to proceed with some policy commitments,
even if these are not shared by all of the current West European
members. The second was to alter the decision rules in such a way
as to prevent additional new members from the CEECs from dictat-
ing the pace, scope, and character of future integration. However one
reads the immediate outcome from the recent IGC, there is a real
possibility that in the future the EU will be less homogeneous in
terms of its policy regimes and less inclusive in terms of its decision
rules (de La Serre and Wallace 1997). There might thus be a hierarchy
of power and participation quite different from that which has char-
acterized the old EU.

OPTIONS FOR VARIEGATED MEMBERSHIP

Full inclusion of the CEECs into the EU, with a range of transi-
tional arrangements and derogations, would be, we have already
suggested, the tidiest solution to the pan-Europe challenge. It would
have the great merit of providing baseline certainty about the under-
lying policy regimes to be implemented, the status of new CEEC
member-states would be relatively clear, and there would be legally
constraining mechanisms to induce compliance by both West and
East European member-states.

In the absence of early and comprehensive Eastern enlarge-
ment, we can envisage several possible alternatives. These move
across the spectrum between deep and shallow integration and in-
clude the following:

i. Serial enlargement for successive waves of CEEC members—for
example, earlier membership for the “advanced” Višegrad group
(+/- Slovakia) and Slovenia, or for those CEECs, such as Estonia,
with the most determined EU patrons, leaving others until later,
their links in the interim being defined by the current EU version
of association;

ii. Tiered membership, or a “two Europes” variant (the Delors ver-
sion), with a division emerging among the existing EU Western
members between the more and the less integrationist, which
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would perhaps make it easier for the slower and more distanced
West European group to be joined by a larger number of the
CEECs, though some of these—the Poles have been most explicit
on this—might be keen to aim for the inner core;

iii. Partial membership, in which the integration package was bro-
ken apart into a series of more or less parallel regimes, perhaps
along the lines of the Maastricht pillars, and perhaps with EMU
designated as a quasi-separate pillar, with different patterns of
participation for individual CEECs, even conceivably with some
included in, for the sake of the argument, the CFSP pillar, but not
necessarily within the single market regime;

iv. Extended association, in which difficulties about proceeding to
a form of regular enlargement might lead to a redesign of the
association formula into a new pattern of association; this would
be to entrench a new form of shallow integration, somewhat com-
parable in conception to the EEA for the EFTA countries, albeit
with different content; such a formula might be designed for all
of the CEECs or only for those whose full accession to the EU
might be delayed for some years (or might be “inappropri-
ate”—parts of the former Yugoslavia come into play here); impor-
tant issues arise here about how multilateral any such formula
might be and about what the strength of the discipline might be
over compliance on the EU side (N.B. in this context the EU use
of antidumping measures against Turkey in spite of the customs
union agreement and against Norway in spite of the EEA.)

Variations such as those outlined schematically above might
emerge as deliberate policy or as the product of nondecision. The big
bang concept of early and inclusive full membership for ten CEECs
demands a high measure of consensus among the existing EU mem-
bers across the full range of relevant policies and the institutional
consequences of enlargement. Such consensus is currently far from
evident, as is clear from the decision to open negotiations with only
some of the CEEC candidates. The various alternatives indicated
above would be the result of dissensus or conflicting priorities
within the existing EU being projected onto the relationship with the
CEECs. They all assume that the main terms of the relationship
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would be the result of West European policy pressures, that the
CEECs will be regime-takers rather than regime-makers.

EASTERN ENLARGEMENT IN WHOSE INTEREST?

It is conventionally assumed that full accession to the EU would
maximize the interests of the CEECs and their economic develop-
ment. Similarly it is usually argued that on the EU side of the equa-
tion interests are dispersed between some favoring Eastern
enlargement, those at risk from enlargement, and some agnostics,
with the question being whether or not the first group can capture
the direction of policy. The discussion tends to muddle up political,
security, social, and economic definitions of interest and preference.
Thus it is common on the EU side for economic analysis to downplay
or misunderstand the other dimensions, as it is for those who are
primarily concerned with security considerations to underestimate
the economic complications, and so forth. Very little systematic at-
tention has so far been given to the social variables that are relevant
to the establishment of a deep integration framework for pan-
Europe. This section examines some of these elements and their po-
tential impact on how policy might develop.

POLICY LEADERSHIP

Generally speaking, there was from 1989 onwards, and has so
remained, broad political support on the EU side for developing the
relationship with the CEECs. At the macro level of discourse and
long-term objectives, it has been fairly easily agreed that in the short
to medium term policy should be active and encouraging, and (since
the Copenhagen European Council of 1993) that, over time, it should
lead toward EU enlargement. This language has come from Spanish
and French politicians and policymakers (vide Westendorp’s insis-
tence in Reflection Group Report and Chirac’s round of visits in
1996–97 to the CEECs), as well as from the German and British.
Indeed the predisposition to promote the goal of eventual enlarge-
ment should not be underestimated and has much resonance of the
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political responses in the EC to Spanish and Portuguese enlarge-
ment.

There is, however, a gap between broad support or shared sym-
bolic preferences, on the one hand, and strategic policy definition on
the other hand. The problems arise when it comes to the detail,
timing, and small print, when in all member-states one finds enthu-
siasm tempered by points of resistance. It is important to be aware
that such resistance is present across the EU—i.e., it is found in
Germany as well as in Spain. The obvious assumption that the push
for Eastern enlargement will come mainly from Germany should not
be taken at face value. Thus symbolic commitment is diluted when
it comes to the substance and choice of acceptable candidates from
among the CEECs, particularly, as will be argued below, when there
is no clear security imperative to reinforce the symbolic preference
and when the economic balance sheet for EU incumbents is mixed.

In addition, the value preference for extending the European
family of democratic countries, while repeatedly articulated by po-
litical leaders, is weakly supported by societal engagement, in that
the transactions between Western and Eastern Europe remain con-
centrated among rather small groups of policymakers, politicians,
and entrepreneurs. Also to be noted is a feature that distinguishes
post-cold-war Europe from post–World War II Europe—namely, that
in the latter case many of the elite transactions were through people
directly involved in the public sphere, while in the current case the
use of consultants on contract as intermediaries produces limited
accumulation of elite engagement. Hence in the terms identified by
Karl Deutsch and his colleagues (1957) as relevant to supporting
policy development, the elements of security community have been
so far fragmentary.

It is interesting to note that in the early period following the
end of the cold war the European Commission was able to take an
active role in defining preliminary forms of assistance and associa-
tion. It did so within the permissive consensus of EU member gov-
ernments, rather than according to a tightly defined negotiating
mandate from them. Member governments legitimated the opening
up of relationships at the level of discourse and symbolism but in-
tervened with precautionary reservations on individual policy is-
sues and economic implications for their domestic clients. Thus the
symbolism was in favor of expanding the relationship, while the
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client-led policy was often in favor of specific reservations or re-
tained protection. It was often the Commission which had to inter-
vene to mitigate such reservations.

There have, however, been limits to the capacity of the Com-
mission to develop further the relationship with the CEECs. The
Commission is not a monolith; different commissioners and services
have had varying interests and preferences. It perforce has to deal
with the technical sides of the relationship, necessarily therefore hav-
ing to confront the details—and the problems—of potential CEEC
alignment to EU regimes. Its capacity to act as the agenda-setter on
this set of issues has been restricted by the wider context of compe-
tition between itself and the member-states. Its function as agent of
the member-states has been reduced by the absence of a firm steer
from the purported principals of policy (even to the extent that the
Commission has on occasions had to remind the German govern-
ment, for example, that it was in danger of forgetting its role as the
assumed leading principal). The weight of precedence and previous
experience for the Commission as guardian of the acquis commu-
nautaire has not made it easy for it to develop convincing alternative
policy designs to the “normal” enlargement process, although the
PAS was devised as in part offering this at the micro level of regula-
tion.

Much of the debate about the costs of Eastern enlargement
(through both agricultural support and structural funds) suggests
that the coalition opposing (rapid) enlargement is easier to identify
than the supporting coalition. The sources of opposition come from
those who fear that their own current benefits and embedded inter-
ests would necessarily be reduced, or who argue that it would be
only if these benefits could be retained that enlargement would be
acceptable. Pressures on public budgets, reinforced by the Maas-
tricht criteria for EMU and complicated by the looming reconsidera-
tion of EU budget contributions (the British abatement included),
make the politics here very tricky. All in all, therefore, the evidence
for overt policy leadership in favor of enlargement is sketchy.
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ECONOMIC ENGAGEMENT

Yet to leave the discussion there is to focus too much on the
static costs and benefits of enlargement. Indeed the early diagnoses
by policymakers of the static consequences of trade competition
from the CEECs overestimated the volume of low-cost competition
and underestimated the openings for EU exports to the CEECs. The
restrictions to trade liberalization included in the Europe association
agreements at the behest of nervous EU-based producers closed win-
dows of opportunity for phasing gradually the impact of thus en-
larging the EU market.

A picture is beginning to emerge of patterns of EU trade with
and investment in the CEECs which show rising volumes of eco-
nomic engagement (Baldwin, François, and Portes 1997). This re-
flects both the recovery from the immediate economic collapse of the
early 1990s and greater optimism about trajectories of further eco-
nomic improvement. There has been something like a threefold in-
crease in trade since 1989. However, there are big variations on both
sides, with much larger engagement from some EU countries than
others and some of the CEECs much more involved in trade exten-
sion than others (Grabbe and Hughes 1997). To summarize (mostly
from 1994 figures), Germany is by far the largest trade partner of the
CEECs as a group and is the first trade partner of all except the Baltic
states (Russia leading in Latvia and Lithuania, and Finland, followed
by Russia, in the case of Estonia). Austria, Finland, and Italy, along
with Germany, are the most active traders, all with significant net
trade balances. The preponderance of trade is with Poland, Hungary,
and the Czech Republic, the main destinations also of direct invest-
ment. Hungary by a considerable margin has been the favored loca-
tion for investment, though the figures are increasing for Poland and
Romania. Estonia is some way ahead of Latvia and Lithuania in
attracting investment, though mainly from Finland.

The point here is that whatever the detailed analysis of the
commodity structure to trade and investment flows, only a minority
of EU member-states have so far acquired a significant economic
stake in the recovery of the CEECs. This is not to deny the increasing
levels of economic involvement from exporters or investors from
other EU countries (for example, the Netherlands or France), but
volumes remain quite low, and some EU countries have been
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scarcely engaged at all. Even in the case of the more actively en-
gaged, it is not entirely clear how far engagement will predispose
EU-based entrepreneurs to press governments and the Commission
to force the pace of liberalization and inclusion in the single market.
We are still left to speculate about, rather than to project, patterns of
economic expectations in the EU about potential dynamic opportu-
nities from intensified engagement in the CEECs.

REGULATORY COMPETITION

The single market regime in the EU rests on a mixture of rule-
alignment and mutual recognition. The rule-alignment part of the
regime is what generates the toughest definitions of the acquis,
which CEEC candidates are expected to adopt in their domestic ar-
rangements. The SEM remains incomplete in that further details re-
main to be filled in and the evenness of implementation needs to be
improved. We should note that there are consequential pressures to
define rules more stringently rather than more loosely so as to pre-
vent backsliding within the EU.

The recent EFTA enlargement has added to the inclination to
improve transparency of implementation and to tighten the applica-
tion of the SEM rules, not just on product standards, but also on
process standards. The new members have strong doctrinal and so-
cietal preferences in favor of high and enforced standards. Indeed
both social and environmental standards were key issues in the EFTA
enlargement negotiations, to the point of their reappraisal being cru-
cial to the whole negotiating package. The EFTA candidates secured
an unprecedented commitment from the EU-12 to reconsider the
environmental acquis within the four years following their acces-
sion, with a view to a further raising of standards. The effect has been
to tilt the balance further within the EU-15 toward favoring higher
standards. To be noted here also is the Danish decision from the
Edinburgh European Council of 1992, which reiterated the Danish
determination to resort to national measures to protect high stand-
ard preferences. This was reasserted in the Treaty of Amsterdam.

It was, of course, a crucial feature of the 1992 single market
program to complement rule-alignment by mutual recognition, thus
favoring a form of regulatory competition. It had been expected by
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some that this competition would lead to a race to the bottom,
assuming that the market would tend to lead to minimum stand-
ards. In practice this has not been the outcome (Woolcock 1994;
Wallace and Young, eds. 1997). For a variety of reasons, including
the advocacy of high process standards by the Commission, some
governments, and relevant environmental and consumer groups, in
practice minimum essential requirements have tended to be set
quite high.

Hence a double dialectic is set in train. There will be strong
resistance to the dilution of these standards in the form of a softened
acquis for the CEECs, combined with irritation at low-cost competi-
tion from the CEECs thought to result from lower process standards.
But there are also West European entrepreneurs seeking to take ad-
vantage of less stringent rules and norms in the CEECs, yet wanting
access back into the EU market. One result may be a fragmentation
of producer, exporter, and importer lobbies on the EU side in relation
to both enlargement and the management of the association agree-
ments, in which the range of interests might cancel each other out,
leaving policymakers in practice room for maneuver. But it would
be premature to underestimate the capacity of organized industrial
and trade lobbies to influence EU trade and regulatory policy toward
the CEECs. Their potential for doing this is greater in circumstances
where political leadership is weak or contested.

NOTIONS OF SOLIDARITY

The term solidarity, or various proxies for it, permeates the
discourse of the EU. Sometimes it is left unspecified, but often its
meaning is qualified—financial solidarity, in the case of the CAP;
cohesion, as the trigger for the structural funds; the language of
Community preference, and so forth. It is a product in part of conti-
nental European political traditions (not quite comfortably trans-
lated into English), as well as an explanation for concrete
mechanisms of mutual support or transfer payments. Over the years
since the inception of the EC it is in the language of solidarity that
some policies have been justified. Those who take an interest-based
explanation of European integration may be inclined to dismiss soli-
darity as a cosmetic rather than an operational concept. But those
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who admit that ideas and values are part of what distinguishes deep
from shallow integration view solidarity as part of the core under-
standing about the process. To recall Karl Deutsch again, forms of
active and activated solidarity were crucial to his analysis of what
could constitute a durable sense of community. Or, to put it another
way (Axelrod and Keohane 1985), solidarity is part of the discussion
about the shadows of the past and of the future, and thus about
whether the basis of European bargaining can be expressed as “dif-
fuse reciprocity.”

In the context of the relationship with the CEECs three main
issues arise. First is the question of how firm the basis of solidarity
is in the EU-15, compared, for example, with the original EC-6. Sec-
ond is the question of whether or not at the level of values and ideas
there is the basis for a pan-European form of solidarity. Third come
the practical consequences—i.e., in what ways might solidarity be
expressed as a planned sharing of burdens and benefits?

As regards the EU-15, it seems evident that the base for well-
defined and operationally productive solidarity has become less
strong. Serial enlargement may have eroded the definition of soli-
darity. The declining pertinence of mutual defense against a common
enemy may be part of the explanation. The increasing shift to regu-
lation-based policy set, leaving less emphasis on (re)distribution and
social measures, may be another sign (or consequence). The debate
in the IGC about flexibility and “hard-core” proposals was indicative
of declining confidence in the probability of a retained sense of
strong solidarity. Echoes of this can be found in the discussion of the
relationship between “ins,” “pre-ins,” and “outs” in the EMU con-
text. Broadly, therefore, we can observe a questioning, perhaps weak-
ening, of the assumptions about solidarity.

Second, it follows that for a pan-European EU of, say, twenty-
five members, a major issue arises of what would constitute solidar-
ity. Although we have noted above the strong symbolic language as
regards Eastern Europe, we have also noted that it has proved diffi-
cult to give strategic definition to the assertion of shared values. The
opportunities to build up a firmer base are quite limited so far in
terms of political and social processes of community-building in
pan-Europe. If the old EC model of integration was in essence elite-
driven, then we have to recognize that this has been even more so in
the pan-European case, not least because of the difficulty of estab-
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lishing stable interlocutors in the CEECs and the asymmetric pattern
of dependency.

Most often the operational question posed about embedding
solidarity for Eastern enlargement is focused on cohesion and agri-
culture—i.e., about the willingness of incumbents to pay for poorer
newcomers. Of course, again as noted above and in all of the aca-
demic and practitioner analyses, this is a very difficult issue, espe-
cially since generosity toward the CEECs depends on a recasting of
prior bargains within the existing EU membership between and
within member-states. It is not hard to reach the conclusion that the
base of support for substantial financial transfers to the CEECs is so
far weakly expressed, though the existence of the PHARE program
is rarely given sufficient weight in the debate. The European Com-
mission’s (1997) document—Agenda 2000—partly addresses these is-
sues, in particular by its detailed proposals on agricultrual policy
reforms and revised budgetary arrangements.

But we should beware of overemphasizing these forms of finan-
cial transfer as the main litmus test of solidarity. There are at least
three other topics on which the question may be at least as pertinent:
the social dimension to integration, the defense and security dimen-
sion, and the issues of JHA. On the social side it must be said that
this has hardly figured in the debate about enlargement except ex-
pressed as an issue, actual or purportedly potential, about “social
dumping.” As for defense and security, some of this discussion is
located in NATO and some in the CFSP pillar of the EU. As will be
argued below, so far the discussion has not crystallized. When it
comes to JHA, so far the EU debate and early policy have been more
exclusive than inclusive of the interests and needs of CEECs. Indeed
the temptation to reerect barriers to entry for individuals from the
CEECs (or from third countries seeking to transit the CEECs) would
take the EU away from, not toward, solidarity in this domain.

SECURITY OPPORTUNITIES—AND COMPLICATIONS

Briefly as regards the security issues, in the development of the
old EC, security bargains and political economy bargains were
closely interwoven, even though channeled through different or-
ganizations (i.e., NATO and WEU, as well as EC). Quite how they
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were interwoven is less well analyzed; hence some of the confusion
about the consequences of the end of the cold war and the missing
paradigm for pan-Europe. Similarly quite how much was dependent
on the relationship with the United States is not agreed. Nonetheless,
in the debate since 1989 it has often been argued that the EU, par-
ticularly with its more explicit adoption of a defense and security
agenda, provides a kind of security shadow for its members and
similarly would for new members.

One of the difficulties about taking forward a security dimen-
sion for pan-Europe lies in the unspecified definition of defense
against what or whom. Another difficulty is that strong security and
defense relationships are closed partnerships, not open-ended and
expansive relationships. There is thus a tension between laying the
base for a closely aligned security community, with a commitment
to a form of common European defense (especially on the assump-
tion of declining U.S. engagement in Europe) and an open and in-
clusive relationship with the CEECs. This issue remains unresolved
and was not settled at Amsterdam. It is a major complication in the
discussion of the interconnection between NATO and EU enlarge-
ment. It causes difficult discussion of the relationship with specific
countries among the CEECs. In addition, the shift of attention to soft
security issues takes the topic on to the sensitive ground of the third
pillar, as well as the tangled subject of the second pillar of the EU.
In brief, as yet the debates over the second and third pillars have not
generated the underpinning for a shared sense of pan-European se-
curity to help to shape the context and contours of an extended
political economy bargain.

CONCLUSION

The more one tries to identify the elements of the big bargains
that would be required to develop a conventional form of EU en-
largement for the CEECs, the harder it becomes to define how the
bargains would be constructed. Hence the extension of the deep
integration model seems improbable, at least on the basis of past
precedent. Indeed the pressures on the deep integration model for
only the EU-15 are considerable and potentially about to be dis-
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rupted by the emergence of an EMU of fewer than the fifteen. The
scale and range of the tensions in these debates within the EU-15 are
such that their early resolution seems unlikely. The modest results
of the recent IGC leave open the core questions about how to provide
a successor version of deep integration and thus postpone the con-
sequential issues about the relationships with the CEECs.

What then of the chances of a designed version of shallow in-
tegration, as a potentially helpful second best? Again past experience
is not encouraging on this score. Both the EEA example and the
persistent difficulties of finding a viable formula for the EU relation-
ship with Turkey are discouraging precedents. Hence in the short to
medium term disjointed incrementalism seems much more plausible
as a scenario. In the absence of a politically framed strategy, there
are three probable patterns. One is an inconsistency of policy by the
EU toward the CEECs as regards both market access and market
regulation, which could include both elements of liberalization or
generosity and features of protection or discrimination. A second
prospect is that emerging economic and market factors will shape
many of the outcomes, case by case, sector by sector, and country by
country in a variegated form, unless and until the issues are grasped
politically. A third is that this will leave windows of opportunity for
political developments in individual CEECs to develop their own
national trajectories for both good and ill. These could well include
different kinds of East/West political and economic relationships in
different parts of Europe, thus making the pattern in Baltic Europe
take a different form from that in Mitteleuropa or Balkan Europe.
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WHY THE CHANGED RELATION BETWEEN
SECURITY AND ECONOMICS WILL ALTER
THE CHARACTER OF THE EUROPE UNION

Steve Weber and John Zysman

For two generations a complementary and symbiotic relation-
ship between strategies for growth and security underpinned politi-
cal bargains on which the European Community (EC) was built.
Those bargains often were entangled with, framed, and shaped the
terms of national politics of the member countries. With the end of
the cold war, we argue in Part I, Europe’s economic and security
policies no longer reinforce and support each other. At a minimum
they are out of synch. At worst they come into political conflict. The
effective price of security goes up, particularly when these choices
and tradeoffs complicate the political problem of sustaining eco-
nomic growth. Part II considers why Europe’s new security problem
extracts an economic price. Enlarging the community and expanding
NATO are two aspects of the proposed solution. But both exact sub-
stantial costs that complicate and force the recasting of long-stand-
ing and fundamental bargains internal to the European Union (EU),
and between the EU and the United States. Our discussion leads us
in Part III to consider not only the emerging character of the Euro-
pean Community, but also the interconnections and interpenetra-
tions of European Community and national politics. This is not a
matter of encapsulated but simultaneously resolved “games” at dif-
ferent levels that act to constrain each other. Rather politics at the
national and European levels shape each other in interactive and
dynamic ways that the two-level game metaphor does not capture.
We suggest the need for a concept of a regional architecture with
which to understand national development across time and across
regions. Most important, we see a previously elite-driven, quasi-
state-led institution, focused on and supporting domestic national
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development, at risk of becoming a regional development instru-
ment weakened by national politics.

PART I

FROM COMPLEMENTARITY TO CONFLICT:
ECONOMY AND SECURITY IN EUROPE

The political-economic architecture of Europe changed with the
dissolution of the Soviet Union and the end of the cold war. Com-
plementarity of security and economic objectives gave way to new
tensions between them.

THE EPOCH OF COMPLEMENTARITY

The postwar architecture of Western Europe rested on a politi-
cal bargain that is well understood and often vividly depicted. At
the end of World War II a set of once great powers and recent enemies
found themselves between two new superpowers and with an un-
naturally weakened Germany still in their midst. In response to this
change in the structure of power, the Europeans created a regional
institution with primarily economic instruments, the EC and its
Common Market, and used it as a device to accomplish a security
purpose. The security purpose is flippantly but accurately summa-
rized in the phrase, “Keep the Germans down [that is, inside but
controlled within the Western community], the Russians out, and the
Americans in.”1 Together with the North Atlantic Treaty Organiza-
tion (NATO), the European Economic Community (EEC) formed the
basis of a Regional Institutional Structure (RIS) for Europe. That RIS
defined the architecture of power, possibility, and constraint within
which regional actors—both states and firms—would move over the
next three decades.

The economic and political objectives within this RIS were gen-
erally complementary. In most instances they reinforced each other.
The United States addressed the external threat from the Soviet Un-
ion, with some assistance from Europe. The West Europeans had to
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address the central question of Germany, containing or integrating
Germany in a way that was consistent with the requirements of the
U.S.-led coalition for defense against the Soviet Union. German re-
sources, Germany’s growth potential, and a German commitment to
the West were necessary to fight the cold war. Economic growth in
the context of European integration was the primary tool to do this.
In the most obvious sense the EEC—a culmination and extension of
the basic European Coal and Steel Community (ECSC) bargains
crafted around initiatives by Jean Monnet and Robert Schuman in
the early 1950s—provided an institutional home for Germany, an-
choring it in the West. Inside the EC Germany could be managed
(rather than balanced, as in more traditional diplomatic perspec-
tives) and integrated by promoting the joint project of European-
wide growth. And just as an economic instrument served a security
objective, the security purpose, the necessity of anchoring Germany
in Europe, served to help build and cement Christian Democratic-led
coalitions in the critical countries—Germany, France, Italy, and Bel-
gium—of the EC. The fact of the Common Market and the coalitions
in support of it were part of the politics of growth, the creation of
national growth-oriented political coalitions throughout Europe.2

The EEC can thus be seen as a bargain for growth among like-
minded advanced countries with complementary economic and so-
cial systems. The European bargain was, moreover, the conception
and construction of a relatively narrow, cross-European political and
intellectual elite. Their conception of the RIS) was then validated by
governments, or more precisely by national legislatures, mostly
without frequent and deep scrutiny by mass political forces at the
national level. The EEC naturally evolved as an intergovernmental
bargain expressed primarily through the Council of Ministers, along
with an entrepreneurial executive core, the Commission, which
acted as an instrument of the elite to manipulate and reframe the
agenda for Europe. These same elites were also important players at
the core of domestic coalitions, often Christian Democratic parties,
that were committed to expansion and growth as mechanisms of
creating political-economic stability and a sound anti-Communist
foundation.3 Jean Monnet was the archetype of this elite class. He
was a powerful figure in the creation of the French planning com-
mission and in the growth-oriented, modernizing political coalition
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in France, as well as a key intellectual architect of the European
politics in the creation of the Community.

Within this context, “spillovers” and functionally driven inte-
gration were political strategies given legitimacy in their explicit
formulation by academics. It was possible to think of further inte-
gration as a progressive and almost inevitable trend because the EEC
did not have to pay an enduring economic price to achieve its secu-
rity goals—particularly as it rested relatively comfortably under an
American nuclear umbrella and within a stable, dollar-based, Ameri-
can-guaranteed monetary order. Integration was overall a positive-
sum game because pursuing one goal, security, helped achieve the
other, economic growth, and conversely the new objectives and in-
stitutions of the economy were instruments for security policy.

Thus the politics of domestic growth coalitions under Christian
Democratic rule were intimately linked to the old security problem
of managing German power. What European integration did was to
put this in the context of the new logic of an integrated European
marketplace, in which corporate actors play a game whose rules are
written by an elite coalition, often influenced by French notions of
political economy, with headquarters in Brussels.

The postwar project of creating the Common Market symbol-
ized the linking of national markets through trade in goods, an es-
sential part of that organizing logic. The first decades of building
Europe mostly left intact distinct national institutional structures.
Thirty years later, the Single Market project in the late 1980s took an
additional step by facilitating an expansion of intra-European in-
vestment as well as intra-European trade and setting the basis for
trade and investment in some services. The Single European Act
(SEA) thus symbolized a commitment to a sufficient convergence of
domestic rules and to an arrangement in which national structures
did not in themselves constitute obstacles to trade and investment.
The SEA, in beginning to define a legitimate niche for common social
and environmental policies, as well as rules of competition and state
aid, aimed fundamentally at muting the range of national institu-
tional or policy elements that might prove significant in industrial
competition. This was not a covert attempt to harmonize regula-
tions—the European Court of Justice (ECJ) in the case of the Cassis
de Dijon had recognized implicitly that harmonization was too dif-
ficult an objective to achieve if Europe were to make progress on its
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internal market.4 But in legitimizing the use of mutual recognition
for similar purposes, the court first, later the Brussels institutions,
and finally the member-states agreed de facto to recognize the ho-
mogenizing nature of their project. Mutual recognition works only
if all parties feel confident that they share basic values and that their
differences are marginal and likely to diminish over time. It was a
recognition that the European construction served to create an in-
creasingly homogeneous economic space, one that sought to com-
press the range of national differences along a range of dimensions.

The logic of the acquis communitaire (a broad and vague notion
implying the full set of rights, responsibilities, expectations, and
obligations connected to community membership, the obligations of
community membership that any new member would necessarily
accept), follows directly from this.5 That logic of the acquis commu-
nitaire reflects the underlying drive toward relative homogeniza-
tion. Jean Pisani-Ferry puts it well:

The underlying philosophy is that over the medium term all EU
countries will eventually converge towards the same degree of
integration and the same development level, and that they will
implement the same policies. . . . The standard Community solu-
tion to the problems raised by the existence of disparities among
member states is to accommodate them through temporary dero-
gations and to aim at reducing them through budgetary trans-
fers.6

Europe is, in this formulation, a single package. Member-states un-
able or unwilling to accept elements of it at any given moment are
given time and assistance if necessary to “catch up,” but the under-
lying assumption of a drive toward convergence is not ques-
tioned—at least it was not until Maastricht.

THE EMERGING CONFLICTS BETWEEN SECURITY AND ECONOMY

Maastricht looks in retrospect like an interregnum in the devel-
opment of Europe. It began by addressing, indeed completing, one
agenda and revealed another. That second agenda will define a new
epoch for Europe. The older agenda—reformulated as the Berlin
Wall came down—was to continue to anchor in the West a now
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unified and even larger German state. This part of the Maastricht
undertaking conceptually was more like an addendum to the 2+4
talks on German unification than a treaty on European union per se.
The new agenda was forced as the Soviet empire broke apart and
then made all the more urgent a few years later by the dissolution
of the Soviet Union itself. The new problem was stabilizing the East
and reintegrating the once and future Central Europe.

But Maastricht barely touched on the new agenda, focusing
instead on the dynamics of European Monetary Union (EMU). A
cynical view would be that it was necessary to do something with
the EU at the same time that German reunification was completed.
EMU was the thing to do because it had been prepared. EMU (what-
ever its relationship to economic policymaking) became the primary
institutional and political means for expressing a commitment to
create the core of an enlarging community—that is, to continue and
perhaps complete that first agenda of anchoring Germany. Discus-
sions of foreign policy questions and political union at Maastricht
produced little of substance. The authors of Maastricht recognized
how little was accomplished: it was the only time the EU had ever
ended an intergovernmental conference (IGC) by scheduling another
IGC—a blunt recognition that the real work lay ahead and was being
postponed. But on its own the monetary project did not address,
indeed could not address, the second agenda forced by the transfor-
mations to the East.

Maastricht did allow for the 1995 enlargement to Austria, Swe-
den, and Finland by fitting these states within an outdated European
decision-making structure that was clearly now stretched to its limit.
This matter of decision-making structures is fundamentally about
the meaning of the acquis communitaire in the future. It is a question
of whether the whole package of European policies would have to
be accepted by each nation—of whether Europe would move for-
ward at a single speed toward a single objective—or whether the
several nations would move at individually negotiated paces toward
customized architectures. It is not simply a matter of how to arrive
at decisions, of who might lead the process or block the process, and
of how national coalitions within the community would have to be
built (though it is certainly all of those things).

Larger visions of what Europe will look like as a region imply,
and in practice demand, very different decision-making rules and
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structures. Traditionally, a single-speed Europe spoke of derogations
as exceptional delays in moving toward a common objective. But if
the future is one of Europe à la carte or a variable geometry of poli-
cies, then the decision-making structures of Europe will need to re-
flect a different logic. This will be driven by the question of who is
in and who is out of various issue-areas and what the linkages be-
tween them are.7 It is a huge agenda, intimately linked to the ques-
tion of new members in the East.

Of course it was Germany that pressed hardest at Maastricht
for both enlargement and progress on political union at the same
time. But without a clear argument about the terms and meaning of
enlargement for political union this bundling of issues was destined
to fall flat. For some it still seemed as if the question remained open
of whether Europe was moving toward a political union with a sin-
gle political community including a single foreign policy or, alter-
nately, would remain a community of nations linked up by free trade
and investment.

The reality, though, was that whatever the pretense of the Maas-
tricht treaty to have provided a blueprint for a new security-econ-
omy bargain, the terms of a new bargain were yet to be imagined,
let alone struck. Europe remained a community of the economy in-
tertangled with its traditional postwar security bargain, and there
was little movement even conceptually toward a single political
community with a common foreign policy.8 Of course, the security
problem had changed fundamentally, which meant that a new po-
litical bargain had to be struck and a new regional architecture con-
structed. The political union debate in its larger frame is the question
of enlargement to the East and how that will work to stabilize all of
Europe. There are a number of problems hidden within this political
debate about the EU’s move East. The postwar era of rapid growth
ended some twenty years ago, and the domestic political infrastruc-
ture in the form of policy instruments for a new era and political
coalitions to support a new growth path is not in place, neither
within the principal countries, nor within Europe as a whole. Now
the EU is no longer to be a rich countries’ club. It will soon include
a bloc of poor countries, probably with voting power strong enough
to block action unless their interests are accommodated. It is not
simply that the Maastricht interregnum postponed the hard choices,
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but rather that the difficult issues were then still being formulated
and had not yet been posed directly.

PART II

THE ECONOMIC COSTS OF THE NEW SECURITY
SYSTEM FOR EUROPE

The new strategic problem, we suggest, has two critical ele-
ments: first, recasting the position of a new Germany in a new
Europe and, second, stabilizing Europe’s Eastern borders. Both tasks
were created as the cold war unwound. Each produces new tensions
between security and economic purposes. America’s contribution
will not ease these tensions very much because the primary route
through which America contributes—NATO—is not sufficient for
and often not relevant to the strategic tasks. The available set of
economic instruments are principally European. How they are de-
ployed will represent choices by and about the EU, specifically who
is a member and on what terms, and how Europe is to be governed.

THE ENDURING PROBLEM OF GERMANY, THE COSTS OF EMU AND MAASTRICHT

EMU is an economic project driven first and foremost by politi-
cal goals, not by strict cost calculations of economic benefit. Indeed,
EMU was accelerated and sustained in recent years by political
changes coming with the end of the cold war, not by the economics
of growth or a clear logic requiring new monetary arrangements.

Certainly there are economic arguments that favor EMU. A sin-
gle money may give a more solid foundation for long-term nonin-
flationary growth to a unified European market and investment
space. It may do so by reducing transaction costs and other uncer-
tainties connected to currency fluctuations. More important, the in-
stitutional binding of central banking in member countries to
Bundesbank-like discipline may also reinforce the political basis for
long-term growth with price stability in countries like France and
even more so Italy. Adjustment costs then are simply to be borne as
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part of the short- to medium-term price for a more stable and expan-
sive future. There are also a bevy of economic arguments against
EMU.9 But to some extent this debate—while helpful in clarifying
the costs and benefits of EMU—misses the point.

EMU is—and is commonly now regarded in Europe to be—first
and foremost a political project. The end of the cold war submerged
in the spirit of “Europe 92,” with its European-oriented business
coalition committing to a market-driven strategy of growth as a means
to revive competitiveness and create jobs. Maastricht intervened with
EMU, the linchpin of an economic strategy with the primary political
purpose of anchoring Germany in Europe, through both a technical
bond and a compelling expression of common and linked fates. Euro-
pean states are ready to pay a price, in some cases a substantial price
(at least in the time frame within which politicians can calculate), to
go forward with EMU for exactly these political purposes.

Using currency union to create a more integrated Europe as a
means of binding Germany itself induces domestic political challenges
in each state. One kind of challenge comes from a nostalgic center-right
political element that expresses its concerns in the language of sover-
eignty and national integrity. This element of the right was a critical
part of the Tory government in England. In France and elsewhere it
is on the margins of and perilously (for Europe, that is) close to power.
A second set of challenges comes from the belief, widely held among
both left and right, that EMU as an urgent objective and, most impor-
tant, the terms of adhesion laid down principally by the Bundesbank
impose restrictive macroeconomic requirements that are contributing
to excessive unemployment and economic dislocation in Europe (and
most recently and severely in Germany). For some the short-term price
(even if it were to ensure long-term gains, which is of course uncertain
) is intolerable. At a minimum, the economic costs associated with
gaining German (and particularly Bundesbank) agreement to mone-
tary union threaten the ability of governments (ironically even in
Germany) to hold together the domestic political coalitions and strate-
gies they need to promote growth.
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THE NEW STRATEGIC PROBLEM OF THE EASTERN FLANK

Clearly the anchoring of Germany in Europe is only part of the
new security story. The dissolution of the Soviet Union left a set of
countries on the eastern flank of Western Europe that present a new
set of problems. They are not yet stable democracies or entrenched
market economies, and they do not have clearly defined security
relationships with their former imperial “master.” The future trajec-
tory of Russia’s political relationship with the West is still unclear
and probably will remain that way for some time. Optimists argue
that the dissolution of the Soviet Union is the first step in construct-
ing a secure and stable European space that sweeps at least to the
Urals and perhaps beyond. Pessimists argue that the events of 1989
and 1991 have simply moved the tank defense line several hundred
miles to the east, probably to the eastern border of Poland. What was
Eastern Europe could become a bridge between East and West, a
buffer zone, or a fortified barrier, depending on the outcome, which
is certainly out of their control and may not even be subject to much
influence from the EU states or the United States.10

Deterring any conceivable aggression by Russia is a straightfor-
ward task, easier now than ever during the cold war. The Europeans
can probably continue to rely on American power to maintain a
barrier to Russian ambitions or miscalculations. The continuing
American presence in the form of NATO extension, ironically, hinges
on European fragmentation to a greater extent than in the past, re-
flecting as it does the European difficulty in agreeing even in prin-
ciple on a common security policy. That American presence
complicates the creation of common European positions even in ar-
eas where the United States is not going to act decisively. This is
particularly true for a range of smaller-scale threats, with Bosnia
presenting the case of civil war among rivals mobilized politically
along ethnic lines, Albania an instance of political disintegration,
and both creating the problem of migration more than outright mili-
tary threat.

In these types of cases, the United States will have a much
harder time defining compelling national interests that would bring
it into an active role within internal European conflicts. There is no
easy way to square this circle. Consider, for example, the present
ambivalence toward the combined joint task force concept. The
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United States agreed in principle that NATO’s European members
could join together without the United States in missions that served
their particular interests and use NATO resources for that purpose.
Then the United States declared that it could not imagine circum-
stances in which the concept would actually have to be invoked. This
ambivalence will likely continue whatever the administration. A suf-
ficient explicit political commitment to dissuade military aggression
or civil war is going to be required to sustain stability in some of the
newest parts of Europe, but we doubt that the United States will
provide it in the form of unequivocal military guarantees. Clearly an
important part of an unequivocal commitment could come in the
form of an institutional declaration of a shared political and eco-
nomic future that expanding the EC implies.

GOVERNING AN ECONOMIC COMMUNITY FOR SECURITY PURPOSES:
ENLARGEMENT, EXTENSION, PARTICIPATION

The present vocabulary of European enlargement tends to ob-
scure the tie between enlargement and security issues by blurring
together several types of expansion of community membership. That
blur obscures the choices that must be made. There are really two
versions of this process: enlargement to include the formerly “neu-
tral” countries such as Sweden and Austria (for whom the decision
to join essentially was made—on both sides—with the end of the
cold war) and enlargement or extension to the East.11 For the rich
neutrals, it was a package deal, relatively easy to negotiate and im-
plement within the current structure of the EU. Not so for the Eastern
countries, where membership necessarily involves several different
issues. We need to distinguish at least three sets of possibilities on
this score:

Umbrella Extension: Extension of the security umbrella, which is pri-
marily a NATO issue but will be reinforced and sustained by the
depth of the European commitment.

Economic Participation: Participation in the economic community.
For the East that means first and foremost improved access to
European markets and market rules, but also involves credibility
for investment and the entrenchment of a capitalist system as it
emerges in the East.
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Political Admission: Participation in the governance of Europe. As
the European political community is as much about democracy
(at least in domestic institutions) as it is about trade and capital-
ism, for the East this implies entrenching democratic institutions,
as they emerge, and moving on from there toward full and equal
participation in EU-level decision-making institutions.

When Europe took on in 1995 three rich capitalist economies
with democratic politics—Austria, Sweden, and Finland—as after
Maastricht, its primary concern was about organizing the rules of
community governance to accommodate a larger number of mem-
ber-states. Still Maastricht dealt only minimally with this problem of
governance, and as a result older arrangements were stretched to
nearly a breaking point.

EU officials now openly acknowledge that further enlargement
(even if it were to involve rich capitalist states) requires a revision of
basic rules of governance, simply because the community’s decision-
making procedures have become so unwieldy. But the next phase of
enlargement brings up questions of governance more fundamental
than the efficiency of current decision-making with larger numbers.
As “poor” countries, the new Central and East European countries
(CEECs) can be expected to use their voting power to extend the
range and magnitude of economic transfer payments that the EU
provides to their populations, just as poor countries have done after
previous enlargements.12 But the new members are not just poor
countries and transition economies. They are also transition polities,
struggling to establish market institutions and democratic political
structures while undertaking dramatic reorganization of their pro-
duction units and restructuring of what is produced all at the same
time. These countries extend the range of national economic and
security positions occupied by member-states, possibly in unpre-
dictable ways. What is certain is that these new members will have
a different set of national interests that must be accommodated if
they are to be full EU members. It is of little surprise that there are
various proposals floating around to establish an elite core manage-
ment of the system. While these proposals are mostly unofficial and
do not reflect any kind of broad European consensus, their presence
indicates that many of the questions with which Maastricht avoided
dealing are bubbling up to force consideration:
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· Who should participate in the economic community and on
what terms?

· Who should be a member of the political community and with
what kinds of decision-making power and prerogatives?

· What security issues are addressed by extending membership
eastward and what kinds of guarantees are implied?

· How will the system as a whole be governed with a more di-
verse membership?

These questions point to two major considerations for Europe
in this new phase of enlargement. The first is the future of the acquis
communitaire. Even as they support reform in the East, the Western
states will have to consider that convergence (if it does indeed hap-
pen) is a long way off. The notion that except for temporary delays,
the European countries would move forward in the integration proc-
ess together and at one speed was breached (quietly) at Maastricht
and will now have to be explicitly recognized as obsolete. Variable
geometry, the notion that countries will move forward with distinct
but different packages of integration, will become a necessity.13 But
variable geometry risks degenerating into an almost endless series
of ad hoc arrangements that ultimately could fragment the overall
European bargains. That fragmentation, in turn, would undermine
the objective of anchoring Germany in Europe. There are no easy
answers to this dilemma. The second question is simply the cost
associated with underwriting the transition economies’ move to-
ward democracy and market institutions.

DOES THE NEW SECURITY PROBLEM REQUIRE EUROPE TO BECOME A
LARGE-SCALE DEVELOPMENT BANK? THE ECONOMIC CONSEQUENCES OF
ENLARGING EUROPE

The difficult question of governing an enlarged community
comes on top of the very fundamental matter of how much political
stability and growth in the East will cost. Consider as an imperfect
but revealing analogy the German case, where unification has
proven enormously expensive. Perhaps a trillion dollars will have
been spent in the Eastern Länder during a decade after the fall of
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the Berlin Wall, but even that will not have solved the task of
assuring self-sustaining competitive companies rooted in the East
or anything approaching real integration of the two German com-
munities.14 The analogy is imperfect. Certainly the EU’s collective
objectives toward the East will be more modest than Germany’s
toward its integration. Even an enlarged Europe will not have a
single wage structure. Institutional arrangements and rules can and
will remain distinct, while some flexibility on exchange rates can
maintain cost differentials between the developing East and the
richer West.

Nonetheless, the price of securing Central Europe will be very
substantial, and the image of the German costs is politically signifi-
cant. Income disparities are symptomatic not only of a lower level
of development, but in the case of the CEECs they are also symptoms
of the nature of the development that did take place under central
planning. Comparative Gross Domestic Product (GDP) numbers
capture only part of the broad and deep social structures and busi-
ness infrastructure that needs to be in place for modern economies
to function efficiently. This is part of the reason why estimates of
what it would cost to “rebuild” East Germany proved to be so unre-
alistic. It was not just bad data (although that was part of the prob-
lem). It was also an overly narrow conceptualization of what was
actually missing there.

Jean Pisani-Ferry clearly presents the disparities between the
present EU membership and those to the East who would now join,
arguing that although there is an analogy in the experience of Por-
tugal and Spain, the present disparity of real incomes between the
richer members and those being considered for membership is a
magnitude larger than that of the rich and the poorer members when
Greece and Portugal joined. The Pisani-Ferry evidence suggests that
while participation in the community has seemingly created some
convergence among the participants, the broadening membership
now facing Europe will lead to radical divergence of economic cir-
cumstance.15 Jeffrey Sachs and Andrew Warner offer the following
poignant calculations. If the Czech Republic and Poland were to
maintain their current policies, it would take them 23 and 194 years
respectively to achieve GDP per capita 70 percent of the EU average.
To reduce these numbers significantly, even the most well off CEECs
would need to sustain growth rates upwards of 6 percent, an accom-
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plishment rarely achieved in Europe.16 Without taking away credit
due these countries for their massive and generally quite successful
reform programs, public spending in these economies is still among
the highest in the world, at over 50 percent of GDP, and investment
remains very low. With policies like these it is hard to see how
growth can continue for long at current rates, much less increase to
levels achieved consistently only by the very fast growing economies
in Asia.17

The disparities of income and social/business infrastructure
across what used to be the iron curtain will be felt directly in the
budget of the EU through even a reformed version of the structural
funds, and indirectly from pressures of migration through wage-
based competition. There will surely be significant disparities of in-
terest on matters such as environment and social policy as well.
Accelerated development in the East could relieve some of these
pressures. If one believes that (a) growth is essential to the institu-
tionalization of democracy and the enduring commitment of the
former Central Europe to the West (and seemingly most European
policymakers do), or (b) that rapid growth and convergence of inter-
ests are essential to the broader European program, then the Euro-
pean community becomes of necessity a nascent developmental
institution. The question becomes at what price a sufficient degree
of convergence can be achieved. Apart from the direct financial
transfers to the East, costs will be felt in the form of economic dislo-
cations in the West. European adjustments to imports from the East
are inevitable—adjustments presently muted by specifically negoti-
ated restrictions on agriculture, steel, textiles, and the like. These
amount to concessionary trade.

There is a more optimistic case that can be made using similar
numbers and slightly different political assumptions. Baldwin,
François, and Portes argue, for example, that enlargement could
exact a net cost of as little as 5–7 billion ECU net, an enormous
bargain in that this is about one-hundredth of one percent of current
EU GDP.18 As long-run calculations, these are reasonable numbers,
and it is clear that a coherently functioning polity with decently
strong and inspired leadership ought to be able to invest these kinds
of resources for a compelling purpose. Germany was able to do
much more than that for East Germany. But this depends on political
will and leadership, the articulation of the compelling purpose in a
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way that can convince those who pay much more substantial gross
sums in the short and medium term, and probably fiscal mecha-
nisms to compensate long-term losers and (just as important)
smooth out the time inconsistency of costs (which accrue early) and
benefits (which show up later) for existing member-states. The EU
is weak in these areas. And overall Europe’s concrete capacity to
respond by supporting these efforts viewed as investments has
almost certainly diminished over the years. Increased domestic
pressures in the form of unemployment enormously complicate the
problem and make it much less likely that Western publics will
accept the short-term costs, whatever the value of the long term
may be. Moreover, economic dislocation and disruption are often
translated disproportionately into political resistance, and indeed
the sense that the “outsider” is disrupting national community finds
expression in the opposition of many of the hard right movements
to the European community. Radical right leaders—Jean-Marie Le
Pen, leader of the National Front in France, and Jorg Haider, leader
of the Freedom Party in Austria (Freiheitliche Partei Österreichs,
FPÖ)—have captured significant working class support by attribut-
ing unemployment and dislocation to political choices about the EU
in particular and the national relation to international markets more
generally.

Europe is confronting its own version of the post–World War II
American difficulty: what economic price to pay for security pur-
poses? The dilemmas here are familiar ones, but for Europe it is a
new game. European security hinges on the economic and political
development of its neighbors, and that development must be sup-
ported with financial and trade contributions. Supporting the devel-
opment of allies through open markets and assistance may produce
development gains over the years as markets expand, although
CEEC markets are small and will remain so for the foreseeable fu-
ture. In the immediate present expansion creates budget pressures
and adds to domestic adjustment. America made its choices in an
expanding market when its growth, wealth, and dominant competi-
tive position muted or hid the real economic prices. Europe must
make similar choices—what economic price in the form of market
access and subsidy to pay for security—but it must make the choices
with high unemployment, Maastricht pressures to contain budget
expenditures, and intense international competition. More impor-
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tant than the cost, though, the present coalition for security does not
permit the constitution of a parallel coalition or policy for growth. It
is not simply the ambiguous character of the current threats or the
difficulty of defining a security doctrine in the absence of a single
clear threat, but rather that there is no clear policy solution to the
economic problems on offer and no clear coalition to support it.
Hence the question of costs, both direct budget costs and the indirect
costs of accelerated adjustment, becomes central. Significantly, if the
countries in the East represent a source of migrants or product that
accelerates the pressures of structural adjustment in the West, then
the economic/security tradeoff is accentuated.

The development game is not necessarily a trap for Europe any
more than it was for the United States. But the ways out of the trap
are not presently central in the debate. The underlying parameter is
that the new European architectures will be built on what is now a
heterogeneous region, a region which will remain heterogeneous for
a long time to come. The economic and political consequences of that
heterogeneity are intertwined. In theory it is straightforward to see
how economic heterogeneity represents a solution, not a problem—for
example, if a new division of labor, possible with the heterogeneity
provided by the former CEECs, helps maintain production in Europe
that might otherwise have left for Asia in particular, brings back
production from Asia, or permits new production to expand in
Europe. The possibilities for mutual gain through such reorganization
of production are not lost on either side. (Interestingly, despite the
struggle over employment and wages in Germany, the unions there
have not systematically opposed segmenting some low-wage opera-
tions for location in the East. The muted opposition is of course in
part because the unions do not wish to draw attention to the wage
differential between Germany and the East.)19 The central question is
the political framework within which this division of labor becomes
situated. That is the EU conceived of broadly. We need to develop a
framework to address this in analytic terms.
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PART III

ESTABLISHING A NEW STABLE RIS: TOWARD A RESOLUTION OF
THE TENSION BETWEEN SECURITY AND ECONOMY

Can Europe resolve the emerging tension between economy
and security? To do so, the European community must create a new
political bargain and the institutions to implement that bargain, a
RIS. This will be a difficult task. The bargains and institutions of a
new RIS that channels and structures politics among governments
in Europe must at a minimum

1) Define an approach to the new, diffuse security threats that
characterize the present era;

2) Provide a decision about the mix of military and political ar-
rangements that will represent a security umbrella over the East,
and at the same time clarify the place of the United States in
Europe’s security affairs;

3) Evolve a growth strategy that is an employment engine for the
West while permitting Europe a policy role as a development
bank for the East.

The obstacles are clear, and the solutions are not. Consider:

· NATO extension, now imminent to at least the Czech Republic,
Hungary, and probably Poland, may relieve some of the pressure
on the EU to act quickly, but it is not, and is now clearly recog-
nized not to be, any kind of a broader solution.

· Europe’s difficulties to act even in a foreign policy/security
problem setting of direct interest is evident in the Albanian and
Bosnian crises.

· Brussels has no consensus about a development strategy for the
East and relatively little discussion of the links between that set
of problems and on-going economic dislocation in the West.
EMU takes first priority, which results in the bracketing off of
other major issues until this (admittedly critical) piece of the
puzzle is anchored.
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The obstacles to a resolution of each matter are substantial. And the
European choices must at the same time generate or at least be
supported by national coalitions in the major states. Without a reso-
lution of issues such as these and supportive arrangements within
national politics, there will be a continuing and fluctuating struggle
to define the new Europe. The terms of a bargain are not yet evident,
and there is no guarantee of a stable and institutionalized resolution.
In sum, there is no longer an integrating vision, let alone strategy
which leaves an effective decision to proceed on an incremental basis
with the reconstruction of the European bargain.

EXAMINING THE INSTITUTIONAL TRANSITION

Delineating the issues to be resolved is a simple matter com-
pared to the task of understanding what a final bargain will look like
or how it will emerge. One conventional approach would be to con-
ceive the transition as the resolution of a two-level game—one game
conducted as statecraft among governments and one conducted by
governments seeking support from their polities.20 Beginning with
this metaphor reveals the real difficulties ahead. In the conventional
analysis, states, the principal actors, have divergent interests. They
bargain among themselves toward “solutions” and cooperative ar-
rangements. This interstate bargaining game is constrained primar-
ily by a second-level game that each state must play out among its
domestic political interest groups. Successful outcomes rest in the
intersection between the domestic “win-sets” of each major state
actor and the international win-set of overlaps between them. Euro-
pean institutions may play a role in the working out of the game
(although in some arguments they are almost absent). In some inter-
pretations, EU institutions set agendas and/or influence the process
of bargaining. In others, they act occasionally as entrepreneurs or the
carriers of spillovers; they are independent driving forces which pull
states along to a limited degree. There are also some differences
among analysts as to what the main structural features of the domes-
tic game are likely to be—interest groups, national courts and par-
liaments, political or business elites. But the central metaphor
remains two-level games, compartmentalized stories, but with inter-
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governmental bargaining as the main determinant of international
outcomes.

The notion of separated games each with its own isolated poli-
tics, is heuristically useful as long as the games remain stable and
compartmentalized. But this rests on the assumption that the pa-
rameters in each game, the institutions and actors, remain the same,
as well as that the two games remain separate—that is, develop-
ments in one game do not affect the structure of the other game by
altering the political institutions, actors, or interests.21 Interests may
change as a result of larger trends in the domestic political economy
or in response to shocks. But what follows is normal bargaining on
the foundation of these revised interests and on a state-to-state basis.
Indeed, Andrew Moravcsik used the phrase “conventional state-
craft” to capture this notion and conceived of bargaining in the Euro-
pean context as an “elite affair . . . since Europe is a low-priority
issue for the voters of the three largest member-states.”22

When the EC was focused on the economic liberalization and
incremental institutional reform package of the mid- and late 1980s,
these assumptions were certainly reasonable. European integration
was, after all, primarily an economic project aimed at building an
economic community and not a political project to generate a supra-
nation of citizens sharing a common political heritage or destiny. It
was largely a bargain among internally well-structured states, which
gave life to the intergovernmental focus in explaining their coopera-
tion. The Council of Ministers was front and center in most of this
bargaining, and even most significant spillover dynamics had to
travel through that intergovernmental body at some point. It is prob-
ably defensible to assume that national elites were not deeply con-
strained or even strongly influenced by mass politics in their
approach to European integration. They managed the domestic
game in large part by pushing to the side core debates on security
that would have necessarily involved publics. And they kept eco-
nomic growth debates primarily in the realm of the technocrats. The
Commission acted sometimes as an important entrepreneur. The tar-
gets of entrepreneurship were almost entirely states and major busi-
ness actors. “Domestic politics,” then, was relatively easy to manage
and relatively easy to understand in a way that could be incorpo-
rated into the two-level game framework. In practice a narrow, well-
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organized, and easily defined segment of domestic politics was in-
volved.

THE NEW POLITICS OF EUROPEAN INTEGRATION

The politics of European integration in the 1980s moved away
from an era of an entrenched regional institutional structure, stable
national political competitions, and largely elite bargains about
Europe to one of party political debate and—increasingly—political
mobilization around European issues. The public reaction to the
Maastricht Treaty shocked and surprised elites, who thought they
had already played out the two-level game, an intergovernmental
bargain at the EU and elite deals at home, and would thus be able to
walk the treaty through domestic procedures just as they had done
with similar agreements in the past. The intergovernmental bargains
are themselves fueling significant domestic mobilizations and gen-
erating political challenges to European institutional development.
For example, the politics of monetary union are forcing budget defi-
cits downward toward Maastricht-compatible criteria, and in so do-
ing, limiting the possibilities of expansionary policies during a
period of extended high unemployment, thus creating the fears of
economic dislocations easily ascribed to the politics of integration.
Integrating the East likewise creates fears of economic dislocations
and perceived threats to national values and culture.

The firewall between European intergovernmental politics and
national politics has been ruptured, giving way to significant domes-
tic political debates about European choices and consequences. Con-
sider, for example, the recent Renault decision to close a Belgian
factory: it both provoked a firestorm in Belgian and French politics
and drew the Belgian European Commissioner into an effort to use
subsidy rules to penalize the French corporate decision. The politics
of Europe’s regional development become enormously uncertain
and complex. It becomes harder and harder to conceive the story as
two separate, stable, and simultaneously resolved games rather than
as a story of the interconnected recreation of domestic politics even
as a European regional bargain is struck.

The democratic deficit in EU institutions used to be a concern
for a few scholars and die-hard Euro-enthusiasts. Most of the discus-
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sion of the democratic deficit was a funny nostalgia of a remem-
brance of democratic practice that never existed and an opposition
to particular choices couched in the form of opposition to the pro-
cess. It is no longer only a vague matter of political legitimacy, but a
very practical matter of where to root essential political enterprises.

European debate increasingly is shaping domestic politics.
Consider how actors’ interests may be reshaped by new European
issues. A standard approach would by assumption define the actors
and their positions and infer their interests. For example, this is often
done by taking the production profile of a country, the economic
groups as the units of social analysis, and deriving from their market
position their interests.23 Then the SEA, for example, represents
changes in market position with consequences for the position of the
several players that can be analyzed in this light.24 When radical
markets or political changes require basic recalculation of market
strategies, the responses of the particular actors become much less
predictable. The actors themselves may be reformed—that is, parties
or interest groups may change orientation and strategy—or new ac-
tors may emerge. In fact, socioeconomic “groups” such as agricul-
ture or steel always consist of subsectors (be they agricultural
segments by product or production style, integrated steel plants or
specialty steel plants, semiconductor producers or developers of fi-
nal electronic systems). The questions arise in drawing the political
map on top of the production profile. How industries are politically
composed and decomposed depends on which subsector dominates
politically. Put differently, which subsector organizes an industry
around the issues it prefers will depend on the political tactics and
organizational methods it adopts, and only rarely on a logic of rela-
tive economic weight or interests. There is simply no way of deduc-
ing the political map from the production profile, particularly
during periods of rapid political and economic change. The political
meaning of the costs of the new Europe depends on who specifies
them, on perception and definition. Neither political actors nor po-
litical interests are inherent and logically discoverable. Both actors
and interests are political creations.

Because there will be a sequence of such debates and a series of
crises, political analysis becomes even more complicated. Political
actors understand that in complex negotiations such as the multifac-
eted discussions that are moving Europe away from one RIS and
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toward another, initial moves always set the direction and bind later
choices. The risk is of anchoring some issues in ways that constrain
and reshape possible solutions to others. As important as the man-
agement of the interplay of issues on a complex agenda is the matter
of which European issues may mobilize national political responses.
This is no longer a matter of simply isolating the “winning” inter-
section of possible outcomes of two games. Rather it is a matter of
how the politics at each level are redefined and recreated, which is
in turn a function of how the sequence of issues affects who the
political actors are and how they conceive their interests. Several
steps into the game, the actors and their interests become unknow-
able because who the domestic players are and what their interests
will be depend also on the sequence in which the issues are ad-
dressed and how they mobilize domestic actors.

THE ECONOMIC COSTS OF SECURITY IN THE POLITICS OF THE NEW EUROPE

To understand the consequences of the sequential development
and of actors and interests, let us consider very briefly some eco-
nomic aspects of the new RIS. As a device to anchor Germany, EMU
imposes costs today and captures many of its gains either tomorrow
or in the noneconomic realm of amorphous security. The political
interpretation of the EMU is therefore an open issue. The political
meaning of the Eastern transition and move to join the West is even
more open. As many analyses have shown, the economic impact of
Eastern Europe is too small, at least on aggregate, to drive substan-
tial economic change in the West. Costs and benefits, as well as the
distribution of both, are ambiguous and difficult to calculate—for
participants just as for analysts. And if such industrial dislocation is
blamed on extension to the East and slow growth on rigid adherence
to the EMU Maastricht criteria, if it becomes the visible and visceral
manifestation of domestic changes forced by international competi-
tion, then although the actual economic impact of the East may be
limited, it can become the focus or instrument of political mobiliza-
tion.

The metaphors and images used to depict the integration of
Eastern Europe into the Western economies will, therefore, matter
greatly to the politics of mobilization. Helmut Kohl and Haider cer-
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tainly hold different conceptions of Europe’s future, and each would
align his following behind those notions. With this in mind, consider
just two possibilities of how Eastern Europe’s development may
relate to the West. Does East European growth mean a series of new
rivals—East European dragons whose analogies would be Taiwan
and Korea, whose growing industries will displace Western produc-
ers? In this version of the story of Eastern growth, the Western in-
vestment in Eastern development simply creates a larger industrial
dislocation over time. Or, alternately, will new Eastern producers
permit a substantial reorganization of European production that
makes companies rooted in the “European region” as a whole more
competitive internationally? In that case the analogy would be third-
tier Asian producers such as Malaysia and Thailand, who have en-
tered global markets as component and subsystem producers or
low-cost assemblers in an era of American and Japanese production
reorganization in Asia. In this version of the story, the economic
heterogeneity provided by the East allows Europe to reposition itself
in global markets to the benefit of all.25

PART IV

CONCLUSION

Political-economic visions of how Europe would be reorgan-
ized after the cold war ended have changed substantially since 1990.
There was an early, hopeful vision in 1990–91 that the EC, newly
revived by the spirit of the SEA and the dramatic (and peaceful) end
of the post–World War II division, would now move forward to
extend its achievements in a straightforward way to the East. The
United States made clear that Europe would take primary responsi-
bility for this task.26 The Commission in turn organized aid and
technical assistance programs under the acronym PHARE, negoti-
ated the terms of a European Bank for Reconstruction and Develop-
ment (EBRD), and began a new phase of planning for the next great
expansion of the Community to take on new members. Clearly this
process would be neither easy nor cheap, but it seemed achievable,
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and achievable in a delimited time frame of perhaps ten years. There
would be dislocations in the short run, but rather quickly the tran-
sition would become a rising tide to lift all boats.

What lay beneath this vision was a confidence that the EC could
engineer a discrete, planned, well-organized set of political/eco-
nomic and security solutions to the new problems raised by the
Eastern neighbors. The vision of “concentric circles,” promulgated
mainly by the French in 1990 and 1991, captures this mood. There
would be neat packages of arrangements organizing the EC, the
European Economic Area, and the “associated” states of the East.
Negotiations to bring the circles together would proceed according
to a discrete timetable and clear set of requirements. In the interim,
an equally tidy division of labor on security issues would be worked
out among NATO, the Conference on Security and Cooperation in
Europe (CSCE, now called OSCE), and a newly revived West Euro-
pean Union (WEU), which would rather quickly be integrated into
the EC to take charge of the defense component of a nascent EC
foreign policy. When political leaders during this period used the
term “adjustment,” the image was of an interregnum between one
equilibrium and another. Although the precise terms of that future
equilibrium could not be seen, the belief was that it would indeed
be reached, in not too long a time frame and by a rather neat and
well-controlled process in which one step would follow logically
after the next.

That vision is gone. It may have been buried prematurely by
events in the Balkans, but ultimately it was doomed by more funda-
mental issues that would have emerged in any case. One aspect was
that the problem, discussed above, was on a larger scale than seemed
evident to start. Comparative GDP and other quantifiable measures
simply did not capture the difficulties of creating social, political,
and business infrastructures that would be compatible with Europe.
A second aspect was that the questions now at issue reached much
more deeply into the domestic political foundations of Europe than
anything the EC had attempted perhaps since the Treaty of Rome
and the (failed) European Defense Community. The end of the cold
war put back on the table a set of questions that Jacques Delors had
bypassed (intentionally) in his design for revitalizing Europe
through the SEA. The question of Europe’s status as an evolving
polity had been kept mostly on the margins by Delors, while energy
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was concentrated on “completing” the single market. The end of the
cold war decimated that strategy, and its death was confirmed by the
near collapse of Maastricht in public referenda. The political mobi-
lization game around European issues was no longer an elite affair
of economic interests.

Since the “master plans” have collapsed and have not been
replaced, the game is highly uncertain and stays open in this way for
some substantial time to come. Consequently, the story of Europe’s
transition will be one of crisis and political mobilization creating a
new politics, not intersecting win-sets among two-level games that
are stable and separable. A consequence is that politics in the West
will not be settled quickly enough to define clearly and discretely the
ways in which markets evolve in the East. The West Europeans might,
for example, make two sets of decisions that shape the nature of
Eastern market development. Failing to resolve a new RIS affects each
set. One set of decisions is about market access and subsidies. Here it
is very unlikely that in the absence of a clear vision about the final
institutional arrangement any substantial assistance would emerge. A
second set of Western choices is about the rules of business in Eastern
Europe. That is, if the Eastern states join the community, it would
provide certainty for business: a) certainty about the rules of the
market since there would have to be an extension of Western rules,
and b) certainty about security of investment behind the European
guarantees. For those who would build the East into their production
structures and into production reorganizations, political uncertainty
risks disruption of their production. This must inevitably slow the
production reorganization of Europe as a whole

One consequence is that the emerging market relations are
likely to develop interests and political programs that define the
politics of the final arrangements. As the market relations evolve
they will create some real interests, both material interests and mo-
bilized political interests. But as noted above, neither the actors nor
their interests can be read off a production profile, but are rather
political creations born of conflict and competition. Therefore, rather,
the sequence of business decisions and political or security crises
will be key to the process of reformulation of interests. “Implicit
development strategies” of Eastern states, along with unplanned
(and probably unpredictable) market developments, will set the con-
text within which new actors formulate plans, strategies, and ulti-
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mately interests and identities. The politics of any “final” arrange-
ment, or at least the possibility of a new “equilibrium” of sorts, will
be subject to and constrained by the creations and recreations of
actors and interests as political crises and market realities unfold.
Indeed the terms in which the emerging market relations are defined
may be critical, and the Asian optic of cross-national production
networks may prove critical not merely to identify business oppor-
tunities, but also to give political meaning to the emerging market
relationships.

At a minimum, a new RIS for Europe that embeds bargains about
Europe’s future, predictably channels disputes that may arise, and
recreates the two-level games separating domestic and European “po-
litical games” into walled off compartments is a long way off. Take
the extreme case first. It is unlikely, but not unthinkable, that the
current institutional arrangements of the EU could collapse of their
own weight for failure to reform. The political and economic conse-
quences would be significant, although not necessarily all for the bad.
The organizing logic of EU institutions is one important factor (among
several) that now differentiates the European region from Asia. Might
Europe ten years hence more closely resemble certain aspects of Asian
political economy—with cross-national production networks flourish-
ing despite the weakness or absence of political organization? Alter-
natively, and probably more likely, Europe will remain saddled with
vestiges of an older RIS. In many ways these act as constraints on
necessary tasks of development, and they do so at this point without
providing a reasonable payoff in security or broader political confi-
dence for relations between West and East. Investors will find ways
around these roadblocks, but slowly. Meanwhile, political mobiliza-
tion will emerge around new crises and possibly in surprising ways.
Europe’s inability to act collectively, as a polity, at this point opens the
game widely for new visions of what that polity ought to be or
whether it ought to exist at all.
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“IMPLICIT” DEVELOPMENT STRATEGIES IN
CENTRAL EAST EUROPE AND

CROSS-NATIONAL PRODUCTION NETWORKS1

Ellen Comisso

Not entirely without reason, East Europeans have been prone
to view the region’s long- and short-term political evolution in terms
of various “national tragedies” suffered at the hands of any number
of larger and more powerful entities centered outside the region’s
borders.2 Similarly, economic development—and especially the lack
of it—has often been regarded as the result of decisions made by
external political and economic actors in pursuit of their own inter-
ests, with scant concern for local consequences, sensibilities, or wel-
fare. Not surprisingly, then, one encounters a certain amount of local
skepticism about the ability of either economic agents or govern-
ments in ex-CMEA (Council of Mutual Economic Assistance) states
to influence the terms on which East-West integration occurs.3

That both political and economic interaction between Western
and Eastern Europe has expanded dramatically in the wake of the
1989 regime changes is undeniable. Indeed, by 1995, over two-thirds
of the foreign trade of the four “Višegrad” countries (Poland, Hun-
gary, the Czech Republic, and Slovakia) was with European Union
(EU) members, compared with about 20 percent a decade earlier.
Moreover, much of that massive trade reorientation is directly trace-
able to policy decisions made by post-socialist East European gov-
ernments, whether it was the agreement to put CMEA trade on a
hard currency basis (a key factor in the trading bloc’s collapse in
1991), the dropping of trade barriers to facilitate import competition,
the signing of association agreements with the EU, or (most recently)
the submission of applications for formal EU membership and the
acceptance of Poland, the Czech Republic, Hungary, Estonia, and
Slovenia as candidates. Hence policy choices and changes of ex-
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CMEA states themselves have clearly had an effect on the direction
and quantity of the region’s trade and ties since 1989; their impact
on the quality of trade, the economic and technological benefits of
trade, and particularly the degree to which increased East-West in-
teraction takes the form of the cross-national production networks
so significant in Asian trade and development are a somewhat dif-
ferent question.

In fact, the quality of economic relations between EU and ex-
CMEA economies appears to be quite different from the trading ar-
rangements which characterize East Asian newly industrialized
countries (NICs) with each other or with their more highly devel-
oped trading partners. The reasons for these differences are multiple.
They reflect different starting points and cultural traditions, both of
which have militated in favor of development strategies in Central
and Eastern Europe (CEE) quite different from those followed in
Asia. Further, current differences between the quality of East-West
European trade and Asian trade patterns are a product of the rela-
tively recent (re) introduction of private property, corporate law, and
market competition in CEE, as well as of the somewhat different
international economic and domestic political conditions in which
they are evolving. On the one hand, there is as yet no large “third
market” that can duplicate the role the American market performed
in Asian development. On the other, development strategies with
profound distributional consequences must be adopted by govern-
ments subject to electoral accountability—as opposed to the “pre-
pluralistic” conditions under which most postwar Asian NIC
development was initiated. Finally, and not to be minimized, the
reaction of Europe-based Western firms and governments to the re-
gion’s attempts at transformation appears to reflect motives and pat-
terns of interaction different from those of Asian counterparts.

This analysis will begin by outlining the reasons why post-so-
cialist policymakers in the CEE states never seriously entertained
Asian models of development in fashioning economic strategy in the
1990s. That discussion will highlight the similarities among the three
CEE states on which we focus—Poland, the Czech Republic, and
Hungary—as well as the ways in which all of them differ from even
“third-tier” Asian NICs.

Within broadly similar transition/transformation objectives
and strategies, economic policy toward microeconomic actors has
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differed in important ways among the three CEE states, as mani-
fested in contrasting approaches to privatization. As a result, the
types of enterprises that seem to be the most dynamic sources of
growth and innovation in each country vary. In Poland, a rapidly
growing set of small and medium-sized firms, many of which are
relatively recent start-ups, appears to be leading the country’s eco-
nomic growth; in the Czech Republic, the voucher-privatized firms
are at the economic heart of the transformation, while in Hungary,
foreign-owned firms or enterprises with substantial foreign partici-
pation seem to be at the core of economic growth. The second part
of this analysis will thus focus on each state’s “implicit” develop-
ment strategy and its consequences for the types of entrepreneurial
activities that seem to be emerging, particularly in the export sector.

The final part of this analysis will summarize some of the gen-
eral trends in East-West trade that have emerged in the 1990s. We
shall then go on to speculate on the microeconomic consequences of
these trends. To the degree expanding intra-industry trade is prima
facie evidence of the existence of cross-national production networks
(CPNs), one can indeed infer the existence of this form of East-West
linkage. Yet if CPNs are understood as highly articulated networks
of producers engaged in multilateral cooperation with each other,
involving elaborate cross-border subcontracting arrangements and
technology transfer, their appearance has been quite limited to date.

DIFFERENT STARTING POINTS

Our inquiry will focus on Poland, the Czech Republic, and
Hungary for several reasons. First of all, their geographic position
alone suggests that to the degree links among enterprises in Eastern
and Western Europe form, they are likely to begin in these states. Or,
put somewhat differently, if CPNs are not present in these three
states, they are unlikely to be present elsewhere in the region.4 Sec-
ond, to the degree domestic policy decisions affect the quantity, qual-
ity, and scope of inter-enterprise cooperation, Poland, the Czech
Republic, and Hungary have undergone the most thorough eco-
nomic, political, and legal reforms in the area. Along with Slovenia
and some of the Baltic states, they have become the models other
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countries in the region are exhorted to imitate. Although the reform
process in even the Golden Triangle is still far from complete, the
respective patterns and directions of change are relatively clear at
this time, such that one can at least describe them as variants of a
distinctive “model.” Finally, to the degree this analysis broadly seeks
to shed light on EU enlargement, it would seem to make sense to
concentrate on the leading candidates for inclusion and examine
how and why they came to acquire this status and how it affects the
links among producers.

As we shall see below, the elements making up an “implicit”
development strategy vary somewhat among each of the states in
our sample, but all differ rather substantially from the path taken by
states in Asia in all tiers. Whether one points to taxation and budg-
etary issues, the proportion of national income that passes through
government hands, recruitment into key state agencies, human capi-
tal concerns and social service provisions, industrial policy, or trade
and regulatory practices, the so-called Asian model(s) of develop-
ment has—for better or worse—not figured prominently in either the
thinking or the decisions of policymakers anywhere in Eastern
Europe.5 On the contrary, the model of development to which at least
the Central European trio we are examining appears headed is that
of the West European welfare state, Germany and Austria being the
primary examples emulated.6

Part of the reason for the choice of models is, of course, cultural,
historical, and geographic. Germanic influence in the area is long-
standing, dating back as far as the invitations of medieval kings to
German settlers for the purpose of populating and modernizing
their realms. Indeed, the population of cities in the area was pre-
dominantly German until the nineteenth century, and the start of
modern economic growth occurred in the framework of the imperial
states of the Hohenzollerns and Hapsburgs, with capital contributed
by banks headquartered in Berlin and Vienna.7 In a certain sense, the
role of the German and Jewish populations of Central Europe in the
area’s initial modernization was reminiscent of the role played by
the overseas Chinese communities in Asia more recently, in which
informal networks of family, ethnicity, and cultural ties were critical
in reducing transaction costs, risks, and uncertainty. As these histori-
cal relationships have manifested themselves in the CEE states since
1989, it is entirely understandable that new commercial, financial,
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and corporate codes and the legal forms and rights surrounding
private ownership tend to be local adaptations of German codifica-
tions. The heavy reliance of enterprises on banks for financing—as
opposed to raising capital through equity offerings—is partly a re-
flection of this framework.

A second reason for the tendency to turn westward for eco-
nomic and policy models is related to the level of development at-
tained in the CEE states by 1989. Unlike third-tier states in Asia,
Central European states may have been “misdeveloped,” to use Paul
Marer’s felicitous phrase,8 but they were not underdeveloped. This
can be seen from Tables 1–9. These tables reveal both rapid modern-
ization in Indonesia, Malaysia, Thailand, and (to a lesser extent) the
Philippines in the 1980s and with little change in the economic struc-
ture in Hungary, Czechoslovakia, and Poland during the same dec-
ade. At the same time, however, significant differences between the
two groups persisted, despite the stagnation in the East European
set. The social indicators of modernization—urbanization (Table 1),
infant mortality (Table 2), literacy rates (Table 3), and life expectancy
(Table 4)—remain higher in Eastern Europe. The economic indica-
tors—per capita GDP (Table 5), the employment structure of the
labor force (Table 6), the sources of GDP (Table 7), and even tele-
phones in use and road density (Tables 8 and 9)—reflect differences
between industrializing and industrialized economies. To the degree
the impressive growth rates attained by Asian economies in the past
decade were related to the transfer of excess rural labor into more
productive manufacturing and industrial activity, that process had
already occurred in Hungary, the Czech Republic, and even Poland
much earlier, and not surprisingly, policymakers did not seek to
reproduce examples of how to pass through experiences they had
put behind them. In short, the CEE economies in 1990 were not
starting from a position in which resources and capacities had first
to be created. Rather, substantial capacities were already present,
and the task was determining how to redeploy and reorient them
and who should be the prime mover in the process: the public sector
and the state or the private sector and a relatively open and competi-
tive market.

The third difference between the CEE states and the East Asian
economies that influenced policy choices and strategies in the former
is, of course, the experience of state socialism. On the one hand, the
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disintegration of the ruling Leninist party in 1989 meant that the
central political mechanism of regulation in the state socialist econ-
omy was no longer present, making a continuation of the old system
impossible. On the other hand, the strong repudiation of the past on
which opposition parties and movements rode to power in 1990
entailed a deep determination to drastically reduce the role of the
state in the economy, be it as an owner of assets, a regulator of prices,
or a source of subventions for favored activities. The desire to estab-
lish an economy based on “self-regulation” in response to the hier-
archical direction of the past was a key factor in the relatively liberal
pattern of measures adopted in Poland, the Czech Republic, and
Hungary to deal with the immediate economic crisis. Accompanying
it was a national aspiration to “rejoin Europe,” a project which en-
tailed distancing both the state and the economy from the Soviet
Union and Russia.

At the same time, however, the bulk of the population had
become accustomed not only to the full employment economy and
subsidized price structure of socialism, but also to a substantial array
of social services, many of which were distributed through the work-
place. If anything, reliance on state-provided social services—espe-
cially pensions—increased as the “transition recession” began.
While reform of social service delivery became a hot political issue,
abandoning the provisions altogether was not a viable political op-
tion anywhere given the electoral constraints faced by policymakers.
Hence, even as the state began to relinquish its role as a direct pro-
ducer in favor of a more limited one of simply enforcing a framework
for voluntary transactions, its centrality in the supply of social wel-
fare remained more or less intact.

The legacies of socialism at the level of enterprises was equally
substantial. Large, vertically integrated, monopolistic enterprises
were the norm, and secondary sector activities—especially in heavy
industry—were typically in a privileged position vis-à-vis primary
and especially tertiary sector development. Especially in Poland and
Hungary, cutbacks in investment in the 1980s meant the capital stock
was badly in need of modernization, and depreciation rules com-
bined with a sellers’ market so typical of the shortage economy had
encouraged keeping outdated equipment in operation everywhere.
Firms thus contained substantial, if antiquated, productive capaci-
ties, together with human capital reserves concentrated on the pro-
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duction and engineering side of manufacturing.9 It was the economic
side of the production process that had received short shrift in state
socialism, with marketing and sales departments absent even in
companies that had some experience producing for Western mar-
kets. In effect, the internal structure of enterprises mirrored the
larger structure of the economy: an exaggerated attention to supply
and production of physical commodities at the expense of economic
activities catering to transactions, consumption, and demand.

As for the private sector, it was nonexistent in Czechoslovakia
but increasingly vibrant in Poland and Hungary as the 1980s drew
to a close. In the latter cases, limits on legal employment and other
restrictions tended to keep private firms small, and the most obvious
opportunities to exploit were in the service sector, where private
entrepreneurs tended to congregate.10 Yet even in Poland and Hun-
gary, the health of the burgeoning “second economy” typically de-
pended heavily on the operation of the state-owned “first economy”
as long as socialism survived.

The story of CPNs—or in practice, their relatively limited ap-
pearance to date—is in large part the story of the reaction of these
two very different types of enterprises to policies aimed at opening
markets, creating competition, expanding trade with the West, and
controlling inflation while maintaining as much as possible of the
old social safety net intact.

“IMPLICIT” DEVELOPMENT STRATEGIES: COUNTRY ANALYSES

“Development” in each of the three countries in our sample has
by and large been defined by post-socialist governments along two
dimensions. First, it is seen as a process of “Westernization,” involv-
ing increased trade and political involvement with Western coun-
tries, culminating with membership in NATO and the EU. A
corollary of this process is a distancing from the “East,” manifested
by the precipitate collapse of CMEA and especially Soviet trade,
despite the difficulties the loss of traditional buyers caused so many
East European firms. Second, “development” has been equated with
the creation of an economy based on competitive markets and pri-
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vate ownership, a so-called “normal” economy in which a clear
boundary separates the public from the private sphere.

As such, indicators of progress toward these goals have not
centered around the traditional elements associated with “develop-
ment” elsewhere, such as economic growth, the structure of employ-
ment, the sophistication of the technological base, or increased living
standards—factors which have only very recently become of concern
to policymakers. Instead, evaluations of the past few years have
frequently defined “progress” in terms of a rather peculiar set of
variables: declining rates of labor force participation, increased un-
employment, a declining share of national income originating in
industrial and manufacturing activities, a drop in real earnings, in-
creased income and wealth disparities, and other such counterintui-
tive measures.11 Such an anomalous situation makes sense only once
we realize that overcoming socialism and moving out of a Soviet cum
Russian sphere of influence are perceived by policymakers as the
core tasks much more than is combating underdevelopment, for both
economic and especially political reasons. As a result, if transi-
tion/transformation strategies have varied somewhat within the
three states in our sample, they have all centered around the holy
trinity of liberalization, stabilization, and privatization, together
with a massive reorientation of trade from East to West. We begin
with a country by country summary of the main policy steps and
results. We shall then move to compare them in the context of the
responses of domestic firms and the degree to which East-West pro-
duction and financial networks have emerged in each state.

POLAND: FAVORING THE SMALL12

The characteristic that distinguished Polish post-socialist eco-
nomic policy from that in Czechoslovakia and Hungary was the
feature that earned it the title of “shock therapy”—namely, the im-
mediate and simultaneous introduction of liberalization and stabili-
zation in a single package of policy measures adopted by the Sejm
in 1989. Economic policy since that date has largely been a process
of tinkering with and modifying some of its elements to make it more
palatable to the highly vocal domestic interests harmed by its ef-
fects—agriculture and the peasantry being the leading exam-
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ples—without altering the core strategy embodied in the 1990 pack-
age. Not surprisingly, this has led to a lively debate over whether the
resumption of growth in 1992 was due to the initial Balcerowicz plan
or to the modifications subsequently made to it.

The Balcerowicz “shock therapy” was adopted under circum-
stances unusual even in Eastern Europe at the time: near hyperinfla-
tionary conditions, the “honeymoon” period of the region’s first
non-Communist government in forty years, and lingering uncer-
tainty over how the Soviet Union would react to the regime changes
on its borders. The package of measures that went into effect on 1
January 1990 has been widely discussed elsewhere; we limit our
account to its main elements.

The “big bang” of 1 January 1990 involved a 40 percent devalu-
ation of the zloty to a fixed rate that would serve as an anchor for
other macroeconomic measures and domestic prices, virtually all of
which were freed the same date (the exceptions were for fuels, trans-
portation, utilities, and housing). Major cuts were made in govern-
ment spending, including the virtual elimination of producer
subsidies, coal being the only major exception. The goal of fiscal
policy was to reduce the budget deficit from 8–10 percent to 1 percent
of GDP in 1990. Equally important to efforts to dampen inflation was
a stiff excess wages tax (the highly unpopular popiwek) imposed on
all state enterprises; real wages thus fell 25 percent from their 1989
levels. Significantly, the popiwek did not apply to private firms,
enabling them to compete with state-owned enterprises (SOEs) on
quite favorable terms for qualified labor. Monetary policy was also
sharply restrictive, as positive real interest rates came into effect and
banks’ reserve requirements increased. The result was a “near cessa-
tion of bank lending in the first two months” of the program and a
consequent increase of “forced” lending by enterprises to one an-
other.13 Finally, foreign trade underwent a major liberalization: not
only were quantitative restrictions on imports and exports removed,
but also tariff rates were set at exceptionally low levels.

The package certainly succeeded in its basic goal of “monetiz-
ing” the economy, which almost overnight moved from one in which
individuals flush with cash queued up in front of stores with empty
shelves to one in which stores were well stocked but potential buyers
lacked the income to make purchases. But there was also a sharp
decline in output, with GDP dropping by 12 percent in 1990 accord-
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ing to official estimates. It was followed by a further shock in 1991,
when CMEA trade plummeted and unemployment began to mount
to double-digit levels. And while inflation was brought under con-
trol, it remained substantial, such that the undervalued zloty quickly
appreciated in real terms, an additional factor contributing to the
poor export performance of 1991. Indeed, practically the only silver
lining in the 1991 cloud was the government’s agreement with the
Paris Club that reduced the heavy hard currency debt of about $45
billion by about half.

By the end of 1992, however, the economy had bottomed out,
and growth resumed, reaching levels as high as 5 percent in sub-
sequent years. Moreover, the structure of the new Polish economy
differs in significant ways from its socialist predecessor. In contrast
with the past, the most successful (i.e., profitable) emerging branches
are labor-intensive, consumer-oriented, and heavily populated by
small and medium-sized firms. The outward-processing trade (OPT)
has certainly played a role here: while clothing and footwear manu-
facturing have expanded, textiles and lumber industries are operat-
ing at sharply reduced levels. Employment in services has expanded,
while the proportion of the labor force in industry has declined. Both
the direction and composition of foreign trade have reflected the
change as well: Germany replaced the Soviet Union as Poland’s sin-
gle largest trading partner, and by 1995, the EU as a whole accounted
for two-thirds of foreign trade, up from 25 percent in 1987. Whereas
the electrical and mechanical engineering sector had dominated ex-
ports previously, the collapse of the CMEA reduced its relative
weight in exports by some 40 percent.

Finally and perhaps most important, the domestic private sec-
tor appears to be the driving force behind the resumption in growth.
Thus, despite the relative decline of industry in GDP, the share of the
private sector in industrial sales increased from 16.2 percent in 1989
to 37.4 percent by 1993. Investment by smaller, typically private,
enterprises has increased substantially, and there were other signs
that different patterns of economizing were taking root between the
state and private sectors as well:

State-owned firms have managed to increase labor productivity
by 11 per cent almost wholly by decreasing employment by some
10 per cent, but in the private sector labor productivity has in-
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creased by around 20 per cent at the same time that employment
has increased by 13 per cent.14

Economically, then, the radical and sudden combination of “all
at once” liberalization and stabilization proved—to the surprise of
many Poles—quite successful. Politically, however, it was extremely
unpopular, producing a wave of fragmentation in the legislature and
a series of fragile coalition governments. One consequence was that
the recurrent controversies and conflicts even within governing coa-
litions made it impossible to move forward systematically on Phase
2 of the original program—namely, privatization. Disagreements
surrounding the mass privatization program were a key factor in
bringing down the Suhocka government in 1993; the new SLD gov-
ernment then procrastinated on its implementation. Thus the pro-
gram has only gotten into operation recently, with the number of
enterprises involved reduced from original projections. Overall, by
1996, relatively few large enterprises had been sold to either private
domestic or foreign investors. And despite a relatively liberal law on
foreign investment passed in 1991, foreign direct investment (FDI)
has been slow to arrive, particularly in light of the size of the domes-
tic market and relatively favorable labor costs. The reasons for this
reluctance vary and include Polish labor ’s reputation for militancy,
resistance by some of the enterprise councils to ownership by a for-
eign entity, the continued political debate over how privatization
should be done, and the conditions Polish governments at various
times have felt obligated to attach to sales.

Nevertheless, if direct sales of major enterprises and banks have
been few and far between, this does not mean that privatization has
not occurred on a fairly significant scale in other ways. In fact, Po-
land appears to have a de facto privatization strategy, built largely
on the burgeoning small-scale enterprises that have emerged in the
last decade. First of all, between reforms made in the 1980s and the
fact that agriculture was always more or less in private hands, Po-
land actually had a private sector that accounted for 30 percent of
national income even in 1989. Second, “small” privatization—the
auctioning off of thousands of retail shops, restaurants, repair shops,
and other small services—occurred very rapidly, thanks to the highly
decentralized method employed.15 Third, early deconcentration
policies caused many large SOEs to split into smaller units, facilitat-
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ing spinoffs into private ownership. In addition, a considerable por-
tion of assets transferred from state to private hands has occurred by
“liquidation sales” and leasing, either to independent entrepreneurs
or to private companies formed by the management and employees
of the unit concerned. Finally, a speculative bubble that occurred on
the Warsaw stock exchange in 1993–94 gave potential investors—lo-
cal and foreign—a taste of the possibilities that could be realized by
backing small start-ups and encouraging them to grow in order ul-
timately to take them public; hence, even if the bubble itself eventu-
ally burst, it encouraged outsiders to invest in promising small
ventures. The “implicit” privatization story in Poland is thus one of
allowing the highly dynamic small business sector to expand
through absorbing formerly state-owned assets and putting them to
more productive use. Indeed, Poland’s basic development strategy
is very much one of building on new start-ups and clearing away
obstacles to their development. As far as the large, traditional SOEs
are concerned, we come to the second consequence of the political
unpopularity of shock therapy.

The basically neoliberal and noninterventionist strategy favored
by the architects of the “big bang” soon proved unsustainable, both
politically and even economically. For example, the first year of the
program actually witnessed the balanced budget it had aimed for. But
the causes for the small surplus turned out to be the same factors
which quickly caused it to go into deficit. That is, the undervalued
zloty combined with price liberalizations and inventories piled up
from 1989 allowed enterprises to pass on hefty price increases, which
turned into high profits despite a precipitous drop in sales. The excess
wage tax also made its contribution to profitability, as labor costs did
not keep pace with inflation and still controlled energy prices lowered
production costs as well. But the government, insofar as large portions
of its revenues were derived from enterprise taxes, had a one-time-
only windfall.

In 1991, the situation was reversed: the now overvalued zloty
encouraged import penetration, domestic demand continued its de-
cline, and for many SOEs, profitability evaporated, in most cases
never to return to 1990 levels. Not only did the tax base decline, but
SOEs frequently simply failed to pay taxes at all in order to meet
even reduced payrolls and maintain the minimum liquidity needed
to keep their operations going. At the same time, rising unemploy-
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ment and the decision of many individuals to opt for early retire-
ment over a potential layoff put increased pressures on expendi-
tures.

As a result, the balanced budget aspirations of the stabilization
program had to be abandoned, and the main effort came to be directed
more to controlling the size of the deficit than to eliminating it. The
introduction of the personal income tax in 1992 and a value-added
tax (VAT) in 1993 diminished the budget’s vulnerability to enterprise
profits without entirely eliminating it; thus the “back door” industrial
policy contained in allowing some of the larger SOEs to accumulate
tax arrears has continued.16 Only very recently have the problems of
some of these enterprises come to be addressed directly by the gov-
ernment through an explicit industrial policy of consolidation and
restructuring, another departure from the original shock therapy pro-
gram. Thus an Intervention Fund was created in 1993 for enterprises
whose restructuring would be “socially sensitive,” and in the same
year, programs were begun in coal, steel, energy, and agriculture, with
shipbuilding, defense, and heavy chemicals to follow.

Nevertheless, the overall structure of government expenditures
has shifted significantly away from subsidies and investment in fa-
vor of debt service and social welfare maintenance. The social costs
of the transition have caused expenditures for social services—espe-
cially pensions—to rise considerably, even as wages of state employ-
ees have lagged. As a result, payroll taxes have made a significant
contribution to labor costs.17 At the same time, it is worth noting that
if some of the larger SOEs have received a back door subsidy in their
accumulation of tax arrears, the private sector has often escaped
paying taxes and social security contributions altogether.18 Hence if
explicit industrial policy has targeted the socialist behemoths, im-
plicit industrial policy has worked to the advantage of small busi-
ness.

The impact of monetary policy has been similar. Interest rates
have remained high and more or less positive in real terms, and after
1991, bank lending policy became increasingly risk-averse. As a re-
sult, credit to the enterprise sector declined in 1992 and again in
1993—while credit to the budget mounted. The cutback affected
SOEs disproportionately since unlike the private sector, profitability
rates after 1990 provided little in the way of retained earnings to be
used for restructuring or modernization. Even when the banks re-
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sumed lending, it was largely to cover working capital needs, not to
finance investment. The government’s adoption of an industrial pol-
icy was thus partly forced on it by the reluctance of the banking
sector to take the initiative. Meanwhile, one way in which the state
enterprises sought to cover their immediate liquidity needs was by
leasing or selling facilities to private entrepreneurs—another factor
in the latter’s expansion.

Finally, foreign trade policy was modified after 1991. The first
change was to move the currency to a crawling peg system in late
1991; abandoning the fixed exchange rate may have removed an
anti-inflationary anchor, but it also facilitated export growth. Other
changes in trade policy were more directly in response to popular
discontent and protest. Farmers were the first to mobilize, receiving
concessions as early as mid-1990. Tariffs—on manufactured as well
as agricultural commodities—began to shift upwards, rising to av-
erage levels of 15–20 percent by 1994. Significantly, duties are higher
on finished products than on raw materials and intermediate goods,
thereby favoring OPT, the many small firms that sprung up to as-
semble electronic goods (from radios and TVs to computers) from
imported components, and other small producers relying on im-
ported inputs. Fiat’s decision to purchase FSO was also contingent
on tariff protections for domestically made cars.

How much protection—and for how long—Poland can provide
for domestic producers remains rather limited due to its association
agreement with the EU, its accords with the European Free Trade
Association (EFTA) and the new Central European Free Trade Area
(CEFTA), and its adherence to the Uruguay Round. Hence the basic
trade policy changes initiated in 1990 remain relatively intact, de-
spite continued domestic pressures and growing trade deficits with
Western Europe.

THE CZECH REPUBLIC: BETTING ON THE STRONG19

Economic policy in the Czech Republic can basically be re-
garded as a continuation of the transition strategy initiated in 1990,
while Czechoslovakia still existed. Unlike Poland and Hungary,
there was no prior history of reform after the brief interlude of
1967–68. Enterprises were not only state-owned in a legal sense, but
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also state-controlled in a practical sense, lacking autonomy and with
virtually all key decisions being made or approved by supervisory
ministries. Nor was there a private sector to speak of in this most
orthodox of Marxist-Leninist regimes. At the same time, the absence
of reform also meant the absence of a monetary overhang, while
aversion to Western trade prevented the accumulation of a large
foreign debt.20 In short, the economy that presented itself to policy-
makers in 1990 was, in effect, the economy of a prudently managed
centrally planned economy (CPE): highly centralized, concentrated,
and lacking dynamism, but nevertheless with a reasonable standard
of living and without severe shortages, heavy foreign debt, or seri-
ous macroeconomic disequilibria.

Industry—especially producer goods—played an even larger
role in the Czech socialist economy than in Hungary or Poland, ac-
counting for 50 percent of GDP versus 30 and 40 percent respectively.
Agriculture was accordingly less important, although the country
was basically self-sufficient in foodstuffs. Most industrial production
had been geared to domestic and CMEA needs and secondarily to
Third World markets. The socialist government’s refusal to take on
hard currency debt in the 1970s meant that the severe cutbacks in
investment repayment necessitated in Poland and Hungary in the
1980s were not characteristic in Czechoslovakia. As a result, plant and
equipment were less likely to correspond to Western norms, but they
were generally in better condition and of somewhat more recent vin-
tage than in the other two states.

In part, the centrality of industry was a product of state socialist
priorities. More profoundly, however, it also reflected long-standing
traditions in Bohemia and Moravia, which had been the industrial
powerhouse of the Hapsburg Empire in the nineteenth century and
had achieved a standard of living slightly above Austria’s between
the two world wars.21 Recapturing the status of an advanced indus-
trial country by playing on these traditional strengths in manufac-
turing and engineering was one of the implicit goals of economic
policy as the post-socialist era opened. The key to accomplishing this
in the eyes of the team assembled around the then minister of fi-
nance, Vaclav Klaus, was to move productive assets out of the state
sector and into private hands as rapidly as possible. If the corner-
stone of economic policy in Poland was simultaneous liberaliza-
tion/stabilization and the growth of small business, Czech economic
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strategy centered on privatizing SOEs through a mass voucher pro-
gram, and other policy measures were geared to accommodate it.

While planning for the mass privatization began almost imme-
diately—even prior to the 1990 election, when the Calfa caretaker
government was still in power—liberalization measures did not take
effect until January 1991, fully a year after Poland began its shock
therapy. It began with a 64 percent devaluation of the currency and
making the crown internally convertible; most prices (with fuel and
housing being the primary exceptions) were freed, and subsidies to
enterprises were decreased or discontinued entirely. Unlike Poland,
where trade liberalization began with very low tariff rates which
then crept upward in response to producer pressures, the Czech
Republic opened its markets with a 20 percent import surcharge
which was gradually lowered. Even so, neither exchange rate nor
tariff protection was sufficient to compensate for the loss of CMEA
markets and the deterioration of terms of trade that occurred: be-
tween German reunification, CMEA’s collapse, and the contraction
of domestic demand, industrial production fell by one-third and
GDP by over 20 percent before a recovery began in 1994.

Maintaining the nominal exchange rate became an important
anchor for other policy measures, including cutting government ex-
penditures to keep the budget balanced and restrictions on wage
increases in the state sector. Unlike the Polish situation, labor unions
proved relatively cooperative (indeed, some might say docile), de-
spite the drop in real incomes that followed the elimination of price
controls. Part of the reason for this stance was economic—i.e., unem-
ployment remained low. More profoundly, however, it was political:
the Czech unions had been so compromised by their association with
the socialist regime that they were willing to trade militancy for even
a weak but legally protected institutional position in the new order.

Monetary policy was also tight initially, and bank credit to en-
terprises dropped sharply in 1991, the first year of stabilization. Pre-
dictably, inter-enterprise debt tripled that year. Interest rates also
rose substantially, but they nevertheless remained below the infla-
tion rate, such that the inter-enterprise “queuing” worked implicitly
as a means for creditor firms to subsidize debtors. Hence while the
decrease in state subventions relieved pressure on the budget, it did
not have as big an effect on the allocation of resources within the
(state) enterprise sector as might otherwise be expected.
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In subsequent years, monetary policy eased somewhat, and in-
sofar as the restrictive fiscal policy lowered the government’s need to
borrow, lending to enterprises began to resume. Undercapitalized
banks were able to build up reserves by establishing a sizable spread
between interest rates on loans and deposits and by selling nonper-
forming loans to the government Konsolidacni (Consolidation) Banka,
established in 1991. By 1993, $4 billion in nonperforming loans—al-
most 20 percent of total bank credits at the time—had been disposed
of in this way.

The implicit rationale behind these and other measures seems
to be that of granting SOEs a breathing space in which they could
adapt to new conditions and prepare themselves for the centerpiece
of the strategy—namely, the mass voucher privatization. Hence the
government sought to avoid liquidations or bankruptcies—and even
major restructurings—until the new “private” owners were able to
take control.

The voucher privatization program was preceded by a wave of
breakups and spinoffs: the number of state enterprises doubled or
tripled in many branches of industry. While it would be tempting to
attribute this to a liberal government’s sponsorship of deconcentra-
tion, the evidence indicates that the splitting of firms was largely
driven by management. Although the spinoffs allowed wages to rise
in the parent enterprise, they did not produce improved perform-
ance in either the parent or the breakaway unit(s).22 Hence the main
motivation behind the breakups was that of management position-
ing itself for voucher privatization—not surprising in light of the fact
that the privatization “projects” (i.e., how many of the assets would
be sold by voucher, how many to foreign partners, how many to
employees and managers, etc.) submitted by management were far
more likely to be approved than proposals from other sources.23 The
interest of older managers in rapid privatization was increased once
the lustration law passed. It barred individuals who had participated
in various activities (e.g., the enterprise milice) from holding top
posts in state agencies, including, of course, state-owned enterprises.
But if the same state-owned enterprise was privatized—be it by
vouchers or any other method—lustration rules no longer applied.24

Voucher privatization went on in several waves. While its eco-
nomic effects are still debated, the program was a huge political suc-
cess. Nevertheless, the program did not include many of the largest
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enterprises, and the National Property Fund (NPF) often retained a
share of ownership in many of the other firms which were privatized
through the vouchers, although it is gradually selling its shares on the
open market. As the recipient of the revenues received from privati-
zation, the NPF is an important source of extrabudgetary funds,
which have served a variety of purposes: transfers to the state budget
to cover potential deficits, financing investment projects, even im-
proving schools. In addition, it has been a key player in attempts to
strengthen the banking system, both by floating bond issues for bank
recapitalization and as a major owner of the three largest, voucher-
privatized banks. For example, the recommendation of the govern-
ment banking council in 1995 “to pay bank dividends below the
amount proposed by the management was implemented in the banks
where the NPF held a commanding stake, with the purposes of
strengthening the reserves of the banks.”25

A few major privatizations took the form of direct sales to for-
eign companies. These include the sale of the Skoda works to Volk-
swagen, the main tobacco enterprise to Phillip Morris, the oil
refineries to a Western consortium, and a large bloc of SPT Telecom
shares to a Dutch-Swiss partnership. But outside the occasional spec-
tacular privatization of a major company, FDI does not appear to
play a major role in the Czech Republic, particularly when one con-
trasts it with Hungary. Interestingly enough, most of the Investment
Privatization Funds (IPF) have not sought to aggressively market
their shares in privatized companies to foreign buyers. A possible
reason for this is that insofar as each IPF is limited to a 20 percent
ownership share, foreign firms are reluctant to buy into an enterprise
in which they would be unable to control key decisions.26 Alterna-
tively, there is some evidence that the IPFs which are wholly owned
subsidiaries of the largest Czech banks have become a useful tool to
generate business for the parent bank itself, even if the enterprise
might well be better off taking its business elsewhere. Finally, most
accounts see the Czech government itself as far more resistant than
its counterparts in Poland or Hungary to granting the concessions
major foreign investors have demanded. Certainly in the last year or
so, there has been a major capital inflow into the country, but most
of it appears to be the result of foreign borrowing by banks and
enterprises. The latter have found that interest rates are often lower
abroad, and the country’s relatively strong credit rating and recent
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move to full convertibility facilitate taking advantage of it. The
heavy borrowing activity, in turn, fueled an import boom in 1995,
the cause of a major increase in the trade deficit.

The expansion of small, private businesses over the decade has
been impressive; the tourist industry, highly underdeveloped under
socialism but generating 4–5 percent of GDP by 1995, has been a
major source of earnings for this sector. The growth of small business
was also given an impetus by a surprisingly problem-free restitution
process and a rapid auctioning off of storefronts and retail premises
by local governments at the start of the transition. Nevertheless, the
core of the Czech economy is its industrial and manufacturing sector,
and it is the activity of this sector—much of it voucher-privatized—
that seems to set the tone for all other undertakings. In contrast to
Poland, it was large enterprises that led the way to growth in 1995,
with output and labor productivity rising substantially in engineer-
ing, manufacturing, and transport equipment sectors. “Networks”
seem to be operating largely within this sector and between it and
the domestic small and medium-sized firms that are often the prod-
ucts of earlier spinoffs. They do not appear to extend very much
beyond the country’s borders, with the possible exception of
Slovakia. Meanwhile, government policies—from lax enforcement of
bankruptcy laws to resistance to foreign buyouts—have contributed
to the survival of these ties. One suspects that hardly coincidental to
this approach is the fact that Czech firms, unlike their Polish coun-
terparts, have not fallen behind on their payment of taxes—and that
a large number of current managers were appointed on quasi-politi-
cal criteria after 1990.27

Fiscal policy remains “conservative,” and the Czech Republic
has distinguished itself from Poland and Hungary by its ability to
maintain a balanced budget. The surge in imports that occurred in
the last two years saw the government react by cutting government
expenditures in order to dampen demand. It moved rapidly to re-
duce planned wage increases for state employees and decreased
planned investments. It is possible that a more flexible bargaining
position toward potential foreign investors may also result as a
means of countering the trade imbalance. Meanwhile, despite the
government’s neoliberal pronouncements, the social safety net has
been maintained and attempts—not entirely successful—to simply
modernize and reform it are the norm. Low unemployment has cer-
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tainly been a factor enabling the government to avoid budget deficits
without making major welfare cuts; the cessation of transfers to
Slovakia, too, provided somewhat of a windfall gain in 1993. Unem-
ployment has remained low, despite quite extensive “labor-shed-
ding” by formerly state-owned firms (as well as those still in state
hands). Such an accomplishment has been a great political aid to the
governing coalition and is due primarily to the creation of new jobs
in previously undeveloped sectors like tourism and financial serv-
ices, the small size of the labor force employed in agriculture, a
decline in labor force participation, and a relatively effective job
training program combined with penurious unemployment com-
pensation.

HUNGARY: SELLING TO THE RICH28

Post-socialist economic policy in Hungary differed from Po-
land’s in that a long series of carefully managed partial reforms
allowed it to avoid a sudden and radical shock therapy. Liberaliza-
tion thus occurred gradually, accelerating toward the end of the
1980s so that prices and foreign trade had essentially been decon-
trolled even before the political transition took place. As for stabili-
zation, here too the main program had been initiated under the
outgoing Nemeth government in 1988–89, partly to satisfy IMF re-
quirements. It was only when those measures were relaxed in 1992
that a growing internal deficit and rapidly deteriorating current ac-
count balance prompted a major new stabilization effort in 1995.
Likewise, various reforms made in the 1980s had already seen the
rise of a vibrant “second economy,” which grew rapidly with its full
legalization at the end of the decade.29 The tax burden also had be-
gun to shift from the enterprise to the household sector thanks to the
introduction of a personal income tax and VAT in 1989. Moreover,
much (if far from all) of the legal infrastructure needed to accommo-
date a market economy and private ownership was already on the
books when the first competitively elected government took office
in May 1990.

As in Poland, however, the down side of the many attempts to
decentralize and reform the socialist economy was macroeconomic
disequilibria; heavy foreign borrowing in the 1970s led in the 1980s
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to a series of on-and-off austerity measures, a decline in investment,
as well as the highest per capita foreign debt in Eastern Europe. The
precariousness of the Hungarian situation became only too clear in
1989, when the prime minister suddenly revealed that the real
budget deficit and foreign debt were actually far higher than pre-
viously acknowledged. Moreover, the structure of Hungary’s foreign
debt differed from Poland’s in that it was owed primarily to private
creditors, making debt relief far less accessible. Combined with
awareness of the country’s need to continue borrowing abroad, it
made debt relief an option successive governments all rejected. But
the internal and external debt burden were important factors shap-
ing privatization policy and “implicit” development strategies in
Hungary, both of which were geared to attracting outside investment
as a means of making at least the net debt manageable.

Such a strategy was not uncontroversial. In fact, bowing to pres-
sures from its right, the moderate nationalist Antall government be-
gan to modify its privatization policy to better accommodate
domestic investors after 1992.30 Even these relatively minor devia-
tions, however, were reversed by the center-left government that
took office in 1994. Thus the basic privatization strategy in Hungary
has, on balance, been relatively consistent: assets should be sold to
those who can purchase them on the most favorable terms offered
rather than being given away. Given the level of domestic savings
and the size of assets up for divestment, such a strategy necessarily
advantaged foreign buyers. The contrast with the Czech Republic
and even Poland, with its limited mass privatization program, is
sharp. In sum, Hungary sought to privatize SOEs on a cash basis in
order to use the proceeds to relieve internal and especially external
indebtedness.

Consequently, FDI was welcomed in Hungary to a much greater
degree than in either the Czech Republic or Poland. The trend was
apparent even before the landmark 1990 elections. Not only did
Hungary pioneer the first sale of an SOE to a Western buyer, when
GE purchased a controlling share of Tungsram in 1988–89, but it was
also the first state in the area to place a stock flotation on a Western
exchange (shares of IBUSZ, the state travel agency, were simultane-
ously offered in Vienna and Budapest in 1990). Indeed, FDI was
perceived by both investment-starved enterprises and the heavily
indebted state as the only viable solution to the undercapitalization
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of industry resulting from the austerity measures of the 1980s and
1990s. Symptomatic is that the decline of direct subsidies was accom-
panied by generous tax allowances for joint ventures and other
forms of FDI.

Monetary policy contributed to the search for foreign partners.
The National Bank’s commitment to reining in inflation amid con-
tinued state budget deficits soon led to a situation in which the
commercial banks began to avoid lending to enterprises in favor of
purchasing government securities. As in Poland and the Czech Re-
public, the curtailment of lending to the enterprise sector produced
the predictable wave of forced inter-enterprise crediting. Even more
important, however, it meant that enterprises without foreign part-
ners lacked the financial means to modernize and restructure. The
collapse of CMEA in 1991 aggravated the situation further; although
Hungary had already made significant strides in reorienting exports
westward in previous years, heavy industry, engineering, and agri-
culture were hit very hard by the loss of the Eastern market. At the
same time, inflation rates—driven by the state budget deficit—re-
mained high enough to produce a substantial real appreciation of
the currency, making trade balances increasingly problematic after
1992. In addition, unlike either Poland or the Czech Republic, price
liberalization in Hungary included the price of labor; wage rates
were decontrolled in the state firms as well as in the private sector.
Consequently, both nominal and real wages increased for those who
managed to find or keep their jobs, while growing unemployment
levels reflected the situation of those who could not. A relatively
generous unemployment compensation system, in turn, put addi-
tional pressure on the state budget. But on the positive side, labor
productivity began rising substantially after 1992.

A second stabilization policy became imperative by 1995, en-
tailing major budget cuts, tax increases, a significant devaluation of
the forint and a shift to a crawling peg system with regular devalu-
ations anticipated for the future, an import surtax, and an accelera-
tion of privatization-for-cash. As a consequence, real wages
dropped by about 10 percent, putting at least a partial brake on
import demand. The draconian measures came on the heels of a
major bank recapitalization program in 1993, itself a consequence
of a wave of bankruptcies that swept through the economy in the
wake of a staff bankruptcy statute enacted in 1992. Recapitalizing
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the banks, assuming part of their bad loans, and encouraging them
to sell off the remainder at a discount made them immediate can-
didates for privatization, and most were sold off to strategic foreign
investors, together with energy and utility companies, by the end
of 1996. Meanwhile, it is estimated that close to 25 percent of SOEs
were liquidated in the bankruptcy proceedings, with many of their
viable assets purchased by private and foreign investors.31 Although
the bankruptcy statute was subsequently altered to make it more
lenient, it did have the impact of greatly diminishing inter-enter-
prise arrears.

Privatization, however, was only part of the FDI story. Hungary
also attracted large greenfield investments, particularly in the auto-
mobile industry, but also in other sectors.32 Frequently, a large invest-
ment by one multinational corporation (MNC) would then attract a
network of subcontractors from Western states.33 Hence although
“foreign capital accounted for 34.85 percent of privatization in
1990–94, privatization probably contributed less that 15 percent of
total imports of direct investment.”34 Joint ventures (JVs) have been
another important source of capital inflows. For example, in 1993,
JVs accounted for 34 percent of fixed investments and 34 percent of
net sales, greater than the combined totals for investment or sales of
fully foreign and/or still state-owned companies.35 In addition, for-
eign-owned firms—greenfield and privatized—have become among
the country’s largest exporters. Their use of imported parts and com-
ponents has been facilitated by the government’s policy of granting
them the status of a “duty free zone” wherever they are located;
hence components can enter without customs duties or VAT, pro-
vided they are turned into exports. On the other hand,

Firms embodying a foreign investment are more strongly repre-
sented in imports than in exports, so that they contribute to the
trade deficit. . . . In 1993 and 1994, when the country reported an
extremely high trade deficit, foreign participation companies gen-
erated 40 percent and 56 percent of this deficit respectively.36

If the glamorous side of Hungary’s transition strategy is the
country’s attractiveness to foreign investors, the situation in the do-
mestic firms—both public and privately owned—has not been static.
Despite what is usually regarded as a gradual transition, output
declines in industry were on the same 30+ percent order as in Poland
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and Czechoslovakia. As for the state sector as a whole, its main
accomplishment over the 1990-94 period appears to be that of dimin-
ishing the size of the losses many of its large firms have incurred. As
noted above, high interest, high spreads, and risk-averse behavior
by the banks have meant investment for restructuring has largely
been unavailable unless a foreign partner supplies it. Thus improve-
ments in labor productivity have been due more to cuts in employ-
ment than to improving overall factor productivity. Interestingly
enough, the OECD reports that “the bankruptcy law which came into
operation in 1992 only marginally affected the largest loss-making
firms.”37 Part of the reason, it would appear, is that many such en-
terprises are located in regions lacking other employers, and subven-
tions—at lower levels than in the past, of course—continue to be
granted. As in Poland, the accumulation of tax arrears (especially in
social security contributions) is one form such implicit subventions
take.

The process of deconcentration within the state sector was ac-
tually begun in the 1980s. Escaping the supervisory authority of the
State Property Agency after 1990 also led to significant de facto de-
centralization of enterprises, typically to the benefit of the manage-
ment. By “commercializing” a large enterprise into the form of a
holding company (i.e., transforming it into a joint stock company
with all assets owned by the state), central authorities had rights of
control only over the “shell,” whose subsidiaries were often partly
and even primarily owned by the management—purchased, of
course, at prices they negotiated with the holding company head-
quarters (namely, at prices they negotiated with themselves).

While the state sector’s size and contribution to national income
are steadily diminishing—be it through privatization, management
buyouts (MBOs), or even occasionally closures—the number of do-
mestically owned small ventures has increased. As in Poland, the
size of such ventures is small (fewer than twenty employees), partly
because it facilitates tax evasion. The resulting picture is of an enter-
prise structure that can be compared to a vase: a large number of
very small enterprises, a significant number of very large enter-
prises, and a relatively small proportion of medium-sized firms.38 As
expected, the service sector—especially retailing and personal serv-
ices—is where many private firms are located, although 1993 data
indicate the domestic private sector also accounted for 41 percent of
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exports. Generally, such firms have financed themselves from re-
tained earnings and to the degree government actions have facili-
tated their growth, it has been essentially in the failure to effectively
implement tax measures on this sector.

Nevertheless, it appears that the connection between domestic
firms and those owned by foreign companies remains rather mini-
mal, creating a curious sort of dual economy. The Western firms tend
to deal with each other, and the domestic firms tend to trade with
each other. The relationship is perhaps symbolized by the resistance
of the foreign firms to join the employer association that participates
in pattern-setting collective bargaining arrangements or even in the
domestic employers’ lobbying group in favor of creating their own
council to bargain with the government.

Hungary continues to provide an extensive network of social
services, although they have become more targeted toward the poorer
segments of the population as budgetary pressures have made it
increasingly difficult to maintain universal coverage. Payroll taxes are
thus quite high, although roughly comparable with those in Poland
and the Czech Republic. Serious regional disparities between the
eastern and western halves of the country have persisted and indeed
grown quite substantially; not coincidental to this is the concentration
of most Western investment in the western border regions and the
capital city. Agriculture went through a steep decline as input prices
rose sharply, Eastern markets collapsed, and imported food goods
from Western Europe flooded in. While the Antall government (1990-
94) waged what was close to a covert war against the cooperative
farms, the center-left successor attempted to ameliorate the situation,
raising farm subsidies to levels still far below those of the EU or even
the Czech Republic. But the result was that for the first year since the
transition, farm output began to grow, with major gains being made
by the cooperative farms, now somewhat reduced in acreage from
earlier levels.

Overall, then, the implicit development strategy in Hungary
has focused heavily on seeking integration with the West through
ownership and foreign investment as much as through trade and
commerce. While the country’s macroeconomic indicators have
often suffered from a tendency to bail out whatever cannot be sold,
most observers seem to feel the microeconomic situation is on a
much firmer footing thanks to FDI inflows. If the small enterprise
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sector is the most dynamic in Poland and the voucher-privatized
enterprises the economic heart of the Czech Republic, it has been the
ability to attract foreign investment that has been the distinguishing
feature of the Hungarian transition.

THREE STRATEGIES: DOMESTIC AND
INTERNATIONAL ECONOMIC IMPACTS

Despite variations in their approaches to the transformation
problem, Poland, the Czech Republic, and Hungary shared some
broad similarities in overall economic developments after 1990. As
already noted, all three countries underwent a massive trade reori-
entation; all three saw GDP decline by about 20 percent between 1990
and 1994, with policy measures affecting the timing more than the
size of the drop. Similarly, there was about a 30 percent decline in
industrial output during the same period, although again, in all
three countries, the decline in industrial employment, while sharp,
was significantly less than the decrease in output. In each country,
the expansion of the service sector from its depressed socialist levels
helped to mitigate the losses in industry; as a result, all countries
saw manufacturing account for a smaller portion of GDP than had
been the case prior to 1989. In addition, it was performed by smaller
enterprises than had been the case: all three economies saw a signifi-
cant number of large state firms splitting into multiple units in the
1989-91 period, as managers positioned themselves for potential pri-
vatizations. Agriculture was invariably a calamity, although the rela-
tively small role it played in the economy and as a source of
employment in the Czech Republic somewhat mitigated the difficul-
ties in that state. Finally, the private sector expanded rapidly in all
cases, accounting for over 50 percent of GDP by 1995 in each country.

Overall structural change thus seems to reflect broad macro-
economic strategies of liberalization and stabilization, as well as the
shift to hard-currency trade. One further similarity among the CEE
trio should be noted as well, however, and that is the pressure put
on the supply of social welfare by the social costs of the transition.
Here all states tried to at least put a floor on incomes and welfare,
with the result that in aggregate terms, various forms of payments
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(pensions, family allowances, health provision) increased. Even
when efforts were inadequate to the size of the problem, consump-
tion levels presumably dropped less than they would have without
such aid, and one reflection of these efforts in the foreign trade pat-
tern was consumer-demand-fueled imports.

Turning to the evolution of trade with Western Europe, here too
we find some common characteristics which, for the most part, are
different from those of Asian trade and development. At the same
time, variations in the way each of the three economies has slotted
itself into the European division of labor have begun to appear as
well. In part, those differences reflected somewhat different com-
parative advantages and long-standing manufacturing traditions
(e.g., engineering industries in the Czech Republic); in part, they also
were a product of the variations in the implicit development strate-
gies described above. In particular, as we shall see, the growth and
type of inter- and intra-industry trade that characterizes each state
appears to be related to the firms able to engage in it, a factor
strongly affected by a given state’s approach to privatization.

If we look first at investment flows, FDI has been relatively slow
to arrive in the area: “The annual influxes into the Central East Euro-
pean countries [in the 1990s] remained lower than Singapore’s
alone,” and over half of them went to a single country—Hungary.39

Moreover, early investments in third-tier Asian countries began by
taking advantage of differential factor prices (i.e., lower labor costs)
for exports to third markets and only subsequently turned to captur-
ing local producer and consumer markets themselves. In the CEE
economies and Eastern Europe more generally, the FDI pattern was
reversed: initial FDI, much of it in the form of privatization buyouts,
primarily saw “Western firms seek[ing] access to the market and
expansion of their business,”40 and it has been only in the most recent
period that taking advantage of lower production costs in the area
has become a more prominent motivation.

Receptivity to FDI has been a critical factor differentiating Hun-
gary’s approach to privatization from that of the Czech Republic and
Poland and may account for its being the leading recipient to date
of foreign investment among the CEE states, both absolutely, on a
per capita basis, and relative to overall GDP. In the Czech Republic
and Poland, the volume of FDI appears to be closely related to the
occasional spectacular privatization (e.g., of telecommunications or
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vehicle manufacturers), and major greenfield investment has only
begun to come to Poland in large amounts in the past year or so.
Because of Hungary’s lengthier and more extensive experience with
FDI, our analysis of its domestic and foreign trade impacts will focus
primarily on that country.

Here one would expect FDI to provide an important base on
which CPNs would be built, as MNCs build, modernize, and use
East European facilities and labor to maximize comparative advan-
tage among subsidiaries. In theory, such strategies would seem to
make sense for the companies concerned, and it should entail spil-
lover effects for local producers as well. Moreover, insofar as FDI-
based CPNs involve intrafirm trade, they should generate political
support in favor of closer economic integration and against protec-
tionist barriers in all states concerned.41

Hungary’s experience illustrates some, but not all, of these hy-
pothesized relationships. Overall, FDI in Hungary has certainly had
positive effects. It is perhaps significant that the likelihood than an
enterprise will have restructured its operations seems to be directly
correlated with foreign involvement.42 FDI has led to significant
modernization of plant and machinery, as well as streamlining the
production process; in addition, it has provided quite significant
employment opportunities for many, typically at wage rates above
the national average.43 Thus in Hungary, it is estimated that foreign
firms account for 20 percent of employment in the commercial
sphere, at salary levels that are 40 percent higher than the average.
Foreign-owned firms have also been significant exporters, account-
ing for over 60 percent of exports in 1995.44 Moreover, FDI amounted
to a whopping two-thirds of all investment in manufacturing by
1994;45 in following years, it spread to the financial services sector as
well, as the main Hungarian commercial banks were bought out by
foreign concerns.

The impact of FDI on the technological upgrading of exports
also appears to have been substantial. According to one study, “By
1995, the representation of R&D intensive exports in Hungary’s ex-
ports to the EU was similar to that of overall exports from the rest
of the world to the EU,” while Hungary’s “representation in both
[skill-intensive] and capital-intensive exports has been rising
sharply.”46 Examples here include GE’s purchase of Tungsram,
which saw a modernization and rebuilding of the former SOE’s R&D
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work. Although the initial impact of the acquisition was to drasti-
cally reduce employment in all areas of activity, once the enterprise
had been turned around, it began expanding its highly skilled re-
search staff. Significantly, GE not only took over Tungsram’s already
established Western and domestic markets, but was also able to in-
crease them through its own extensive distribution channels. In an-
other case, Ericsson set up a software house in Hungary whose work
is used for the entire Ericsson group. GM had such success with its
initial assembly plant at Szentgotthard—essentially a glorified OPT
operation—that it is now building a plant in nearby Györ to produce
engines. And IBM recently opened a plant to manufacture disk
drives in Szekesfehervar.

The examples noted above are important not only as cases of
upgraded exports, but also insofar as they represent the estab-
lishment of intrafirm trade and production networks across national
boundaries. In this sense, FDI can indeed be seen as leading to the
emergence of CPNs and as a critical factor in deepening and sustain-
ing the East-West integration process.

Nevertheless, there is another side to the story as well. Foreign-
owned firms also tend to follow what can only be called an enclave
strategy, such that multiplier effects on local producers who are do-
mestically owned and managed have been far less than originally
expected.47 For example, although Hungary has suddenly found it-
self with an automobile industry, neither GM, Ford, nor Audi use
local suppliers very much. Rather, they tend to import components
from their suppliers based in Western Europe or, at best, attract their
Western partners to set up shop locally. VW’s purchase of Skoda in
the Czech Republic might appear to be somewhat different—but
here the “local” suppliers to Skoda kept up their business with the
firm largely to the degree they were absorbed by companies who
were VW’s suppliers in Germany—at VW’s rather explicit request to
both.48 The main exception to this pattern seems to be Magyar
Suzuki, where EU local content requirements literally forced the firm
to work through local suppliers, whom Suzuki then aided to acquire
the necessary licenses and technology. Daewoo’s recent mammoth
acquisition of several SOEs involved in vehicle production in Poland
may represent a similar pattern.

The Hungarian automobile establishments are greenfield in-
vestments, but the experience in privatized firms has not been dis-
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similar. Unlike FDI in Asia, gaining market access seems to have
been a major early motive for establishing wholly owned subsidiar-
ies in Eastern Europe, and often the markets and connections of the
SOEs acquired were as valuable as the assets themselves. For exam-
ple, the Electrolux-Zanussi venture (or perhaps adventure might be
more appropriate, as responsibility for the clean-up costs of the toxic
waste dump on the plant site has yet to be determined) began with
the purchase of Lehel, the sole manufacturer of refrigerators and
other white goods in Hungary. The technology the new owners used
was all imported, as are the appliance components, and previous
suppliers simply lost their business. R&D is centered in the home
countries; final products are exported or sold in Hungary from im-
ported components. Siemens’ purchase of the sole Hungarian tele-
phone manufacturer is a similar tale: the plant went from employing
several thousand to a few hundred; the technology and equipment
are all imported, and the workforce basically does assembly. Not
coincidental to Siemens’ decision to take over the plant was the pri-
vatization of the Hungarian telecommunications company, MATAV,
to a Deutsche Telecom/Ameritech alliance since it guaranteed Sie-
mens the ability to coordinate its production with that of a comple-
mentary firm with which it had long-standing business relations in
Germany. A similar phenomenon appears to have taken place in the
pharmaceuticals industry, where production facilities were modern-
ized but R&D was moved to the home headquarters. The primary
advantage for the foreign company on the Hungarian market—its
ability to supply drugs already acceptable to the state health serv-
ice—was, of course, retained.

The multiplier effect of FDI is thus mainly on smaller, Western
suppliers to larger companies, who often expand their operations to
Hungary with the hope of gaining orders there as well. Because such
companies already have a track record with an MNC, they do not
have the problem of proving their reliability as suppliers the way a
local firm would—nor do they often need the financing a Hungarian
competitor would require. What one has here is less the creation of
a CPN than the transplantation of already existing ones.

In addition, the reliance of foreign firms on imports has often
been problematic, at least as far as the management of trade balances
is concerned. Much FDI has come in the form of imported capital
goods, which presumably is only a short-term cost, able to pay itself
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back once capacities are erected and production begins. Moreover,
by modernizing the country’s technological base, it contributes to
economic growth. But other kinds of importing are less salutary. In
some cases, foreign firms will assemble products for export out of
expensive imported components; when the goods leave the country,
they appear to have been produced at a loss. But since the compo-
nents are produced in another MNC subsidiary in Western Europe,
the company itself has actually made a profit on the operation. Other
examples concern foreign-owned firms that have taken over distri-
bution networks (e.g., retail chains); they often turn to traditional
Western suppliers even when local substitutes are available at lower
cost. Many of the collective farms were extremely concerned over
foreign purchases of food processing establishments, anticipating a
switch to imported foodstuffs.49 Certainly local retailers are likely to
sell imported goods as well, and in many ways, such practices offer
an incentive to local producers to upgrade their assortments. But
sustaining the constant trade deficit is becoming increasingly diffi-
cult (see below).

As to the commodity composition of trade, “the trade of the
Višegrad countries has remained predominantly inter-industrial, al-
though there has been a shift toward intra-industry trade more re-
cently.”50 That shift draws attention to the fact that the growth rate
in intra-industry trade has been significantly higher than the rate of
growth of East-West trade as a whole, although one must bear in
mind that it also began at an extremely depressed level. Intra-indus-
try trade has taken a number of forms. Much of it has been in the
form of OPT and concentrated in labor-intensive light industry
(clothing and footwear in particular); the EU’s preferential tariff
treatment of such imports gave such trade impetus, and it was “at
the core of the CEEC export drive up to 1993.”51 Only in Hungary
has the OPT share in engineering increased significantly since 1992;
the main factor here would seem to be the greenfield plants for the
assembly of automobiles established by several major Western pro-
ducers. At the same time, insofar as OPT is highly sensitive to labor
costs, it has tended to decline in recent years in the economies char-
acterized by higher wage costs. Thus while it remains an important
source of activity in Poland, the centrality of OPT in clothing and
footwear in Hungary has lessened significantly since 1993 as alter-
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native sources of exports emerged at the same time that Bulgaria and
Romania began to capture a larger share of OPT.

While OPT can be thought of as a kind of production network,
it carries mixed benefits for East European producers. The most ob-
vious advantage is that it has enabled the enterprises engaged in it
to survive—no mean accomplishment in the last few years. Occa-
sionally, firms have also been able to upgrade their technology with-
out making extensive new investments, as suppliers have leased
equipment in order to better ensure the quality of the finished prod-
uct. Precisely because of the low investment it involves, OPT has
been a focal point for the small private sector as well, especially in
Poland. In the state-owned and privatized sectors, too, OPT has al-
lowed enterprises to put their excess capacities to use, allowing them
a certain financial stability they would otherwise lack.

Nevertheless, these gains have also carried significant costs. As
individual enterprises have been drawn into CPNs, often the domes-
tic networks they previously supported have disintegrated. Again,
the situation is quite different from less industrialized countries,
where no prior domestic production chains existed. For example, the
garment industry in all three countries has relied very heavily on
OPT, but the textile industry that once supplied it has collapsed,
partly because its former buyers are committed to purchasing yarns
and fabrics from Western contractors. Engineering firms have also
turned to OPT to keep their capacities operating; generally, however,
the work has not been technologically challenging and has rarely led
to the kind of product or process innovations they would ultimately
need to stay economically viable. For example,

Tesla Pardubice, the Czech communication equipment producer
that developed the sophisticated Tamara surveillance system . . .
received a considerable proportion of its income from assembling
toasters and coffee-makers for a German firm, destined to sell on
third markets. One of the steps they performed was to engrave
on the back of the equipment: “Made in Germany.”52

Indeed, in cases like these, rather than enhance capacities for inno-
vation, the OPT work needed to keep a firm financially afloat makes
its R&D work an expensive luxury it can no longer afford. In short,
OPT has certainly proven financially important for many enter-
prises, whether privatized, private, or even state-owned, but it tends
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to be part of the same deskilling phenomenon evident in much of
the pure commodity trade.53 In this sense, OPT presents a rather
different kind of opportunity for CEE economies than it did in Asia:
in the latter, it was associated with the first step of moving into
manufacturing; in the former, it is associated with adaptation of
some existing capacities and the retirement of others.

Another major source of intra-industry exchange has been the
large number of JVs established between CEE companies and West-
ern producers. Hundreds of such ventures have been announced,
although many of them are very small and one suspects the primary
purpose they serve is tax evasion. But there are “real” JVs as well, in
which the East European enterprise often supplies the production
skills, while the foreign partner provides the marketing, distribu-
tion, and even some of the financing. For example, a 1992 study of
Desta, a Czech manufacturer of forklift trucks, describes a JV about
to begin with Linde, A. G., the dominant European manufacturer of
such vehicles: “Desta would supply the high quality but lower-
priced components, using its own production capacities, and Linde
would reinforce its competitive position in the international market-
place.”54 Such a relationship is fairly typical of the genre and does
indeed indicate a kind of nascent “production network.” As the
Desta-Linde venture suggests, entering into some sort of JV can be
critical for a local company’s ability to move into new foreign mar-
kets, partly for the connections it affords and partly because it allows
the relatively unknown East European producer to piggyback on the
reputation of the partner. This is as true for hardware producers in
electronics as in traditional manufacturing industries. As one ob-
server recounts of the former, “We were particularly impressed by
the statement of the general director [of a Latvian electronics firm]
to the effect that you need a Western partner even for the Eastern
market.”55

In some cases, JVs also involve a technology transfer, but this
is fairly unusual since normally foreign companies are unwilling to
transfer proprietary technology unless they have far more control
than the JV format permits. Nevertheless, JVs are often an important
factor in an enterprise’s ability to restructure and streamline its op-
erations to improve performance:
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A foreign joint venture partner presents the opportunity for an
outside evaluation of the manager, thus raising the manager’s
incentive to perform well. Moreover, the foreign JV may reduce
the uncertainty about the enterprise’s prospects under restructur-
ing (for example, by providing access to finance for investment),
thereby raising the manager’s incentive to restructure.56

At the same time, since some of the larger East European enterprises
are simultaneously involved in several JVs with different foreign
partners, it allows them to use the knowledge and experience gained
in any one for their own objectives, enhancing the flexibility of the
firm itself in multiple markets.

JVs can thus be thought of as a kind of halfway house between
OPT and full-scale acquisition and help to explain why so much of
what is described as intra-industry trade takes the form of vertically
differentiated products rather than the exchange of horizontally dif-
ferentiated products of equivalent quality. But JVs are also often an
introductory step in a buyout by the Western partner; this has most
often been the case in Hungary, which, as noted, has attracted by far
the largest amount of FDI in the region.

Finally, a third form of intra-industry trade—as well as inter-in-
dustry trade—has occurred through the vast enlargement of straight-
forward exchanges of intermediate and final products, as well as of
services, that has gone on apace since the opening of trade channels.
For example, one of the main Czech steelmakers, Nova Huta, currently
supplies aluminum wheels to BMW, while Hungary’s RABA produces
axles for International Harvester and Rockwell. On the import side,
Poland’s Optimus got its start by importing computers for the domes-
tic market and rapidly switched to importing components from the
Far East, assembling them itself, and marketing them under its own
name. Optimus is currently the largest domestic producer of PCs in
Poland, with a market share many times larger than IBM or Compaq.
Moreover, realizing that a new law in 1996 requiring computerized
sales receipts in all large retailers would create an instant market, the
company purchased a license from Japan to manufacture cash regis-
ters, expanding its production assortment by relying on the same
formula.

On the East European side, the centrality of this kind of rela-
tively conventional trade is a sign of the ability of local firms to find
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ways of marketing and distributing their products abroad and dem-
onstrating their competitive potential on home markets. In that
sense, it marks an important form of adjustment and change at the
enterprise level. As such, it indicates not so much the establishment
of or entrance into new production networks abroad as an ability to
maintain many of the preexisting production networks at home and
recast them in ways that products are delivered on time and are of
a quality and price acceptable on a competitive market. Equally im-
portant, exports of either intermediate goods or final products are a
means of establishing a reputation, acquiring references on a new
market, and stabilizing finances.

Nevertheless, this trade consists simply of orders and sales;
little technology or know-how is transferred either way, and one
cannot really view it as the establishment of a production network
involving multilateral forms of cooperation or partnership. While
this type of arms-length relationship is quite traditional in older
industries, the absence of networking—with domestic as well as for-
eign firms—appears to characterize much computer hardware pro-
duction in Eastern Europe as well; as one observer notes, “Quite
simply, computer firms import all their components from the Far
East . . . and that is the end of the matter.”57 Although, as noted
above, the situation is somewhat different when hardware producers
seek to place their products on foreign markets (including markets
in other East European countries), for a (Western or Eastern) pro-
ducer of a sophisticated final product able to market successfully to
domestic buyers, the need to surrender some enterprise autonomy
to take advantage of a cooperative arrangement appears to be quite
limited to date.

In addition, the volume of this kind of conventional trade de-
pends heavily on price competitiveness as well as marketing skills,
and so the ability of the East European firms to export depends
heavily on low labor costs, favorable exchange rates, and their will-
ingness to accept low margins. Furthermore, while enterprises are
nowadays selling a larger proportion of their output on Western
markets, in many cases this proportionate increase was simply a
mask for the dramatic reductions they have had in the output they
previously delivered to CMEA and domestic buyers.58 Indeed, there
are some indications that some SOEs may even be exporting at a loss
simply to keep their operations going. Not surprisingly, as domestic
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demand revived after 1994, this kind of export activity stagnated, a
factor in the trade deficits that began to increase at about the same
time. Last but hardly least, the products which seem to be most
competitive in this type of trade have turned out to be those with
relatively low-value-added content. As one observer notes in the
case of the Czech Republic, the enterprises which had the most initial
success in shifting from CMEA to Western markets were “typi-
cally . . . enterprises producing intermediate products, raw materi-
als, and standard goods not dependent on R&D, high skills or
complicated sales networks.”59

Finally, it is worth examing the balance of trade between the EU
and CEE. Here, despite an initial export boom, the Višegrad coun-
tries on which this analysis focuses are all running trade deficits with
EU partners, and financing those deficits is becoming increasingly
problematic. Thus the rapid expansion of East-West trade has been
asymmetrical in two senses. On the one hand, if nearly 70 percent of
Eastern Europe’s foreign trade is with the EU, the proportion of the
EU’s foreign trade with Eastern Europe is much smaller, even in the
individual cases of Germany and Austria.60 On the other, while CEE
exports to the EU have tripled over 1992–95, CEE imports from the
EU have quadrupled. In addition, exports remain concentrated in
relatively traditional sectors: metals, fuel and minerals, and wood
products in Poland; raw materials and less processed goods in the
Czech Republic; agriculture, apparel and clothing, food and bever-
ages, and basic metals in Hungary.61 Only to the degree that foreign-
owned firms have begun to operate in the region have exports
started to shift into more sophisticated products, with the automo-
bile industry being an important example in all three countries. As
for imports, it may be tempting to attribute trade imbalances to
imports of capital goods needed for modernization, but in fact, “The
trade deficit in consumer goods exceeds the deficit in intermediate
goods in Poland from 1989, in Czechoslovakia from 1991, and in
Hungary from 1993.”62
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CONCLUSION

That trade and economic integration between Eastern and
Western Europe differs substantially from Asia-Pacific trade should
come as no surprise. The primary factor explaining the differences
is simply the economic (level of development) and political (legacy
of socialism and current electoral accountability) starting points that
define the two areas.

At the margin, country-specific development strategies do
seem to be related to the form economic integration has taken at this
early stage, although there is enough endogeneity in this relation-
ship to make one hesitate in attributing causality to them. But it is
consistent with the picture we have outlined of the evolution of
Polish economic policy to find that country’s exports bifurcated be-
tween labor-intensive and traditional goods produced by the multi-
tude of small firms that have grown up in the past decade on the one
hand, and resource-intensive products made in the far less dynamic
sectors as yet populated primarily by SOEs. Likewise, the sheltering
policy the Czech government took toward its voucher-privatized
enterprises helps us to understand its relatively stable pattern of
specialization and the growth of exports coming out of the engineer-
ing industries there. Finally, the importance of foreign-owned com-
panies in Hungary’s trade and the dramatic upgrading in the quality
of its manufactured exports is also a reflection of its emphasis on
attracting foreign capital.

To the degree rapidly increasing levels of intra-industry trade
are by themselves indicative of the formation of CPNs, this kind of
cooperation in manufacturing has indeed begun to appear between
Western and Eastern producers, at least in Poland, Hungary, and the
Czech Republic. Generally, however, it takes the form of vertically
differentiated specialization, with CEE producers supplying the
lower quality goods in the chain and upgrading heavily dependent
on some sort of Western involvement, be it via the JV format or as
acquisitions or greenfield establishments.

Meanwhile, international production networks (IPNs) consist-
ing of large MNCs managing geographically scattered, wholly
owned subsidiaries have emerged to the greatest extent in Hungary,
largely because of the extraordinarily high degree of cooperation
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such companies have received from the government. As the other
CEE states begin to “catch up,” however, one can expect this pattern
to reproduce itself there as well; the recent acceptance of Poland and
the Czech Republic into the first tier of new EU entrants is likely to
give some momentum here. Nevertheless, to the degree IPNs are
defined as alliances between domestically owned local firms and
companies based in Western Europe, in which both enterprises are
independent and each sacrifices some autonomy in order to pursue
a joint objective from which both benefit, IPNs are few and far be-
tween—even in industries like electronics and computers, where one
would most expect to find them, and even in Hungary, where one
would expect to see more such linkages created by now.

Part of the reason is undoubtedly timing: it may simply be too
early for complex relationships to be established, particularly at a
time when financing channels in Eastern Europe itself are so unde-
veloped. But the reasons may also reflect deeper barriers. These
would include the lack of experience of local producers, the lack of
knowledge on the part of Western managements as to local capabili-
ties, as well as the tendency of Western firms to base their strategies
in Eastern Europe on the exigencies of operation in their home coun-
tries. Ironically, precisely because of the CEE states’ geographic prox-
imity, it is relatively easy to leapfrog local companies and networks
in host countries in favor of known suppliers across the border. Fi-
nally, the kind of “triangular trade” that was so important for Asia
is to date missing in the CEE area. Conceivably, the former Soviet
area could play the role of a large “third” market for which Eastern
Europe could serve as a platform. In such a case, CEE producers
might well offer a unique capability of which Western firms would
need to take advantage, and vice versa. However, such a develop-
ment would assume an economic recovery and an institutional in-
frastructure that could support further development in the
Commonwealth of Independent States (CIS), and it is quite unclear
how rapidly or fully either are likely to occur. And it is not at all clear
how willing CEE governments would be to facilitate it, given their
current foci and objectives. For these reasons, the local skepticism
described at the outset of this paper is still far from ungrounded.
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THE INTERNATIONALIZATION OF THE
BALTIC ECONOMIES1

Niels Mygind

The three Baltic countries are often considered to be relatively
similar, but there are in fact significant economic and cultural differ-
ences among them. Estonia, Latvia, and Lithuania also differ in
terms of the speed and extent of their integration into the world
economy. Are these differences a result of political choices concern-
ing clearly defined, explicit development strategies? Or have they
arisen because of “implicit development strategies” influenced by a
multitude of different factors? Both explanations are correct: politi-
cal choices direct the transition, but these choices and their outcomes
have been influenced by many different factors.

In this paper, I will apply an analytical model of societal change
developed in Mygind (1994) to compare how different transition
strategies have developed in each of the Baltic countries, setting
different conditions for the process of economic internationalization.
Differences in background conditions in the outside world and the four
subsystems of society—the institutional system, the production sys-
tem, the value system, and the social system—have had a strong
impact on political developments and hence the choice of transition
strategies. The chosen transition strategies, in interaction with the
background conditions, result in the development of new market
institutions specific to each country. These institutions set the frame-
work for the development of each country’s production sys-
tem—both on a general level and in terms of the development of
markets and factors of production that are critical to international
trade and foreign direct investment (FDI).
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BACKGROUND CONDITIONS

The transition strategies of the three Baltic countries have fol-
lowed similar overall trends. Let us quickly examine some of the
similarities in the background conditions of the Baltic countries as
of 1989. The production system in all three countries was strongly
influenced by the Soviet model of industrialization, characterized by
a small service and trade sector; manufacturing based mainly on
large, energy-intensive enterprises; and significant military-related
production. The institutional system of each country was integrated
in the Soviet command economy. The social system was characterized
by the dominance of both the Communist nomenklatura and the
Russian population. Because of the Soviet occupation, many Balts
emigrated to the West or were deported to Siberia, whereas workers
from other parts of the USSR moved to the Baltics to work in the new,
large Soviet enterprises. There was also a close connection between
the social system and the value system in the three Baltic countries,
which shared centuries of similar historical conditions.

However, upon closer examination, we find that there were
important differences in these countries’ background conditions that
account for many of the differences in their respective transition
strategies. In terms of their respective production systems, both Es-
tonia and Latvia had developed a light industry sector in the 1930s;
Tallinn and Riga were important centers of trade at the turn of the
century. However, Lithuania was dominated by agriculture, and the
greatest part of its industrialization took place under Soviet leader-
ship. Thus there were significant differences in the social system in
Estonia and Latvia, on the one hand, and Lithuania on the other.
Although many workers had emigrated from the rest of the USSR to
Estonia and Latvia to work in their large Soviet-type enterprises, in
the less industrialized Lithuania the workers were mainly recruited
from the countryside. Therefore, Lithuania had only a small minority
of Russians, in contrast to Estonia and Latvia, where the Russian-
speaking population dominated the large cities and the manufactur-
ing sector. When the Baltics got their independence, these
Russian-speaking minorities lost their political influence, and the
workers as a group had a weak position in the social system in
Estonia and Latvia.
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We should also emphasize important differences in these coun-
tries’ value systems with respect to tradition, language, and religion,
and hence the ways in which each of these countries relates to the
outside world. Estonia is particularly notable for its geographic and
cultural proximity to Finland. The Estonian language is closely re-
lated to Finnish, whereas Latvian and Lithuanian belong to a specific
Baltic language family. In fact, in the northern parts of Estonia, the
population was able to receive Finnish radio and television. In terms
of religion and culture, the northern countries are Protestant and
have been strongly influenced by German culture, while Lithuania
is strongly Catholic and was influenced by its close historical links
with Poland. (Note the connection to the early industrialization in
the production systems in the two northern countries.) These distinc-
tions are also connected to differences in these countries’ institu-
tional systems. During perestroika, many economic experiments
introducing some market elements were implemented in the Baltic
countries, but they were most pronounced in Estonia, which con-
tained the highest number of semi-private companies, including
“new cooperatives” and “individual enterprises” (Aage 1991). Com-
pared to the rest of the USSR, more Estonians had a positive percep-
tion of the new private cooperatives—in part because they had had
more experience with market reforms, but perhaps also because of a
higher degree of individualism in Estonian culture and a strong ori-
entation toward the West.

The three Baltic countries experienced similar developments in
their fight for independence up until 1991, except for the fact that
the Lithuanians followed a more radical line of confrontation with
Moscow. After the failed coup in August 1991 and the beginning of
Baltic independence, however, there was greater room for differ-
ences in the political and economic development strategies in the
three countries. Differences in background conditions in Estonia,
Latvia, and Lithuania played an important role in shaping the po-
litical processes in each country and thus had serious implications
for the more explicit choice of transition strategy. The national prob-
lem in particular marked political developments in Estonia and Lat-
via and shaped the political “window of opportunity.” The
Russian-speaking population, which included the majority of the
workers, had very little political influence in Estonia and Latvia, and
hence the social reaction to economic problems was postponed in
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those two countries. The Estonian government used the window of
opportunity to implement both fast and comprehensive reforms in
connection to liberalization. The Latvian government was to a
greater extent paralyzed by political conflicts. Therefore, the reforms
were slower and less comprehensive in Latvia. In contrast to the
northern countries, in Lithuania, the workers were not dominated
by a large Russian-speaking group that had lost political dominance.
The Lithuanian workers were relatively strong, and there was an
early reaction to the economic recession against the reformers. Al-
though the new Labor government, elected in the winter of 1992–93,
did not change essential elements of the economic reform policy, the
relatively strong position of workers was an important reason for
insider privatization in Lithuania. At the same time, Lithuanian poli-
ticians were concerned about the danger of foreign, especially Rus-
sian, capital inflows.

TRANSITION STRATEGIES

The results of these political developments are reflected in the
transition strategies chosen by each country. The transition in Esto-
nia had already begun during perestroika with the establishment of
many semi-private enterprises and joint ventures with foreign com-
panies. By 1990, Estonia was already ahead in terms of attracting
foreign investments and had nearly as many joint ventures as Russia
(World Bank 1992). Estonia implemented fast, tough stabilization
and liberalization policies. Insider privileges in the privatization
process were eliminated at an early stage. The privatization process
gained speed after 1993 with an emphasis on direct sales to core
investors, including good opportunities for foreign investors. Latvia
also pursued a tough stabilization policy but a somewhat slower and
less consequent liberalization. Privatization followed the same pat-
tern as in Estonia but did not gain momentum before 1995–96,
slowed by conflicts and the lack of political governance for many
years. Lithuania was slowest in the implementation of a tough sta-
bilization policy, and liberalization was not as comprehensive as in
Estonia. Since workers have had a stronger political role in Lithu-
ania, privatization has been dominated by insiders, and foreigners
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have been squeezed out of the process. There have also been more
significant restrictions on FDI in Lithuania, especially with regard to
land ownership.

The general results of the development and restructuring of
production and trade were a steep fall in production in all three
countries, most severely in Latvia and Lithuania, followed by a hesi-
tant upturn after 1994. The fall was somewhat smaller and the turn-
around faster in Estonia. In Latvia and Lithuania, the upsurge was
further postponed by a serious banking crisis in 1995. Inflation was
stabilized, first in Estonia and Latvia, but later also in Lithuania. By
1997, inflation was expected to be only around 10 percent in all three
countries.

The analysis of the transition process shows a strong relation
between the background conditions in the four subsystems and the
different paths of transition (in terms of stabilization, liberalization,
privatization, and internationalization). The production system in
all three countries experienced a drastic slump, but the fall was
somewhat smaller and the turnaround faster in Estonia. GDP per
capia and wages measured in U.S. dollars were at the end of 1996
highest in Estonia, and the combination of growth in GDP and real
appreciation of the currency has resulted in steep growth in interna-
tional purchasing power. Although the market is relatively small, it
is rather stable and fast-growing. After some delay in Latvia and
Lithuania because of bankinig crises, these markets are also devel-
oping in a promising direction. In all three countries, there has been
a drastic change in the distribution of production in different sectors.
This change is connected to the general restructuring of production
away from products determined by the commands from Moscow to
products determined by the demand of customers and the cost of
inputs. Agriculture has fallen to less than half of the relative value.
This reflects both a fall in production and a relative fall in agricul-
tural price levels. Manufacturing has also fallen, in both absolute and
relative fall in agricultural price levels. Manufacturing has also
fallen, in both absolute and relative terms. A closer look at the dif-
ferent branches in manufacturing shows that foodstuffs are the most
important branch in Estonia and Latvia, and they are also the domi-
nant branch in Lithuania. Textiles, and therefore also the aggregated
branch of textiles, clothing and shoes, especially have lost in relative
importance. Wood and wood products have increased in importance
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in Latvia. The broad group of chemicals, fuels, and metals has in-
creased in importance in Estonia and Lithuania (in Lithuania mainly
because of a revival of oil refining production—24.2 percent of
manufacturing production in 1994). In Estonia and Latvia, the ma-
chinery and equipment branch has lost much of its relative impor-
tance. In Latvia, the fall was mainly caused by branch radio and TV
equipment falling from 10 to 1.6 percent.

Overall, the social system in all three countries has been rather
stable, with political developments in Estonia the most stable despite
changes in governments. Political developments have strongly af-
fected the development of the institutional system in each of these
countries. All three Baltic countries have had quite liberal legislation
concerning foreign economic relations, but Estonia comes closest to
the small, open economy featured in many economics textbooks and
provides a strong contrast to Lithuania. It is difficult to document
differences in the value system which strongly influence FDI and
international trade, except for the differences connected to Russian
minorities, which have had an indirect effect through the social sys-
tem. The stronger German/Nordic influence in Estonia and Latvia
might have caused a more individual attitude in contrast to the more
traditional and Catholic tradition in Lithuania, including a higher
degree of collectivism that might make Lithuanians more hesitant in
regard to foreign investors.

CONDITIONS OF INTERNATIONALIZATION

When we look more closely at the conditions for internation-
alization, the following tendencies should be emphasized (see Fig-
ure 1). Estonia has experienced stable political development. The
potential threat of open conflict with the large Russian-speaking
minority does not seem to be a serious problem from the point of
view of most foreign investors. There has been broad support in the
population for market reforms. In Estonia, the turn away from
Russia toward Western countries has been one of the main objectives
of economic policy. This policy has been strongly influenced by the
proximity to Finland and the “national question.” The early intro-
duction of the Estonian kroon was one of the first steps, and the
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Figure 1

Overview of the Background Conditions for Trade and FDI in Estonia, Latvia, and Lithuania
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liberalization of foreign economic relations continued this quite
explicit development strategy with broad support in parliament.
The legislative framework for the market economy has been built
rather quickly, and the system has been implemented in a strict way.
The strict bankruptcy procedures and the tough regulation of the
banking system are good examples. This is combined with fully
liberated international trade flows, and no barriers for FDI except
for some uncertainty concerning the restitution process. Estonia’s
liberal trade regime meant that the EU association agreement was
implemented without an adjustment period. Restructuring of the
enterprises is being implemented, and fixed gross investments are
relatively high. Estonia is a small market, but the international
purchasing power is growing very fast. On the factor side, the only
important raw material is peat. Products from forestry and agricul-
ture are, however, also important. The educational level is high, and
although Estonia has the highest wage level of the Baltic countries,
it may be assumed that restructuring and increasing productivity
mean that the labor costs per unit are still competitive. Estonia’s
technological base needs much upgrading, but there is probably
some potential in wood processing and textiles, as well as machin-
ery and equipment.

Latvia’s political situation is not as stable as Estonia’s, but the
risk of a drastic change in the political climate would probably not
constitute an important barrier for foreign investments. Personal
networks are probably more influential than in Estonia, and the
problems related to corruption in the relations between the bureauc-
racy and enterprises might be a more serious threat for foreigners.
The legal system is quite developed, but the implementation is not
as strict as in Estonia. The bankruptcy law has not yet been strictly
implemented, and the strengthened regulation for banks resulted in
a serious banking crisis in 1995. Regulation of international trade is
quite liberal except for some high tariffs for imports of foodstuffs.
There are no important legal barriers for FDI. Restructuring in Latvia
seems to face somewhat more resistance than in Estonia. Privatiza-
tion is much slower and the level of gross investments is lower. The
technological base of the fixed capital is probably not attractive to
many foreign investors. Products from forestry and agriculture are
the most important primary resources. The price of labor is some-
what lower than in Estonia, probably reflecting a lower level of re-
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structuring and productivity. Latvia’s potential lies mainly in the
clusters connected to wood and food products. However, there
might also be a potential in developing Riga as an important finan-
cial center.

Lithuania has a rather stable political system, in spite of gov-
ernments changing between the Labor and Conservative Parties.
There are no threats of serious conflicts because of national minori-
ties. Unofficial networks are probably of some importance, as in
Latvia. Also, the legal system and the lack of full implementation
show some similarity with the developments in Latvia. The level of
gross fixed investment is the same as in Latvia, and this is probably
also the case with enterprise restructuring. A strong cluster in food
products might be a possibility in Lithuania, and oil-refining and
related industries are substantial parts of Lithuania’s industrial base.
The wage level measured in U.S. dollars is the lowest in the Baltic
countries.

The influence of the outside world is closely connected to the
development of infrastructure, determining the cost of transporta-
tion of goods and people. The data confirm that the development of
infrastructure and geographical proximity to large markets are in-
deed important determinants for economic internationalization. The
most significant common feature is the three countries’ location as
part of the Baltic Rim, together with Russia, Finland, Sweden, Den-
mark, Germany, and Poland. The differences worth noting are Esto-
nia’s closeness to Finland—in the cultural and linguistic sense as
well as the geographic sense—and Lithuania’s closer relations to
Poland, Belarus, and Ukraine. These differences have resulted in the
following international trade pattern.

Estonia in particular made a very fast and drastic change in its
international trade pattern, orienting itself toward the West, with
Finland as the main trading partner starting already in 1992. By 1996,
Estonia’s exports per capita were 2.5 times the level of Latvia and 1.6
times the level of Lithuania. As for the two southern countries, Russia
was still by far the most important trading partner. Trade with Sweden
and especially Finland is higher as we move north. Trade with the
neighboring Slavic countries is more important for Lithuania. Ger-
many has a larger role as we move south. The EU countries, especially
Finland, Sweden, and Germany, export mainly machinery and equip-
ment to the Baltic countries. The Baltic countries export mainly timber,
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wood products, and textiles to the EU and mainly foodstuffs and some
equipment to the Commonwealth of Independent States (CIS). Wood
exports are more important in Estonia, whereas food is more impor-
tant in Lithuania. Primary resources from forestry and agriculture play
an important role, but so does cheap labor. This is especially the case
with the large amounts of textile and clothing exports from all three
countries. Outward processing is important in this sector, with final
markets in the West, and it is important for machinery and equipment
for final export to the CIS.

There is a strong connection between the pattern of trade and
the pattern of most of the FDI into the Baltics. Finnish FDI in Estonia
in particular has complemented the development of trade. Finnish
FDI is mainly market-seeking. Swedish investments are more con-
centrated on manufacturing and tend to be more factor-seeking. In
general, most FDI in the Baltic countries has multiplied and in-
creased the trade and production linkages between the countries in
the Baltic Rim region. The high proportion of outward processing
indicates that Finnish and Swedish investors in particular are estab-
lishing new cross-national production networks. As with trade, the
volume of FDI falls as we go south, and the weight of the regional
FDI from the Nordic countries decreases as well. At the same time,
the weight of the United States, the United Kingdom, and Germany
increases. The United States ranks second or third among the foreign
investors in the three countries. The U.S. share of trade is much
lower, and U.S. investments seem to be an alternative to exports.
They are often market-seeking investments in sectors such as retail
food, tobacco, or telecommunications.

Estonia belongs to the countries in Eastern Europe with the
highest FDI per capita. A substantial part of FDI in Estonia is directly
connected to takeover payments in the privatization process. An-
other increasing portion is used for investments in the enterprises
taken over by foreign investors. About 35–40 percent of the privat-
ized assets in the enterprises have been taken over by foreigners, and
9 percent of the enterprises are owned by foreigners. About half of
total FDI has been invested in manufacturing.

Up to 1996 Latvia attracted much less FDI than Estonia. The
privatization agency is selling enterprises to foreign owners, but this
part of the privatization process started later than in Estonia, and the
process has been slower. Around 5 percent of the enterprises are
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owned by foreigners. FDI is most frequent in finance, trade, and
manufacturing of foodstuffs, wood products, clothing, and instru-
ments. The largest amounts have been invested in telecommunica-
tions and the financial sector.

Lithuania has the lowest FDI level of the Baltic countries. This
can mainly be explained by the low level of FDI in the privatization
process. The enterprises were instead sold to insiders or citizens in
general. It can be expected that foreign investors will be active buy-
ers of the shares that insiders will sell. Foreigners already play a
relatively large role in trading at the Lithuanian stock exchange to-
day. Nearly all foreign investors are from the EU and the United
States. Only 6 percent of the capital comes from the CIS. For this
amount of money, 31 percent of the enterprises have been taken over
by investors from the CIS. This implies that the CIS-owned compa-
nies are much smaller on the average that their Western counter-
parts. It may be assumed that these investments are mainly in service
and trade. The important sectors for Western FDI are telecommuni-
cations, petrol, food, textiles, and wood processing. In the last stage
of privatization, market-seeking investments in monopolistically
oriented branches in transport, telecommunications, and energy
have increased in all three countries.

It is too early to discern the exact form of cross-national pro-
duction networks developing around the Baltic Sea. However, the
rapid development in international trade, combined with increasing
FDI, shows that the Baltic countries constitute fertile ground for
reorganizing production that could strongly affect the Baltic econo-
mies and have strong effects on the other countries situated on the
Baltic Rim.

NOTES

 1. Additional tables, figures, and references can be found in an earlier version
of this study at http://brie.berkeley.edu/BRIE.
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APPENDIX

THE TUNNEL AT THE END OF THE LIGHT:
PRIVATIZATION, BUSINESS NETWORKS, AND
ECONOMIC TRANSFORMATION IN RUSSIA

Edited by Stephen S. Cohen, Andrew Schwartz,
and John Zysman1

SUMMARY

This book addresses the question of whether international pro-
duction networks (IPNs) will become a significant element in the
Central and East European transition to a market economy, the rein-
tegration of Europe, and the evolution of Europe’s regional position
in the global economy. Because of the substantive differences be-
tween the transitions from socialism in Eastern Europe and the for-
mer Soviet Union (FSU), we have dedicated a second volume to
Russian reforms, the evolution of Russian capitalism, and the pros-
pects for the country’s economic integration with Europe and the
global economy. Our second volume is entitled The Tunnel at the End
of the Light, in reference to the reverse sequencing of Russian reforms,
which have produced markets before the institutions that regulate,
support, and correct those markets are in place. This appendix sum-
marizes the contributions in The Tunnel at the End of the Light, the
conclusions of which bear directly on the answers to the questions
raised in Enlarging Europe. The IPNs that are emerging in Central and
Eastern Europe could potentially reach still further east. Such busi-
ness networks and the economic integration of the FSU would bene-
fit former Soviet citizens and provide a market of nearly 300 million
more consumers for the rest of Europe. What transpires in the FSU
in the next phase will significantly affect the prospects for Central
and Eastern Europe’s prosperity. If Russia and its neighbors realize
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their economic potential, a rich area of trade and IPNs could de-
velop. If not, as one contribution in The Tunnel at the End of the Light
points out, Russia could turn inwards, revert to nationalist politics,
and rebuild a menacing security apparatus that would hamper the
emergence of a peaceful and prosperous united Europe.

Many of the conclusions reached in The Tunnel at the End of the
Light are distressingly grim, although several authors point to the
potential for political reforms that could reverse current trends. The
newly reformed Russian economy is languishing under ineffective
governance and a faltering state apparatus. The ineffectiveness of
the state virtually guarantees that there will be neither stable rules
nor credible institutions crucial to market viability in the short term.
Not only are the necessary institutions to govern the market lacking,
but also the presence of corruption and organized crime means the
evolution of the post-Soviet transformation will face continued con-
testation. Because the planned economy underwent dismantling be-
fore markets were in place, business relationships are regulated by
neither the state nor the market.

In order to reverse Russia’s current trajectory, the first require-
ment would be to reinvigorate the state with power and legitimacy.
As Dietrich Rueschemeyer and Peter B. Evans put it, a viable state
is “a set of organizations invested with the authority to make bind-
ing decisions for people and organizations juridically located in a
particular territory and to implement these decisions using, if nec-
essary, force.” Overcoming the social conflict that inevitably occu-
pies the governing arena, the state must act as the “guardian of the
universal interests of the society over which it has jurisdiction.”2 This
is not to say the state does not embody contradictory tensions, but
the question in Russia is whether those tensions will be resolved
according to the rule of law or whether they will continue to be the
source of arbitrary application of the law and venality among state
officials and members of society.

None of the authors doubts Russia’s potential to become an
economic giant in the European and global contexts. With access to
FSU markets, natural resources, and adequate infrastructure, there
is much incentive for foreigners to invest. But given the current un-
certainty permeating the political environment, the enduring barri-
ers to direct investment, and the state’s reluctance or inability to
enforce the law, capital has (probably wisely) stayed away. Given the
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powerful networks of criminality and influence in the Russian sys-
tem, development will be different there than in much of the rest of
Central and Eastern Europe. Until it develops market institutions,
Russia will not realize the benefits of market competition. What fol-
lows is a brief description of the chapters included in The Tunnel at
the End of the Light.

Stephen S. Cohen and Andrew Schwartz’s chapter, “Deeper into
the Tunnel,” lays the theoretical groundwork for the subsequent
chapters in the volume. Their argument is that “fundamentalist capi-
talism” in its rawest form swept into the former Soviet empire when
the defeat of communism left an ideological vacuum. Free market
enterprise was simplified to privatization, while democracy was as-
sumed to mean free elections. Cohen and Schwartz point out that
more is required to realize the proper functioning of either.

These authors emphasize three points in the transition from
socialism to capitalism. First, successful privatization cannot be im-
mediate because the creation of capitalist institutions takes time.
Although competition is essential to efficiency in a mature market
economy, simply changing from state to private ownership will not
make an enterprise profitable. Internal restructuring is normally es-
sential in the transformation of formerly publicly held businesses.
Second, embedded socioeconomic institutions such as a legal code,
financial institutions, capital markets, and regulatory regimes make
private ownership workable. Third, the state is essential in this proc-
ess. Only the central authority can create—and, more important,
regulate—markets. And for a time, the state should also regulate
imports, capital flows, and major industrial assets.

In contrast to the advice of “radical capitalists,” there are many
examples of states achieving high levels of growth, not through the
immediate engagement of global markets, but rather through the
regulation of markets and state-directed allocation of capital. The
authors also point out that competing models of capitalism show
variation in patterns of ownership. The “simple ownership model,”
in which the distinctions between public and private are black and
white, obtains in few places. 

Finally, special consideration should be given to the fact that
these states are confronting a Communist legacy that must have
institutional and developmental implications for the evolution of
capitalism. Cohen and Schwartz point to the shortage of en-
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trepreneurial skill and the excess of criminal experience; the shortage
of market-ready companies; the poor work habits among former
Soviet bloc populations; the shortage of capital; an uncertain busi-
ness climate; weak links between labor, suppliers, and manufactur-
ers; and fragmented markets, severed international links, and ethnic
hostilities. The remaining chapters in The Tunnel at the End of the Light
focus on the weakness of state structures and its consequences for
thriving criminal activity and the slow emergence of productive
business networks.

Why are the Russian economy and polity so profoundly dys-
functional? Other Central and East European states have undergone
dramatic transitions with fewer difficulties. M. Steven Fish’s article,
“The Roots of, and Remedies for, Russia’s Racket Economy,” points
to a conjuncture of five other conditions that contribute to Russia’s
racket economy. The first is what he calls “the curse of plenty.” Rus-
sia is so well endowed with metals, oil, and gas that it is possible for
a select and powerful few to enjoy considerable wealth from these
industries without having to restructure them. Second, the intense
concentration of wealth has been exacerbated by Russia’s privatiza-
tion strategy and the “loans for shares” program, in which citizens
were awarded vouchers that they promptly sold to oligopolist inter-
ests. 

Third, Russia is now dominated by what Fish calls “one-dimen-
sional liberalism,” in which the market emerges in the midst of law-
lessness. The state has almost entirely withdrawn from its role as
enforcer and upholder of the law, a role it fulfilled only selectively
during the Communist era. In the absence of this vital service nor-
mally provided by the state, individuals and firms are forced into
the private protection racket, which makes for a “poisonous invest-
ment climate.” The fourth reason Fish cites is a moral vacuum that
pervades Russia’s economic and political spheres. Religious and
civic activities were for the most part extinguished under Commu-
nist rule, and the current government continues to stifle many forms
of association, particularly Russian Orthodoxy. Thus there is no com-
monly held understanding of the greater good, not even in the form
of Russian patriotism. Finally, Fish highlights the debility of societal
organizations and the consequent lack of social fabric. Old structures
have been dismantled before replacements have had a chance to
develop. The military is demoralized, the intelligentsia fragmented,
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and political parties do not yet command much loyalty. Although
some of these problems have emerged in other post-socialist socie-
ties, it is unusual to find all five conditions in one place. The con-
juncture tends to feed on itself, allowing problems to metastasize
and grow ever more insoluble.

The good news is that the fundamental issues are political and
that they could therefore be solved through a change in leadership
or, if current leaders prove effective, a change in policy. As an exam-
ple, Fish cites the election of Costive in Bulgaria as a dramatic change
in leadership that was good for both the restoration of law and order
and democracy. The trick, Fish admits, is to find the right agent for
the Russian context. Because of the dire need for the state to resume
its function of law enforcer, Fish concludes that the best short-term
solution for Russia today might be the Luzhkov model, named for
the mayor of Moscow who has vigorously undermined the private
security racket in his city. In addition, Fish argues that small busi-
ness, intellectuals, academics, and journalists are potential catalysts
of change in Russian society. These groups manifest autonomy and
a cosmopolitan outlook that may allow them to step outside the
confines of Russia’s failing economy and demoralized society ahead
of the rest of the population, forging a path out of the negative cycles
of corruption.

Gregory Grossman’s chapter, “Subverted Sovereignty: Historic
Role of the Soviet Underground,” traces the origins of contemporary
Russia’s vast criminal activity to the shadow economy of previous
decades. In keeping with George Breslauer’s well-known defense of
Sovietology,3 Grossman demonstrates that Soviet rule cannot be
properly understood in either of two oversimplified charac-
terizations: the dynamism that existed in the Soviet system cannot
be explained exclusively by a pluralist approach that looks only at
social forces from below, nor by a top-down, purely statist approach.
In tracing the origins and growth of both illegal and legal private
economic activity, Grossman uncovers forces of change in the Soviet
system that led to its demise.

Grossman does not argue that the shadow economy alone was
responsible for the Soviet Union’s collapse and even concedes that
some illegal activity might have resulted in positive externalities
through the provision of additional goods. But he does point out that
several symptoms of illegal economic activity undermined state
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power. These include the growth of illicit, private income; the cor-
ruption of state and party; increasing economic inequalities between
sectors and regions; and, finally, the rise of violent organized crime.
The lax enforcement of law and illegal dealings between state-owned
firms were already firmly entrenched practices by the 1960s, but it
was under Brezhnev and later Gorbachev that the shadow economy
gained momentum and undermined state capacity. It could be ar-
gued that the accumulation of private wealth, the growing familiar-
ity with private exchange, and the trust that developed as a
consequence of business transactions may yet help the Russian tran-
sition. But thus far, what seems to have penetrated Russian society
most deeply are the tendencies for citizens to cheat the state, to cheat
each other, and to evade taxes. In Grossman’s estimation, the level
of trust among FSU citizens remains low, toward both the state and
each other.

The shadow economy contributed to the Soviet Union’s collapse
for several reasons. First, it had become so bloated by the late 1980s
that it was dysfunctional and contributed to inflation. Second, the
corruption and crime associated with it had upset the domestic po-
litical order. Third, Gorbachev’s privatization policies introduced new
opportunities for both legal and illegal activities, exacerbating the
ongoing conflict between the shadow and legal economies and con-
tributing to the decay of the whole system. The chapters in The Tunnel
at the End of the Light highlight certain elements of Grossman’s analysis,
revealing in greater detail the process by which corruption and crimi-
nality became embedded in the country’s economic system.

Peter Huber and Andreas Wörgötter build on Grossman’s con-
clusions about the evolution of the shadow economy. Their chapter,
“Political Survival or Entrepreneurial Development?,” addresses the
preponderance of survivalist, as opposed to entrepreneurial, net-
works in the Soviet and post-Soviet economy. Survivalist networks
are rent-seeking, operate in the short term, and generally diminish
the value of assets. Entrepreneurial networks, by contrast, attempt
to enhance market performance of their products and services and
generate profits. The Russian economy today suffers from an abun-
dance of survivalist networks and a paucity of entrepreneurial net-
works. This not only extracts value from the economy, but also will
undoubtedly make it difficult to integrate with Western Europe,
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where firms are typically entrepreneurial as opposed to rent-seek-
ing. 

Huber and Wörgötter argue that enterprise culture, history, and
the institutions available during their creation affect the structure,
nature, and purpose of networks. Because many of the current net-
works predate Soviet transition, they grew up in the environment
analyzed by Grossman. They are the products of personal, informal
ties that were used in conspiratorial activities during the Communist
era, when prices were not a means of conveying information and
hierarchy informed all relationships. Communist-era practices and
relations remain operative, leading to economic irrationality in some
cases and to price discrimination in others.

There are also structural reasons for the ascendancy of surviv-
alist networks at this time. Where industrial concentration is high
but the number of competitive enterprises is low, as in many post-
Soviet communities, a dependence of the population on the enter-
prise develops, effectively eliminating the possibility of political and
social change. Particularly where a single enterprise dominates a
community, that firm will harass prospective entrants in the region
as a means of preserving power and ensuring continued dependence
of the population. Entrepreneurial networks have a better chance of
emerging where the economy is diversified, industries are smaller,
and there is no hegemonic enterprise actively defending its territory.

The proportion of survivalist to entrepreneurial networks augurs
poorly for the generation of profit in the Russian economy. One could
reason, however, that because survivalist networks are basically ex-
tractive and consumptive as opposed to productive, their days must
be numbered—the value of assets can be diminished only for so long
before survivalist networks implode. Although Huber and Wörgötter
acknowledge this, they argue that survivalist networks could hold on
for a regrettably long time. And the longer they endure, the more
difficult it will be to integrate with Western Europe.

Manuel Castells’s chapter, “Paths and Problems of the Integra-
tion of Post-Communist Russia into the Global Economy,” speaks
directly to the question of whether and under what conditions Rus-
sia might integrate with the European economy. In both the Euro-
pean and global contexts the Russian economy could have an
enormous impact. With nearly 300 million potential consumers in
the FSU and Russia’s raw materials, educated public, and scientific
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and technological capacity, the region could fuel substantial eco-
nomic growth, both internally and abroad. Castells argues that pro-
ductive investment continues to be inhibited by arbitrary law
enforcement, bureaucratic corruption, and security concerns.

On the one hand, it may appear that some economic indicators
have improved in the 1990s. Russian politicians favoring free market
reforms are eager to point to the increasing volume of foreign direct
investment and the growing importance of Russia’s external sector.
Although Castells concedes financial flows are increasingly important,
he cautions that some of this is fueled by business deals related to
global crime. And although it is true that the external sector has grown
in terms of Russian GDP, the principal cause has been the compara-
tively dismal performance of other parts of the Russian economy.

Particularly devastating has been what Castells terms the “de-
industrialization” of the Russian economy. The precipitous drop in
demand for military equipment, which at one time accounted for a
substantial portion of GDP, combined with the collapse of supply-
demand linkages in the economy, growing income disparities, and
the failure to collect taxes, has undermined Russia’s growth poten-
tial. Indeed, from 1991 to 1996 GDP fell. Russia’s leadership has even
allowed the most vital growth industries, including electronics
manufacturing, to languish in the post-Communist chaos. Again, the
faltering demand for military equipment, the isolation of the indus-
try from the global market, and the lack of information diffusion
have killed this sector. Consequently, for the foreseeable future, Rus-
sia will be dependent on external sources of technology, will have
limited technological know-how, and will be unable to support vi-
able, up-to-date military forces.

Even where Russia has the greatest comparative advantage, man-
agement has failed to produce substantial gains for the Russian econ-
omy. The oil industry is in crisis, and gas exports do not by themselves
generate enough hard currency to pay for basics such as food, ma-
chinery, and consumer products, let alone industrial modernization.
Both Russia and the European Union (EU) will suffer without an
overhaul of the energy sector; Russia will be unable to import, while
the EU will be missing out on a potentially huge market.

The one area in which Russia’s economy is apparently seeing
some successful globalization is in finance and stocks. But even here,
where the risks are big but so are the potential payoffs, investments
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are generally speculative, investors can get out quickly in a panic,
and profits are rarely, if ever, reinvested in the Russian economy.
More often than not, investors get in and out again quickly, taking
their earnings with them. Russians themselves evince little enthusi-
asm for their country’s potential. In the first five years of transition,
capital flight from the country has approached $60 billion, while it
is estimated the Russian public hides another $30 billion under its
mattresses, unwilling to invest personal savings in the economy or
even put them in the bank.

As Russia attempts to reinvent itself as a democratic, capitalist
society, much more than just its own success or failure lies in the
balance. The present volume addresses the prospects for the integra-
tion of Central and Eastern Europe with Western Europe. But
whether and under what conditions that integration is successful
depends in large measure on what becomes of Russia in the next few
years. As the chapters in The Tunnel at the End of the Light unani-
mously argue, corruption and the racket economy will continue to
thrive unless there is a decisive break in the political leadership. And
this will mean growing income stratification, continued weakness of
viable free market institutions, and enduring safety concerns for
those who do business in Russia. Under these circumstances, inte-
gration with Western Europe through IPNs, joint ventures, or foreign
direct investment remains unlikely. For Central and Eastern Europe,
this would also preclude the possibility of such business arrange-
ments and block access to an enormous market. Even worse, if Rus-
sia’s degeneration continues unabated, it could mean a turn to
economic and political nationalism. In that case, Russia would not
only be difficult to do business with, but it might also reemerge as a
formidable military antagonist, endangering the potential prosper-
ity of newly liberated states throughout the region.

Despite its unflattering conclusions, The Tunnel at the End of
Light is not intended to stifle debate about Russia’s reform in a cloud
of conclusive pessimism. Rather, the essays present tentative find-
ings meant to spur comment from other specialists whose views may
contradict those provided here and who may have suggestions about
how Russia’s current trajectory might be rectified.
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NOTES

 1. A companion volume to this one and part of the BRIE/Kreisky Forum
Project on Uniting the European Economy. Published by International and
Area Studies, Berkeley, 1998. This summary was prepared with assistance
from Rachel Epstein.

 2. Dietrich Rueschemeyer and Peter B. Evans, “The State and Economic Trans-
formation: Toward an Analysis of the Conditions Underlying Effective In-
tervention,” in Bringing the State Back In, ed. Peter B. Evans, Dietrich Rues-
chemeyer, and Theda Skocpol (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press,
1985), pp. 46–47.

 3. In his article, Breslauer argues that some strains of scholarship did see
potential for change within the system during the cold war (“In Defense of
Sovietology,” Post-Soviet Affairs 8, 3 [1992]: 197–238).
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